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NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1971

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee

room, Longworth I-louse Office Building, Hon. Al Ullman, presiding.
Mr. ULLMAN. The committee will be in order.
Our first witness today is H. Leonard Woodcock.
We are very happy to have you before the committee. You have al-

ways contributed to our deliberations. We are looking forward to hear-
ing you on this most important subject.

it you will identify your colleagues we will be very happy to
recognize you.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD WOODCOCK, PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE AND AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERICA (UAW), AND
CHAIRMAN, HEALTH SECURITY ACTION COUNCIL; ACCOMPAN-
IED BY I. S. FALK, PH. D., CHAIRMAN, TECHNICAL SUBCOMMIT-
TEE FOR NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE, HEALTH SECURITY
ACTION COUNCIL; MELVIN A. GLASSER, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SE-
CURITY DEPARTMENT, UAW; AND MAX W. FINE, SECRETARY,
HEALTH SECURITY ACTION COUNCIL

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the
committee.

On my left is Dr. I. S. Falk who is professor emeritus of public
health at Yale University; at my immediate right, Mr. Melvin Glas-
ser, director of the social securit de )artment of our union and Mr.
Max Fine who is secretary of Ye Health Security Action Council.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the
statement which we have given to the committee put in the record.

Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection your full statement and supple-
mental materials will be placed in the record and you may proceed
as you see fit.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF LEONARD WOODCOCK, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED
AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AmER-
ICA (UAW)
My name is Leonard Woodcock. I am President of the International Union.

United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of Ameri-

(511)
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ca (UAW), and Chairman of the Health Security Action Council. I am accompa-
nied by Dr. I. S. Falk, Professor Emeritus of Public Health of Yale University,
by Mr. Melvin A. Glasser, Director, Social Security Department, International
Union, UAW, and by Max W. Fine, Secretary, Health Security Action Council.

We wish to express our apprecication to you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these
hearings on national health insurance at this time. We know of no single issue
of greater importance to all of the American people than the subject you are
considering today. In the last five years health services have increased in cost
at twice the rate of the overall rise in the consumer price index. But runaway
costs are not the only symptoms of the disease that afflicts our health system.
It is a system beset by many problems, as you have noted, Mr. Chairman. Among
these are disorganized services, physician shortages, quality control breakdowns,
non-availability of services for millions and only the most limited, hurried, im-
personal and often ineffective services for many more millions.

Americans shie great expectations auou.L health c.are. We are blessed with
a scientific community which has earned 41 A\obel Prizes in medical research
since 1901. Medical scientists from all over the world come to America for ad-
vanced training. We are justly prou(l of our achievements in discovering causes
and cures for once-dreaded diseases. The relentless advance of scientific knowl-
edge should be a cause for rejoicing. Its main result should not be a fear of
the consequences In terms of unfilled expectations.

Mr. Chairman, we are here primarily to tell you about the National Health
Security Act embodied in II.R. 22 introduced by Mrs. Griffiths, Mr. Corman and
some 80 other members of the I-louse of Representatives. Last week Secretary
Richardson testified before your Committee. Ile called H.R. 22 "utopian." While
accepting the principle of equal accessibility to all of he~dth care services, he
challenged what lie called "tihe wisdom of raising expectations beyond all hope
of fulfillment in the near future." le contended the resources were not in place
to provide equal access. Ile said the National Health Security Act was
"infeasible."

I think lie missed the point. The real question is, shall we continue to subsidize
a wasteful, archaic and non-productive health care and health insurance system
which will continue to fail to meet the public need? Or shall we resolve to make
the fruits of medical knowledge available to all, as rapidly as possible, through
reform of the health care delivery system?

Mr. Chairman, in the wake of Secretary Richardson's testimony, we are ob-
ligated to indicate some comparisons and contrasts and to express some opinions
on the issues specifically presented to you by the two proposals, the National
Health Security Act on the one hand and the Administration proposal on the
other.

At the outset, let's agree on the problems. Your own summation is a valuable
contribution to understanding the problems. The health industry, as it has de-
veloped In this country is marked by:

Uneven quality of care.
Skyrocketing health care expenditures that now consume more than 7 percent

of our gross national l)roduct.
Unplanned growth of hospital and nursing home beds, producing wasteful stir-

pluses in many areas.
A chronic manpower shortage, particularly a physican shortage, exacerbated

by our failure to use physicans wisely. A medical education system so restricted
as to require importing of foreign medical graduates in large numbers.

A non-profit hospital system that often lacks enough incentives for efficient
provisions of services,

And increasingly resentful consumers. Our system of medical care functions
more and better for those who provide health care services and for those who
insure its costs thnn for consumers. It should serve patients and providers equally
well.

Appalling statistics brought out In your staff's excellent report show the prob-
lems in other dimensions:

Among 20 advanced nations, the United States ranks 18th in life expect-
ancy for males. The life expectancy at birth of the U.S. male--6.8 years-
is nearly 5 years shorter than the life expectancy of the Swedish male. For
females, the U.S. rank is somewhat higher... Ten nations, however have a
life expectancy for females that exceeds the 73.7 year average for the United
States.
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Among 20 industrial nations in1 1967, the United States ranked 14th in rate
of infant mortality with 22 deaths per 1,000 births. Moreover, the U.S. rank
has actually worsened in recent decades, decreasing from 5th in 1950. Had
Sweden's infant mortality rate been achieved in the United States in 1907,
it would have meant over 32,000 fewer infant deaths.

Infant mortality rates are 80 percent higher for minority race members
than for whites. Despite an overall decrease in rate of infant deaths through-
out this century, the racial disparity in infant mortality rates has not lessened
over time.

By count of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in the
existing medical delivery system, we have a shortage of 50,000 physicians.
Projections of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics show we will not make a
dent in this critical shortage in this decade. We would need to graduate
more than 20,000 new physicians a year-more than twice our present 9,000-
to end the shortage by 1980. It Is clear, Mr. Chairman, that the physician
shortage exists largely as a result of professional birth control exercised by
the American Medical Association in the past, and the resistance to innova-
tion such as prepaid group practice programs which provide more productive
use of physicians' time and skill than does solo-practice, fee-for-service
medicine.

Another fact of the physician shortage brought out in the staff report is
that, despite the overall shortage, American surgeons are twice as numer-
ous as English surgeons and perform twice as many operations.

These data tend to support other evidence of excessive rates of surgery in
America on patients covered by commercial insurance and by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans. This is an indictment of both the medical profession's quality control
and peer review systems, on the one hand, and the negative effect of a medical
insurance market place which encourages excessive surgery and unnecessary
hospitalization, on the other.

The factors causing wasteful and inefficient hospital practices are varied. By
our methods of insuring against health care costs we invite over utilization of
the most expensive, often most irrational therapy. The status factor is another
element; each institution and its medical staff want to furnish the full array of
services. For example; studies show that at least one-third of hospitals with open
heart surgery teams are performing Insufficient open heart surgery to justify the
cost of the heart-lung machines and other equipment. The studies raise serious
questions about the value of many of the teams, because they do not perform
enough operations to develop and maintain the high degree of expertise that is
needed.

Mr. Chairman, the basic facts already before this Committee are like a litany
of the breakdown of the health care system. The documentation of the health
crisis is long and distressing, particularly when viewed in terms of human suffer-
ing, unnecessary illness and family bankruptcy resulting from unbelievable high
costs for even a single serious medical-hospital episode.

The Washington Evening Star capsulized in one paragraph a growing assess-
ment of our health care when it said:

"In this field the United States is in a third rate position among the industrial
nations. It Just muddles along, tolerating incredible disorganization, appalling
inequities and financial ruin for people who get too sick for too long. For mill-
lions, adequate care simply is unavailable. Distribution of services is drastically
uneven across the nation."

And Fortune Magazine served to alert not only business and industry but the
entire nation when it stated last year:

"American medicine, the pride of the nation for many years, stands now on the
brink of chaos . . . Much of U.S. medical care, particularly the everyday business
of preventing and treating routine illnesses, is inferior in quality, wastefully
dispensed and inequitably financed. Whether poor or not. most Americans are
badly served by the obsolete, overqtrained medical system that had grown up
helter-skelter, without accommodating very well to changing technology, ex-
pan dina population, rising costs or rising expectations."

Mr. Chairmnn. we are here not to rejoice in the general recognition of the
problems, but to mnke our contribution in the search for solutions. Many pro-
po.als are before you. But we are convinced thnt we will not achieve good healthcare for all Americans unless we deal meaningfully with the major causes of the
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health care crisis and with all of them. Each of the problems is interrelated with
all of the others. Each must be acted upon, directly and not merely rhetorically,
if we would have performance measure up to scientific promise.

A sound and adequate program must deal with all of the problems, simul-
taneously. And the dimensions and severity of the crisis, and the outlook that It
will continue and worsen, dictate that we should deal with them now. And in
dealing with them, I do not believe we should settle for less than we need.

NEEDED CHANGES

Let me suggest the nature of the changes that in our view are needed. We
need more physicians and dentists and other health professionals, and we need
them better distributed among specialties and better distributed geographically.
We need more secondary personnel, and we need them better used to increase
the productivity of the professionals. We need more prepaid group practice, in
in the true sense of that term, to provide more and better services at lower cost.
We need to make keeping people well more remunerative than treating them
when they are sick, and for those who are sick we need incentives to treat them
whenever possible as ambulatory patients. We need to persuade the health
professions to exercise everywhere the self-discipline, both in the quality of
services and in their utilization, that we find today in the best of our hospital
medical staffs. We need fair but effective cost controls-not to deny health
personnel incomes commensurate with their devotion and their skill, but to put
an end to a rate of inflation that is badly out of kilter with the rest of the
economy.

We need comprehensive protection-health security for all.
We have studied all proposals developed and put forward over the past three

years, and we believe that only the Health Security bill deals with all the causes
of the crisis and measures up to the needs and aspirations of the American
people in personal health services.

CITEIIA FOR NATIONAL IEALTIT INSURANCE

Mr. Chairman, tho Healh' Security program was developed over a period of
nearly three years by a knowledgeable and expert technical committee. Under
the Chairmanship of my predecessor, the late Walter P. Reuther, the Committee
for National Health Insurance was formed for the purpose of developing a
program which would meet the needs of all of the American people. We estab-
lished ten essential criteria for design of a national health insurance program:

1. The whole population should be eligible for all the benefits of the program,
according to the need for health care and without financial tests or barriers;

2. The program should undertake to assure the availability of all useful and
promising medical care services within the spectrum of its benefits;

3. The desired organizational pattern and delivery system should, as a practical
matter, be achieved on an evolutionary course which starts with acceptance of
current patterns and practices and also provides incentives and supports for
developments toward the declared goals;

4. The national economy as a whole should be the underlying source of financ-
ing, both for the development of needed resources for the provision of services
and for adequate and assured support of continuing functional performances;

5. To be acceptable as well as viable, the program design should be based on a
partnership of-

(a) national public financing, "monolithic" as in our national sociil insur-
ance, and

(b) private provision of the medical care services, "pluralistic" through
self-elected diversities among providers of services, their location, organiza-
tion, professional and fiscal operations, and participation in planning and
administration;

6. Continuing financial supports should be assured through-
(a) Taxes which are earmarked for medical care and which automatically

adjust to the state of the national economy,
(b) Matching or supporting appropriations from general revenues, made

as nearly automatic as possible, and
(c) Utilization of the total yield through the mechanism of a trust fund

permanently available for purposes of the program;
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7. The program's fiscal operations should rest on prospective annual budgets
for the support and compensation of those who provide medical care services and
goods, in order to bulwark planning and to contain costs within levels determined
by national decisions;

8. To assure the worth of services supported by public funds, the design of
the program should provide for standards of quality, and the administration
should be required to implement all practical measures for the observance of
such standards;

9. Administration of the program should involve not only the public authority
but also the )articipation of representatives of both consumers and providers of
services; and

10. Mandatory provisions should assure publicc accounting of program opera-
tions an(d performances.

NATIONAL HEALTH SECURITY ACT

Mr. Chairman, of the proposals before your Committee, only the Health Se-
curity Act meets these criteria. It is the only national health insurance prol)osal
which follows the i)roblemns where they leal. The things that we have suggested
need to be done cannot be accomplished by flat on the one hand, or by preach-
meant on the other, but they can be brought about over i period of time if we have
the will and the wit to consolidate and use wisely the huge sumis of money that
are spent every year for health services.

The Health Security Program is not a theoretical model to replace our present
medical system with another. It would proceed on an evolutionary course not
by striving for all its goals on an appointed day, hut by processes of gradualism.
It Is a program designed to achieve an end to financial barriers that obstruct
the ready availability of good medical care for the population.

The Health Security Program starts with effective recognition that health care
is a right and a necessity, not a luxury. The fact that we are for health care
as a matter of right means that all persons legally resident in the United States
would be eligible for the benefits of the Health Security Program. Eligibility
would not require either an individual contribution history or any means test,
and no payment would be required when services are rendered. The advantages
in terms of public acceptance and ease of administration have been clearly
demonstrated by the success of Social Security, OASDHI programs, in contrast
to the tangle of requirements, entitlements and benefits under Welfare and
Medicaid. Separate health insurance programs created for the poor, for working
people, for the elderly and the disabled cannot fail to compound further the in-
tricacies, confusions and the inadequacies with which the medical care scene
is more than sufficiently plagued.

Fragmentation of programs has another and even more serious effect-it
deprives us of the means of bringing about the needed changes. The financial
leverages of competitive and uncoordinated private insurance have brought us
to the pass we are in, and if we are to reverse the direction of these leverages
we must substitute centralized control of health care financing. It is too much
to hope that programs administered by scattered Federal and State agencies and
by insurance carriers could be brought to such unity of purpose and method as
to produce a coherent force for change. A national program, on the other hand,
could supply consistent incentives and encouragement which over the years
would bring order out of our present chaos.

If the concentrated power of the Federal purse is used to construct a national
system of highways, or to redirect our agricultural economy, why should it not
be used to rationalize our system of health care? Promotion of the general
welfare, after all, is one of the purposes for which this Nation was created-
explicitly, one of the purposes for which the power of taxation was conferred
on our central Government.

Universal entitlement under a single national program would free the money
now spent to check such things as eligibility, current insured status, and de-
ductibls, to actually pay for health services. The sums involved are not small.
Carriers under the Medicare program now spend as much as $6 or more per
claim in purely administrative expenses. Most of this money is wasted. It is
not used to bring about constructive change, it is used to verify the application
of rules designed to exclude beneficiaries whether they need the services or not.
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A single national program of financing will create the opportunities for effec-
tive planning, cost and quality control. Health Security will provide the funds
and the flexibility to encourage the development of new methods of organizing
and delivering health services. It will allow for the implementation of a coherent
national health policy. Most important, its administration will be public, it will
be visible, and it will be accountable.

Secretary Richardson has questioned whether the Federal Government has
or could develop the planning capacity needed to administer Health Security.
He fails to observe, I think, that our proposal accepts at the outset the delivery
system essentially as it is, and plans only for its gradual evolution thereafter
under the influence of financial and professional incentives. I refuse to admit
that this nation lacks the wisdom to chart a course, better-whatever may be its
imperfections-than the rudderless drift we have accepted until now.

CLOSED-END BUDGETING

Health Security is the only national health Insurance program which calls for
payment of all covered services on a budgeted basis. Advance budgeting will
restrain the steeply rising costs and provide a method of allocating available
funds among caLegories of covered services. Through this process the bill can
support a range of basic and auxiliary services and modify the undue emphasis
on high-cost services and facilities.

By a system of regional allocation of funds, annual budgetary review and ap-
proval of institutional service expenditures, by financial reviews and controls on
service costs, this Bill provides the means of effecting important health cost
controls.

Few aspects of the controversy over national health insurance have been as
widely discussed and as little understood as the question of program costs.
Many wild and misleading allegations have been made about the exorbitant
costs of Health Security and other proposed plans, A step toward clarification
of this important issue was taken in August with the release of HEW's Supple-
mentary Report on Program Costs.

The report is flawed, but It does provide a valuable insight into the relative
public and private costs of the various national health insurance plans. The dollar
amount estimates of all the plans are artificially high because the report has
lumped together projections for all health related spending rather than foc)*lng
on those which are relevant-the costs of personal health services. They are
too high also because the rate of inflation projected between now and 1974-ap-
proximately 12% annually-is unrealistically high.

These estimates were of course made before the President's new economic
policies were announced, and we suppose that diminution of the rate of general
inflation will reduce somewhat the inflation of health care costs.

Despite its flaws, the report makes an important contribution by demonstrat-
ing that global spending under the various plans would initially be almost iden-
tical. Unfortunately, it fails to look toward future years when the variation in
costs would be very significant. And it fails to take into account in its cost esti-
mnates the cost control provisions which are contained in the National Health
Security Act.

We have prepared a detailed paper on the costs of Health Security which
focuses directly upon personal health 8ervice costs and which utilizes a more
realistic rate of inflation in the intervening years before any program could be-
come operational-an inflation rate averaging 10% annually. The paper also pro-
vides estimates of Health Security's cost in subsequent years of operation when
the many important cost control features of the program have become fully
operational. Mr. Chairman, I ask your permission to have the entire report
printed In the record, and I will summarize the results of our findings.

If Health Security had been operational in fiscal 1970. the last year for which
detailed data are available, the program would have involved expenditures of
about $40 billion, equivalent to about two-thirds of the expenditures actually
made during that year for all personal health services. This would not have been
$40 billion in new expenditures; but rather a rechanneling of existing expendi-
ture patterns. Health Security in Fiscal 1970 would have absorbed about 69%
of all private expenditures, and about 57% of expenditures under public pro-
grams. The Federal government expenditures of $9.3 billion for Medicare and
Medicaid would be replaced, and state and local governments expenditures of
more than $2.5 billion, absorbed by II.R. 22.
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If we look to future initial year operating costs, we see that If Health Security
were enacted this year with benefits first available in 1973-1974 the cost would
be $56.7 billion-again representing not new money but a rechanneling of expend-
itures. If it is first effective in 1974-75, the program cost would be $62.5 bil-
lion-incluling in each case tile cost of administration and resource development.

Beyond the first year in which benefits become available, we assume that the
many systems improvement and cost control provisions of the program will
moderate the average annual rate of increase from approximately 10% toward
the level of (1% annually, including the cost of expanding services, the growth
of population and price Increases. Thus although the initial cost of Health Se-
curity might, as the IIEW report shows, be copalarable to other plans, the sub-
sequent costs of personal health services to the American people under our
programm would be very substantially less than that under any other national
health insurance l)rogram under consideration by this Committee and certainly
substantially less than the future costs of the existing system which the Adminis-
tration estimates will exceed $105 billion for personal health services by 1974.

Mr. chairman , let me put the cost proposition this way: In the Health
Security Program, with proper financing and quality controls, it is possible to
provide comi)rehensive health services to all the American people at a cost no
greater-possibly even a lesser cost-thaln what the nation Is now spending for
the fragmented services. And at )resent, many Americans receive little or no
services at all. Furthermore, the current estimates of 12% annual inflation factor
in health care costs would at least be halved in the first years of our program
operations, and may even be reduced below that in subsequent years if price
controls are even more effective than we have ventured to assume, as the
reorganization of services becomes fully effective.

There is no magic involved in providing more and better services to more
peol)le with the same amount of funds we spend in any given year. The savings
effected through elimination of Waste and duplication and through the develop-
meat of a reorganized and more rational delivery system provide the keys to the
new economies.

The financial provisions of the Health Security program would be geared to
where we are with respect to exl)enditures for medical care in the United States
at the time the program becomes operational. The system would then operate on
an annual budget basis. Program funds would be derived in part from general
revenues (50 percent of costs) and in part from earmarked taxes on employers
(3.5 percent of payrolls), on Individuals (1 percent of earned and unearned in-
come up to $15,000 annually), and on the self-employed (2.5 percent of income
up to $15,000 annually.

The precise allocation of the costs among these various sources is endlessly
arguable. However, the use of the several sources is, we believe, completely
sonnd.

Since all resources of the program would go into a Trust Fund and remain
available until expended-as in the Social Security programs-fhe functional
operations would have secure and stable financing.

THE BENEFITS

With four modest limitations, the benefits are intended to embrace the entire
range of personal health services-including care for the prevention and early
detection of disease, the treatment of illness and physical rehabilitation. There
are no restrictions on needed services, no cut-off I)oints, no co-insurance, no
deductibles and no waiting periods.

The principal limitations are:
Dental care, which is restricted to children through age 15 at the outset,

with the covered age group increasing thereafter until persons through age
25 are covered; those who once become eligible remain eligible thereafter.

Skilled nursing home care which is limited to 120 days per benefit period.
Psychiatric hospitalization, which is limited to 45 consecutive days of

active treatment during a benefit period; and psychiatric consultations
which, when provided outside of a framework of organized care, are limited
to 20 visits during a benefit period.

Drugs, when administered outside such a framework, are covered only
when necessary for treatment of chronic diseases or conditions which re-
quire costly drug therapy.
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In other respects, the program provides complete coverage for physicians'
services, hospital services, and in accordance with regulations, coverage for
optometry services, podiatry services, and approved Uevices, appliances and
equipment.

A special feature of the Health Security Program will provide for a Resources
Development Fund. A fixed percentage of overall program funds, by 1975,
reaching $3 billion will be earmarked and used to strengthen the nation's re-
sources of health personnel and facilities and upgrade the system for the delivery
of care. This Fund would support education and training pinpointed to shortages
of needed kinds of personnel-especially education and training of those dis-
advantaged by poverty or membership In minority groups-including programs
for new kinds of health personnel. It would also provide financial support for the
location of needed health personnel and facilities in both urban and rural short-
age areas, This Fund will have far greater capability of supporting the devel-
opment of new group practice and other organized patient care programs than
the HMO proposals of the Nixon Administration, and will focus, as the Admin-
istration proposal does not, on integrated group practice arrangements.

Health Security will continue to pay physicians in private practice on a fee-
for-service or other basis, at the election of each physician. The same amount
of money, per resident of the area, will be available for payment to physicians
receiving fees as to physicians receiving capitation. The income of fee-for-service
physicians will vary with the amounts of service they render, but their basic
compensation will on the average be the same as that of capitation physicians.
Group practice organizations and professional foundations may, however, earn
additional payments if they reduce hospital utilization, and this potentiality,
along with various professional incentives, we believe will offer strong induce-
ment to physicians to opt for such organized forms of practice as opposed to solo
practice.

By a system of regional allocation of funds, annual budgetary review and
approval of institutional service expenditures, and financial reviews and con-
trols on service costs, this Bill provides the means for effecting important health
cost controls.

The financial and administrative arrangements of the entire program are de-
signed to move the medical care system toward organized programs of health
services, utilizing teams of professional, technical and supporting personnel.
Special development funds would be available to support the most rapid prac-
ticable development toward this goal. State statutes which restrict or impede
the development of prepaid group practice programs would be superseded by
provision of the Health Security Program.

The program includes significant provisions to safeguard quality of care.
It would establish national standards for participating Individual and institu-
tional providers. Independent practitioners would be eligible to participate upon
meeting licensure and continuing education requirements. Provision is made for
professional review and competent peer judgments to assure a level of service
delivery compatible with good medical standards.

Health Security takes note of the rising voice of consumerism, as opposed to
leaving health economic decisions solely to health practitioners. Consumers will
be assured a meaningful role at every administrative and decision-making level.
A National Health Security Advisory Council, with a majority of consumer
members, will work closely with the proposed Health Security Board in estab-
lishing national policy, standards and operating procedures. In addition, con-
sumer organizations will be given technical and financial assistance to establish
their own comprehensive care programs.

Rather than increasing the present mountain of paperwork as some critics
have suggested, the proposed program would reduce it. The forms will not have
to deal with deductibles or coinsurance, or with any facts relating to eligibility
beyond, perhaps, entry of a social security number or similar identifying symbol.
Under Health Security there will be one agency administering the overall pro-
gram and its finances, and one system of forms-highly simplified. Both patients
and practitioners will welcome the change.

The American people today recognize that health care is in crisis. But this is
a crisis era-housing, poverty, the cities, the environment, education, the ques-
tion of individual and collective accountability for an unpopular war.

While not intending to belittle the vast undertaking necessary to make our
health delivery system more rational and responsive, I nonetheless suggest to you
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that health care reform is one of America's more manageable problems. The
danger is that America will be enticed to adopt patchwork approaches, and that
our health problems will multiply, not diminish. Nothing less than Health Se-
curity, which deals not only with financing but evolution toward rational or-
ganization of the entire system through which health care services are delivered,
will suffice.

Mr. Chairman, we strongly endorse the Health Security Program and H.R.
22 and we recommend its sympathetic study by your Committee.

ADMINISTRATION'S FALT11 STRATEGY

I turn now, Mr. Chairman, to President Nixon's program and others like it.
When the President delivered his health message last February,, we found much
to support in it. We welcomed its expansion of the training of MEDEX and
similar type physicians' assistants. Most conspicuous by its appearance was the
President's endorsement of the Emergency Health Peronnel Act. New funds for
medical schools and other professional education and training institutions, and
for students and trainees were promised, as were continuing support for blo-
medical research and special programs to attack and conquer cancer and sickle
cell anemia.

The President's program was strengthened by its provisions for more generous
support for the family planning and food stamp programs, as well as its endorse-
ment of expanded health education. The proposal for regional health professions
education centers deserved and won our enthusiastic support.

We noted with special pleasure the great emphasis placed by the President
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare on the need to support the
development of IMO's-Health Maintenance Organizations-which they are
presently stimulating vigorously.

All of these proposals were most commendable in the President's health mes-
sage, Unfortunately, the Administration has not yet moved forcefully to imple-
ment some of them. Philosophical changes appear to have collared others. For
example, HMO's appear now to be headed mainly into the profitmaking sector
under the methods being encouraged by the Administration. Little funding has
been proposed for the Emergency Health Personnel Corps and the program suf-
fers from top level inertia. There was less than met the eye in the Administra-
tion's medical education supports.

But we were more astonished than disappointed to see the change-of-mind that
took place before the very eyes of your Committee last week, Mr. Chairman.
When the Administration backed off from its promise to require federal regula-
tion of the health insurance industry, it frankly dashed our lingering hopes for
the future of the Administration's objectives.

The National Healti' Insurance Partnership proposed by the Administration
never was national health insurance. It was and is a patchwork of separate and
less than equal programs.

Whole groups in the population are left out. Those covered are placed into seven
different categories and five different income classes. In other words, there are
35 different categories with variable benefits, deductibles, co-insurance and
premium payments-and those covered are subject to reclassification among the
35 categories twice each year.

I am convinced the program is not only exceedingly difficult for the consumer
to understand, it is also not administerable.

Administration spokesmen talk frequently about the comprehensive benefits
in their proposals, including the whole range of preventive and rehabilitative
services. But their main insurance program (National Health Insurance Stand-
ards Act) provides substantially less coverage than is presently available in
most group contracts. No provision is made, for example, for mental health serv-
ices, prescription drugs, dental care, and a number of other services recognized
as an integral part of comprehensive care.

And the HEW estimate that the main insurance benefit package would cost
about $490 a year is clear indication that even the limited benefits promised could
not be provided at present prices.

I am told it would require at least 50% more funds than presently planned
if those covered are to expect reasonably comprehensive benefits.

The "Health Strategy" also provides for the perpetuation of the "separate but
less equal" medical care system for the poor through a Family Health Insurance
Program. Proposed benefits are less than under the main insurance plan. Costs

70-174 0 - 72 - pt, 3 -- 3
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are expected to be lower than present Medicaid expenditures, but this merely re-
flects that the F.II..P. package will provide lower levels and quantities of care
than )resently prevail in most northern and western states.

And the Administration's program is silent about the millions of poor who will
not be eligible-even for F.H.I.P. It is also silent on what provisions are to be
made for the poor covered by F.II.I.P. when they exhaust their insured benefits.

Presumably we may expect enlarged state and local welfare programs to take
care of these people.

We are told that there will be cost controls by making the consumer "cost con-
scious." Apparently, this will be done primarily through a tough co-insurance
and deductible payments policy, which I am convinced, based oil our union's
experience, is antithetical to good health care-though it may be good insurance
business.

We hear nothing -about meaningful consumer participation in any phase of
the development or implementation of these programs. We hear almost nothing
about quality controls.

And now, in October 1971, before your Committee, Mr. Chairman, we hear a
new and disturbing note about so-called regulation of the health insurance in-
dustry.

We have cause for concern. After all, organized labor helped to create the pri-
vate health insurance industry. We have supported it with our hard-earned
dollars for three decades. But the private health insurmce industry has failed.
It has failed to control costs. It has failed to control quality. It has failed to
providee adequate benefits even for those with some form of coverage. After 30

years of effort, all private health insurance combined still covers only a little
more than one-third of private personal health care expenses. All of these fail-
ures are known to this Committee. They are documented in material developed
for you by HEW.

Since private health insurance has not lived up to expectations in the past
and is doing no better at present, what basis for better future performance is
l)rol)osed? Where is the quid pro quo? After all, the Administration is asking for
mandated purchase of private health insarance-$30 billion worth or more in the
very first year of the program-and progressively more year after year.

In February, of this year, when they first made their proposal known, the
Administration officials stated: "You can't -ask for an employer-employee health
insurance program that will cover all employees of this country and let the States
set the ground rules." In May, in the White Paper which you have placed in the
Record, Mr. Chairman, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare stated:

"In the past, some insurance carriers have abused their trust by not convey-
ing to the consumer with clarity the coverage and exclusions in his contract.
Some have failed to perform claims and utilization reviews, or excluded high
risk groups, or cancelled policies suddenly. The Administration proposes to
regulate the insurance industry, which is essentially unregulated at this time."

Mr. Chairman, this is October of the same year, and we now see that under
the Administration's new concept, the insurance industry will continue to be
essentially unregulated in the future. The longer it takes to receive the promised
but still unseen regulation, the weaker it becomes. As of now, regulation will be
left to the States, which have been regulating the industry all along. And the
focal point of prospective regulation appears to he to assure solvency :-to
assure that the companies won't go broke. That kind of regulation works fine
for insurance companies.

But insurance companies can take care of themselves. It is time to help con-

sumers, particularly since billions of dollars of consumers' money is being man-

dated into the hands of insurance companies. And in Year Two of their program,
the $30 billion mandated premium costs assuredly would have increased sub-
stantially. By Year Three. the uncontrolled costs of the Administration's pro-

gram-even by the faulty actuarial methodology they have employed-would re-

sult in higher national expenditures for health purposes than under much more

comprehensive programs. The insurance companies are interested in controlling

costs only under such conditions as are acceptable to the American Medical
Association. And the AMA has yet to find acceptable any method of controlling
costs of medical care. Nor are they likely to.

Mr. Chairman, it is time to cancel an insurance industry that places a premium
on sickness rather than health and that puts the interests of consumers last in

line.
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TiE SPECIAL ECONOMICS OF HEALTH

Mr. Chairman, however conscious or unconscious they are of other aspects of
the health care crisis, most people are acutely aware of the crisis in health care
costs.

In the midst of our present concern as a nation with the parlous state of the
economy, I suggest to you that we need to pay special attention to the state of our
medical economy. It's sick. Most informed observers are agreed on this, whether
they use the terms "health care crisis," "non-system," "fragmentation," or
"collapse."

The sickness of the health services economy is at least dual in causation. One
set of factors reflects the state of the economy as a whole. A second set is unique
to medical care itself.

Over the last ten years the costs of medical care have consistently increased
at twice the rate of the increase in the cost of living. Medical care has an in-
flationary sickness all its own-which can't be cured by placebos or palliatives
or general economic programs.

This is an increasingly grave problem for the consumer who is gradually being
priced out of the health care marketplace, and for government, which is paying
a larger and larger portion of the escalating health care bill.

Eleven years ago public funds paid 26% of all national health care expendi-
tures. Today the figure is 37%.

In the health field, excessive inflation can be expected-assuming no major
changes in public medical care programs, in the private financing system, in the
organization and delivery of services, in the treatment and care of patients-and
only a modest increase in population.

The myth continues to be advanced that prices in medical care are controlled
by the laws of supply and demand in the marketplace-like soft drinks and
refrigerators. In fact no such mechanism operates. How can it when providers
are In short supply and hospitals are built largely with public funds. By and
large when the consumer requires health services-when he is really sick-he
does not have a choice whether or not to go for them, or to delay what the
economists call "the gratification" of meeting his needs. He knows, and health
services providers know even better, that delaying needed medical care has far
different consequences than delaying the purchase of a new automobile.

It is therefore particularly important that the current public debate over
methods to control inflation does not obscure the now well recognized need to
rethink our ways of organizing and paying for personal health services. The
President's proposed inflation controls, and those proposed by others, may help
in the general economy, but they can do little in restraining health cost
escalation.

CONCLUSION

For all of these reasons, Mr. Chairman, we ask you to evaluate the various
proposals before you according to criteria that measures up to the true total
needs. Health is too important to be left to an Administration which appears
to believe that the Insurance industry should be the foundation for all our aspi-
rations in personal health care. We welcome the leadership that you and your
Committee are assuming.

Improvement of the health of the people through improved personal health
services cannot be achieved through piecemeal programs as proposed by the
Nixon Administration. The problems are so complex and so inter-related that we
must deal with them concurrently.

We have gone through a 30-year agony of tinkering with and patching up a
health care system that can no longer be madc to work without major overhaul.
It works all right for the private financing institutions. It works all right foA
the providers of servlceO. But it is not working well for the consumers. No amount
of statistical gymnastics nor Madison Avenue sloganeering can hide that fact.

We believe the Health Security Act will do the job that is needed. It will
effect controls on costs, as well as incentives for efficiencies and quality of care.
It will provide an orderly and assured financing for covered health services.
It will also undertake to increase the resources available to supply care. It will
encourage the development of prepaid group practice plans, foundations and
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personal providers various choices of renuieration, including fee-for-service.

The Health Security Act will free this nation from the frightening tyranny
of steeply escalating health and health insurance costs. And it will enable us
to build a better health care system.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you, sir.
I think it can be said that there is no issue of greater importance

before the country than the matter of health care. Most people are
agreed on the diagnosis but there is wide disagreement on the remedy.

During the last 5 years, health service cost increases have risen at
twice the rate of the Consumer Price Index rise and there are many
problems in this field which have been noted by this committee; dis-
organized services, physician shortages, quality control breakdowns,
nonavailability of service for millions of Americans, and limited, im-
plersonal, sometimes ineffective service, for many more millions.

This is accompanied by the fact that we have medical scientific
knowledge in this country which is by far the best in the world.

I am here this morning, Mr. Chairman, to support the National
Health Security Act, I.R. 22, introduced by Mrs. Griffiths, Mr.
Corman, and by some 80 other Members of the House of Represent-
atives.

Before this committee the Secretary of HEW, Mr. Richardson, has
said that H.R. 22 is "utopian" and "infeasible."

We have a choice in this country between continuing to subsidize a
wasteful, archaic, nonproductive system which is not doing the job
or utilizing our medical knowledge to reform the health care delivery
system.

This committee's summation has been a valuable contribution to
understanding the problems before us and the staff of this committee
has filed excellent reports which show other dimensions of the
problem.

We will, therefore, let that record speak for itself. There are many
proposals before you but we believe we will not achieve good health
care for all Americans unless we deal meaningfully with the major
causes of the health care crisis and with all of those causes.

We need more physicians, more dentists, other health professionals.
We need a better distribution among the specialties of medical skills
and a better geographic distribution.

We need more secondary personnel to be used to increase the produc-
tivity of the professionals. We need more true prepaid group practice,
a system that has proved itself against very stiff obstacles.

We need to make keeping people well more remunerative than treat-
ing them when they become sick. We need incentives for less costly
but effective ways of care, for preventive services, for care of ambula-
tory patients, and we need self-discipline of the professions to control
the' quality of service and the utilization of that service.

The health security bill. I-I.R. 22, goes to these problems. The pro-
gram was developed carefully over 3 years by topflight and knowl-
edieable people.

It meets 10 predetermined criteria which that group set itself:
No. 1, the whole nopulation to be eligible according to need and

without financial barriers.
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No. 2, assuring the availability of service within the spectrum of

the benefits proposed.
No. 3, it begins with the system as it is and, through evolution,

provides incentives and supports to move to the declared goals.No. 4, the total economy should be the underlying source of financ-ing, for development of 'resources, and continuing on-going support
of services.

No. 5. there should be a partnership of the national public financingplus private provision of services.
No. 6, continuing financial support should be based upon theearmarked taxes which would adjust with the economy, and generalrevenue support feeding through a trust fund permanently available

for program purposes.
No. 7, fiscal operations through prospective annual budgets to maxi-mize planning and containing costs within national decisions.No. 8, program design to include quality standards and adminis-tration for their implementation.
No. 9, administration to include the public authority but also directrepresentatives of the providers of services and consumers.No. 10, public accountability for the program operations and

performances.
We believe these these are not "utopian" or "infeasible" criteria.Meeting them is within the reach of America and ILR. 22 rests on themand meets them.
Mr. Chairman, the single national program of financing will alloweffective planning, cost controls, quality control. It will provide fundsand flexibility for new methods of organizing and delivering healthservices. It will allow implementation of a coherent national healthpolicy based on evolution. It will be public. It will be accountable.Health security is the only program, which calls for payment ofall covered services on a budgeted basis which brings us to thie critical

question of costs.
In this area there have been wild and misleading allegations. HEW'sAugust release of the supplementary report on program costs is astep toward clarification of this critical issue.The report is not perfect but it does give insight. We believe its dol-lar estimates are too high. It dumps together all projections for allhealth-related spending and not simply the relevant costs of health

service.
The 12-percent inflationary rate from now to 1974 we believe is un-realistically high. Of course, it was issued before the steps were takentoward the new economic policy. But, the report makes a contributionby demonstrating that global spending under various plans wouldinitially be almost identical, but it fails to acknowledge that futurecost increase variations would be very significant.It totally overlooks cost control provisions in the National Health

Security Act.
We have prepared a detailed study on costs which focuses directlyupon percentage health service costs. The study allows for an infla-tionary rate of 10 percent per year and it provides estimates of costsfor future years of operation when cost controls are fully operational.
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I understand, Mr. Chairman, in allowing the introduction of the
supplementary material which we have filed that that includes this
cost study made by Dr. Falk and his associates.

Mr. UJLZMAN. Yes. We have the study before us, Mr. Woodcock, and
if there is no objection this full cost report will be included in the
record.

(The study referred to follows:)
THiE COSTS OF A NATIONAL HEALT11 SECURITY PROGRAM AND TiIEit FINANrC'NG

(Prepared for the Committee for National Health Insurance by I. S. Falk, Pli.D.,
Chairman, Technical Subcommittee)

EXPLANATORY NOTE

As may be noted from the title, this report does not undertake to deal compre-
hensively with all aspects of the Health security Program; it is concerned
primarily with the exl)ected costs of tlhe Program and with their financing.
The substantive elements of the program are summarized, however, in order to
explain the bases for the fiscal studies.

The content of tlis report developed out of discussions over a period of more
than two years in the Technical Sui.ommittee of tile Committee for National
Health Insurance. In the preparations of this document, I have drawn freely upon
position papers and other documents preI)ared for tile Subcommittee by members,
consultants, special task forces and others.

By arrangement with the secretary of DHEW, we have had assistance from
staff of the Social Security Administration. We are indebted to them for needed
data not otherwise available to us and for technical reviews; but they assumed
no responsibility for assumptions or decisions utilized in these studies.

The staff of the Social Security Department of the AFL-CIO also reviewed
the report and is in agreement with its conclusions. I. S. FALK,

Chairmatz, Tcch(ical Subcommittee.
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Tim COSTS OF A NATIONAL IIEALTII SECURITY PROGRAM AND TIIEIrIt FINANCING

(By I. S. Falk, Ph. D.1)

I. INTRODUCTORY

The National Health Security Program was formulated to include both a sys-
tem of national health insurance and many collateral provisions required toward
meeting the Nation's need for good medical care. Iflre we summarize the costs
involved In such a program and how they may be lhnnced.
The objective Is a program which undertakes to make coml)rehensive personal

health services available, as rapidly as practical)le, to substantially all who are
resident in the country. The intention Is not only to build the prospective system
upon the resources which we already have for personal health services, but also
to provide Incentives and supports for the (levelol)lnent of needed resources andfor an orderly evolution toward more adequate organization for the availability
and delivery of medical care.

Starting with the resources we have In the Nation, and how they function andtire utilized, the financial analysis inevitably starts with our knowledge of cur-
rent exi)enditures and the sources of the funds. In the last completed fiscal yearfor which detailed data are available (July 1969-June 1970), as a Nation we
spent in excess of $07 billion for all kinds of health services, l)ersonal and coin-munity-wide. About 90 percent of this total-over $60 billion a year-was ex-
pended for personal health care exclusive of capital investments in medical carefacilities. It is highly likely that the aggregate national health expenditures In-curred in the fiscal year which ended in June 1971 will be found to have reached
about $75 billion,, and that the expenditures for personal health care were about
$67 billion. Since the costs of health services are still rising steeply, the figures
will probably be higher by the end of the year 1971.

These figures indicate the general magnitude of the annual amount which
would be involved in the finances of a wholly comprehensive national healthsecurity program if it were enacted now. The actual amount would be less In the
early years of such a system if currently wasteful expenditures could be reduced
and If the new program would encourage more economical practices than are
prevalent now, or If the health security program started with less than a totalrange of personal health services. And the actual amount would become more ifthe program enabled people to receive needed services which otherwise they do
not receive, If the resources for services and their utilization were to become
more adequate. If population continued to grow, or if the unit costs of the servicescontinued to rise whether because of further increase in complexity or of inherent
cost or because of the persisting inflation of prices, charges or costs. In the main,
however, the costs of a national health seceirity program now-whether smaller
or larger than current cost-would not be new expenditures for personal healthcare, but a re-routing, through the new system, of expenditures already being

'Chairman. Technieal Sivbeonmittee. Committee for National Health Insurance: andProfeqqor Emeritnq of Public Health (Medical Care), Yale University School of Medicine.New Haven, Connecticut.
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made through l)rivate and )ublic channels. If health service costs continue to
rise, this will still be the case in future years though at a higher level of
expenditure.

1I. tIECENT AND ('ItItENT NATIONAL .,X'1NI)JTUIIS FOIl ITEI.AIT1l CARE

Our starting point is therefore the magnitude and the pattern of current
national expenditures for health care. As is widely known, these expenditures
have being rising steeply, whether they derive from private sources or are in-
curred under governmental programs, the total having reached $67.2 billion in
the fiscal year 1960-70 (' ble 1).

TABLE 1.--NATIONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES IN SELECTED RECENT FISCAL YEARS

Na tonal expenditures

Expenditures in billions:
Total ..........................................

Private ....................................
Public .....................................

Percentage distributions:
Total ................................... ......

Private ....................................
Public .....................................

Per capita expenditures:
Total ..........................................

Private ....................................
Public .....................................

1949-50 1964-65 1968-69 1969-70

$12.1 $38.9 $59.9 $67.2

9.0 29.4 37.1 42.2
3.1 9.5 22.8 25.0

100 100 100 100

74 76 62 63
26 24 38 37

$79 $198 $292 $324

59 149 181 204
20 49 111 120

GNP (in billions).... ....................
Percent for health core..................

$263 $656 $900 $956
4.6 5.9 6.7 7.0

Source: "National Health Expenditures, 1929-70," by Dorothy P. Rice and Barbara S. Cooper. Social Security Bulletin,
January 1971, 34:1, pp. 3-18, table 1.

The rise has been even steeper than the rapidly growing gross national product.
The total expenditures for health care, which were 4.0 percent of a GNP of $263
billion in 1949-50, reached 6.7 percent of a GNP of $900 billion In 1908-69 and
7.0 percent of the still larger GNP of $950 billion in 1969-70. The proportion de-
rived from private sources had been about 75 percent of the total between the
years 1949 and 1905. Then, with the enactment of Medicare, Medicaid, and other
new Federal and Federal-state health programs of 1905-07, the private share
declined sharply to about 03 percent of the total, with a corresponding rise of the
public expenditure portion from about 25 percent to 37 percent of the total. A
small portion of the increase in health care expenditures reflects growth of popu-
lation; most of the increase, however, reflects other factors, witness that total
expenditures per capita which were about $79 in 1949-50 and $198 in 1064-65 had
attained the level of $292 In 19068-69 and then rose by another 11 percent to reach
$324 one year later-in 1909-70.

Throughout all recent years, the expenditures for personzal health care-with
which national health insurance is particularly concerned-have been responsible
for approximately 90 percent of the total expenditures for all health care, though
the amounts have Increased so much that they tre now between five and six
times as large as they were shortly after the end of World War II (Table 2).
As indicated from the changes in the total expenditures, the composition of per-
sonal health care expenditures has been changing, mainly reflecting a transfer
from the private to the public sectors-and the public expenditures themselves
have been changing because of a larger proportionate Increase in Federal as dis-
tinguished from state and local governmental expenditures. This is evident in th,
dollar figures shown in Table 2 and the percentage distributions In Table 3.
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TABLE 2.-NATIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR ALL HEALTH CARE AND FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES
IN SELECTED FISCAL YEARS

[In millions of doll ars]

National expenditures 1949-50 1964-65 1968-69 i969-70

All ..........................................

Personal health care I ...............................
Percent of total .................................

Other health care ...................................

Personal Health Care Expenditures: I
Total ........................................

Private, total ......................................

Direct payments ...............................
Insurance benefits ........................
Expenses for prepayment ........................
Other ..........................................

Public, total ........................................

Federal ........................................
State and local ..................................

$12,130 $38,912 $59,905 $67,240

10,841 34,739 54 044 60,099
89.4 89.3 §0. 2 89 4

1,289 4,173 5,861 7,141

$10,841 $34,739 $54,044 $60,099

8,721 27,763 35,006 39,253

7,146 17, 590 20, 278 22, 909
879 8, 281 12,333 13, 813
274 1,212 1,581 2 1,667
422 680 814 864

2,120 6,976 19,038 20, 846

996 2,858 12, 609 13,876
1,124 4,118 6,429 6,970

I Personal health care services includes all expenditures for health services and supplies other than Government public
health and related activities, expenditures of private voluntary agencies for other health services, medical research, and
medical.facilities construction. 1 he figures shown here exceed those for personal health care expenditures In the source
document by inclusion here of expenses for prepayment in the private sector and expenses for administration in the
(Federal) public sector.

* Preliminary.
Source: "National Health Expenditures, 1929-70," by Dorothy P. Rice and Barbara S. Cooper. Social Securit Bulletin

January 1971, 34:1, pp. 3-18, tables 2 and 5; and Research and Statistics Note, No. 25-1970, Dec, 15, 1970, by Barbara S.
Cooper and Mary McGee (Office of R and S, SSA, DHEW), table 2.

TABLE 3-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES, 1949-50 AND 1969-70

(In percent

1949-50 1969-70

100.0 .. .......... 100.0 ..............

Private, total ........ ..-.............. ............ 80.4 100.0 65.3 100.0

Direct payments ................................ 65.9 81.9 38.1 58.4
Insurance benefits ....-........................ 8.1 10.1 23.0 35.2
Expenses for prepayment .--_. - .--- ----- - - 2.5 3. 1 2.7 4.2
Other ...................... ............ 3.9 4.9 1.5 2.2

Public, total ..................... .......... ..... 19.6 100.0 34.7 100.0

Federal... .........-..... ......... -....... 9.2 47.0 23.1 66.6
State and local ............. .................... 104 53.0 11.6 33.4

Thus, whereas about 80 percent of all expenditures for personal health care
services were formerly (1949-50) private, and about 20 percent were supported
by tax funds, In the fiscal year 1969-70 only about 65 percent were still private
and about 35 percent were incurred under public programs.

Of the Private expenditures, whereas more than 80 percent were formerly
direct payments by persons receiving personal health services, these accounted
for less than 60 percent in 1969-70; and private insurance, which formerly ac-
counted f6r about 13 percent, had become responsible for over 39 percent. Of the
public expenditures, the Federal share, which was somewhat less than one-half,
had become two-thirds of the total.

The composition of $60 billion of expenditures for personal health care serv.
ices in 1969-70 is shown in Table 4-by object of expenditure and source of

Total expenditures ...........................
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funds. Percentage compositions and some coaiparisons with tle preceding fiscal
year are shown iW Table 5. As is well-known, hospital care has become the largest
item of expenditure, accounting in 1969-70 for nearly '13 percent of the total
(almost equally divided between private and public sources of funding), having
Increased by nearly 15 percent since the l)recedlng year and having become about
twice as nluch as for i)hyslcIans' services.
TABLE 4.-NATIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES, BY TYPE OF EXPENDITURE AND

SOURCE OF FUNDS,' FISCAL YEAR 1969-70

Iln millions of dollars

Object of expenditure

Source of funds

Private Public

State and
Total Consumer Other Total Federal local

Total .......................... $60,099 $39,252 $38,389 $863 $20,8 7 $13,876 $6,970

Hospital care.........................
Physicians' services ..................
Dentists' services .................
Other professional sarvices .........
Drugs and dru,, sundries...............Eyeglasses and ap)pliaices .............
Nursing home care ....................

Other health services ..................
Expenses for prepment ..............
Expenses for azImi iistration- - -

25,625 13,292
12,930 9,655
4,147 3,906
1,434 1,186
6,741 6,297
1,802 1,742
2,844 1,068
2,526 439
1,667 1,667
383 --------

12,926 366
9,644 11
3 .......
1,160 2
6,297
1,742 ..........
1,047 21
.. .... 439
1,667 ............

12,333 8.029 4,304
3,275 2,364 911
241 134 107
248 194 54
444 222 222
60 32 28

1,776 1,058 718
2,087 1,460 626
" 3.........383 -..

I Personal health services differs from total national health care expenditures by exclusion of Government public health
and related activities, expenditures of private voluntary agencies for other health services, medical research and medical-
facilities construction. The totals here exceed those in various tables published by the Social Security Administration
because of inclusion here of expenses for prepayment and for (Federal) administration.

Source: "National Health Expenditures, 1929-70," by Dorothy P. Rice and Barbara S. Cooper, Social Security Bulletin,
January 1971, 34:1, pp. 3-18, tables 2, 3, and 5.

TABLE 5.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES BY OBJECT OF
EXPENDITURE, FISCAL YEARS 1968-69 AND 1969-70

Percent
increase In

Percentage composition dollar amount
1968-69 to

Object of expenditure 1953-63 1969-70 1969-70

Total expenditures ......................-.............. . . 100.0 100.0 11.2

Hospital care ............. ..................- . ........... ... 41.2 42.7 14.9
Physicians' services ...........................................---. 21.8 21.5 9.5
Dentists' services ......................... ............... ........ 7.1 6.9 8.7
Other professional services ......................................... 2.5 2.4 7.9
Drugs and drug sundries ....... ................................... 11.7 11.2 6.4
Eyeglasses and appliances ........................................... 3.2 3.0 3.9
Nursing home care ................................................ 4.6 4.7 15.6
Other health services .............................................. 4.4 4.2 6.7
Expenses for prepayment and administration ........................ 3.5 3.4 8.2

Source: "National Health Expenditures, 1929-73," by Dorothy P. Ric3 ani Barbara S. Coop3r. "Social Security Bulletin,"
January 1971, tables 2 3 and 5.

As a result of the changes which have occur-red in both private and public
expenditures for personal health care services, the distributions according to the
sources of the funds in the fiscal year 1969-70 were taking on a newly developing
pattern (Table 6). It will be noted that direct payments by patients and their
families still constituted the largest single category of expenditures for personal
health care services, accounting for 38 percent of the total. Federal expenditures
(23 percent) had to come to exceed private insurance payments for benefits,
though still somewhat less than the combined expenditures for private insurance
benefits and expenses for effecting private insurance (26 percent). Private in-
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surance benefit payments themselves ($13,813 million) which constituted 35
percent of total private expenditures (Table 3) are here seen to account for 23 per-
cent of the combined private and public expenditures for the personal health
care services. The Federal expenditures involved funds from various sources:
Of the $13.9 billion, $4.4 billion (31 percent) were derived from the Medicare,
Part A, payroll taxes; $1.1 billion (8 percent) were financed by the Medicare,
Part B, :remiums; and $8.4 billion (61 percent) were from general revenues.
State an,- local government expenditures were responsible for nearly 12 percent of
the total in fiscal year 1969-70. All other expenditures-from industrial sources
ane. philanthropic activities of private agencies-were a small portion of the
totil (1.4 percent).

TABLE 6.-TYPE OF EXPENDITURE AND SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE, 1969-70

Expenditure
Amount

(millions) Percent

All expenditures ---------------------------------------------------------- $60, 099 100.0
Direct payments by patients ----------------------------------------------------- 22, 909 38. 1
Private insurance, total ---------. ..---------------------------------------------- 15, 480 25.8

Insurance benefits --------------------------------------------------------- 13, 813 23.0
Expenses for Insurance ------------------------------------- 1.................1667 2.8

Federal expenditures, total -------------. . ..------------------------------------- 13, 876 23.1

From general revenues I---------------------------------------- 8, 412 14.0
From payroll taxes 2 -----------------------------------------------......... 4 378 7.
From premiums ........................................................... 1, 086 1.

State and local government expenditures -------.---------------------------------- 6, 970 11.6
All other --------------------------------------------------------- ------------- 864 1.4

1 Expenditures from Federal general revenues for direct Federal programs, Federal-State programs, health insurance for
. the aged (medicare) etc.

I Hospital insurance expenditures financed by payroll taxes (medicare part A).
3 Premium payments by or on behalf of subscribers for suppleme;,tary medical insurance (medicare, part B).
Source: Tables 2-4; and "Social Security bulletin," Juna 1971,34:6, pages 30-31, Tables M-7 and M-8.

III. PROSPECTIVE COSTS OF HEALTH CARE

The national expenditures which have been summarized here carry the ac-
counts through the fiscal year 1970. As noted earlier, there are preliminary
indications that the total health care expenditures-$67 billion in that year-
have already risen to about $75 billion for the fiscal year July 1970-June 1971
and that they are still escalating-at an upward rate of nearly 12 percent a
year. We are therefore concerned with projections for the years ahead. Will
these national expenditures continue to rise-at the same rate as in the recent
past, at a steeper or at a more moderate rate of escalation?

The level of expenditure to be expected in the next few years has critical
importance for a new program of health services and their financing. If a
prospective program is designed on evolutionary principles, obviously the initial
expenditures for its benefits must begin approximately at the levels prevailing
for those services when the program first becomes effective. This assumes that,
if expenditures continue to rise in the interim between now and the effective
date of a new program, it would be impractical to turn the clock back to some
preceding lower level of health care utilizations, unit costs, prices and charges.
Consequently, the cost estimates for a program proposal will be directly affected
by what happens to health care expenditures in the years ahead and by the
year in which the program is to come into operation.
The "8SA" Projections

Some time after our preliminary fiscal studies had been completed, estimates
of national health expenditures to 1975 and 1980 were published by the Social
Security Administration in October 1970.' The underlying assumptions for those

2 "Projections of National Health Expenditures, 1975 and 1980," by Dorothy P. Rice
and Mary F. McGee. Research and Stati8tics Note, No. 18-1970, October 30, 1970, 12
pages.
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"SSA" projections were: continuation of medical care evolution approximately
as In the recent past (1960-68) ; no major changes in public medical care pro-
grams, in the proportionate financing of health care services from private and
public sources, in the organization and delivery of the services, or in the treat-
ment and care of patients ; increase in population in accordance with the Census
estimates ; continued expansion of private health insurance, covering nearly all
the population under age 65 for hospital-related expenses; continued increase
per capita in services used, but the annual rate of increase declining slightly
by 1980; a leveling off in the rate of increase in medical care prices beginning
in 1970, with the rate decelerating thereafter; and the future rates of increase
for the various types of service rising at different annual rates, based on past
experience. The main results of the "SSA" projections, based on the data for
the calendar years 1960-68, are summarized in Table 7. The actual expenditures
in fiscal year 1969-70 (the latest available at this time) are included to give
perspective to the projections.

TABLE 7.-ACTUAL EXPENDITURES IN 1969-70 AND "SSA" PR')JECTIONS TO 1975 AND 1980 FOR ALL HEALTH

CARE AND FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES

(National dollar amounts in billions

National expenditures

"SSA" projections 2
Actual

fiscal 1975 1980
year

1969-701 Low High Low High

All (amount) ............................

Per capita ..........................
Percent of GNP .....................

Health services and supplies ....................
R esearch --------------------------------------
Construction of facilities ------------------------

PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES s

. $67.2 $110.7 $120.1

. $324.0 $509.0 $552.0
- 7.0 7.9 8.6
. $61.9 $104.8 $113.5
- 1.9 $2.2 $2.5
. 3.4 $3.7 $4.1

$155.7 $189.2

$670.0 $814.0
8.0 9.8

$148.9 $180.6
$2.6 $3.1
$4.2 $5.5

Total (amount) ..........................

Percent of all expenditures ...........
Per capita ---------------..--.........
Percent of GNP ......................

$60.1 $102.9 $111.4 $146.5 $178.0

89.4 93.0 92.8 94.1 94.1
$2"0 $473 $512 $630 $766

6.3 7.4 8.0 7.6 9.2

Hospital care ..................................
Physicians' services ............................
Dentists' services ..............................
Other professional services ......................
Drugs and drug sundries ................
Eyeglasses an d appliances ...............
Nursing home care ......................
Other health services 4 .......
Prepayment and administration .................

$25.6 $48.2
$12.9 $22.1
$4.2 $6.6
$1.4 $2.2
$6.7 $9.3
$1.8 $2.9
$2.9 $4.8
$2.5 $4.1
$2.1 $2.7

I Tables 1 and 4. Population: 207,300,000; gross national product (GNP): $956,200,000,000.
2 Social Security Administration projections by Rice and McGee, cited below. Populations 1975 and 1980: 217,600,000

and 232,400,000; GNP 1975 and 1980: $1,398,400,000,000 and $1,935,000,000,000.
3 Includes all expenditures for health services and supplies other than Government public health and related activities,

expenditures of private voluntary agencies for other health services, medical research, and medical facilities construction.
For the projections, the same proportion as in 1969-70 (86 percent) of the estimated total for the category was in-

cluded here as expenditures for personal health care services.

Source: "Actual, 1969-70," from source cited in tables I and 4; "Projections" of national health expenditures, 1975
and 1980," by Dorothy P. Rice and Mary F. McGee. Research and Statistics Note, No. 18, 1970, October 30, 1970 (Office
of R. & S. SSA, DHEW).

On the basis of recent experience and the stated assumptions, these "SSA"
projections indicate that total national health expenditures would be expected
to rise from about $67 billion in 1969-70 to $111 to $120 billion in 1975 and to
$156 to $189 billion in 1980. These imply increases of 11.8-14.3 percent a year for
the period beeen 1969-70 and 1975, and of 12.5-17.3 percent a year between
1969-70 and 1980. Taking into account growth of population, annual per capita
costs would be rising from $324 in the benchmark year to $509--$552 in 1975

$52.4 $76.4
$24.0 $29.2
$7.1 $8.4
$2.4 $2.8
$9.9 $11.3
$3.0 $3.9
$5.3 $6.1
$4.5 $5.1
$2.8 $3.3

92.6
$36.5
$10.6
$3.5

$13.2
$4.4
$7.5
$6.0
$3.7
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and to $670-$815 in 1980. Though the gross national product (GNP) is estimated
to increase from $956 billion in 1969-70 to $1,398 billion in 1975 and $1,935 in
1980, the health care expenditures-increasing at a higher rate than expansion
of the national economy-would rise from 7.0 percent to 7.9-8.6 percent in 1975
and to 8.0-9.8 percent in 1980. In other words, health care which involved one
dollar in fourteen of the national economy in the year 1969-70 would be moving
toward accounting for one in twelve of a larger economy expected by 1975, and
toward one in eleven or one in ten in the still larger economy assumed for 1980.

Since our special interest here is In the personal health care services, the
expenditures for these categories in the "SSA" projections are also shown in
Table 7. Their aggregate amount is estimated to increase from about $60 billion
in 1969-70 toward $103 to $111 billion in 1975 and toward $147 to $178 billion in
1980. These are equivalent to increases in annual per capita costs from $290 in
the table's base year 1969-70 to $473-$512 in 1975 and to $630-$766 In 1980. In
relation to the increasing GNP, the personal health care expenditures would
be rising from 6.3 percent to 7.4-8.0 percent in 1975 and to 7.6-9.2 percent in
1980. Thus, personal health care, responsible for one dollar in sixteen in the
whole economy, would be tending toward utilizing one in fourteen, twelve or
even ten.

Increase in aggregate expenditures for the personal health care services results
from increases in all categories of service though at different rates of change,
most steeply for hospital care, physicians' services and nursing-home care. Since
the expenditures for these services are expected to increase at a higher annual
rate of change than the communitywide and other non-personal services, the
personal services would be becoming an increasingly large proportion of all
health care expenditures: They accounted for about 89 percent of the total in
1969-70 and would be expected to rise to about 93 percent in 1975 and to about
94 percent in 1980.

Adjusted Projections
The "SSA" projections of national health expenditures to 1975 and 1980 in

effect indicate what may be expected to come about if trends of the recent past
continue, if there are no major changes in health care or in the financing pro-
grams, and if there are no substantial interventions to moderate the escalation
of health care costs and expenditures. However, even without such interventions
through formal and extensive national health-care programs, many steps are
being taken and various measures are being Invoked to moderate the upward
sweep of health care costs. These are in large measure responses to public objec-
tions and resentments against escalations far steeper for health care than for
essentials of living generally and steeper than the rise in real income. Some new
restraints on cost increases for health services are being introduced by public
authorities (by Congress and the Federal administrative agencies for Medicare
and Medicaid, by state legislatures and their administrative, planning and regu-
latory agencies for Medicaid and for private insurance or prepayment con-
tracts) ; cost control injunctions are being advocated by the B3lue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans and by hospitals, medical associations and others represent-
ing providers of care; and diverse utilization and cost control measures are
being introduced.

Increasingly strong resistances against rising medical-care costs are being
offered by consumers and employers. Less expensive ambulatory services are
being substituted for much more expensive inpatient hospital services. The advan-
tages of group practice plans for economical delivery of care are being made
widely known, established plans are expanding, nov plans are coming into
operation, and new supports are appearing to accelerate further expansions and
inaugurations.

The pressures for such restraints on cost escalations will no doubt persist;
and, as health care expenditures continue to rise steeply, the measures that are
taken may be expected to intensify. These counter-measures against rising costs
have apparently already begun to have some effect on the cost escalations. More
may reasonably be expected in the next few years, especially with respect to ex-
penditures for hospital care and physicians' services. We should take these de-
velopments Into account.



In addition to these measures that are directed specifically at the steep esca-

lations of medical-care costs, a temporary (90-day) national program was

initiated by the President in mid-August 1971 to control-or, at least, to mod-

erate-increases in prices, wages, rents, etc., generally throughout the national

economy. What may be done after the temporary price "freeze" period is not

known at this writing. However, since such national undertakings-temporary
or longer term-apply to various health service costs, they may substantially re-

inforce the cost-containment efforts being made within the health care "industry."

The estimates which emerged in the "SSA" projections may quite correctly

reflect the outlook for 1975 and 1980 from the trend data of 1960-68 and from

the non-interventional assumptions. We believe, however, that those estimates

are unduly high and are unacceptable as a basis for prospective program cost

estimates because the substantially total non-intervention assumptions are be-

coming unrealistic. This is to say that the steep escalations of the recent past

which were projeced do not try to anticipate the moderations that are to be

expected from such counter-efforts as have already begun to appear. Moreover,
If cost escalations were to continue, unabated, as indicated in "SSA" projections,
we would surely have to expect successively stronger and stronger countervail-
ing measures to moderate if not actually to contain the steep upward movement

of costs, prices and expenditures for health care services. Indeed, we are in-

clined to believe that these projections could be expected to prove to be realistic
only if they were to obtain in an envrionment and economy with characteristics
approaching those of a general runaway inflation. In any other circumstances
the continued escalations would breed their own remedy from public outcry

and resistance and from interventions to be expected before 1975 or 1980.
We have therefore adjusted the "SSA" projections by modest reductions in

the rate of expected increases in the estimated expenditures for hospital care
and physicians' services over the next few years. These two categories were
selected because they involve the largest items of expenditure, they are the
principal objects of outcries against cost escalations, and they are the main
targets of current interventions to restrain cost increases. These delimited down-
ward adjustments may be less than is already warranted.

Our estimates of personal health care expenditures for fiscal years 1973-74 and
1974-75 are based, in the first instance, on the "SSA" projections-using their
"low" series in which the rate of escalation still exceeds the average rate for
the pre- and post-Medicare period 1960-68. Their rates of escalation have been
moderated by reducing the rate of change for hospital care to approximately the
10.9 percent rate which actually prevailed In the base period 1960-68 (i.e., reduced
from 12.8 percent to the rate of 11.0 percent a year which our own studies had

suggested) : and for physicians' services by reducing the rate by about 0.7 percent
(i.e., reduced from 9.7 percent to our own estimate of 9.0 percent a year).-
Fiscal year estimates were prepared from calendar year data for the individual
years 1973-1975 furnished by time Social Security Administration.

The results of our studies are summarized in Tables 8 and 8A; and, as in
Table 7, the prospective expenditures are shown in comparison with the actual
expenditures in the benchmark fiscal year 1969-70. The expenditures for personal
health care services are expected to increase from $60.1 billion In fiscal year
1969-70 to $85.1 billion in 1973-74 and to $92.8 billion in 1974-75. These reflect
increases of 42 and 54 percent, respectively, above the expenditure level of the
benchmark year for the four-year and five-year interim periods. These are
generous increases-slightly more than an average of 10 percent a year. The
per capita expenditure figures, taking account of population growth, would rise
from $290 to $397 and to $428; and the portion of the enlarging gross national
product utilized for personal health care services would have gone from 6.3 to
6.7 and to 6.9 percent.

3 No moderations were made in the rates of change applicable to other, categories of
service-though some may soon be indicated (as for nursing home care).
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TABLE 8.-ACTUAL EXPENDITURES IN 1969-70 AND ADJUSTED PROJECTIONS TO FISCAL YEARS 1974 AND 1975
FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES

[National dollar amounts in billions]

Adjusted projectionsActual fiscal year
National expenditures 1969-70 1 Fiscal year 1974 Fiscal year 1975

Total (amount) -------------------------------- 60.1 85.1 92.8

Per capita -----------.-------------------- $290.0 $397.0 $128.0
Percent of GNP --------------------------- 6.3 6.7 6.9

Hospital care --------------.----.------------------- 25.6 36.9 40.9
Physicians' services ---------------------------------- 12.9 18.6 20.3
Dentists' services --------------------------.--------- 4.2 5.9 6. 4
Other professional services ----------------------------- 1.4 2.0 2.2
Drugs and drug sundries ------------------------------- 6. 7 8. 6 9.0
Eyeglasses and appliances ------------------------------ 1.8 2. 6 2. 8
Nursing home care ----------------------------------- 2.9 4.2 4.6
Other health services ---------------------------------- 2.5 3. 8 4.0
Prepayment and administration ------------------------- 2.1 2.5 2. 6

1 From tables 1, 4 and 7.
2 Aduisted from the "SSA" projections In table 7 (see the text).
Note: Corresponding further projections would give totals of $101.2 billions for fiscal year 1976 and $110.4 billions for

fiscal year 1977.

TABLE 8A.--ACTUAL EXPENDITURES IN 1969-70 AND ADJUSTED PROJECTIONS TO FISCAL YEARS 1974 AND 1975
FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

[National dollar amounts in billions]

Adjusted projections 2
Actual fiscal year- -- -- ---------

National expenditures by source of funds 1969-70 , Fiscal year 1974 Fiscal year 1975

All -------------.---------------------------- $60. 1 $85.1 $92.8

Private --------------------------------------------- 39.3 55.5 60.6
Governmental ------------------------------ ------- +20. 8 29.6 32.2

Federal ---------------------------------------- 13.9 19.7 21.4

General revenues ---------------------------- 3 8.4 11.9 13.0
Other ------------------------------------- 45. 5 7.8 8.4

State and local ........--------------------------- 7.0 9.9 10.8

1 From table 2.
2 Source of funds according to proportions in 1969-70 (table 3).
3 See page 5.
'Medicare payroll taxes and premiums (table 17).

Table 8A shows the projections by source of funds, on the assumption that the
proportionate allocations in the prospective years would remain as they were
In the benchmark year. On this basis, the private expenditures would increase
from $39.3 billion in 1969-70 to $60.0 billion in 1974-75; and the governmental
from $20.8+ billion to $32.2 billion.

These tables, though based on relatively moderate projections, show largd In-
creases in expenditures which would bring great difficulties for the health care
system and for the population needing and expecting health care; and they would
generate strong resistances against such trends and their consequences. Steeper
upward trends and higher expenditure expectations seem to us to be unrealistic,
and even these which we propose to use for our further analyses may be too high
for periods only four and five years ahead.
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We are not unmindful that the escalation of health and medical care costs at
rates faster than for other costs of living has been going on for decades. It has
been very steep in recent years and has become one of the most acutely disturbing
aspects of the current medicall care crisis." The projections reflect that, unless
there is massive program intervention, there is no end to these cost escalations
in sight. But this is an unacceptable perspective, since society cannot view with
equanimity increases in health service costs toward absorbing an endlessly In-
creasing share of earnings, disposable personal income, and the national econ-
omy, especially in the face of increasing disatisfactions with the'adequacy of
medical care for large and apparently expanding proportions of the population.
Program intervention is unavoidable.

The steep annual increases in the expenditures for the health and medical
services compound annually. Consequently, the longer the program intervention
to deal with these costs is delayed, the higher the costs that will have to be built
Into whatever program pattern will then have to be undertaken. Conversely, the
costs aspects of an improved program for health care will be more easily man-
ageable the sooner such a program is brought into operation. Effective program
intervention is therefore urgent.

IV. THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM

The Committee for National Health Insurance was organized in 1968 to under-
take the design of a program to meet urgent national needs for Improvement of
medical care. From its beginnings, the Committee recognized duality in its gen-
eral objectives: to encourage and facilitate the development of adequate re-
sources and organization for the availability and delivery of medical care; and
to design a system for the sufficient and assured financing of medical care serv-
ices. The Program Principles adopted by the Committee, which are included In
Appendix A, became the guidelines when its Technical Subcommittee proceeded
to develop specifications for a program.

The Technical Subcommittee, assisted by many consultants, formulated the
following more specific objectives as a framework for proposed specifications-

1. The whole population should be eligible for all the benefits of the pro-
gram, according to the need for health care and without financial tests or
barriers.

2. The program should undertake to assure the availability of all useful
and promising medical care services within the spectrum of its benefits.

3. The desired organizational pattern and delivery system should, as a
practical matter, be achieved on an evolutionary course which starts with
acceptance of current patterns and practices, and with provider incentives
and supports for developments toward the declared goals.

4. The national economy as a whole should be the underlying source of
financing, both for the development of needed resources for the provision of
services, and for adequate and assured support of continuing functional
performances.

5. To be acceptable as well as viable, the program design should be based
on a partnership of-(a) national public financing, and (b) private pro-
vision of medical care services, through self-selected diversities among pro-
viders of services, their location, organization, professional and fiscal opera-
tions, and participation in planning and administration.

6. Continuing financial supports should be assured through-(a) taxes
which are earmarked for medical care and which automatically adjust to
the state of the national economy, (b) matching or supporting appropria-
tions from' general revenues, made as nearly automatic as possible, and (c)
utilization of the total yield through a trust fund permanently available for
the support of the program, minimizing the uncertainties of annual appro-
priations.

7. The program's fiscal operations should rest on prospective annual budg-
ets for the support and compensation of providers of medical care services
and good, in order to bulwark planning and to contain costs within levels
determined by national decisions.

8. To assure the worth of services supported by public funds, the design
of the program should provide for standards of quality and the administra-
tion should be required to Implement all practical measures for the observ-.
ance of such standards.
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9. Administration of the program should involve not only the public au-
thority but also the participation of representatives of consumers as well as
providers of services.

10. There should be mandatory provisions for public accounting of pro-
grain operations and performances.

The specifications which were developed by the Subcommittee are given in
some detail in Appendix B in the form in which they were subsequently elab-
orated for inclusion in a bill introduced in Congress (S. 3 and H.R. 22, 92nd
Congress, January 25, 1971). Their general scope and content for benefits and
administration may be summarized here.

The population coverage of the proposal extends to substantiallyy all persons
resident in the United States, and all would be eligible for benefits without either
contribution histories or means tests. The benefits to be available include all
needed personal health services from all available qualified providers, including
services for prevention and early detection of disease, diagnostic and treatment
care, and rehabilitation services, from physicians and other qualified individual
providers, and from hospitals and other institutions, inpatient and ambulatory.
With a few exceptions, there would be no arbitrary cutoff dates for services,
and there would be no deductibles and no copayments required from persons
served. Four exceptions to unlimited care according to need are with respect to:
dental care (surrounded initially by age limitations, the benefits are to be broad-
ened as rapidly as feasible) ; skilled nursing home care (limited as to duration) ;
psychiatric consultations (limited to twenty consultations in a benefit period
not an element of organized comprehensive care or provided by a participating
institution) and psychiatric hospitalization (limited to active treatment up to
forty-five inpatient days in a general or psychiatric hospital) ; and prescribed
medicines, which are not covered unless provided through a hospital organized
care program or required for treatment of chronic disease or conditions for
which drug therapy is costly.

Specifications for qualifying providers, indivdual and institutional, are pat-
terned after those developed under Medicare but go further in providing for
requirements- as to continuing education and in permitting interstate personnel
mobility for the federal program despite state requirements of licensure. Pay-
ments to individual providers may be made through alternative methods (fee-
for-service, capitation, stipends, and so forth) ; to hospitals and institutional
providers on the basis of approved prospective budgets; to comprehensive or-
ganizations and to professional foundations (which meet prescribed qualifica-
tions) on the basis of capitation amounts (or through alternative negotiated
methods) ; and to other providers (for services, medicines, or appliances) on
adaptive bases.

Broad policies and diverse specific guidelines are laid down for the planning
and implementation of resources development-to improve the supply and dis-
tribution of health service personnel and the location of facilities and for the
organization and delivery of health services, with participation by health plan-
ning agencies in the states. The guidelines extend to fiscal and technical sup-
ports for education and training of needed personnel, with special supports for
members of minority groups; incentives for the development of comprehensive
health service organizations; provisions for coordination and linkages among
institutional providers; and supports for services needed in underserved urban
and rural areas.

Restrictive state laws that would obstruct program developments are declared
inoperative in relation to provision of benefits under this program. This applies
to interstate movement of professional practitioners and to the functions per-
mitted to various categories of ancillary personnel (subject, in both cases, to
meeting national standards), and to corporate practice of medicine in hospitals
and comprehensive health service organizations. If a coml)rehensive organiza-
tion cannot be incorporated in a state for various specified reasons, it may',be
given national incorporation and authorization to function under the proposed
program.

The guidelines for resources development specify that the undertakings under
this program shall supplement and not absorb or supersede existing programs

Adapted from a summary by I. S. Falk in Law and Contemporary Problems, Duko
University School of Law, September 1971.
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in this field. The Secretary of HEW is directed and authorized to coordinate
established programs with the new undertakings to be developed tinder this
prograir.

Administration is assigned to public authorities: a full-time national Board
(under the Secretary of HEW), which is to function with a statutory national
Advisory Council and with professional and technical advisory committees and
to operate through regional and local offices, assisted by advisory councils with
consumer and professional representatives. Provisions are made for hearings and
Judicial review; for a comprehensive series of prospective studies; and for
special studies with respect to such matters as benefit provisions for U.S. citi-
zens when abroad, needs for long-term care, coordination with other federal
health benefit I)rograms, and malpractice liabilities.

The Medicare and Federal employee health benefit programs would be ab-
sorbed into the health security program and would be repealed. Federal aid for
Medicaid, vocational rehabilitation, and maternal and child health services
would be phased out except as the proposed health security program does not
take over their service provisions.

Even at the risk of repetition, we would recapitulate the principal points
which are especially important for our focus on costs and their fiancing-

1. Eligibility of substantially all persons resident in the U.S.A. for all the
personal health care benefits of the program;

2. Eligibility of all qualified practitioners and Institutions to participate;
3. Services to be available without arbitrary limitations, except for four

categories (dental, nursing home, psychiatric, and medicines and appli-
ances) ;

4. Compensation to individual providers by various methods of their
choice ; and to institutional providers through approved prospective budgets;

5. Diverse incentives and supports to encourage: development of organized
arrangements for the availability of comprehensive services, economy in
operations, and observance of quality standards; and

6. Reliance on a budget pattern to determine the expenditures which may
be incurred annually.

With these specifications and emphases as a basis, we proceed to consider the
prospective direct costs of the health security program and how those costs may
be financed.

V. ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURES UNDER THE irEALTII SECURITY PROGRAM

Definitive estimates for expenditures under the proposed national system of
health security must reflect many detailed decisions about the benefits to be
provided, assumptions and estimates about volumes of services, costs, prices,
income levels for those who furnish services, and other factors applicable to the
prospective operational years of the program. Benchmark estimates which will
indicate the approximate level of the cost figures may be developed by using
current expenditures in the last year for which detailed data are available at
this time, fiscal year 1969-70. In effect, such estimates serve the purpose of indi-
cating what the costs would have been if the proposed system of national health
security had been functioning in that benchmark year.

Benchmark Cost Estimates, 1969-70
The estimates were developed by inspecting the current (1969-70) levels of

expenditures and arriving at estimates of the expenditures that would have been
incurred under the health security program in that year. These estimates took
account of the specifications for the proposed program, data available from
many sources on service utilizations and expenditure patterns, and the expecta-
tions and opinions of those who had worked on the design of the specifications.

Our procedure was to examine private expenditures by type of expenditure and
expenditures under public programs according to program, object of expenditure,
and source of funds. For each category, a coverage percentage was estimated on
the basis of all applicable considerations and the data available to us.

For those categories in which the proposed benefits would be delimited under
the health security program, available data on expenditures were used to guide
the estimates. For example, for dental care, estimates were developed by the Sub-
committee and by a special task force on proportionate services (and expendi-
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tures) for dental care of children and young persons in the current patterns, and
estimates of what might reasonably be expected under the proposed benefit specifi-
cations; for psychiatric services, estimates were made of approximate proportion-
ate expenditures for active medical care as distinguished from custodial and
maintenance care in 1969-iO, and estimates were developed for what might be
expected under the proposed program in light of reviews by a special task force;
for nursing home care, estimates were made for )roportionate distributions and
expenditures for which probably would not qualify for benefits under our pro-
posed specifications, and for occupancies extending beyond those intended to be
covered by the program, having special regard for experiences since the enactment
of Medicare and Medicaid; for medicines, estimates of noninstitutional expendi-
tures for medicines prescribed for various broad categories of disease made allow-
ances for expected impacts of the proposed specifications and having regard for
experiences under private insurance programs and under domestic and foreign
(public) programs; and for prescribed appliances, the estimates were based on
the program specifications and the intent to contain costs within a fixed maximum
percentage of total benefit expenditures.

For categories in which the benefits would not be delimited, patterns of current
private expenditure were inspected for relations to the proposed specifications.
For hospital care, separate estimates were developed for general and special short-
term and for psychiatric and other long-term hospitals. For the short-term hos-
pitals, the coverage estimate (95 percent) excluded only estimates for flagrantly
unwarranted operating costs (for unnecessary services and medically unjustified
admissions) and for expenditures (like gift shops, visitors' dining rooms, etc.) not
directly chargeable as medical care costs; for the long-term institutions, the cov-
erage estimate (10 percent) attempted to approximate a portion of the total costs
chargeable to active medical care within the meaning of the proposed benefits.
For physicians' services, the exclusion of 5 percent of current expenditures from
the coverage estimate reflected an approximation of expenditures clearly unwar-
ranted because reflectin. exorhit,,nit fees, exces-Ave surgery or ancillary services,
I)erformances by practitioners who do not meet qualifications in the proposed
benefit specifications, services that would be excluded by referral requirements,
etc., net of expected increases from increased service utilizations to be expected
under the proposed program. For the categories "other professional services" and
"other health services" in Table 9, the coverage estimates (80 percent and 15 per-
cent, respectively) reflect composite estimates for the inclusion only of expendi-
tures to practitioners of various kinds who would qualify as participating provid-
ers in the program, or with respect to services or commodities that would be cov-
ered as benefits.

For the current expenditures under public programs, the estimates (shown
in Table 10) were developed by corresponding inspections, having regard for
the characteristics of each program-objectives, population eligibilities, scope
of services, sources of funds, etc.-and for the large volume of available data
on patterns of operations.

Expenses for administration, were estimated on the lasis of position papers
presenting various alternative designs for administration of the proposed pro-
grain, and from estimates of manpower needed for administration, of expendi-
tures for pre-piiyment under private insurance, for the administration of public
programs (national. Federal-state, annd state-local). Resources for derelopmnen t
were fixed as percentages of program obligations on the basis of needs and the
probable costs of meeting them, with regard for the maximum amounts which
it may' be feasible to expend usefully and effectively in successive years in
light of recent experiences under privately initiated undertakings and under
programs providing public incentives and supports.

We would emphasize that the coverage percentages shown in Tables 9 and 10
indicate the proportion of current total expenditures, by category of expendi-
ture, estimated as potentially included within the health security program if
it had ben opern-tional in 19-9 70. These percentages do not imply limitations in
the pro!ram's 100 percent coverage of costs for covered services furnished to per-
sons receiving benefits uder tbe program, because there would he neither de-
d(ctible- nor co-payments for covered services provided to the population eligible
for the benefits.



TABLE 9.-ESTIMATES OF PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES POTENTIALLY INCLUDED INITIALLY IN A NATIONAL HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM, AS OF FISCAL YEAR 1969-70

Private expenditures Expenditures under public programs I All expenditures

Potentially included Potentially included Potentially included

Total Amount Total Amount Total Amount
Object of epxnediture (millions) (millions) Percent (millions) (millions) Percent (millions) (millions) Percent

Total ---------------------------------- $39,253 $27,204 69 $20,846 $11,866 57 $60,099 $39,850 66

Hospital care --- .. . .. ..---------------------------------- 13,292 12,277 (2) 12,333 7,157 58 25,625 19,434 76
Physicians' services ------------------------------------ 9,655 9,172 95 3,275 2,510 77 12,930 11,682 90
Dentists' services --------------------------------------- 3,906 781 20 241 172 71 4,147 953 23
Other professional services ------------------------------ 1,186 949 80 248 197 79 1,434 1,146 80
Drugs and drug sundries -------------------------------- 6, 297 1,700 27 444 331 75 6,741 2,031 30
Eyeglasses and appliances --------------------------- 1,742 697 40 60 23 38 1,802 720 40
Nursing home care ------------------------------------- 1,068 267 25 1,776 5W1 33 2,844 848 30
Other health services ---------------------------------- 439 66 15 2, 087 529 25 2,526 595 24
Expenses for prepaym ent ------------------------------- 1,667 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,667 ------------------------- 6
Expenses for ad ninistration ------------------------------------------- 31,295 ---------------- 383 366 96 383 4 1,661 (4)
Resources development ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 6780 (a)

I Includes Federal-and State-local public programs. (See footnote in table 10, and supplementary Supplementary note: If the possible revisions for expenditures under public programs indicated
note below.) in the footnote on table 10 were accepted, the totals for potentially included expenditures shown

2 Including: For general hospitals 95 percent. and for psychiatric hospitals 10 percent here would become: under public programs $12,453,000,000 (plus $587,000,000) (60 percent of the
3 5 percent of aggregate expenditures for potentially included amounts. total), and for all expenditures under the NHSP $40,437,000,000 (67 percent of the total). Account
4 Equal to 4.4 percent of aggregate expenditures for potentially included amounts. will be taken of these possible revisions in subsequent text.
2 2 percent of the amount available for obligation during the year.

Source: Basic data (totals) from "National Health Expenditures, 1929-70," by Dorothy P. Rice
and Barbara S. Cooper. Social Security Bulletin, January 1971, 34:1, table 2.



TABLE 10.-EXPENDITURES UNDER PUBLIC PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEAR 1969-70, AND ESTIMATES OF AMOUNTS INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED IN THE POTENTIAL INITIAL COSTS OF A NATIONAL HEALTH
SECURITY PROGRAM (NHSP)

fIn millions

Total 1969-70 Included in NHSP Excluded from NHSP

State and State and State and
Type of expenditure Total Federal local Total Federal local Total Federal local

A ll -----------------------------------------------------

Health and medical services ------------------------------

Health insurance for the aged.................
Workmen's compensation (medical only) .............
PA (vendor medical payments)

M ental hospitals ---------------------------------
Nursing hom es ----------------------------------
O th e r --- ------- --------------------------------

General hospital and medical care --------------------
DOD hospital and medical care................
Military departments medical care..............
Maternal and child health services ....
Other public health ..................
VA hospitals and medical care ------------------------
Medical vocational rehabilitation ----------------------
OEO health and medical care -------------------------
Temporary disability insurance (medical benefits) .....
School health (educational agencies)............

Medical research ---------------------------------------
Medical facilities construction .........

$24, 982 $16,667 $8,315 $11,866 $9, 317 $2,549 $13,116 $7, 350 $5, 766

22,274 14,502 7,772 11,866 9,317 2,549 10,408 5,185 5,223

7,149 7,149 ---------- - 7,149 7,149 -------..... ------.... --------...... .................
790 19 951 --------- 970 19 951

5,042 2,515 2,527 2 913 1,430 1,453 2,129 1,055 1,074

413
1,432

207
714

206
718

70
286

35
150

35136 3431. 146
3,197 1,594 1,603 2,557 1,275 1,282 640 319 321

3,132 216 2,916 11,063 165 1898 12,069 51 12,018 ¢
1,650 1,650 -------------------------------------------------------- 1,650 1,650

250 250 -------------- 1180 1180 ------------- 170 170 ..........
429 214 215 200 100 100 229 114 115

1,429 627 802 ----------------------------------------- 1,429 627 802
1,599 1,599 -------------------------------------------------------- 1,599 1,599
152 114 38 152 114 38 .............................
149 149 --------------- 149 149 ........................................................
60 --- 60-------------- 60 .......-.......- 60 -.......................

263 263 1(?) -------------- I () 1263 --------------- 1263
1,695 1,622 73 ----------------------------------------- 1,695 1,622 73
1,013 543 470 ----------------------------------------- + 1,013 543 470

I A review performed after completion of tables 9 and 10 suggests various possible revisions in
the estimates shown here: The amount "included in NHSP" from State and local expenditures for"general hospital and medical care" may be too low by about $385,000,000 and may be estimated
as $1,283,000,000 (44 percent) instead of $898,000,000 (31 percent) of the total $2,916,000,000;
the total Federal expenditure for "military departments medical care," $250,000,000 may be in-
cluded in NHSP; and a substantial though indeterminate share of State and local "School health
(educational agencies>" expenditures may be absorbed into NHSP. If these revisions were accepted
(including transfer from "excluded" to "included" of Y2 the school health expenditures), they

would increase the "total" potentially included amount for health and medical services to $12,453,-
000,000 (plus $587,000,000)-$9,387 Federal (plus $70,000,000) and $3,066,000,000 State and local
(plus $517,000,000). Account will be taken of these possible revisions in subsequent text.

Source: Basic data ("total 1969-70" columns) from: "National Health Expenditures, 1929-70,"
by Dorothy P. Rice and Barbara S. Cooper. Social Security Bulletin, January 1971, 34:1, pp. 3-18;
and subdivisions for PA (vendor medical payments) and Department of Defense expenditures, from
the Social Security Administration, DHEW.
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The results of these inspections of expenditures in 1969-70 are shown in Table
9 by category of service (i.e., by object of expenditure), according as the expendi-
ture in the benchmark year was private or under a public program, and for
private and public expenditures combined. The detail with respect to the expendi-
tures under public programs is given in Table 10, showing for each such pro-
gram the amount estimated to be absorbed within or excluded from the coverage
of the health security program. The data may be summarized as follows:

COST ESTIMATES FOR HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM COVERAGE, AS OF FISCAL YEAR 1939-70

All Potentially covered by the health security program
personal

care Total Percent Per Percent
Expenditures (billions) (billions) Percent of all capita of GNP

All -------------------- --- $60.1 $39.9 100 66 $192 4.2
Private ---- _------------------- 39.3 27.2 68 69 131 2.8
Public ....------------------------- 20.8 11.9 30 57 57 1.2
Resources development ............------------- -. 8 2 ------------ 4 . 1

Thus, if the proposed program of health security had been functional in fiscal
year 1969-70, substantially at the then current levels of costs for the categories
of service intended to be covered by the program, it would have involved (Table
9) expenditures of about $39.9 billion, equivalent to about two-thirds of the ex-
penditures actually made during that year for all personal health care services.
It would have paid for something approximating comprehensive care, except for
the specifically limited or non-covered services, for substantially the entire popu-
lation at a cost of about $192 per capita. It would have absorbed about 69 percent
of all private expenditures, leaving about 31 percent still to have been met pri-
vately-whether under existing insurance programs or by out-of-pocket pay-
ments. It would have taken over about 57 percent of all expenditures made that
year for personal health care services under public programs (Table 9), re-
lieving the Federal Government of $9.3 billion of expenditures mainly for Medi-
care and Medicaid, and the state and local governments of more than $2.5 billion
of expenditures mainly for Medicaid and for general hospital and medical care
(Table 10). The proposed program would have utilized about 4.2 percent of gross
national product.5

These estimates may be summarized in another way. In 1969-70, the population
spent in the aggregate, through private and governmental expenditures, about
$60 billion for personl health care services-amounting to $290 per capita (Table
7). If the proposed health security program had been fully operational that year,
it would have involved about $40 billion or $192 per capita. For this amount,
which is about $100 per capita less than the actual total expenditures of that year,
the population could have had all needed physician, hospital and other health
services that could have been available to them under the program that year,
without having to satisfy the eligibility or premium requirements of private in-
surances, without having to meet "barrier" payments in the form of deductibles
or co-insurances-and all this while the program was paying for the services at
the current cost or price levels of that year. This assumes, of course, that the
health security program had become operational that year after the preparatory
improvements in the medical care system intended in the "tooling-up" period
and that the covered services were available under the operational patterns con-
templated by the program.
Validity of the Benchmark Cost Estimates

As we proceed to utilize these benchmark estimates as a basis for antici-
pating the costs of the national health security program in future years we have
to keep in mind that they were based on a hypothetical application of the health
security program to the fiscal year 1969-70. And we have to be clear about the
assumptions, explicit and Implicit, bearing on the question whether-and to what

5 Possible revisions for estimated expenditure under ulltc programs (Table 10, foot-
note 1) would increase the potentially covered dollar figure from $39.9 billion to $40.4
billion (67 percent of the total in Table 9), and the amounts absorbed from Federal
expenditures by an additional $70 million and from state-local public expenditures by
an additional $517 million.
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extent-the availability of the propsed program would have invited and led to
changes in the expenditures.

Initially, one effect of such availability as was postulated should have been
an increase in the utilization of health services, a consequence of removing
economic barriers and of dealing with some of the deficiencies in the arrange-
ments for delivery of care which stand in the way of receiving needed services;
and an increase in utilization usually means an increase in cost and expenditure.
Such an increase in medical care cost and expenditure might, however, have
reflected not only an increase in volume of utilization but also an escalation
of prices because of larger effective demand on the available resources. We have
seen just such increases in utilization, in prices, and in expenditures following
first the initial enactment and then the operation of Medicare, apparently be-
cause that program provided new resources for payment of costs incurred for
persons 65 years of age and over while effecting no substantial changes in re-
sources, organization or procedures for delivery of care. Thus, if a national
health security program effected only the removal of financial barriers to the
receipt of health services, increase in utilization and in expenditures would
have had to be expected. We must emphasize, however, that increases In utiliza-
tion would occur only gradually and not all at once; and-despite the expres-
sion of fears from various quarters-experiences with newly instituted medical
care programs have been showing for decades that, even if there are no sub-
stantial controls, new demands for services are initially only a small fraction
of services alreday being provided. This was most recently evidenced when
Medicare benefits first became available. Tie capacity of service providing re-
sources do not change greatly when a new program becomes available, and
neither do public perspectives and effective demands for service.

On this basis, and if there were no countervailing effects, the benchmark cost
estimates derived above-based on actual exl)endltures in fiscal year 1969-1970--
would have had to be increased by (say) 5 or 10 percent even for the program's
initial operational year, and prob bly by further Ancrea es after . In view of the
already unacceptable strains on various resources for health care, and In light
of the steeply escalating costs of recent years, a health insurance program which
did no more than make more money available to convert health service "need"
into "effective demand" could have invited unmanageable strains on the re-
sources for service and even disastrous escalations of prices, costs, and expendi-
tures.

However, a sensible national health program anticipates these potential con-
sequences. It undertakes to assure-as far as possible-that even its initial
years' fiscal resources are used only for needed services, that the costs for produc-
ing and delivering the services are restrained, and that the services are provided
through professionally and economically sensible organizational arrangements.
Such a program therefore expects to invite increase in utilizations, but only
in truly needed utilizations and without substantial increase in unit prices or
even in total expeimditures. The opportu'itie- to control wa ,teful practices, to
minimize extravagant expenditures, to discourage excessive services, and to
encourage more efficient use of health nmanpower facilities are very large. Con-
sequently, the health security program with which we are concerned lere--with
its provisions for controls-could anticil)ate reduced expenditures as logically
as expecting increased expenditures for the year in which it becomes operational.

We have built iid(3 Ill 01 am.th e u ity rgqgram a vi e variety of specifications
to provide not only for the availability of the covered services without financial
barriers but also-and at the same time-for improvements in the efficiency
and economy of the Imedical care system of delivery. We expect increases in
needed medical care utilizations, and for them to occur gradually; and we
expect reductions in unwarranted services and increases in productivity of the
resources for medical care, and for them to be effected more rapidly. We there-
fore regard it as sound to assume that -inercascs in costs resulting from larger
utilization of services which lave been medically insufficient and inadequate
and which can be quickly improved would be offset by rcdluctioiis in costs result-
ing from even a substantial beginning in the control of over-utilizations, ineffi-
ciencies in provision of care, and other wasteful or extravagant practices. We
therefore use the cost estimates adapted from fiscal year 1969-70 expenditure
levels as benchmark data without further arbitrary increases for the initial
years of the national health security system.
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Higher Cost Estimatcs for Future 1'cars
The specificatiotis tor the health security program propose that the health

services of the program shoula become available on July 1 of the second calendar
year after the year li which the program is enacted. If enacted in 1971, the first
"benefit year" would be the fiscal year 1973-74; and if in 1972, it would be
the fiscal year 1974-75. Thus, at least four and possibly five years would have
elapsed between the benchmark year 1969-70 and the first "benefit year." We
have to assume that in this interim the annual national expenditures for health
care will be risIng-presumably according to the pattern indicated by our ad-
Justed projections summarized in Table 8.6

E.tiates for expenditures under the health security program in fiscal years
1973-74 and 1974-75 are shown in Table 11. They were developed by applying
to the estimated national health care expenditures (Table 8) the estimated
coverage percentages, by category of service, in Table 9. Thus, if first fully
effective in 1973-74, the program would be expected to have obligations of about
$56.7 billion, and If first effective in 1974-75, of about $62.5 billion-including
In each case the costs of administration and resources development.

We must expect that, beyond an initial operational year, the costs to be in-
curredi by the proi)oset program would need to iu.:reaie, especially if the pro-
gram starts with the several benefit delimitations which had to be incorporated
in the specifications. This reflects not only the outlook for continuing growth
of population and the expectation of certain larger utilizations gradually, but
also the broadening of the benefit services delimited initially and of needed sup-
ports for undertakings to improve the resources for medical care and the arrange-
ments for improved delivery of care. Thus, even if prices remain-or are held-
moderately stable, the costs would need to increase; and they may require a
somewhat larger share of the GNP of the future years. Instead of needing some-
what more than 4.0 percent of GNP by 1969-70 standards (page 24), the costs
of the program may neeri to go to 5.0 or even 6.0 percent of GNP-or even
higher-when resources for health services have become more rationally orga-
nized as well as more adequate. Such a progression would depend, however, not
only on what happens to the health service system but also on the course of the
economy as a whole.

6 Enactment in 1971 Is now impossible. Nevertheless, fiscal year 1973-74 was retained
in this report a's a first possible benefit rear because this is the Pattern in hills (S. 3:
H.R. 22, 23, etc.) currently before the Congress and fiscal year 1973-74 Is being widely
userl for cost estimates annlicable to the health security program and to various na-
tional health insurance proposals.

TABLE II.-EXPENDITURES UNDER THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM ESTIMATED FOR ITS IST BENEFIT YEAR
AS OF FISCAL YEARS 1973-74 AND 1974-75,

INational dollar amounts in billions]

Fiscal year Fiscal Year
Object of expenditure 1973-74 1974-75

Total -------------------------------------------------------------------- $56.7 $62 5
Percent of all 2 --------------------------------------------- --------- 67.0 67.0
Per capita -------------------------------------------------------- $264.0 $289.0
Percent of GNP- ...................................................... 4.5 4.6

Hospital care ...........--------------------------.--------- _----------------- $28.0 $31.1
Physicians' services ------------------------------------------------- 16.7 18.3
Dentists' services -------------------......... -------------------------------- 1.4 1.5
Other professional services ------------------------------------------------------ 1.6 1.8
Drugs and drug sundries -------------------------------------------------------- 2.6 2.7
Eyeglasses and appliances ------------------------------------------------------- 1.0 1. 1
Nursing home care ------------------------------------------------ ------------ 1.3 1.4
Other health services.... . . . . . . ..-------------------------------------------------.9 1.0
Administration 4 ---------------------------------------------.------------- 2.1 2.4
Resources development A -------------------------------------------------------- 1.1 1.2

1 Estimated by applying to the adjusted projections in table 8 the coverage percentages (by object of expenditure)
in table 9. Some possible revisions noted in tables 9 and 10 woxld not change these figures substantially, adding as a
maximum about $86,000,000 for 1973-74 and aboJt $90,00,000 for 1974-75.2 Percent of expenditures for all personal health services shown in table 8. The percent is slightly higher here (67)
than in table 9 (66) because a larger proportion of the total hr.e is for categories (like hospital care and physicians' serv-
ices) with very high program coverage.

3 Estimated gross national product fiscal year 1974 and fiscal year 1975: $1,265,000,000 and $1,352,500,000,000.
4 Estimated as 4 percent of expenditures for benefits.
3 2 percent of the amount available for obligation.
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Beyond the beginning of the first full program benefit year, whether this proves
to be mid-1973 or Inid-1974, or even beyond January 1 of the first year in which
the health security taxes become payable, we have assumed that the system-
improvement provisions built into the program would have begun to exercise
restraining effects on the rate of escalation in medical care costs. These provi-
sions should moderate the annual rates of increase after the program becomes
operational from approximately 9-10 percent per annum toward the level of 6
percent per annum-the combined rate for assumed population growth and price
escalation of the general economy. We have therefore assumed annual rates of
increase of 6 percent for tie subsequent functional years to which our projec-
tion of costs might extend.

System Improvement
The health security program includes-in addition to the operations of a na-

tional health insurance-many explicit provisions to stimulate and support ii-
provement in the resources for the availability of medical care and for its de-
livery. After extensive review of needs, of potential undertakings, and of ex-
penditures which may be profitably incurred, provision was made for (a) an
interim program for system improvement to be carried forward vigorously dur-
ing the "tooling up" period between enactment of the legislation and the effec-
tive date for the availability of covered services, and (b) a definitive continuing
program of system improvement to take over after the effective date for the
availability of benefits.

The specifications provide that the interim program should be financed, sep-
arately, by appropriations from Federal general revenues-authorizing the ap-
propriation of $200 million for the fiscal year beginning in the year of enactment
and $400 million for the next fiscal year.7 These amounts do not enter into our
estimates of costs beginning with the fiscal year 1973-74 or 1974-75.

For the definitive and continuing program proposed to begin July 1, 1973, or
July 1, 1974, it is intended that these important undertakings for system im-
provement should be financed through portions of the fiscal resources in the pro-
gram's permanent Trust Fund. The specifications provide for the transfer into
a Health Resources Development Account of amounts equal to 2 percent of the
global costs for reach of the first two benefit years, 3 percent for each of the next
two fiscal years, and further increases by 1 percent for each two succeeding fiscal
years, these transfers leveling off at 5 percent beginning with the seventh fiscal
year.'

It will be noted that we have increased the cost estimates for the program
operational years by the percentages required to finance this special Account.
This may be an excessive allowance because in part the system improvement ex-
penditures will finance services already budgeted in the estimates for the costs
of covered services, and because in part it should be possible to meet these ex-
penditures from within the escalated estimates through the cost-containment
provisions built into the specifications for the operational program.

Summary of Program Expenditure Estimates
Our reviews and assumptions therefore lead to the following estimates for

the expenditures under the health security program, including the national health
insurance and the system improvement undertakings 10

7 Section 101(b) in S. 3 and in H.R. 22, 23, etc., 92d Congress, 1971.
8 Section 63(b) in S. 3 and in H.R. 22, 23, etc., 92d Congress, 1971.
9Exclusive of the appropriations from general revenue for the system improvement

undertakings in the two fiscal years between enactment and benefit provision.
10These projections do not include any explicit provisions for increases in costs by

reason of changes in the specifications for delimited benefits (e.g.. for dental care, certain
medicines and appliances, skilled nursing home care, or for psychiatric services).

Estimated expenditures for the program'

INITIAL BENEFIT YEAR, 1973-74

Fiscal year: Billions Calendar year: Billions
1973-74 ------------------ $56 7 1973 -------------------- 2 $28. 4
1974-75 ------------------ 60. 1 1974 --------------------- 58. 4
1975-76------------------ 63. 7 1975 --------------------- 61.9

1976 --------------------- 65.6
See footnotes at end of table, p. 544.
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INITIAL BENEFIT YEAR, 1974-75

Fiscal year: Billiolls Calendar year: Billi is
1974-75 ------------------ $62. 5 1974 ................. 2 $31.3
1975-76 ------------------ 66. 3 1975 -------------------- 64. 4
1976-77 ------------------ 70. 2 1976 --------------------- 68. 3

1977 --------------------- 72. 3
Benchmark year, 19(i9-70: $39,900,000,000.
'Expenditures for one-half year.

These estimates for the health security program rise from $39.9 billion (ap-
plicable to the price, utilization and expenditure levels of fiscal year 1969-70)
to $50.7 billion for the first fiscal year of program operations if in 1973-74 and
to $62.5 billion if in 1974-75. Thereafter, the figures rise by 6 percent a year,
our assumed rate for expansion of benefits, growth of population, general In-
crease in prices, etc., net of system improvements and economies.

It should be clear, however, that the increase in the estimates between the
year 1969-70 and 1973-74, or between 1969-70 and 1974--75, reflects not the oper-
ation of the health security program but, on the contrary, the increase in medical
care costs which has already occurred since June 30, 1970, and the expected
increases ahead before the health security program can become operational.

V1. FINANCING THE PROGRAM

The estimates developed above indicate that, at fiscal year 1969-70 utilization
and expenditure levels, the initial total expenditures for the health security pro-
gram would have been about $39.9 billion, 4.2 percent of the GNP of that fiscal
year (page 22). We would emphasize, again, that those costs would not have
been new expenditures for personal health care, but only a re-routing--through
the proposed national system-of expenditures already being made In that year
through private and public channels.

Primary Allocation of Costs between. Federal General Revenues and Special
Tawes

Of that total cost of about $40 billion in 1969-70, about 30 percent of the health
security program expenditures would have been incurred for services which i,,
that year were actually Incurred under public (i.e., governmental) programs.
From that pattern of expenditure, we reasoned that even with no Increase in the
direct government share of the cost approximately one-third of the total ex-
penditures for the health security program would have been funded from and
through public (tax and related) funds. Our Technical Subcommittee was
unanimous in concluding that we should subscribe to assured unitary national
financing of the proposed national program, as in the well-established and gen-
erally accepted national system of social insurance (OASDHI). The case for this
view was strongly reinforced by arguments for reducing the continuing burdens
of State and local governments that result from financing the costs of personal
health services under Medicaid and other Federal-State, State, State-local, or local
programs. Accordingly, the Subcommittee recommended that all financing of the
health security program should be effected by the Federal Government, with at
least a major share of the costs financed through Federal general revenues.

The subcommittee was also mindful of two other important fiscal objectives:
(a) to shift more of the current costs of personal health care services from in-

dividual to national fiscal resources, especially to reduce the load of medical care
costs which fall on lower income groups, and

(b) to provide for costs Incurred for persons who cannot be reached, ade-
quately or at all, by taxes related to income.

When arriving at these conclusions, we were well aware that the expenditures
made by public agencies are funded in various ways and from diverse sources-
from Federal general revenues, from Federal compulsory payroll taxes and sup-
plementary premiums for Medicare, and from State and local funds raised
through many kinds of taxes (including payroll taxes for medical benefits under
temporary disability insurance l)rograms)." A distinguishing characteristic of
these governmental expenditures Is that they are made for services which our

" Expenditures tinder workmci,' compensation programs are not Included In the health
'security program data.
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society has already decided are endowed with a public interest sufficiently strong
and pervasive to warrant governmental intervention. Our Subcommittee was
therefore of the opinion that however the funding patterns for these expendi-
tures came about historically, they should now begin to be made rational and
equitable in relation to the current and prospective characteristics of the econ-
omy. Rational financing, it seemed to us, should minimize the regressivity of
the underlying funding processes; should maximize the progressivity of that
financing-especially for the indigent, the medically indigent, the aged and other
disadvantaged groups; and should give relief to State and local governments and
to the taxpayers of those Jurisdictions from burdensome expenditures under
Medicaid and related medical care programs for the poor and near-poor. Rational
financing under programs sponsored by government should also serve toward
minimizing the unevenness of fiscal burdens left upon employers as a result of dif-
ferences in community medical care needs and programs, and the large differ-
ences among employers In the impacts of diverse provisions under collective
bargaining.

The Subcommittee therefore concluded that at least one-third and indeed a
larger share of the total costs of the health security program should be allocated
to Federal general revenue sources. The Sulb(ommittee made various analyses of
the economic and fiscal implications of a decision on this point. After considering
various alternatives and their consequences, it reached a consensus to recom-
mend that 50 percent of the direct program costs should be financed from Federal
general revenues, and that the "residual" 50 percent should be financed through
taxes specifically identified with the financing of the health security program
and its benefits.

Accordingly, if the health security program had l)een initially functional in
1969-70 the estimated expenditures of about $40 billion should have been allo-
cated as follows for that year:

From Federal general revenues: Percent of total, 50: amount (billions), $20.
From health security taxes: Percent of total, 50; amount (billions), $20.

Allocation of the Tax-Supported Costs
The Subcommittee then undertook a series of studies to determine, with re-

spect to the costs not allocated to general revenues, the potential impact of these
"residual" costs on the economy in general and on various sectors of the economy
which might serve as bases for financing. The inspections extended to the
relation of the estimated costs to: gross national product: total national income:
personal income: earnings covered under the national social security program;
current practices in management-labor agreements on the payment of medical
(are costs; provisions under current and prospective public assistance and other
public welfare programs; policies with respect to federal, state and local gov-
ernmental expenditures for health and related programs: etc. Account was
taken of various possible tax patterns with exemption of income or earnings
above or below selected levels, and with the exemption of persons with low
earnings at selected levels. Account was also taken of impacts with respect to
current patterns in paying for medical care through private arrangements and
under public programs, equity in bearing the costs, ability to pay, administrative
feasibilities, etc.

As a result of its deliberations, the Subcommittee concluded its studies with
the following general recommendations for the financing of the health security
program- Rccon f cdel

allocation.
percentt)

1. A basic portion of the cost should be met by appropriations from
Federal general revenues------------------------------------ 50

2. The remaining costs should be met through Federal health security
taxes ----------------------------------------------------- 50

(a) from employers, through a tax applicable to total payroll
without "ceiling" ------------------------------------ 37

(b) from individuals, through taxes applicable to income under
$15,000 a year, whether from current earnings or from
other sources -------------------------------------- 12
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When these recommendations are applied to the estimates of prospective
expenditures summarized earlier, they yield the allocations shown on Table 1221
As before, the estimates apply respectively to the alternative start-up dates for
the program-according as the first benefit year would be July 1, 1973-June 30,
1974 or July 1, 1974-June 30, 1975. For each start-up date series, the expenditures
In successive years increase by 6 percent; and the second start-up benefit year
series begins with expenditures which are 10± percent higher than for the
first start-up series, having escalated one year longer between 1969-70 and
1974-75. The figures in Table 12 provide the targets for calculations of health
security tax rates-as well as indicating the approximate amounts to be financed
from Federal general revenues-in relation to the start-up year and the propor-
tion of total expenditure allocated to each source.

TABLE 12.-ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES UNDER THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM IN CALENDAR
YEARS 1973-76

[Dollars in billions)

Allocation 1973 1974 1975 1976

INITIAL BENEFIT YEAR FISCAL YEAR 1973-74

Totdi expenditures ----------------------------------- ' $28.4 $58. 4 $61.9 $65. 6

50 percent from Federal general revenues -------------------- 14. 2 29. 2 31. 0 32.8
50 percent from health security taxes ------------------------- 14. 2 29. 2 30. 9 32.8

37Y percent through employer taxes --------------------- 10. 7 21.9 23.2 24.6
12% percent through taxes on individuals ----------------- 3.5 7.3 7.7 8.2

INITIAL BENEFIT YEAR FISCAL YEAR 1974-75

Total expenditures ----------------------------------------------- ' $31.3 $64.4 $68.3

5f1 percent from Federal general revenues ------------------------------ 15. 7 32.2 34.2
50 percent from health security taxes ------------------------------------ 15.6 32.2 34.1

37,1 percent through employer taxes --------------------------------- 11.7 24.2 25.6
12J/ percent through taxes on Individuals ------------------------------ 3.9 8.0 8.5

1 One-half benefit year within the calendar year.

Health Security Tam Rates
As a first approximation, the tax rates that would be required to finance the

direct expenditures under the proposed health security program were calculated
in accordance with the specifications shown in the upper part of Table 12.
These calculations use only the assumption that the initial benefit year would
be the fiscal year 1973-74 and that the health security taxes would become
effective beginning with January 1, 1973; application to the second assumption-
that the initial benefit year would be 1974-75 and that the taxes would become
effective January 1, 1974-will appear later (in Table 15). Table 13 gives the
results for the recommended financing pattern.

It should be noted in Table 13 that the tax base for the tax on employers
excludes the payrolls of state and local governments, because of serious doubt
that a Federal tax could constitutionally be applied to those governments as
employers. There is no such exclusion, however, in the tax base for the tax
on individuals, since this is permissible and those individuals are eligible for
the benefits of the program.

It will be seen in Table 13 that, with 50 percent of the program expenditures
to be derived from Federal general revenues, the recommended allocations of
residential costs (371/2 percent to employers and 121/2 percent to individuals) sug-
gest tax rates of approximately 3.5 percent on employers' total payrolls and
of approximately 1.0 percent on individuals' income, earned and non-earned,
under $15,000 a year.

Using these first approximations as guidelines, our Subcommittee Inspected
the allocations further and recommended the following tax rates.

12 The estimated expenditures and their allocations are presented for the sequence of
Calendar years in order to relate these figures later to the estimated yields from taxes
on a calendar year basis.
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TABLE 13.-HEALTH SECURITY TAX RATES, FIRST APPROXIMATIONS, ASSUMING INITIAL BENEFIT YEAR 1973-74
AND 50 PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES FROM FEDERAL GENERAL REVENUES, CALENDAR YEARS 1973-19761

[Dollar amounts in billions

Tax bases and rates 19732 1974 1975 19763

For employers:
Total wage and salary payments --------------------------------- $701 $754 $809 $870

Less State and local government payrolls ---------------------- 92 101 110 121
Less the Ar.ed Forces --------------------------------- --- 13 14 15 16
Net tax base -------------------------------------- ------- 596 639 684 733

37,5 percent of total expenditure ---------------------------- 21.3 21.9 23.2 24.6
Tax rate, percent ----------------------------------- - ----- 3. 57 3.43 3.39 3.36

For Individuals:
Total wage and salary receipts, under $15,000 --------------------- $645 $687 $728 $772

Less the Armed Forces, under $15,000 ------------------------ 13 14 15 16
Net wage and salary receipts --------------------------- 632 673 713 756

Add other income, under $15,000 ---------------------------- 80 84 87 91

a) from self-employment ------------------------------- 40 41 42 43
b) nonearned income

4 .................................. 40 43 45 48

Net tax base ----------------------------------------------- 712 757 800 847

12 6 percent of total expenditure ---------------------------- 7.1 7.3 7.7 8.2
Tax rate, percent ---------------------------------- 1.00 0.96 0.97 0.97

1 Tax base data were provided by the Social Security Administration, DHEW. These estimates are based on the fisca
year 1972 budget projections.

2 Using total annual data.
3 Tax base data estimated by percentage escalations from the preceding years.
4 Estimated as 6 percent of total earned income under $15,000.

Recommended health security tam schedule

Assuming 50 percent from Federal general revenues: Percent

(a) On employers' total payrolls ------------------------------------ 3.5
(b) On wage and salary receipts, up to $15,000 a year ------------------ 1.0
(c) On self-employment income, up to $15,000 a year -------------------- 2. 5
(d) On non-earned income, up to $15,000 a year ----------------------- 1.0

This tax schedule has arbitrary elements; but it attempts to arrive at reason-
ably valid results having regard for the diverse considerations involved in trying
to effect relations that are equitable with respect to health services, their utiliza-
tiois and costs. When these tax rates are aplplied to the estimated tax bases of
Table 13, they lead to the tax obligations shown in Table 14.

In Table 15 we have brought together the yields from the tax schedule and
the estimates of program "residual" expenditures intended to be financed by these
tax yields (i.e., the total expenditures exclusive of the 50 percent "matching"
amount to be derived from Federal general revenues). The balance is shown for
the initial years of program operation under the recommended tax schedule pro-
gran in relation to the two alternative start-up years 1973 and 1974.

TABLE 14.-ESTIMATED HEALTH SECURITY TAX YIELDS, CALENDAR YEARS 1973-76

Tax Estimated tax obligations I (billions)
rate- - -- -

Tax base (percent) 1973 1974 1975 1976

Employers' payrolls------------------------------ 3.5 $20.9 $22.4 $23.9S $25.7
Individuals' incomes, up to $15,000 a year . ...------------------------ 7.7 8.1 8.7 9.2

(a) Wage and salary receipts -------------------------- 1.0 6.3 6.7 7.1 7.6
b) Self-e nployment income -------------------------- 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.1 1. 1
c) Nonearned income ---------------------------- 1.0 .4 .4 .5 .5

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 2.86 30.5 32.6 34.9

1 Tax obligations were calculated by applying the tax rates shown here to the tax bases In table 13.

Note: 50 percent of expenditures from Federal general revenues.
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It will be seen in Table 15 that the program tax schedule would produce more
than the amount estimated as required to fund the "residual" expenditures for
either start-up year. And since the tax schedule would start (January 1) one-
half year before benefits would become available (July 1) in the initial benefit
year, a reserve would be built up from the excess of the tax yield over the esti-
mated "residual" program expenditures, amounting Initially to $14.4-$14.9 bil-
lion. If this amount is supplemented by the formula "matching" appropriations
from Federal general revenues, it becomes $28.8-$29.8 billion, of which amounts
approximately one-half (one-quarter's taxes) would have been collected before
the benefit year begins. Since there would be excesses of tax yield over "residual"
program expenditures in each succeeding year, the reserve has the potential of
Increasing; but since these excesses tire relatively small, they Indicate that the
tax schedule is very closely balanced against the expected program expenditures.

Table 15 shows the progress of the balance sheet for three or four calendar
years and for two or three fiscal years, depending on the start-up year. This
reflects the number of years for which the tax base estimate data are available.
For the longer run, the balance between income and expenditure would depend
on the comparative rates at which the tax base and the expenditures change,
and on other developments. Under the assumptions used in this analysis, the close
balance would tend to persist because (a) the budget system for health care
expenditures relates those expenditures to the growth of population and the
general escalation of the economy, and (b) the tax bases may be expected to
change at (roughly) the same pace. If these assumptions were to prove valid,
change in the program expenditures, and needed revision in the tax rates and
their yields, would depend on various other factors-operational experience under
the program, the rate at which benefits are delimited initially can be made more
comprehensive, changes in the technology of the personal health services, the
future course of medical care volume--as well as depending on changes In prices,
costs and the behavior of the national economy.

TABLE 15-BALANCE OF HEALTH SECURITY EXPENDITURES AND TAX YIELDS, CALENDAR YEARS 1973-76 AND
FISCAL YEARS 1974-761

uIn billions of dollars]

Calendar years- Fiscal years-

Balance items 1973 1974 1975 1976 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

Tax obligations .----------- $28.6 $30.5 $12.6 $34.9 $29.6 $31.6 $33.8

50 percent of program expenditures:
Initial tax year 1973 3 .............. 14. 2 29. 2 31.0 32.8 28.4 30.1 31.9
Excess of tax yield ---------------- 14.4 1.3 1.6 2.1 1.2 1.5 1.9

Initial tax year 19744 ...... .------------------ 15.6 32.2 34.1 ---- ----- 31.3 33.2
Excess of tax yield ----------------------------- 14.9 .4 .8---- .3 .6

1 Assumes that 50 percent of program expenJitures are financed front Federal general revenues.
2 Amounts from table 14.
3 Initial benefit year 1973-74.
4 Initial benefit year 1974-75.

VII. SOME EFFECTS OF TIE PROPOSED HEALTH SECURITY FINANCING ON THE PATTERNS
OF EXPENDITURE

Re-allocation of Governmental Financing
The recommended pattern for the financing of the health security program

would result in important changes in the sharing of medical care costs by govern-
ment. As a first step in inspecting the changes, we recapitulate in Table 16 the
estimates presented earlier for the benchmark fiscal year 1969-70.
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The health security program would have taken over, in 1969-70, somewhat
more than 65 percent of expenditures for all personal health services. In addition
to absorbing 69 percent of all l)rivate expenditures for these services, it would
have covered 57 percent of the costs incurred under public programs-67 percent
of the Federal and 37 percent of the state-local. Expressed another way, the pro-
grain vould have involved expenditures of $39.9 billion, it would have absorbed
in that year $27.2 billion of expenditures from the private sector, and it would
have taken over $9.3 billion of then current Federal expenditures and $2.6 billion
of state-local expendituress.3

TABLE 16.-- PRIVATE AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURES FOR PERSONAL HEALTH SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1969-70

[In billions of dollars

Health security program--
Included I Not included I

All personal . . . . . ..
Sources care Amount Percent Amount Percent

All --------------------------- $60.1 2 $39.1 65.1 3$21.0 34.9

Private ----------------------------- 39.3 27.2 69.2 12. 1 30.8
Public ------------------------------ 320.8 11.9 57.2 9.0 43.3

Federal -------.----------------- 13.9 9.3 66.9 4.6 33.1
State-local ----------------------- 7.0 2.6 37.1 4.4 62.9

Resources development ---------------------------- .8 ..........................................

I See footnote 1 in table 10. If the possible revisions cited there were made, the "included" total would increase from
$39,100,000,000 to $39,700,000,000 (plus $800,000,000 for resources development): $27,200,000,000 private; and $12,500,-
000,000 public (including $9,400,000,000 Federal and $3,100,000,000 State-local). The "not included" total would decrease
correspondingly.

2 Excluding the amount introduced for resources development.
3 Discrepancy in the total is due to the effects of rounding.

The public program expenditures of $11.9 (or possibly $12.5) billion which
wvould have been absorbed by the health security program in 1969-70 are sum-
inarized in Table 17. The largest single item to be absorbed is Medicare ($7.1
billion). It is an unusual mixture of funds-derived from social insurance
(OASDHI) contributions and general revenues for the hospital insurance comi-
ponent (Title 18, Part A, of the Social Security Act) and from an approximately
even mixture of (a) individual contributions (premiums) and (b) matching
funds from Federal general revenues for the supplementary medical insurance
component (Title 18, Part B). All other Federal expenditures shown here are
from Federal general revenues. Thus, of the total $9.3-$9.4 billion of Federal
expenditures listed in Table 17, $3.8-$3.9 billion were derived from Federal gen-
ernal revenues. The $2.6-$3.1 billion of state and local expenditures in this sum-
marization of programs derive from various public funds-general revenues,
various earnmaxked taxes, etc.-and the medical care benefits under temporary
disability insurance programs are financed from legally required contributions
(state payroll taxes).

The miscellany of personal health service expenditures under public pro-
grais not included in these cost estimates for the health security program are
also summarized here, in Table 18, so that it will be equally evident what has
not been included in our cost estimates for the health security program.

'3 SlIghltly higher figures, based on possible revisions In Table 10. are also shown in
thIe table.
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TABLE 1'.--EXPENDITURES FOR PERSONAL HEALTH SERVICES UNDER PUBLIC PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEAR 1969-70,
INCLUDED WITHIN THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM COSTS I

IDollar amounts in billions

Public program expenditures

Programs Federal State-lccal Both

All ------ _-.-----------------_--------------- $9.3 ($9.4) $2.6 ($3.1) $11.9 ($12.5)

Medicare ----------.--------------------- ------ 2 7.1 ---------------- 7.1
Medicaid, etc --------.------------------------.----------- 1.5 1.5 3.0
General hospital and medical care--------- --------------- 0.2 0.9 (1.3) 1. 1 5Military dependents --------------------------------------- 0.2 (0.3) _----------- 0.2 3
Maternal anl child h.zalth s3rvics---- ---------------- .... 1 0. 1 0.2
Medical vocational rehabilitation ----------------------- 0...... 0.1 0.0 + 0. 1 -4-
OEO health and medical care -------------------------. 0.1 - -------------- 0. 1
Temporary disability insuranc, (medical benefits) -----------.---------------- 1. 1 0. 1
School health (educational agencies) ------------------------------.---------------- (0. 1) -------- (0. 1)

For more detailed figures, see tables9 and 10. The figures in ( ) indicate the effect of possible revisions cited in Table 10.
2 Includes $1,660 from general revenues, as, follows:

M illions
Total medicare ------------------------------------------------------- --------- _-------- $7, 149

For hospital insurance ------------.......---------------------------------------------------- 4,953

From payroll taxes --- .. ..... ... ..----------------.------------------------------------- 4, 379
From general revenues -------------_-... . .. . . ... ..----------.-------------.----------------- 574

For supplementary medical insurance ----------------------------------------------------------- 2, 196

From premiums --------------------..------------------------------------------------------- 1,086
From general revenues -------. . . . . . . ..----------------------------- .---------------------- ,110

TABLE 18.-EXPENDITURES FOR PERSONAL HEALTH SERVICES UNDER PUBLIC PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEAR 1969-70,
EXCLUDED FROM THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM COSTS I

[Dollar amounts in billions]

Public program expenditures

Programs Federal State-local Both

All ---------------------------------- -------- $4.5 $4.5($4.0) $9.0($8.5)

Medicaid ------------------------------------- ------------ 1.0+ 1.1 2.1+
General hospital and medical care ---------------------------- 0.0+ 2.0(1.6) 2.1
Department of Defense, hospital and medical care -------------- - 1.7---------------- -- 1.7
Military dependents ---------------------------------------- 0.1 --------------- 0.1-
VA hospita and medical care -------------------------------- 1.6 ----------------- 1.6
Workmen's compensation medical only ----------- ------------ 0.0+ 1.0 1.0
School health (educational agencies) ----------------------------------- 0.3(0.1) 0.3
Maternal-child health services, community-wide ----------------- 0. 1 0. 1 0. 2

1 For more detailed figures, see tables 9 and 10. The figures in ( ) indicate the effect of possible revisions cited In table
10.

Thus, considering the proposed inclusions within the health security pograin,
the existing public programs would have been relieved of the following expendi-
tures for personal health services (at the 1969-70 level)-

Billian

Federal public programs ---------------------------------- 1 $9.30 ($9. 37)

From general revenues ---------------------------- 8.83 (8.90)
From payroll taxes ------------------------------- 4.38
From premiums --------------------------------------- 1.09

State and local public programs ------------------------ 2.55 (8.07)

Total public programs ------------------------------ 11. 85 (12. 44)
1 The figures in ( ) reflect possible adjustments cited in Table 10.
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We have submitted a financing schedule intending that 50 percent of the ex-
pected direct expenditures of the health security program should be financed
from Federal general revenues. At the 1969-70 level, this --ould have meant 50
percent of $39.9 billion or $20 billion from this source-about $8 billion more
than was met by all governmental expenditures in that year. The proposed addi-
tional funding from Federal general revenues would have meant $16 billion
above the amount ($3.83-$3.90 billion) spent in 196f)-70 for personal health serv-
ices and financed from that source. A portion of the additional amount from
Federal general revenues for the health security program at the 1969-70 level
would have reflected $2.55-$3.07 billion of relief for state and local governments
from expenditures they were making in that year for personal health services
from their tax funds.

Here, as elsewhere in our analyses, we are dealing only with direct program
expenditures and their financing; and we are making no adjustments for impacts
in the form of changes in the payment of income, excise or other taxes which
depend on the details of other legislation subject to unrelated as well as related
considerations.

For later years, when the health security program could become operational,
we can only speculate as to the amounts or proportions of Federal and state-
local expenditures under public programs that would be taken over by the pro-
spective health security program. If we may assume that the )ublic programs will
be escalating at the same rates as the personal health services in general, and
that their distribution of expenditures and their source of funds would be much
a,; they were in 1969-70, the expenditures for personal health services in fiscal
years 1978-74 and 1974-75 without new program intervention would be about
$85.1 and $92.8 billions, respectively; and the governmental programs would in-
volve about $29.6 and $32.2 billiois in those years (Table 8A). The health secu-
rity program would involve $56.7 billion in fiscal year 1973-74 and $62.5 billion in
1974-75 (Table 11). The following tabulation summarizes the comparison, with
respect to the estimated sources of the funds for personal health care services.

Here it is evident that the health security program would require $28.4 and
$31.3 billion from Federal general revenues in these alternative initial fiscal
years. It would be absorbing $16.9 and $18.2 billions of expenditures otherwise
expected to be incurred in those years under governmental programs and fi-
nanced, variously, from Federal general revenues, payroll taxes and premiums
for Medicare, and from state-local funds.

(Dollars in billions]

Fiscal year Fiscal year
Source of funds 1974 1975

A. Assuming no new major program interventions:
Total expenditures --------------------------------------------------------- $85.1 $92.8

Private sources ------------------------------------------------ ------- 55.5 60.6
Governmental sources -------------------------------------------------- 29.6 32. 2

Federal ----------------------------------------------------------- 19.7 21.4

General revenues --------------------------------------- 11.9 13.0
Other sources ---------------.-------------------------------- 7.8 8.4

State and local ----------------------------------------------------- 9.9 10.8
Governmental expenditures within the scope of the health security program:

Total expenditures - --------------------------------------------- 16.9 18.2

Federal general revenues ------------------------------------------- 5.4 5. 9
Other Federal --------------------------------------------- 7.8 8.4
State and local ----------------------------------------------------- 3.7 4.0

8. Assuming operation of the health security program (for alternative initial fiscal years):
Total expenditures under the program ---------------------------------------- 56.7 62.5

Federal general revenues (50 percent) ------------------------------------ 28.4 31.3
Health security taxes --------------------------------------------------- 28.3 31.2

Re-allocation of Cost8 for Employer8
The recommended pattern for financing the proposed program would also affect

substantial changes in the impacts of medical care costs In the private sector.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -- 5
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In fiscal year 1969-70, employers provided-apart from their payments toward
the general revenues of Federal, state and local governments-the following
amounts toward the direct financing health services of the categories included in
the health security program:

Million
Private insurance payments ------------------------------------- $8, 405
Medicare payroll taxes --------------------------------------------- 2,190

Total --------------------------------------------------- 10,595
If the recommended program had been operational in that year, they would

have been relieved of the Medicare taxes and most if not all of the obliga-
tions they met through private insurance contracts and related provisions for
their employees, and for temporary disability insurance (medical care benefits)
under state programs.' " Instead, they would have been required under the rec-
onimenued tax schedule to pay health security program taxes of $14.94 billion
(371/2 percent of the $39.85 billion cost of the program). Thus, the net effect
would have been an increased cost obligation of about $4.35 billion-plus a rela-
tively small residual cost required under their Insurance contracts and related
obligations but not replaced by health security benefits. The final impacts of such
additional cost obligation on employers-as a business operational cost-would
have been variously distributed, as is the case now for costs met through direct
employer private expenditures and for payments to governments used to finance
the costs of medical care incurred on behalf of employees.

For future years, the health security program costs to be met through em-
ployer payments would be larger than what they actually met in the bench-
mark year; but whether larger or smaller than employer costs that will result
from a continuation of current patterns would del.end upon escalation rates for
privately purchased insurance, self-insurance, Medicare costs, and taxes for the
general revenues of all levels of government. Estimates of those prospective costs
have to expect that, with continuing steep escalation of medical care costs, the
pressures will increase to make both private insurance and Medicare benefits
much more comprehensive and to have at least the private insurance costs
wholly met by employers for both employees and dependents. On this basis It is
likely that employers will have no larger-and they may have smaller-costs
with than without the health security program, while also being progressively re-
lieved of responsibilities for negotiating and effecting health insurance provisions.

Reallocation of Costs for Employees and Other Individuals
In the benchmark year 1969-70, individuals and families made expenditures of

about $26.14 billion for services in tlhe categories included within the proposed
benefits of the health security program, as follows:

Millioll
Private insurance premiums ------------------------------------ $7, 075
Medicare, Part A, payroll taxes ----------------------------------- 2, 190
Medicare, Part B, supplementary premiums ------------------------- 1, 086
Direct payments as patients ------------------------------------ 15, 784

Total --------------------------------------------------- 26, 135
Including about $3.6 billion for group and about $3.5 billion for individual health

Insurance contracts.
2 Estimated a-s 68.9 percent of direct payments in Table 2, based on the ratio of included

expenditures (excluding expenses for administration) to total private expenditures (CX-
cluding expenses for prepayment) in Table 9.

In that year, the proposed health security program taxes on individuals would
have required under the recommended tax schedule aggregate payments front
them of $4.98 billion (121/ percent of $39.85 billion), a reduction of $21.16 bil-
lion-less some residual cost for group and individual private insurance cover-

14 Only a very small portion of the total expended for he.ilth insurance through pur-
chased insurance, health and welfare funds, self-insurance, etc., Is used to pay for serv-
ices which are excluded from the initial health security program (e.g., dental services foradults, long-term psychiatric care, medicines for extra-hospital use. appliances. etc.).15 Since the recommended benefits do Not embrace medical care services under workmen's
compensation programs, the figures given here do not include employer insurance pay-
Ments or expenditures under those programs.
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age not completely encompassed by the health security program." This change
would have meant a reduction ili the direct impact of medical care costs on in-
dividuals and families equivalent to (say) about $102 per capital or about $408
for a family of four with respect to services covered by the health security pro-
gram.

For future years, reductions in the direct impact of medical care costs on
individuals and families wvol be very large Indeed. If the proportionate dis-
tributions of costs which obtained in 1969-70 persist, and a health security
program is not established, employees aind( other individuals would have to pro-
vide directly about $37.0 billion in 1973-74 and about $40.3 billion in 1974-75
for personal health care services in those years." If, on the contrary, the health
security progrian were instituted, their dire('t tax obligations would be very much
less: $7.1 billion in 197.-74 or $7.8 billion in 1974-75. They would still have ex-
penditures to make for services and conmnodities not covered as health security
benefits,. low much is highly speculative, but it certainly wvoul be very m1uch
less than the difference between these proposed tax ol)ligations and the expendi-
ture they vould have to incur if the proposed program has not Intervened.

Reductions in the total prospective expenditures of employees and other ih-
dividuals would reflect the cost-containments effected by the health security
program for the services it would provide as benefits. In addition, reductions
would also be effected with respect to expenditures that would not be made
for services that are not included as benefits.

Some of the expected reductions would be offset by the Impacts oi individuals
and families from health security program costs to be met from Federal general
revenues and through employer health security program payroll taxes. The net
effect is difficult to evaluate: but It is not umireasonable to expect that the aggre-
gate effects of the payroll and income taxes on individuals, of the relatively pro-
gressive taxes that would l)e financing the Federal general revenue support of
the health security program. and of the diversely distributed payroll taxes on
employers, would be much more progressive than the expenditures by individuals
and families which those taxes would replace.

Nearly all elements in the current medical care expenditure patterns of in-
dividuals and families are relatively regressive in their fiscal Impacts, taking
proportionately larger tolls the lower the family income level. It is therefore
quite certain that the continuance of current patterns of expenditures are likely
to become more rather than less regressive: and that the health security program
pattern of financing promises improved progressivity in the allocation of costs to
individuals and families.

VIII. BUDGETING AND ALLOTMENT OF FUNDS

The steep escalation of medical care costs in recent years is one of the main
reasons for dissatisfaction with the medical care "system" as a whole and par-
ticularly with its finances. The escalation reflects various characteristics of the
system, but not least its "open-end" fiscal behavior.
Fees for the services provided by personal providers, and the operating costs

and charges-or cost reimbursements-for hospitals and other institutional pro-
viders, have reflected demand for services. production costs, income'expectations
of providers. resources for service, and other factors. By and large, the fees.
charges, costs have been "what the traffic would bear," and they have been
strongly supported 1y the benefit patterns and the payment practices of private
insurance. These practices have been further encouraged and supported by the
cost of charge reimbursement guarantees from public funds under some important
iublie l)rogramns (Med icare, Medicaid. maternal and child health, vocational

rehabilitation, etc.). These guarantees have been substantially without ceilings
on governmental obligations to the individual and institutional providers, and
without effective restraints or controls through fiscal standards or admninistra-
tive practices. Such pul)lic guarantees have extended to the payment of each
practitioner's customary charges, within the range of charges prevailing In the

10 As noted earlier for employers, only very sinsll p)ortions of these private Insurance
expenditures are with respect to the costs of services excluded from the initial health
security prnram.

1 The Pe figures result from apnlvin 43.5 percent (the 1989-70 proportion of eminployee
and Individual expendltureq toward the total of $60.1 billion for personal health serv-
ices) to the expected expenditures shown In Table 8.
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community, whatever those customary and prevailing charges are or become."m

These guarantees have also extended to the reimbursement of the charges, or
to the full-cost reimburseneint for oelerating costs, of hospitals and other insti-
tutions, without ceiling or limitations through aplproved prospective budgets.

The studies of our Technical Subconmittee have been proceeding oi tile as-
sumlptiois that these fiscal and administrative practices cannot (ontinue, and
that a rational systeni of financing for a health security program should func-

tion on a budgete" basis. Accordingly, we explored the design of i pattern for
tile budgeting of the costs nationally, anil for the rational allotment of nationally
bludgeted funds for the financing of the prograni's services throughout the
country.

As Indicated earlier, our studies started with the resources we have, how they
function and are utilized, an( our fiscal analyses proceeded from the levels of
current expenditures for the services being received. Our estimates for the
costs of a health security program and their financing were therefore base(d in
the first instance on current expenm(litures. We made ulpwin',rd allowances 0o1
exlpen(litres to mimeet desirllle and expected increases in utilization, and offsetting
downwardd a(ljustments for the expenditures actually incurred for services
to be excluded from the initial firan(cial obligations of the program. We
then projected the estimates from a current level to the initial years of program
operation, and these are summarized ill Tables 9, 10, and 11.
Budget, 'D'1.1. Italics and Itescl-rel

Assumiing reasonably accurate estimates for tile initial costs of tile health
security lrograim, tile financing nmeclm.h'nismns should provide to a l)roposed "IHealth
Security Trust Fund" a total annual income from all tax sources equal to the
expected expenditures plus a marginal additional sum to serve as a contingency
reserve amount. However, since benefits which are of limited scope initially are
intended to be broadened in successive years, such reserves should also be pro-
vided so as to permit authorized expansion of l)enefits without requiring annual
or frequent revision of tax sources or change of tax rates. Alternatively, changes
in the taxes or their rates would have to be programmed to provide the funds ex-
pected to be needed for benefit expansions. The uncertaIinties that have to be
expected in the latter course for the taxes led us to suggest the accumulation of an
initial reserve equal to (say) 25-50 percent of an initial year's budget estimate,
whether through appropriation to the Trust Fund from general revenues or
through collection of hlltl security taxes for a brief period in advance of bene-
fit availability 9 The Secretary of DHIEW or tile administering Board should be
authorized to certify benefit expenditures against such reserve funds, perhaps with
umni1al ceiling ()n this a authority at a level of permissil)le annual incre-se of
(say) 5-10 percent of the annual expenditure bu(lget for each of (say) the first
five years of operations. For various contingent use of the proposed reserve
suggested in implementing legislation, see Appendix B.

The starting point for the n:ltional hemllth security budget of expected annual
expenditures is therefore ail estimate of the total amnout to be available for
expenditure, prepared by time Health Security Board with tile advice of a broadly
constituted Advisory Council. Our estimates and projections Indicate that the
initial fiscal year's global amount wouhl be alproxinmately $56.7 billion (page
30). The Board should then earnmrkl and set aside portions of the initial global
budget for the costs of administration ill taccordane with the appropriations at
first estimated and later aplproved Iy Congress (circa 5 percent). for systems
improvement activities (2 percent), and for contingent national allotments (ti
to 5 percent). The remaining 88-90 percent of the national annual health secur-
ity budget should then be allotted a illonfg the (tell) administrative Regions of
the Department of Health, Education, 11m1d Welfare, with the advice of an Ad-
visory Council.

"8As noted earlier, some limitations were recently introduced in Medicare. Medicaid
and other Federal and Federal-State programs to dampen fee increases and to moderate
volumes of utilization.

1In the financing section of tills report the tax rates ammdl estimated yields were
designed on the second alternative: the tax obligations would lein one-half year in
advance of benefit availability, and the initial reserve is developed from this sour-e and
from the appropriations from general revenues related by formula to the yields from
the health security taxes.
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Allotment Procedures
Two alternative patterns were considered at length by our Technical Subcom-

mittee and Its consultants for the first steps in the allotment procedures. One
would propose that the administering Htealth Security Board should-with the
advice of an Advisory Council-fix a national per capita amount to be available
for each lilajor category of service, and thus a total per capital amount for all
health security services. These per capita amounts should take into account re-
cent national expenditure levels, adequacies and inadequacies in services and
expenditures, health security li'ograin objectives to support or to change current
practices, etc. These amounts would then be assigned to each of the (ten) Re-
ions, after adjustments for regional differences with respect to various factors:
e.g., current expenditure levels; medical care price indexes; indexes of "risk"
such as age and sex composition of the population; personnel and institutional
resources for medical care, etc. And the resulting (adjusted) per capita amounts
for each Region would then be allotted to sub-Regional areas similarly.

This procedural pattern lends itself to national determination of total national
expenditure levels, and provides opportunity for decisions to change levels of
expenditure downward as well as upward in relation to recent trends in prices,
utilizations and costs. It is the pattern of choice if the health security program is
authorized and expected to pursue from the outset a strong policy of expenditure
controls, even to the point of attempting to reverse some recent trends. However,
because of the difficulty of devising specifications for legislative guidelines, the
discretionary authority which this pattern would vest in the Board might prove
to be unacceptably broad.

An alternative procedural pattern takes as the starting point not administra-
tively determifled expenditure levels, nationally and for the Regions, but the
status quo when program operations begin as reflected in current prices, costs,
utilizations and expenditures in the several Regions; and it undertakes to effect
both supports and adjustments In the Regions over the course of succeeding years.
On this pattern, the allotments to the Regions should then be reasonably in accord
with the most recently available data on expenditures for personal health services
in the several Regions, having regard for the scope of the health security program
benefits." Such allotments would therefore reflect the financial needs of the Re-
gions for the expected costs of the health security benefits.

This second pattern more or less automatically takes into account for each
Region such factors as (a) size of population, and (b) risk factors (age, sex,
morl)idity and need for service), medical care resources, medical care price levels,
hospital and other institutional cost levels-to the extent that all of these factors
are reflected in utilization, Costs and expenditure practices in the last year to
which the underlying expenditure data apply. The resulting allotments, if un-
adjusted. in effect would accept initially the very large regional differences in
per capita expenditure patterns. The Board should have authority to moderate in
the course of time the differences in the resources for medical care and the receipt
of care-so that these differences do not continue endlessly to preserve the wide
regional and sub-regional variations in the amounts and coqts of medical care
above and below the national averages. Such an adjustment procedure should tend
to contain future increases in costs where they have already grown to the highest
per capita levels, and to provide funds more generously where resources, utiliza-
tion and expenditures have been unusually low. The Importance of some such
adjustments is indicated by the very wide ranges in the levels of expenditures
among the states, shown in Appendix C with respect to per capita expenditures-
for non-Federal hospital care, for physicians' and for dentists' services-for which
data are available for 1968. Unless the patterns of medical care expenditure change
greatly between 1971 and 1973-74, the health security program will have to pursue
a policy of gradualism In moderating expenditure differences which range,
roughly, from nearly as low as one-half to nearly as high as twice the national
averages among the states.

00Tle Subcommittee was aware that this assumes the availability of annual or fiscal
year expenditure data state by state (by services or obieet of expenditure, and bv
sources of funds). Such data have not been nrenared hitherto on a eomprehens ve national
basis. hut we were advised that they are in nrenaration In the Social Securttv Admin-
istration (DHEW) and can be expected to become available In the rear future. The
Subcommittee was also aware of the need to elaborate the available data for smaller
areas (counties, medical market areas, etc.).
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The per capita allotments for the several Regions would then be subdivided
among service categories, having regard for the expenditure levels in each Re-
gion. The categories may be greatly subdivided or they may be grouped-as for:
hospitals and skilled nursing homes ; physicians ; dental services: medicines and
appliances; other 1)rofessional and technical services. The per capita allot-
meats to categories of services would then require further allotment to states
and to smaller sub-Regional ("medical market") areas.

After the initial year(s), the budgeting and allotment procedures should then
follow the same l)attern except for adjustments In the national global and per
(apita amounts on the basis of operating exl)erience, trends in the economy with
respect to earnings and prices, and health security program objectives to im-
prove the organization of medical care services and to increase or decrease sup-
ports for various categories of service. On this general )attern, though the initial
allotments of national funds would be (lose to the then current levels of expendi-
tures, the course of post-initial practices would be determined in part by ex-
loemdture palterns from years antedating the program operations and In part by
actual health security program experiences and by national policies applicable
to tihe lprogramn.

2'

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The design of the National Health Security Program was undertaken in
order to meet urgent national need to improve the availability and delivery of
good medical care to all of the l)opulation and to assure adequate financing of
the services: without controllable wastes and extravagances. The urgency of the
need reflects inadequacies in the availability of needed services for many people,
uneveness in the quality of care, and cost escalations which have been pricing
medical care beyond the means of millions in the population and even beyond
ncceptalble demands on the national economy. Thus, the Program udertakes to
develop) a basis for improvement of resources for medical services and of their
availability and delivery; and for the financing of the costs, utilizing the leverage
of the financing pattern to provide incentives and supports for resources
(level ol)ment.

2. National expenditures for health care in general and for personal health
care services in particular have been escalating steeply, absorbing a steadily In-
creasing share of national economic resources and of the spendable income of
families. In 1969-70, the last fiscal year for which detailed data are available
at this tine, expenditures for all health care reached $67 billion, and for per-
s6onal health care services $60 million , having been increasing by about 12 per-
lent a year. Hospital care, physicians' services, and nursing home care have
been among the most steeply escalating categories.

There are diverse reasons for the escalations in these categories and in others.
There have been not only rising expectations and demands for service, tech-
nological developments, health manpower shortages, catch-up in some wage and
salary levels, etc.. but also inefficiencies in the ways in which the resources are
made available and are utilized, and invitations to excessive utilization, prices
an(d costs from the prevailing methods of paying for services. Not the least of
the incentives for rising expenditures are the assurances of payments through
the l)revalent patterns of private insurance and the largely uncontrolled guaran-
tees under public 1)rogramns to pay charges determined by individual providers
of core and to reiniburse costs incurre(l by hospitals an(l other institutions.

3. If expenditures for health care continue to rise at rates experienced in
recent years, they threaten to attain frightening levels. Projections published by
the Social Security Administration in October 1970, and assuming substantially
the continuance of recent trends, carry the national expenditures for all health
care from $67 billion in FY 1969-70 to $111-120 billion in 1975 and to about
40-60 percent more in 1980; and those projections indicate (Table 7) increase
of the national expenditures for personal health care services from $(0 billion
to $103-$111 billion in 1975 and to corresmondingly higher figures in 1980. Since
those projections increase faster than the gross national product, health care
would be absorbing larger and larger shares of the national economy.

21 A more detailed description of the budgeting and allotment procedures will be fou md
In Appendix B (Part D-Trust Fund; allocation of funds for services).
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4. The "SSA" projections, however validly reflecting the sOnted assumptions
which accompany them, have seemed to us to reach unacceptaiole expenditure
levels, principally because--admittedly-they do not take into account counter-
vailing measures to moderate the current rates of escalation. Some such measures
have already been taken and many more are in course of application. We have
therefore developed an "adjusted" model of projected expenditure levels to
1975, moderating somewhat the expected rates of annual increase in expendi-
tures for hospital care and physicians' services. In our model (Table 8), expendi-
tures for personal health care services would increase from $60 billion in FY
1970 to $85 billion in FY 1974 and to $93 billion in FY 1975. Even this model
eml)hasizes the urgency of instituting adequate program measures to further
moderate-if not to contain-the escalation of medical care costs. It also
einphasizes that the longer the needed program intervention is delayed, the
higher the expenditure level at which any new functional program would have
to take over.

5. The health security program proposes a national s-ystem of public financing,
based on national resources, and the continuance of private I)rovision of health
care services with many built-in safeguards for the professional status and the
quality performances of the providers.

6. The health security program proposes that the national system of financing
should pay for needed services available to substantially all persons resident
in the U.S., from all qualified personal and institutional providers, without
payments by patients for covered services and with eligibility determined )y
medical care need-without requiring a contribution history or a means test.

Arbitrary limitations on the benefits are specified for only four categories of
service: for dental care (by age) because of inadequacies in resources for care;
for psychiatric care in order to delimit the system's obligations to actual medical
care, to take account of current shortage of qualified personnel, and to exclude
payments for domiciliary or custodial care; for nursing home care for similar
reasons and to wait on development of improved methods of needed control; and
for medicines and appliances so that the system avoids many problems of admin-
istration and utilization control, pays only for services and goods which Justify
public expenditures, and protects patients against budensome costs. The benefit
specifications also include many provisions to control potentially excessive utili-
zations and other wastes, to assure observance of quality standards, to en-
courage efficient use of health manpower and facilities, and to emphasize pre-
ventive care and ambulatory (as against unwarranted more expensive inpatient
hospital) services-all toward economy without sacrifice of quality and toward
having barriers to unjustified and not truly needed care.

7. Personal providers of care under the proposed program could continue to
choose their place and pattern of practice, and could elect the method of pay-
ment among various alternatives (fee-for-service, capitation, stipends, etc.):
institutional providers would be compensated on the basis of approved prospective
budgets. The payment procedures would reflect the intention of having operating
costs that are compatible with annual budgeting for the system as a whole and
for its major service categories.

8. Extensive incentives are proposed in the program to encourage and support
the development of organized provisions for comprehensive care, whether through
group practice or through "foundation" type plans. Various provisions are also
made to support other resource developments for health manpower expected to
be needed for the program, to encourage location of providers where there are
acute deficiencies, to finance new undertakings which promise more effective
use of resources, etc. Thus, the specifications emphasize system Improvement as
well as financing of services.

9. Estimate of expenditures under the health security program were developed
first by hypothecating its operation in fiscal year 1969-70. Each category of ex-
penditure in that year, private or under public programs, was inspected for the
potential degree of inclusion under the health security program specifications. It
developed that about 69 percent of private and about 57 percent of public program
expenditures would have been covered if the program had been in operation at
that time--about 66 percent for both. Thus (Tables 9 and 10), of $60 billion of
expenditure actually incurred for personal health services in that year, about $40
billion would have been covered by the proposed program (including the cost of
resources development activities). This reflects the conviction that savings effect-
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ed by avoiding wastes and extravagances would have offset increases In costs
for justifiably higher utilizations of needed services which could have been pro-
vided through the resources available that year.

10. Our studies based on 1969-70 data were then applied to our model for
expenditure levels to be expected in future years when the health security pro-
gram could become operational. This led to estimates that the program would
involve direct expenditures of $56.7 billion if first operational in 1973-74 and
of $62.5 billion if in 1974-75. In subsequent years, the operational costs should
be expected to escalate by about 6 percent a year, having regard for population
growth, general price increase in the economy as a whole, etc., but without tak-
ing account of potential benefit changes.

We would emphasize that these cost estimates for the health security program
involve no new total expenditures for medical care by reason of the new program
Itself. The estimates are the amounts that would be re-routed from the current
to the proposed pathways of expendituire.

We would also eml)hasize that the increase in operating cost from the $40
billion estimate for 1969-70 to the higher estimates for 1973-74 and 1974-75
reflects not inhernt higher costs for the health security program but only the
higher level of national expenditures expected to result from delay in imple-
lenting the proposal.

11. We proposed that the health sec'rily program s-hould be tilwn ned nation-
ally (as for the Social Security program) and that 50 percent of the costs of
the program should be met from Federal general revenues; and -hat the "resid-
ual" fiscal need. 50 percent of the total, should be financed through earmarked
health security taxes levied on employer payrolls and on the incomes of individ-
iials. Many alternative allocations were considered aind inspected. The Technical
Subcommittee finally recommended that, with 50 percent from Federal general
revenues, employers' payrolls should provide 371/2 percent and individual in-
comes 121/_ percent of the "residual" amount.

The recommended allocations lead to the following tax rates:

With 50 percent from Federal general revenues- Per.c-t
Employers' payrolls (with no ceiling) ---------------------------- 3. 5
Individuals' incomes (up to $15,000 a year) :

On wage and salary receipts -------------------------------- 1.0
On self-employment income --------------------------------- 2. 5
On non-earned income --------------------------------------- 1.0

If the program became functional in 1973 or in 1974, we estimated (Table 15)
that these allocations and tax rates would yield amounts that would meet the
estimated expenditure levels for calendar years 1973-1976 and for fiscal years
1974-1976. An adequate contingent reserve--to minimize need for changes in
tax rates In the initial years of program operation-could be achieved either by
having the tax obligations start one-half year before benefits become available
and these tax yields supplemented by formula appropriations from general
revenues (as recommended), or by credit appropriations from general revenues.

12. The program specifications and the proposed financing would effect Im-
portant changes in the impacts of medical care costs on governments. The absorp-
tion of Medicare, of substantial parts of Medicaid, and of various other
obligations under Federal and state-local public programs means (Table 17)
that the health security program would relieve governments of expenditure,:
which in 1969-70 amounted to $11.9-$12.5) billion ($9.3-$9.4 billion Federal and
$2.6-$3.1 billion state and local). The transfers In a future year, when the pro-
posed program could be operational are speculative because of uncertainties
about the expenditure escalations of public programs. One set of estimates indi
cates that in 1973-74 the program might absorb about $17 billion of expenditures
that would otherwise be under pul)lic programs ($13.2 billion Federal and $3.7
billion state-local) while requiring appropriation of $28 billion from Federal
general revenues.

13. In 1969-70, employers provided aiout $10.6 billion for the financing of per-
sonal health services through )rivate insurance and Medicare payroll taxes. The
health security program would have relieved them of these expenditures, while
the recommended pattern of finaning would have required them to pay $15 billion
in health security taxes-an increase of about $4.4 billion. For future years, the
iml)act on them wouldd be higher or lower, depending on whether the costs of
private insurance and Medicare under current programs escalate more steeply
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or less steeply than medical care costs under the proposed program. If current
medical care costs continue to escalate steeply, employers may expect to be
pressed to provide increasingly comprehensive insurance and to meet the whole
cost. The health security program may then cost them less, while also. progres-
sively relieving them of responsibility for health Insurance.

14. In 1969-70, employees and other individuals spent about $26.1 billion for
personal health services that would have been covered by the health security pro-
gram. That program would have required them to provide $5 billion through
health security taxes-and they would have been left with some residual costs
not covered by the program and would have paid shares of employer and Federal
supI)orts to the program. There can be no doubt, however, that then or in future
years the health security program [.nancing would greatly reduce the regressivity
of medical care costs on individuals and families, aiding especially those in lower
and middle income brackets.

15. The health security program undertakes to move toward a "budget" basis
for the financing of medical care costs, beginning to substitute national budget-
ing for the open-end escalation of expenditures according to what "the traffic
will bear." Starting with the then current levels of expenditures when the pro-
grain becomes functional, the proposed financing would provide to a Trust Fund
the amounts needed to make reasonably adequate payments for the covered serv-
ices at then current prices and costs. The national administrative agency (assisted
by a broadly constituted advisory council) would allot the available budget funds,
regionally, initially in relation to regional levels of medical care expenditure.s;
and then would break down the allotments by categories of service and for sub-
regional areas. For future years, the budgeted amounts would change in relation
to needs and trends in the economy; and allotments would attempt to reduce re-
gional disparities-moderating the escalations where they have been steepest and
strengthening the resources where they have been weakest. The Objective is na-
tional operation of the national program toward national equality in the avail-
ability and delivery of good medical care.

16. The medical care system in the United States is admittedly in crisis, and
it is not healing itself. Measures being taken to deal with the causes of crisis are
grossly insufficient, and an adequate national undertaking is required. The need
for action is urgent, especially because the steep escalations of medical care costs
and expenditures continue to enlarge the problems that have to be solved. The
health security program proposed by our Committee has the promise of meeting
the major needs and of providing the basis for a durable system for both the
availability of good medical care and its financing. We recommend that the pro-
gram be instituted as quickly as practical.

APPENDIX A

THE PROGRAM PRINCIPLES ADOPTED BY TILE COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL HEALTH

INSURANCE

1. All persons resident in the United States should have available, as a
matter of right, comprehensive personal health care services, vith equal op-
portunity of access to the available services throughout the conniry.

2. Personal health care services should be provided under ar.angenients that.
to the maximum extent practicable and within a framework of improved pro-
visions for service, make full use of existing personnel and facilities and are
acceptable to the people to be served and to those who provide the services.

3. The availability of personal health services should be assured through a
national health Insurance program.

4. The national health insurance program should be an integral part of the
national social insurance system. The program should be financed by contri-
butions from employers, employees, self-employed persons-preserving present
provisions which permit employer assumption of all or part of employee con-
tributions-and from Federal general tax revenues.

5. The benefits of the program should extend to the entire range of services
required for the maintenance of personal health, including services for the
prevention and early detection of disease, for the care and treatment of illness,
and for medical rehabilitation when needed.

6. Payments for the services provided as benefits of the program should as-
sure full financial protection for the consVmners and should be fair to the pro-
viders of the services.
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7. The national health insurance program should include provisions designed
to contribute toward safeguarding the quantity, quality, effectiveness, continuity
and economy of the family health care services it finances.

8. The administrative arrangements and the finances of tle national health
insurance program should be designed so as to encourage the organization of pro-
fesslonal, technical and supporting personnel into health teams and groups cap-
able of providing comprehensive health care for families and individuals effi-
ciently and effectively, with compensation through comprehensive per capita
payments as an alternative to the prevailing fee-for-service method of payment.

9. There should be public control of the basic policies governing the program,
ind full public accountability for its financial and operational activities.

10. There should be al)l)ropriate provisions for effective participation by
consumers and providers both in the development of the national health in-
surance program and on the advisory councils assisting in its continuing public
-dminist ration.

11. The national health insurance program should be so structured and have
such inter-ageney relationships as to enable it to influence substantially the ac-
(elerated development of needed health manpower and facilities and their avail-
ability, and to this end, shall contribute substantial and assured continuing
financial support toward the national development of adequate manpower, fa-
cilities and organization needed for the effective delivery of comprehensive
personal health care services in all parts of the country.

12. Although primarily directed to the development and support of compre-
hensive personal health care services, the national health insurance program
should also have concern n for the (levelopimnent of effective community health and
welfare programs at the national, state, regional and local levels through coin-
prehlnsive (omnunity health 1)lanning.

13. The national health insurance program should provide for studies and
demlonstrations which give promise for continuing adjustment of the health serv-
ices s,, us to serve the changing needs of people in the most efficient and effective
nianner consistent with sound professional goals and standards and qo as to uti-
lize expanding medical knowledge and skill.

14. The national health insurance program should be designed and developed
in accordance with these principles and policies so that it shall function not
merely to increase national expenditures for health services but also to con-
tribute to the control and elimination of present wastes and extravagances and
toward maximum practical effectiveness and efficiency in the delivery of and pay-
mnent for comprehensive health services of good quality commensurate with our
ined and potential.

APPENDIX B

SICT[ON-BY-SECTION SUMMARY OF TIlE HEALTH SECURITY ACT, 8. 3 AND H.R. 22,
92ND CONGRESS'

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF THE ITEALTII SECURITY ACT

TITLE I

Part A-Eligibility for benefits

(Sections 11-12.) Every resident of the U.S. (and every non-resident citizen
wln ill the I.S.) will be eligible for covered services. Reciprocal and "buy-in"
agreements will permit the coverage of groups of non-resident aliens, and in some
cases benefits to U.S. residents x'en visiting in other countries.

IExcerpted from the Congressional Record of Jan. 25, 1971 (Vol. 117, pages 23-30'.
Introduced in the Senate by Senators Kennedy. Cooper, Saxbe, Bayh Case (ranton,
Gravel, Harris, Hart. lhughes, Humphrey, Inouve, Javits. Manison, 'McGee, MeGovern,
Metcalf, Mondale, 'Mos, Muskie, Pastore, Pell, hanolph, Stevenson, and Tunney; and in
the House of Representatives by Representatives Griffiths, Corman, and others.
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Part B-Nature an(Il copc of benefits: Covered services

(Section 21.) Every eligible person is entitled to have payments made by the
Board for covered services provided within the United States by a participating
)rovider.

(Section 22.) All necessary professional services of physicians, wherever
furnished, are covered, including preventive care, with two important restric-
tions:

(1) Major surgery, and other specialist services designated In regulations,
are covered only vhien performed byi a qualified specialist-except in emergency
situations--and generally only on referral from a primary physician. This is
intended to protect the publicc from inade(luately trained practitioners and to
restore the primary or family practitioner to the role of the manager of health
services.

(2) Psychiatric services to an ambulatory patient are covered only for active
preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic or rehabilitative service with respect to
mental llluwss. If the patient seeks (care in the organized setting of a compre-
hensive health service organization, or a hospital out-patient clinic, or other com-
prhenisive mental health clinic, there is no limit on the number of consultations.
In these kinds of organized settings, peer review and budgetary controls can be
expected to curtail unnecessary utilization. If the patient is consulting a solo
practitioner, there is a limit of 20 consultations per benefit period. In communi-
ties where psychiatric services are In especially short sul))ly the Board may pre-
scribe referral or other non-financial conditions to give persons most in need of
services a priority of access to solo practitioners.

(Section 23.) Comprehensive dental services (exclusive of most orthodontia)
are covered for children under age 15, with the covered age group increasing by
two years each year until all those under age 25 are covered. This benefit is lim-
ited Initially because, ev ,, with full use of dental auxiliaries, there is insufficient
manpower to provide dental benefits for the entire population. Persons once cov-
ered for dental services remain covered throughout their lives, and it is the de-
clared intention to extend dental benefits to persons Initially excluded, as rap-
idly as this becomes feasible.

(Section 24.) Inpatient and outpatient hospital services and services of a home
health agency are covered without arbitrary limitation. Pathology and radiology
services are specifically included as parts of institutional services, thus revers-
ing tile practice of Medicare. Domiciliary or custodial care is specifically ex-
luded In any Institution, thus necessitating the two Important restrictions on
payments for institutional care:

(1) Payment for skilled nursing home care is limited to 120 days per benefit
period except that this limit may be increased when the nursing home is owned
or manager by a hospital and payment for care is made through the hospital's
budget. It is not practical to assume that the majority of nursing homes and ex-
tended care facilities In the country will be able to implement effective utiliza-
tion review and control plans in the first years of Health Security. The demand
for essentially domiciliary or custodial care In nursing homes Is so overwhelming
that an initial arbitrary limit on days of coverage is necessary. Extension of the
benefit is authorized when this becomes feasible.

(2) Many state hospitals do not provide optimal active treatment to their
psychiatric patients but rather maintain them in a maintenance or custodial
setting. If Health Security provided unlimited coverage for patients In these
hospitals, It might tend to freeze the level of care Instead of stimulating these
Institutions to upgrade their medical-care performance. Therefore the psychiatric
hospital benefit is limited to 45 consecutive days of active treatment during a
benefit period.

(Section 25.) The bill provides coverage for two categories of drug use:
prescribed medicines administered to inpatients or outpatients within participat-
ing hospitals, or to enrollees of comprehensive health service organizations, and
drugs necessary for the treatment of specified chronic illnesses or conditions
requiring long or expensive drug therapy. This will provide coverage of most
drug costs for individuals who require costly drug therapy.
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The bill requires the Board and the Secretary of HEW to establish two lists
of approved drugs, taking into account the safety, efficacy and cost of each drug.
There will be a broad list of approved medicines available for use in institu-

tions and by comprehensive health service organizations and a more restricted
list which is available for use outside such organized settings. The restricted list
shall stipulate which drugs on it shall l)e available for treatment of each of the
set itiedl chronic di, eases. No sucl restrictions -hall be l)lace(d ulpon drug therapy
within an institutional setting.

Use of the restricted list will meet the most costly needs for drug therapy
while restraining unnecessary utilization. The benefit Is more liberal where
adequate control mechanisms exist.

(Section 26.) The appliances. benefit is similar in concept and operation to
the drug benefit, subject to a limitati on aggregate cost. The Board shall
prepare lists of approved devices, alpl)liances or equipment which it finds are
important for the maintenance or restoration of health, employability or self-
management (taking into consideration the reliability and cost of each item).
The Bo'irl will also specify tile cir,"u slan.es mr tile f equellcy with which the
item may be prescribed at the cost of the Health Security program.

(Section 27.) The professional services of optometrists and podiatrists are
covered, subject to ;regulations. as are diagnostic or therapeutic services. The
care of a psychiatric patient in a mental health day care service is covered for
up1) to 60 days (day care benefits are unlimited if furnished by a comprehensive
health service organization or by a community mental healt' , center). Ambulance
and other emergency transportation services are covered, tis well as non-emer-
gency services where (as in some sparsely settled areas) transportation is essen-
tial to overcome special difficulty of access to covered services.

Supporting services such as psyclh logical, physiotherapy, nutrition, social
work and health education are covered if they are part of institutional services
or are furnished by a comprehensive health service organization. This establishes
the important principle that these and other supporting services should be pro-
vided as part of a coordinated program of health maintenance and care. Psy-
chologists, physical therapists, social workers, etc. will not be permitted to
establish Independent practices and bill the program on a fee-for-service )asis.
This is intended to assure that whenever services of this nature are provided
they are under appropriate medical supervision and are germane to the over-all
care of the patient.

(Section 28.) Health services furnished or paid for under a workmen's com-
lpenmationm law are not covered. Reimbursement for loss of earnings is so closely
interlocked with the health services aspects of workmen's compensation that
absorption of the health services portion of workmen's compensation by Health
Security could have the effect of delaying findings of eligibility for income
pay meats.

School health services are covered only to the extent provided in regulations,
The Board may exclude from coverage medical or surgical procedures which

are essentially experimental in nature. lle Board may exclude coverage of
specified nomemergency surgical l)roc(edures unless anl appropriately qualified
specialist has Leen consulted and has recommended surgery. Individuals who
enroll in a comprehensive health service organization or enroll themselves with
a primary )ractitioner accepting capitation payments are not entitled to seek
covered services from other providers of services (except as specified in regula-
ti(mns). Surgery primarily for cosmetic purposes is excluded from coverage.

'Pile services of a professional practitioner are not covered if they nre furnished
in a hospital which is not a particil)ating provider. This is intended to discourage
physicians from admitting patients to hospitals which cannot or will not meet
standards for participation in the program.

Part C--Part icipating providers of services
(Section 41.) Participating providers are required by subsection (a) to meet

standards established in this title or by the Board. In addition, they must agree
to provide services witliout discrimination, to make no charge to the patient for
ainy covered service, and to furnish data necessary for utilization review by
professional peers, statistical studies by tile Board, aimd verification of informna-
tion for payments.

Under subsection (b) the Board may, for those surgical procedures for which
advance consultation is required under section 28, require pathology reports on
tissue removed and clinical abstracts or discharge reports of the cases.
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(Section 42(a).) Professional practitioners licensed when the program begins
-ire eligible to practice in the State where they are licensed. All newly licensed
applicants for participation must meet national standards established by the
Board in v,(dition to those required by their State. While stopping short of
creating a Federal licensure system for health professionals, this will guarantee
milnimumn national standards. A state-licensed practitioner who meets national
standards will be qualified to provide Health Security covered services in any
other state. (See also Section 56(a) (1)).

(b) For purposes of this title a doctor of osteopathy is a physician, as is a
dentist when performing procedures which, in generally accepted medical prac-
tice, may be performed by either a physician or a dentist.

(c) Participating -professional providers shall be required to meet continuing
education requirements established by the Board (in consultation with appro-
priate professional organizations).

(d) Major surgery and certain other specialty services shall be covered only
when provided by a board certified or board eligible physician (except in emer-
gency circumstances). Physicians who do not meet these standards but who are
providing such services as a substantial part of their -practice when the program
begins may be found qualified if they meet standards established by the Board
an(, where appropriate, if recommended by a participating hospital.

(Section 43.) This section establishes conditions of participation for general
ho pitals similar to those acquired by Medicare. Two requirements not found In
the Medicare program are: (1) that the hospital must not discriminate in grant-
ing staff privileges on any grounds unrelated to professional qualifications; (2)
that the hospital establish a pharmacy and drug therapeutics committee for super-
vision of hospital drug therapy. Medicare allows any hospital accredited by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals (if it provides utilization
review) to participate in the program, thus in effect delegating to the Commission
the determination whether the standards are met. This title requires all par-
ticil)ating hospitals to meet standards established by the Board.

(Section 44.) Psychiatric hospitals will be eligible to participate only If the
Board finds that the hospital (or a distinct part of the hospital) is engaged in
furnishing active diagnostic, therapeutic and rehabilitative services to mentally
ill l)atients. Psychiatric hospitals are required to meet the same standards as
those prescribed for general hospitals in Section 43, and such other conditions as
time Board finds necessary to demonstrate that the institution Is providing active
treatment to its patients. These standards will exclude costs incurred bystate
mental institutions to the extent they serve domiciliary or custodial functions. In
addition, psychiatric hospitals must be accredited by the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Hospitals. (As in Medicare, accreditation is an additional re-
quirement in the case of psychiatric hospitals, as further assurance that they
meet the requirements of an active treatment program.)

(Sections 45 and 46.) Section 45 establishes conditions of participation for
skilled nursing homes similar to those established for extended care facilities
under Medicare. Important differences, however, are the requirement for affilia-
tion with a participating hospital or comprehensive health service organization
(see Section 52(b)), and changes In the requirements for utilization review (see
Section 51). Under section 46 participation by home health agencies will be
limited to public agencies and non-profit private organizations-proprietary
home health agencies are specifically excluded.

(Section 47.) Subsection (a) describes a comprehensive health service orga-
nization which undertakes to provide an enrolled population either with com-
plete health care or, at the least, with complete Health Security services (other
than institutional services, mental health or dental services) for the maintenance
of health and the care of ambulatory patients. The bill, in its aim to Improve
the methods of delivery of health services, places much emphasis on the devel-
opment of new organizations of this kind and the enlargement of old ones.

The section Is designed to accommodate forms of organization typical of exist-
ing prepaid group practice plans, but also to be flexible enough to permit experi-
mentation with somewhat different forms. In some urban or rural areas, for
example, it may be impracticable to bring all of the various services together
in one place, and the section has been designed to encompass what has been
described as "comprehensive group practice without walls"; the basic essential
Is the assumption of responsibility for a reasonably comprehensive range of
services (including health maintenance) on a continuing and coordinated basis
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to a group of persons who have chosen to receive all or nearly all their health
care from the organization.

Other requirements are spelled out in this section: The organization must
furnish services through the prepaid group practice of medicine, or as near an
approximation to prepaid group practice as is feasible. It must be a nonprofit
organization, or if several providers share in the furnishing of services the
prime contractor with the Board must le nonprofit. All persons living In or near
a specified service area will be eligible to enroll, subject to the capacity of the
organization to furnish care and subject to minimal underwriting protections.
Services must he reasonably accessible to persons living within the specified
service area. Periodic consultation with representatives of enrollees is required.
Professional policies and their effectuation, including monitoring the quality of
services and their utilization, are to be the responsibility of a committee or
committees of physicians. Health education and the use of preventive services
must be stressed, and lay persons are to Ibe employed so far as is consistent with
good medical practice. Charges for any services not covered by Health Security
must be reasonable. Finally, the organization must agree to pay for services
furnished by other providers in emergencies, either within the service area of the
organization or elsewhere, but may meet this requirement to the extent feasible
through reciprocal service arrangements with other organizations of like kind.

Subsection (b) makes clear that th organization, or professionals furnishing
services for it, may also serve non-enrollees, with payment to be made to the or-
ganization, or, at its request, to such professionals.

(Section 48.) This section permits a foundation sponsored by a city, county, or
State medical or dental society, by agreement with the Board, to participate as a
provider of services. The foundation's general policies must be developed, and re-
viewed periodically, by the society or a committee selected by it, and it must
establish a professional group to review the quality and utilization of services.
Generally, the foundation must furnish all covered medical or dental services, and
may furnish other covered or non-covered services if the Board al)proves; it
must accept for enrollment any resident of the area it serves, subject to the
same limitations as appear in section 47 (a). It must permit any practitioner who
needs its professional qualifications to participate in furnishing services, whether
or not he is a member of the sponsoring society. The foundation must agree to
pay for emergency services to its enrollees in or outside its area, and must make
no more than reasonable charges for any services not covered by Health Se-
curity. Finally, it must meet requirements for continuing education and other re-
quirements, which the Board may specify.

(Section 49.) This section deals with several classes of health organizations
that vary widely, even within a single class. In their structure and in the scope
of the services which they offer. Because statutory specifications cannot well be
tailored to so many variables, the section sets forth only a general statement of
the kinds of organizations to which it relates and leaves participation of each
organization to a case-by-case decision of the Board.

Subsection 49(a) (1) permits the larticilation of community health centers or
the like which though furnishing services as comprehensive as are required by
s ,e-(tion 47(a). do not serve ain enrolled or otherwise predetermined population
and may not meet some other requirements of section 47(a). Subsection (am) (2)

authorizes the Board to dezil separately with the primary care portion of a sys-
teni of comprehensive care where it is necessary to rely on arrangements with

other providers, rather than on a unified structure, to round out the other ele-
ments of the system. Where organizations meeting the extensive requirements of

section 47(a) are not available, those two subsections will give the Board flexi-
bi4itv in furthering one of the bill's prime objectives, the develol)ment and broad
availability of comprehensive services furnished on a coordinated basis.

Because of the extent to which mental health services are separated from

other health care, subsection (a) (3) permits the Board to contract directly with

public or other mnoprofit mental health centers and mental health day care
services.

If a State or1 local public health agency is providing preventive or diiagnostic
services, such as immunization or laboratory tests, the Board may under sub-

Fection (a) (4) contract with it for the continnamce of these -vrvices. Subsection

(a) (5) permits the Board to contract with nonprofit health prepay'mmient or insur-

aice organizations which provide substantially comprehensive services to ambu-
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latory patients, on terms similar to those specified in section 48 for professional
foundations.

In the field of private practice, physicians or dentists or other l)ractitioners may
group themselves in a clinic, nonprofit or proprietary, or in any nunlber of other
ways, and it may be more convenient both to them and to the Board to regard
them as an entity than to deal with each practitioner separately. Subsection
(a) (6) permits this. The Board will have wide discretion in contracting with
such entities subject only to the limitation that, like other organizations described
in section 49(a), the entity may not (under section 88(a)) be paid on a fee-for-
service basis. Practitioners who elect that method of payment may of course pool
their bills ofr subindssion to the Board, but there is no reason to contract with a
unit f',)r the payment of fees to It.

Subsection (d1) sets forth the Board's authority to specify terms and condi-
tions or agreements under this section. Subsection (c) makes clear that agree-
mnents with the Board under section 48 or 49 shall not (unless expressly so stiln-
lated) preclude practitioners furnishing s-ervices under the agreements from
furnishing other services as independent providers.

(Section 50.) This section specifies the broad and general conditions under
which Independent pathology laboratories, independent radiological services, pro-
viders of drugs. devices, appliances, equilinment. or anlulance services may qual-
ify as providers under Health Security. As under Medicare, a Christian Science
Sanatorium qualifies if operated, or listed and certified. l)y the First Church of
Christ, Scientist. Boston.

(Section 51.) The requirements of utilization review in hosl)ita-ls and skilled
nursing homes are in the main similar to those which Medicare liar, since 1966,
imposed with respect to services to aged patients. In Health Security the require-
ments will of course apI)ly to the entire patient population. As in Medicare, the
review is designed to serve a dual purpose : identification of certain specific mis-
uses of the institutional services with a view to their termination, and a focus-
ing of continuing attention and concern of the medical staff on the necessity for
efficient utilization of institutional resources. Section 51(a) strengthens the edu-
catlonal aspect of the process by requiring specifically that records of reviews
b)e maintained and statistical summaries of them be reported periodically to the
institution and its medical staff (and, on request, to the Board). As under Medi-
care, the review committee will consist of two or more physicians, with or with-
out other professional participation; and in the case of hospitals, will normally
be drawn from the medical staff unless for some reason an outside group is re-
(quired. For skilled nursing homes, on the other hand, section 51 (c) departs from
Medicare by permitting as an alternative that the Committee be established by
the State or local public health agency nuder contract with the Board, or failing
that, by the Board. If the nursing home operates under a consolidated budget
with a hospital, the review will be made by the hospital committee. Like Medicare,
section 51 (d) calls for review of specific long-stay cases as required by regula-
tions, and section 51(e) for notice to the Institution, the attending physician.
and the patient when a decision adverse to further institutional service is made.

(Section 52.) Subsection (a) of Section 52 is also like Medicare in requiring
a participating skilled nursing home to have in effect an agreement with at
least one participating hospital for the transfer of patients and medical and
other information as medically appropriate. Subsection (b) Introduces a require-
ment, applicable two years after the effective date of health benefits to both
skilled nursing homes and home health services agencies, of affiliation with a par-
ticipating hospital or comprehensive health service organization. Unless the
medical staff of the hospital or organization undertakes to furnish the profes-
sional services in the nursing home or the professional services of the home
health service agency, that medical staff or a committee of It must assume re-
sponsibility for these services. Subsection (c) allows the Board to waive the ap-
plication of either of these requirements to a skilled nursing home or a home
health agency which the Board finds essential to the provision of adequate serv-
ices, if (but only for as long as) lack of a suitable hospital or organization within
a reasonable distance makes a transfer or an affiliation agreement impracticable.

(Section 53.) If the construction or substantial enlargement of a hospital or
skilled nursing home has been undertaken after December 31, of the year of
enactment, without prior approval by a planning agency designated by the gov-
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ernor of the state or the Board, section 53 precludes the institution from partici-
pating in the Health Security l)rogram. This should greatly strengthen state and
local planning authorities.

(Section 54.) Subsection (a) requires the Board in fixing, for institutional and
other providers, standards beyond those si)ecifie(d in the statute, to take Into Col
sideration criteria established or recommended by appropriate professional or-
ganizations. The Board is given authority under subsection (b) to require Ill)-
grading In staffing patterns and personnel standards of participating institutional
providers that fall below stan(lards recommended iby such organizations.

(Section 55.) Institutions of the Department of )efense and time Veterans Ad-
ministration, and institutions of the departmentt of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare serving merchant seamen or Indians or Alaskan natives, are excluded by
section 55 from serving as l)artici)ating l'oviders, as is also any employee of these
institutions when he is eating as an employee. The Board will, however, provide
reimbursement for any services furnished (in emergencies, for example) by these
institutions or agences to eligible persons who are not a part of their normal clien-
tele. It will also provide reiml)ursement for services furnished by the Public
Health Service under tile recently enacted Emergency Health Personnel Act of
1970.

(Section 56.) This section overrides, for purposes of the Health Security pro-
grain, State laws of several kinds which inhibit the utilization or the mobility of
health personnel, cloud the legality of so-called "corporate practice" of health pro-
fessions, or restrict the (reation of group practice organizations. The authority of
Congress to do this, in conjunction with a program of Federal expenditure to
provide for the general welfare, llo \s from the Supremacy Clause of the Constitu-
tion and seems now to be clearly established. (Jivanhoc Irrigation District v. Mc-
Crackcn, 357 U.S. 275 (1958) ; King v. Rmith, :392 U.S. 309 (1968)).

The first three paragraphs of subsection (a), while stopping short of creating
a system of Federal licensure for health personnel, will greatly facilitate both the
interstate mobility of State licensees and the effective use of ancillary personnel
in the furnishing of health (are, The dispensations contained In these paragraphs
will be available to persons whoi meet national standards- established by the
Board.

Paragraph (1) permits a physician, dentist, optometrist, or podiatrist, licensed
in one State and meeting the national standards, to furnish Health Security bene-
fits int any other state, the scope of his permissible practice being governed by
the law of the State in which lie is practicing. This paragraph obviates the diffi-
(ulty and cost which a practitioner may encounter, especially where reciprocity (of
licensure is not available, in taking up practice in a State in which lie has not been
licensed.

Paragraph (2) grants a similar authority to other health professional and noni-
proiessional personnel. For occul)ations such is pharmacy and professional nur-
sing, which are subject to licensure ii all States, a person can avail himself of this
paragraph only if he is licensed in one State and meets the national standards: in
other cases. where licensure is not universally required, compliamice with national
standards is sufficient. Here again, Impediments to mobility created by existing
licensure laws will be removed.

The restrictions which many professional practice acts imlose on the use of
lay assistants, and the legal uncertainties which often deter such use, discourage
practices that can increase greatly, without sacrifice of safety, the volume of
servicess which professionals (ain renler. Accordingly, paragraph (3) of subsection
(a) enables the Board to permit physiciais and dentists. participating in public
or nonpublic hosl)itals and coml)rehensive health service organizations, to use
ancillary health personnel, acting under professional supervision and responsibil-
ity, to assist in furnishing Health Security benefits. Such assistants may do only
things which the Board has specified, and may be used omily in the context of an
organized medical staff or medical group. Persons employed as assistants must
not only meet national standards for their respective occupations, but must also
-atisfy special qualifications that the Board may set for particular acts or pro-
(,edures.

In the tilterest of encouraging stalaried practice and the Integration of profes-
sional practitioners into well-structured organizations for the delivery of health
services, paragrahlh (4) of subsection (a) does away with the "corporate prac-
tice" rule insofar as concerns participating public or other nonprofit hospitals
and comprehensive health service organizations. These institutions may employ
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physicians or make other arrangements for their services, unless in the unlikely
event that lay interference with professional acts or judgments should be threat-
ened. No conflict of interest results from such arrangements; in the nonprofit
setting loyalty to employer and loyalty to patient run parallel.

Some of lhe state laws )lace restrictions of one kind or another on the in-
corporation of group practice organizations. When these restrictions prevent
tlhe State incorporatioln of an organization meeting the strict requirements of the
Ilealth Security Act, section 56 (b) empowers tile Secretary to incorporate it for
purposes of the Act. Except for the special restrictions, State law will govern the
(orporation.

Part D-Trust fund; allocation of funds for services
(Section 01.) This section establishes the Health Security Trust Fund, to re-

ceive the net assets of existing (Medicare) funds taken over by tile hIealth Secur-
ity program, the yield of the Health Security taxes, and the Government's
contribution from general revenues amounting to 100% of the yield from these
t Ixes.

Accordingly, this section amends the Social Security Act to convert tle
present Hospital Insurance Trust Fund (Medicare, Title XVJ I I, Part A) into the
Health Security Trust Fund, and to provide that the appropriations that would
have gone into the former (increased by the new tax provisions) shall go into
the latter. In addition, on the effective (late of benefits the assets and liabilities
of the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund (Medicare. Title
XVIII, I'art B) will be transferred to the Health Security Trust Fund. Also, a
Government contril)ution to tile new Trust Funl is authorized to be apprpriated.
equal to 10f)c/, of the aggregate yield from the payroll taxes omi employees and
employers and the taxes oil self-emlloyment and1 unearned income, imposed for
Health Security under Title I I of this Act. The Fund will 'also receive recoveries
of overpayments, an(1 receipts from loans and other agreements. To implement
the role of the Trust Fund, tel Managing Trustee (the Secretary of the Treas-
ury) will make payments from the Trust Fund provided for under Title I, as the
Board certifies, and with respect to administrative expenses as authorized .annu-
ally by the Congress.

(Section 62.) The Health Security prograii is intended to ol)erate on a budget
basis overall. Accordingly, sul)section (a) requires the Board to determine for
each fiscal year the maximum amount which may 1)e available for obligation from
the I'rust Fund. The amount so determined in advance (by March 1 preceding
each fiscal year) shall not exceed the smaller of two state(] limitations. The
first limit is fixed at 200% of the expected net receipts from all the Health Secur-
ity taxes (i.e., the tax receipts augmented by 100% thereof, to be appropriated
into the Fund from general revenues of the Government). The second limit,
applicable to each fiscal year after the first year of benefit operation, (i.e. after
a year's availability of covered services), is an amount equal to the estimated
obligations of the current year (within which the estimate is being made).
subject to certain adjustments. Such adjustments will reflect changes expected
In: (A) the price of goods and services: (B) the numl)er of eligible persons:
(C) the number of participating professional providers, or the number or
capacity of institutional or other participating providers so far as such changes
are not readily adequately reflected: and (D) the expected cost of program
administration.

In the interest of prudent fiscal management, subsection (b) requires the Board
to restrict its estimate of the amount available for obligation in the next fiscal
year (in accordance with subsection (a)) if the Board estimates that the amount
in the Trust Fund at the beginning of the next fiscal year will be less than one-
quarterof the total obligations to be incurred for the current year, and that such
restriction will not impair the adequacy or quality of the services to be provided.
Also, the Board is required to reduce its alternative estimate of the maximum
amount to he available if it finds that the -) regate cost to be expected has been
reduced (or an expected increase has bet ',ssened) through improvement in
organization and delivery of service or throi, utilization control.

.-. plhsection (c) provides against various r contingencies which may result
in increase or decrease in the estimate of ti maximum amount to be available
for obligation in the next fiscal year. The amoii may be modified before or during
the fiscal year: if the Secretary of the Treasi y finds that the expected Health
Security tax receipts will differ by 1 percent or more from the estimate used under
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subsection (a) ; or if the Board finds that either its factors of expected change or
the cost of administration is expected to differ from the estimate by 5 percent or
more; or if an epidemic, disaster or other occurrence compels higher expenditure
than had been expected. If, as a result, the maximum estimate has to be increased
(rather than being decreased), the Board (through the Secretary) shall promptly
report its action to the Congress with its reasons.

(Section 63.) Subsection (a) provides that three separate accounts shall be
established in the Health Security Trust Fund-a Health Services Account, a
Health Resources Development Account, and an Administration Account, as well
as a residual General Account. Subsection (b) provides that in each of the first
two years of program operation, 2% of the Trust Fund shall be set aside for the
Health Resources Development Fund; and the allocation shall increase by 1% at
two-year intervals to 5% within the next 6 years. The money in this account will
be used exclusively for the planning and system improvement purposes described
in part F.

(c) (d) After deducting the amount appropriated by the Congress Into the
Administration Account, the remainder of the monies shall be allocated to the
Health Services Account, and shall be used exclusively for making payment for
services in accordance with part E.

(Section 64.) This section provides for allocation of the Health Services account
among the regions of the country. (a) The allocation to each region shall be based
on the aggregate sum expended during the most recent 12-month period for covered
services (with appropriate modification for estimated changes in the price of
goods and services, the expected number of eligible beneficiaries, and the number
of participating providers). (b) In allocating funds to the regions the Board shall
seek to reduce, and over the years gradually eliminate, existing differences among
the regions in the average per capita amount expended upon covered health serv-
ices (except when these reflect differences in the price of goods and services).
To accomplish this, the Board will curtail increases in allocations to high expendi-
ture regions and stimulate an increase in the availability and utilization of serv-
ices in regions in which the per capita cost is lower than the national average.
(c) A contingency reserve of up to 5% may be withheld from allocation. If the
remaining funds available are inadequate, allocations will be reduced pro rata.
(d) Allocations may be modified before or during a fiscal year if the Board finds
this is necessary.

(Section 65.) The Board will divide the allocation to each region into funds
available to pay for: institutional services; physician services; dental services;
furnishing of drugs: furnishing of devices, appliances and equipment; and other
professional and supporting services, including subfunds for optometrists, podia-
trists, independent pathology laboratories, independent radiology services, and
other items. The percent allocated to each category of service may vary from
region to region. In determining the allocation to these funds, It will be guided
by the previous year's expenditures for each category of service but also take into
account trends in the utilization of services and the desirability of stimulating
Improved utilization of resources. It will encourage a shift from heavy reliance
on institutional care to better utilization of preventive and ambulatory services.

(Section 66.) These regional funds will be subdivided among the health service
areas In each region, primarily upon the basis of the previous year's experience
for each kind of service. Again, the Board will gradually attempt to achieve the
equalization of services within each region by restraining the increase of expendi-
tures in high cost areas and channeling funds Into health service areas with a
low level of expenditures.

(Section 67.) Before or during a fiscal year, the division of regional funds by
(.Masses of service or the allotments to health service areas may be modified If
necessary or if Indicated by newly acquired information.

Part E-Payment to providers of services
(Section 81.) Payments for covered services provided to eligible persons by

participating providers will be made from the Health Services Account in the
Trust Fund.

(Section 82.) This section delineates methods of paying professional practi-
tioners. Every independent practitioner (physician. dentist, podiatrist, or optomi-
trist) shall be entitled to be paid by the fee-for-service method (subsection (a)).
the amounts paid being in accordance with relative vnle scales prescribed after
consultation with the professions (subsection (g)). Each physician engaged
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In general or family practice of medicine in independent practice may elect to be
paid by the capitation method if he agrees to furnish individuals enrolled on his
tist "ith all necessary and appropriate primary services, make arrangements for
referral of patients to specialists or institutions when necessary, and maintain
records required for medical audit; and independent dentist practitioners may
elect to capitation method of payment similarly (subsection (b)).

'lhese requirements in connection with capitation payments are intended to
assume that the physician (or dentist) provides to his patients all professional
services within the range of his undertaking and secures other needed services
by referral. Through regular medical audits, the Board will monitor the level
and quality of care provided.

When necessary to assure the availabilicy of services in a given area, subsec-
tion (c) permits paying an independent practitioner a full-time or part-time
stipend in lieu of or as a supplement to other methods of compensation. This
method of payment will be used selectively by the BoarA,, mainly to encourage the
location of practitioners in remote or deprived areas. Practitioners may also be
reimbursed for the special costs of continuing education required by the Board
and for maintaining linkages with other providers-for example, communication
costs. Incentives operative under this provision will encourage physicians to
improve the quality and continuity of patient care, even if the physician does
not participate in a group l)practice. The Board may pay for specialized medical
services on a per session, or per case basis, or may use a coml)ination of methods
authorized by this section.

Subsection (d) defines the capitation method of payment.
Subsection (e) of this section describes the method to be used in applying, as

between practitioners electing the various methods of payment the monies avail-
able in each health service area for payment to each category of professional
providers. From the amount allocated to each service area, the Board will ear-
miark funds sufficient to pay practitioners receiving stipends and for the profes-
sional services component of institutional budgets, such as hospitals. The re-
nminder of the money will be divided to compute the amount available per
capita in the eligible population of the area for each category of service (i.e.
)hysicians, dentists, podiatrists, optometrists). This per capita amount in each
category will fix the capitation payments to organizations that undertake to pro-
vide the full range of services in that category to enrolled individuals. Lesser
amounts will be fixed for more limited services. For example, if the per capita
amounts available for physician, dental and optometric services are $65, $25
and $5 respectively, l)rimary physicians -ccepting capitation payments will
receive the percentage of that $65 which is allocated for primary services, a
medical society sponsored foundation would receive the entire $65 for physician
services, a dental society foundation would receive the $25 allocated for dental
service, and organizations which undertake to provide all physician, dental and
optometric services to enrolled individuals will receive $95 for each enrolled
Individual.

The budgeted per capita amount for each type of covered service (physician,
dental, etc.) will be divided between the categories of providers of service ac-
cording to the number of individuals who elect to receive care from those pro-
viders. For example, in a city of 100,000 people, 25,000 may enroll in a compre-
hensive health service organization. Using the figures cited in the example above,
the Board will pay the comprehensive health service organization $1,625,000
($65 x 25,000) for physician services. The other 75,000 individuals elect to re-
ceive their physician services from solo, fee-for-service practitioners. The Board
will create a fund of $4,875,000 ($65 x 75,000) to pay all fee-for-service bills
submitted by the physicians in that community, In accordance with relative value
scales and unit values fixed by the Board. The fund for fee payments will be
augmented to the extent that some capitation payments have been lowered be-
cause they cover only primary services, anol may be augmented further where a
substantial volume of services is furnished, on a fee basis, to nonresidents of the
area.

Subsection (h) authorizes the Board to experiment with other methods of
reimbursement so long as the experimental metbod does not Increase the cost of
service or lead to overutilization or underutilization of services.

(Section 83.) Hospitals will be paid on the basis of a predetermined annual
budget covering their approved costs. To facilitate review of these budgets, the
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Board will institute a national uniform accounting system. Subsection (b)
stipulates that the costs recognized for purposes of the budget will be those
incurred in furnishing the normal services of the institution except as changed
by agreement, or by order of the Board under section 134. This will enable the
Board, on the basis of State and local planning, to eliminate gradually any
wasteful or duplicative services, and also to provide for an orderly expansion
of hospital services where needed.

Physicians and other professional practitioners whose services are held out
as available to patients generally (such as pathologists and radiologists) will
be compensated through the institutional budget, whatever the method of coin-
pensation of such practitioners and whether or not they are employees of the
hospital. This departs from the practice in Medicare which allowed independent
billing by such physicians. Tile institution's budget may also be increased to
reflect the cost of owning or operating. an affiliated skilled nursing home, or home
health service agency. Hospital budgets will be reviewed by the Board, locally
or regionally, which may permit participation by representatives of the hospitals
in each region. Budgets may be modified before, during, or after the fiscal year
if change occur will make modification necessary.

(Section 84.) If an entire psychiatric hospital is found by the Board to be
providing active treatment to its patients, and the Institution Is therefore pri-
marily engaged in providing covered services to eligible beneficaries, it will be
paid on the same basis as a general hospital (on the basis of an approved annual
budget.) Otherwise the Board will negotiate a patient-day rate to be paid for
each day of covered service provided to an eligible beneficiary.

(Section 85.) This section provides that skilled nursing homes and home
health agencies will be paid in the same manner as a general hospital (on an
approved annual budget basis). The Board may specify use of nationally uniform
systems of accounting and may prescribe by regulation the items to be used In
determining approved costs and the services which will be recognized In budgets.

(Section 86.) Reimbursement for drugs will be made to the dispensing agent
on the basis of an official "product price" for each drug on the approved list plus
a dispensing fee. The official product price will be set at a level which will
encourage the pharmacy to purchase substantial quantities of the drugs (this
should result in significant reductions in the unit cost of each drug). The offi-
cial price may be modified regionally to reflect differences in costs of acquiring
drugs. The Board will establish dispensing fee schedules for reimbursing Inde-
pendent pharmacies. These schedules will take into account regional differences
in costs of operation, differences in volume, level of services provided and other
factors.

(Section 87.) A comprehensive health service organization or professional foun-
dation will be paid for other than hospital or skilled nursing home services, on
the basis of a fixed capitation rate multiplied by the number of eligible en-
rollees. The amount of the capitation rate will be determined by the per capita
amounts available for the several professional services in the area, and a rate
fixed by the Board as the average reasonable and necessary cost per enrollee for
such other covered services as the organization or foundation undertakes to pro-
vide (exclusive of hospital and skilled nursing home services) such as physical
therapy, nutrition, etc.

A comprehensive health service organization or foundation which under-
takes to provide for hospital or skilled nursing. home services for its enrollees
may be paid on an approved annual budget basis or on a capitation basis. An
organization or foundation which arranges for such services through other
providers may be reimbursed on the basis of patient (lays of service utilized
by enrollees. The organization or foundation will also be entitled to share im
up to 75% of any savings which are achieved by lesser utilization of such in-
stitutional services. Entitlement to such savings is conditional upon a finding by
tile Board that the services of the organization or foundation have been of high
quality and adequate to the needs of its enrollees, and that the average utiliza-
tion of hospital or skilled nursing services by enrollees of the comprehensive
health service organization or foundation is less than use of such services by
comparable population groups under comparable circumstances. This money may
be used by the comprehensive health service organization or professional foun-
dation for any of its purposes, Including the provision of services which are not
covered under the Health Security Program.
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(Section 88.) Subsection (a) provides that organizations or agencies with which
the Board has entered Into al agreement under section 49 (such as a neighbor-
hood health center, a nonprofit mental health center, a nonprofit prepayment
insurance agency, or local health agency furnishing preventive or diagnostic
services) may be paid by any method agreed upon other than fee-for-service.

Subsection (b) provides that independent pathology or radiology services may
be paid on the basis of an approved budget or such other methods as may be speci-
fied in regulations.

Subsection (c) leaves the method of payment for other types of supporting
services to he specified in regulations.

(Section 89.) All participating providers will be paid from the Health Serv-
ices Account in the Trust Fund at such time or times as the Board finds appro-
lriate (but not less often than monthly). The Board may make advance pay-
wient to supply providers with working funds when it deems advisable.

Part F-Plaming; funds to improve services and to alleviate shortages of
facilities and personnel

(Section 101.) This section sets forth the general purposes of Part F and
aulthorizes appropriations, and subsequently expenditire from the Trust Fund,
for these purposes. The part envisages a substantial strengthening of the health
planning process throughout tle country with an eye, first, to the special needs
for personnel, facilities, and organization which inauguration of the H-ealth
Security program will entail, ai(1 thereafter, to continuing improvement of the
capabilities for effective delivery of health services. Beyond this, tle part en-
:ibles the Board, through selective financial assistance, to stimulate and assist
in the deeviopmnent of comprehensive lalth services, the education and training
of health personnel who are ill especially short supply, and the betterment of the
organization and efficiency of the health delivery system. For the two-year "tool-
ing-up" period, appropriations of $200 and $400 million are authorized for finan-
(ial assistance. Belinning with the effective date ot' health benefits, percentages
of the Trust Fund expenditures will be earnmarked for such assistance (section
63). From that (late on, the leverage of these expanding funds will supplement
and reinforce the incentives, which are built into the normal operation of the
Health Security l)rogram, for improvement of the organization and methods of
(loivery of health services.

(Section 102.) This section directs the Secretary, in collaboration with State
comprehensive health planning agencies, regional medical programs, find other
phlanling agencies, to Institute a continuous process of health service planning.
Prior to the effective (late of health benefits, the planning process must give first
consideration to the most acute shortages and needs for delivery of covered
services under this Act. Thereafter, planning shall be focused on mflaxilizing
continuing capability for delivery of these services.

This section places primarily oil the Siate agencies the responsibility for co-
ordiikiting the work of tile many health l)lannlig agencies within the States,
aild for coordination with interstate agencies and with agencies planning In
other fields related to health, but charges the Secretary with this function iII

liny State tlat fails to meet the reslponsilbility. The sectioll amends the Public
IIe-llth Service Act to increase the authorized appropriations for State and for
lovll heail llanning to extend them to 1978, and to condition grants upon col-
laboration for these national purposes. Thus the section, strengthening State
1l,1nnlling agencies, focuses ill them a responsibility. visualized in the "partner-
slill)-for-lemltll" legisl'tioni but in 1any States not yet a (ll eratinl reality, for
pulling together all health planning efforts within their territories. The task will
not Ile easy, but. it is one that Is lent new urgency by the Health Security pro-
r'raln. It belongs lore lroperly to the States than to the national Government.
bIt if aniy State proves ulelqual to tie task it must and will be assumed by the
Secreta ry.

(Section 101.) Ill llillistering art F. thils section stipulates, tie Board will
give priority to Improving comprehensive health services for ambulatory pa-
tients through the development or expansion of organizatoins furnishing such
services, the recruiltment and(1 tr' inimlg of lIersolnllel, and the strengtlening of
(.oordinlltion anion-, providers of services. Financial assistance will be diSl)eised,
so far as possible, iII accordance with recommendations of the approrlate
health planning agencies. Funds will not be used to replace other Federal
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financial assistance, and may supplement other assistance only to meet specific
needs of the Health Security i)rogram. Other Federal assistance programs are
to be administered when possible to further the objectives of part F, and tile
Board may provide loans or interest subsidies to help the beneficiaries of other
programs to meet the requirements for non-Federal funds.

(Section 104.) Help of several kinds will be available under this section for
the creation or the enlargement of organizations and agencies providing com-
prehensive care to ambulatory patients--either organizations to serve an enrolled
population on a capitation basis, or agencies such as neighborhood health centers
which need not require enrollment In advance. Grants may be made to any public
or other nonprofit organization (which need not be a health organization) to
hell) meet the cost, other than construction cost of establishing such a health
service organization, and to existing health service organizations to help meet the
cost of expansion : the maximum grants being, iii the former case 90 percent of
the cost, in the latter 80 percent. The Board may also provide technical assistance
for these purlposes. Loans may be made for the cost of necessary construction,
subject to the same 90 and 80 percent limitations on amount. Filially, start-up
costs of operation of these organizations may be underwritten, for five years in
the case of organizations which must iuild up an enrollment to assure operating
income, and il other cases until the Health Security program begins payment
for services in the first year of entitlement to benefits. The effect of these sev-
,,ral provisions is to reduce sharply, if not eliminate, the financial obstacles
which have heretofore impeded the growth of conlprehensive group practice
organizations.

(Section 105.) This section contains a series of provisions to assist in the re-
cruitment, education, and training of health personnel. The Board will establish
priorities to meet the most urgent needs of the Health Security system, but the
priorities will lie flexible both as between different regions and from time to
time. Professional practitioners will be recruited for service in shortage areas,
I)oth urban and rural, and in comprehensive health service organizations, and
such l)ractitioners may be given income guarantees. Other Federal assistance for
health education and training will Ie availed of, but the Board may supplement
the other assistance if the Board believes it inadequate to the needs, until Con-
gress has had opportunity to review its adequacy. The training authorized in-
cludes the development of new kinds of health personnel to assist in furnishing
comprehensive services. and the training of area residents to participate in per-
,zonal health education and to serve liaison functions and serve as representatives
of the community In dealing with health organizations. Grants may be made to
test the utility of such personnel, and to assist in their employment before the
effective (late of health benefits. Education and training are to lie carried out
through contracts with appropriate Institutions and agencies, and suitable sti-
pends to students and trainees are authorized. Physicians will be recruited and
trained to serve as hospital medical directors. Finally, special assistance may be
given, both to institutions and to students, to meet the additional costs of training
persons disadvantaged by poverty, membiershil) ii minority groups, or other cause.

(Section 106.) This section authorizes special iml)rovement grants: first, to
any public or other nonprofit, health agency or institution to establish improved
coordination and linkages with other providers of services; and, secondd, to orga-
nizations providing comprehensive amb)ulatory care, to improve their utilization
review, budget, statistical, or records and information retrieval systen1' to
acquire equipment needed for those lrurp,,.es, or to acquire equipment useful for
mn-ss screening or for other diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.

(Section 107.) This section provides that loans under Part F are to bear 3 per-
cent inie-es4 and to ie repayable In not more than 20 years Other terms and con-
(litionm are discretionaiy with the Board, except for required comr)liance with
the 1)avis-Bacon Act and reltited laws. Repaynent of loans made from general
approI)riations will go to the general fund of the Treasury: repayment of later
loan. will revert to tle Health Resources Development Account in the Trust
Fund.

(Section 108.) This section specifies that payments under Part F shall be in
addition to. and not in lieu of, payments to providers under Part F.

Part G-Administration

This p rt of the bill creates an administrative structure within the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare with exclusive responsibility for administra-
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tion of tile Health Security program. Prograil policy will be iuiade by a five-
ieiniber Board serving under the Secretary of HEW. The Board will be assisted
by a National health Security Advisory Council which will recomnenid policy
1111(1 evaluate operation of the programs, ad all Executive l)irector who will serve
as Secretary to the Board and chief administrative officer for the program.
Administration of the p)rograin will he greatly decentralized among tie IIEW
Regional Oflices. Regional and local health services advisory councils will advise
on all aspects of the program ii their regions and local areas. The Board may
also al)point such professional or technical committees as It may deem necessary.

(Section 405.) This section authorize. appropriations for the conduct of studies
uider this title and confers authority to employ consultants and to contract for
services in making the studies.

(Section 12!.) This section establishes a live-member full-time Health Security
Board serving under the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. Board
members will be appointed Iy the I'resi(lent with the advice and consent of the
Senate, for five-year overlapping terms. Not more than three of the live appointees
may be members of the same political party. A member who has served two
consecutive terms will not ibe eligible for realppointment until two years after the
expiration of his second term. One member of the Board shall serve as chairman
at the pleasure of the President.

(Section 122. ) This section charges the Secretary of IIEW and the Board with
responsibility for performing the duties imposed by this title. The Board shall
issue regulations with the approval of the Secretary. It is required to engage
in the continuous study of operation of the Health Security program; and, with
the aliproval of the Secretary, to make recommendations on legislation and mat-
ters of administrative policy, and to report to the Congress annually on adminis-
tration and operations of the program. The rel)ort will include an evaluation
of adequacy and quality of services, costs of services and the effectiveness of
measures to restrain the costs. The Secretary of I1EW is instructed to coordinate
the adimin istration of other heialth-related prograins under his jurisdiction with
the administration of Health Security, and to include in his annual report to
the Congress a report on his discharge of this responsibility.

The Civil Service Commission is instructed to make every effort to facilitate
recruitment and employment, to work in the Health Security Administration, of
persons experienced in l)rivate health insurance administration and other
pertinent fields.

(Section 123.) This section creates the position of an Executive Director,
appointed by the Board with the approval of the Secretary. The Executive
Director will serve as secretary to tile Board and shall perform such duties in
administration of the program as the Board assigns to him. The Board is au-
thorized to delegate to the Executive I)irector or other employees of HEW
any of its functions or duties except the issuance of regulations and the de-
termination of the availability of funds and their allocations to the regions.

(Section 124.) This section provides that the program will be administered
through the regional offices of the Department of HEW. It also requires the
establishment of local health service area offices and local offices.

The health service areas will in most instances be a State or a part of a
State except where patterns in the organization of health services and the flow
of patients in(licate that an interstate area would provide a more practical ad-
ministrative unit. One of the responsibilities of local offices will be to investigate
complaints about the administration of tile program.

(Section 125.) Subsection (a) establishes a National Health Security Advisory
Council, with the Chairman of tile Board serving as the Council's Chairman
and 20 additional members not in the employ of the Federal Government. A
majority of time aI)pointed members will be consumers who are not engaged in
providing and have no financial interest in the provision of health services.
Members of the Council representing providers of care will be persons wiuo are
outstanding in fields related to medical, hospital or other health activities or
who are representatives of organizations or professional associations. Members
will be appointed to four-year over-lapping terms by the Secretary upon recom-
miendation by the Board.

Subsection (b) authorizes the Advisory Council to appoint professional or
technical committees to assist in its functions. The Board will make available
to tile Council all necessary secretarial and clerical assistance. The Council will
lneet as frequently as tile Board deenis necessary, or whenever requested by
seven or more members, but not less than four times each year.
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Subsection (c) provides that the Advisory Council will advise the Board on
matters of general policy in the administration of the program, the formulation
of regulations and the allocation of funds for services. The Council is charged
with responsibility for studying the operation of the program and utilization of
services under it, with a view to recommending changes In administration or in
statutory provisions. They are to report annually to the Board on the perform-
ance of their functions. The Board, through the Secretary, will transmit the
Council's report to the Congress together with a report by the Board on any ad-
ininistrative recommendations of the Council which have not been followed,
and a report by the Secretary of his views with respect to any legislative recoi-
mendations of the Council.

(Section 126.) To further provide for participation of the community, the
Board will appoint an advisory council for each region and local area. Each
such Council would have a composition parallel to that of the National Council;
and each will have the function of advising the regional or local representative of
the Board on all matters directly relating to the administration of the program.

(Section 127.) The Board is authorized to appoint standing committees to ad-
vise on the professional and technical aspects of administration with respect to
services, payments, evaluations, etc. These committees will consist of experts
drawn from the health professions, medical schools or other health educational
institutions, providers of services, etc. The Board is also authorized to appoint
temporary committees to advise on special problems. The committees will report
to the Board and copies of their reports are to be made available to the National
Advisory Council.

(Section 128.) Subsection (a) requires the Board to consult with appropriate
State health and planning agencies to assure the coordination of the Health Se-
curity program.with State and local activities in the fields of environmental
health, licensure and inspection, health education, etc.

Subsection (b) requires the Board, whenever possible, to contract with States
to survey and certify providers (other than professional practitioners) for par-
ticipation in the program. This is similar to Medicare except that the Board is
given authority to establish the qualifications required of persons making the
inspections.

Subsection (c) authorizes the Board to contract with State agencies to under-
take health education activities, supervision of utilization review programs, and
programs to improve the quality and coordination of available services in that
State.

Subsection (d) requires the Board to reimburse States for the reasonable cost
of performing such contract activities and authorizes the Board to pay all or
part of the cost of training State inspectors to meet the qualifications established
by the Board.

(Section 129.) The Board is authorized to provide technical assistance either
directly or through contract with a State to skilled nursing homes and home
health agencies to supplement the skills of their permanent staff in regard to
social services, dietetics, etc.

(Section 130.) Subsection (a) charges the Board with re.iponsibillty for in-
forming the public and providers about the administration and operation of the
Health Security program. This will include informing the public about entitle-
ment to eligibility, nature, scope, and availability of services. Providers would
be informed of the. conditions of participation, methods and amounts of com-
pensation, and administrative policies. In support of the program's effort to fin-
prove drug therapy, the Board is authorized, with the approval of the Secretary,
to furnish all professional practitioners with information concerning the safety
and efficacy of drugs appearing on either of the approved lists (Section 25).
Indications for their u.se and contraindtcations. Information of this nature is not
now always available to practitioners.

Subsection (b) requires the Board to make a continuing study mid evolutitioni
of the program, including adequacy, quality and costs of services. Subsection (c)
authorizes the Board directly or by contract to make detailed stat!sticail and
other studies on a national, regional, or local basik of any a.icct of the title, to
develop and test incentive systems for improving quality of care, methods of
peer review of drug utilization and of other service performances, systems of
information retrieval, budget programs, instrumentation for multiphasic screen-
Ing or patient services, reimbursement systems for drugs, and other studies which
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it considers would improve the quality of services or administration of the
program.

(Section 131.) This section authorizes the Board to enter into agreements with
providers to experiment with alternative methods of reimbursement which offer
promise of improving the coordinatiion of services, their quality or accessibility.

(Section 132. ) This section grants authority to the Board, in accordance with
regulations, to make determinations of who are participating providers of serv-
ice, determinations of eligibility, of whether services are covered, and the amount
to be paid to providers. The Board is granted authority to terminate particil)a-
tion of a provider who is not in compliance with qualifying requirements, agree-
mients or regulations. But unless the safety of eligible individuals is endangered,
the provider shall be entitled to a hearing before the termination becomes effec-
tive.

(Section 133.) This section establishes procedures for appeals similar to those
under the Social Security Act.

(Section 134.) This section has one of the bill's most important provisions with
respect to achieving improvement in coordination, availability, and quality of
services. It greatly strengthens state and local planning agencies and gives the
Board authority to curtail Inefficient administration of particil)ating institu-
tional providers.

The Board is authorized to issue a direction to any participating provider
(other than an individual professional practitioner) that, as a condition of par-
ticipation, the provider add or discontinue one or more covered services. For
example, if two community hospitals are operating maternity wards at low oc-
cupancy rates, the Board may require that one hospital cease to provide such
service. A )rovider may be required to provide services in a new location, enter
into arrangements for the transfer of patients and medical records, or establish
such other coordination or linkages of covered services as the Board finds ap-
propriate.

In addition, if the Board finds that serNvices furnished by a provider are not
necessary to the availability of adequate services, under this title, that their
continuance is unreasonably costly, or that the services are furnished Inefficiently
(and that efforts to correct such inefficiency have proved unavailing) the Board
may terminate participation of the provider.

No direction shall be issued under this section except upon the recommnenda-
tion of, or after consultation with, the appropriate state health planning agency.
And no direction shall be issued under this section unless the Board finds that
it can be practicably carried out by the provider to whom it is addressed. The
Board is required to give due notice and to establish and observe appropriate
procedures or hearings and appeals, and judicial review is provided.

(Section 135.) Subsection (a) creates, the positions of Depilty Secretary of
Health, Educatioil, and Welfare and Under Secretary for Healtri and Science in
the Dei)t. of Hetlth, Education, and Welfa re.

Subsection (b) fixes the levels of compensation in the Executive pay rates
scale for the Deputy Secretary (level II), the Under Secretary for Health and
Science (level III), the Health Security Board chairman (level III), Board
Members (level IV), and the Exec. Director (level V).

Part H-Miscellaneous provtsion8

(Section 141.) This section contains definitions of certain terms used in the
title.

(Section 142.) This section stipulates that the effective date for entitlement
for benefits will be July 1, of the second calendar year following enactment.

(Section 143.) Subsection (a) provides that an employer will not be relieved,
by the enactment of the Health Security Act, of any existing contractural or
other non-statutory obligation to provide or pay for health services to his present
or former employees and their families. Subsection (b) expresses the sense of
Congress that if, nevertheless, inauguration of the Health Security Program
lessens the cost of an employer's aggregate obligations for health services to such
persons, the savings should, at least for the period of any contract subsisting on
the effective date of benefits, be applied to the payment of the employees' health
security taxes, to wage increases, or to other employee benefits.
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TrrLE II

Part A-Payroll tawe8

(Section 201.) Effective on January 1 of the second year after enactment, sub-
sections (a) and (b) convert the existing Medicare hospital insurance payroll
taxes into Health Security taxes, and raise the rates to 1 percent on employees
and 3.5 percent on employers. Subsection (c) raises the wage base for the em-
ployee tax from the present $7,800 to $15,000 with subsequent further increase
if wage levels rise, eliminates the wage ceiling from the employer tax, and broad-
ens the definitions of covered employment to include foreign agricultural work-
ers, employees of the U.S. and its instrumentalities (other than members of the
armed forces, and the President, Vice-President, and Members of Congress), em-
ployees of charitable and similar organizations, railroad employees, and (for the
employee tax only) employees of States and their political subdivisions and in-
strumentalities. This subsection also provides the mechanism for increasing the
wage base, by $600 intervals, in proportion to future increases in average wage
levels.

(Section 202.) Section 202 makes a number of conforming and technical amend-
ments. Chief among these are provisions for refund of excess taxes collected
from an employee, who has held two or more jobs, on wages aggregating in a year
more than the amount of the new wage base; exclusion of Health Security con-
tributions from agreements with State governments for the social security cover-
age of State and municipal employees (since these employees will contribute to
Health Security through payroll taxes) ; and exclusion of Health Security con-
tributions from agreements for the coverage of United States citizens employed
by foreign subsidiaries of United States corporations (since these employees will
not benefit directly from Health Security in its present form).

(Section 203.) This section excludes from the gross income of employees, for
income tax purposes, payment by their employers of part or all of the Health
Security taxes on the employees.

(Section 204.) This section spells out the precise effective dates of the new
payroll tax provisions.

Part B-Tames on self-employment income and unearned income

(Section 211.) Effective at the beginning of the second calendar year after en-
actment, this section converts the existing Medicare self-employment tax into a
Health Security self-employment tax, raises the rate to 2.5 percent, and raises
the maximum taxable self-employment income from $7,800 to $15,000 (with the
same upward adjustment as in the employee tax for subsequent rises in average
wage levels).

(Section 212.) Effective on the same date, this section adds a new 1 percent
Health Security tax on unearned Income (unless such income is less than $400 a
year), subject to the same maximum on taxable income as is applicable to the
employee and self-employment taxes. Taxable unearned income is adjusted gross
income up to the stated maximum, minus wages and self-employment income
already taxed for Health Security purposes (excluding certain items of income
specifically excluded from the other taxes).

(Section 213.) This section makes appropriate changes in nomenclature and
in the requirements of tax returns, including reports of estimated tax liability
under the new tax on unearned income.

(Section 214.) This section details the specific effective dates of the taxes im-
posed by this part.

TITLE III

(Section 301.) Subsection (a) repeals Medicare on the date benefits become ef-
fective but stipulates that this shall not affect any right or obligation incurred
prior to that date.

(Section 302). This section requires that after the effective date of benefits,
no State shall be required to furnish any service covered under Health Security
as a part of its State plan for participation under Medicaid, and that the Federal
government will have no responsibility to reimburse any State for the cost of
providing a service which is covered under Health Security. After the effec-
tive date of benefits, the Seeretary of HEW shall presctibe by regulation 'tbe
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new minimum scope of services required as a condition of State participation
under Title XIX. To the extent the Secretary finds practicable, the new minimum
benefits will be designed to supplement Health Security-especially with respect
to skilled nursing home services, dental services and the furnishing of drugs.

(Section 303.) This section provides that funds available under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act or the Maternal and Child Health title of the Social Security
Act shall not be used to pay for personal health services after the effective date
of benefits, except (to the extent prescribed in regulations by the Secretary of
HEW) to pay for services which are more extensive than those covered under
Health Security.

TITLE IV

(Section 401.) This section authorizes the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Secreary of the
Treasury to study the coverage of health services for U.S. residents in other
countries.

(Section 402.) Subsection (a) sets forth Congressional findings concerning the
shortage of appropriate services and facilities for the long-term care of the aged
or chronically sick. It notes that the shortage is in large measure due to the in-
adequacy and fragmentation of public programs, and that the shortage of ap-
propriate services results in a severe hardship to the elderly and disabled, and
causes much improper use of hospitals and skilled nursing homes. Subsection (b)
directs the Secretary to make a comprehensive study of the need for additional
social, homemaker and other services for persons described In subsection (a) and
the most equitable and appropriate means of financing such services. The Secre-
tary is required to report his findings together with recommendations of legisla-
tion to the Congress within two years of the enactment of this title.

(Section 403.) Subsection (a) directs the Secretary of HEW to study the
feasibility and desirability of coordinating the federal health benefit programs
for merchant seamen, and Indians and Alaskan natives with the health security
benefit program. The Secretary and the Administrator of Veterans Affairs shall
conduct a similar joint study of the desirability and feasibility of coordinating
veterans health care programs with the health security benefits program. Reports
to the Congress and any legislative recommendations arising from the studies
are required within three years after the enactment of this title.

Subsection (b) requires the Secretary and Administrator to consult with rep-
resentatives of the affected beneficiary groups and include a summary of their
views In the reports to Congress.

With respect to the Joint study to determine the most effective method of
coordinating the Veterans Administration Health Program with the Health Se-
curity Program established under this bill, it is important to understand that
there is no intention to require either the integration of the VA program into
the Health Security Program, or even the consideration of such integration.
Rather, the section recognizes that any national health security or health in-
surance program would be so pervasive as to require other federal health pro-
grams such as those of the Veterans Administration to be effectively coordinated
with them. Through such coordination, needless duplication and expenditures
should be avoided.

(Section 404.) Subsection (a) sets forth Congressional findings concerning
medical malpractice, and the methods of determining liability and assessing
damages, are unsatisfactory, it notes that the cost of malpractice Insurance is a
significant element in the mounting cost of health care, and points to increasing
evidence that the cost, together with the limited availability of insurance, may
tend to discourage desirable medical procedures and have a detrimental effect
on the use of health services. It concludes that better mechanisms rust be
found to determine and award fair compensation in appropriate cases to patients
who have been injured in the course of the receipt of health services.

Subsection (b) directs the Secretary to make a comprehensive study of the
problem, Including the most approriate criterion of compensable injury, means
of adjudication, and means of financing the payment of compensation. The Sec-
retary Is required to make to the Congress an interim report within one year, and
a final report and recommendations for legislation within two years of enact-
ment of this title.
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Appendix C

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES, FOR NON-FEDERAL HOSPITAL CARE, PHYSICIANS' SERVICES AND DENTISTS'
SERVICES, 1968

Non-Federal
hospital Physicians' Dentists'

Geographic division care services services

United States, all ------------------------------------------ $78.84 $57.85 $18.07

New England ------------------------------------------------- 1 03.29 51.17 21.48
Middle Atlantic ------------------------------------- -- 95.52 60.80 21. 14
East North Central ----------------------------------------------- 79.09 58.59 17.16
West North Central ----------------------------------------------- 79. 17 51.30 14.30
South Atlantic -------------------------------------------------- 63.92 46.26 15.80
East South Central ---------------------------------------------- 59.51 43.07 12.08
West South Central ----------------------------------------------- 61.30 52.05 12.07
Mountain ------------------------------------------------------- 71.12 62.71 15.12
Pacific --------. .. ..---------------------------------------------- 86. 14 83.52 27.04

1 Based on data furnished by the Social Security Administration (Office of Research and Statistics), DHEW.

Lowest and highest state8 '-Non-Federal general hospital care, U.S. average
$78.84 per capita

3 LOWEST STATES 3 HIGHEST STATES
Mississippi ------------------ $44. 84 Rhode Island --------------- $104. 05
South Carolina ---------------- 45.27 New York ---- ------------- 114. 33
Arkansas -------------------- 47. 83 Massachusetts --------------- 123. 66

IExcluding Alaska (with unusually extensive Federal facilities whose expenditures are
not included ix these figures) and the District of Columbia (with expenditures allocable
to Maryland and Virginia).

Physicians' services, U.S. average $57.85 per capita

3 LOWEST STATES
South Carolina --------------- $32. 73
South Dakota --------------- 33.23
Maine ----------------------- 35. 14

3 HIGHEST STATES
Colorado
Oregon
California

Dentists' services, U.S. average $18.07 per capita

3 LOWEST STATES
Louisiana ------------------- $7. 95
New Mexico ------------------ 9. 69
Mississippi -------------------- 9. 71

4 HIGHEST STATES
Hawaii; New York ------------
California
Oregon

Mr. WOODCOCK. Thank you, Mr. Cha irman.
If the Health Security Act had been operational for fiscal year 1970

the expenditures required would have been $40 billion, which is about
two-thirds of all the personal health service expenditures made in that
Year.

I emphasize this is not a new $40 billion. It is a rechanneling of
existing expenditures. Health services absorbs 69 percent of the
private expenditures and 57 percent of the public expenditures.

Tfhe $9.3 billion spent for medicare and medicaid in fiscal 1970 would
have been replaced and more than $21/2 billion spent by State and local
governments would have been absorbed.

The later the time of new program initiation, the greater the costs
because of the strong inflation operating in this field. In 1973-74 the
$40 billion would rise to $56.7 billion; a year later, fiscal year 1974-75.

$80.52
85.81
89.11

$25.93
27.49
31.66
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to $62.5 billion, all of these figures including the cost of administration
and resource development.

Beyond the first year, the st tidy assumes that cost controls are taking
hold and would begin to moderate tie 10 percent annual inflationary
factor down toward 6 percent, l)ut still including the cost of expanding
services, popular ion growth and price increases.

So we start from the same base l)ut future costs would be relatively
diminished because any other program before this committee has no
provision whatsoever for any control of future costs.

Under Health Security all the American people would move to-
ward health protection for less than is now being totally paid for a
fragmented system for some Americans.

The benefits embrace the entire range of personal health services.
They include prevention, early detection of disease, treatment of ill-
ness, and rehabilitation.

There are no restrictions on needed services, no cut-off points, no
coinsurance, no deductibles, no waiting periods, except for four modest
limitations in the areas of dental care, skilled mursing home care, psy-
chiatric care, and drugs, which are spelled out in detail the state-
ment. There is complete coverage for physician services, hospital
services, optometry, podiatry, and specified prescribed devices, appli-
ances and equipment.

A notable feature of the program and of the bill is the resource de-
velopment fund, reaching a level of $3 billion by 1975, for strengthen-
ing professional and supporting personnel resources and upgrading
delivery systems.

The program is grounded on freedom of choice for the physician in
practice, with incentives to encourage more efficient systems in an evo-
lutionary way. There is freedom of choice for individuals who are for
the most part now more concerned about access to decent care then
to choosing.

We urge the sympathetic study by this committee of H.R. 22.
Last February when we first heard of the administration's health

strategy we supported much of what was in the President's message;
the expansion of training, MEI)EX, the endorsement of the Emer-
gency Health Personnel Act, the promise of new funds for medical
education and for research programs.

We were particularly pleased with strong emphasis placed on the
dev e lopment of liealth maintenance organizations, thel HMO's. Un-
fortunately implementation has lagged and HMO's now appear
headed for the profitmaking sector.

Last week our growing disappointment was magnified when before
this committee the administration backed off from the promise to
require Federal regulation to the health insurance industry. They pro-
pose to continue to leave it to the States, with a large chunk of busi-ness mandated by Federal authority. This large chunk of mandated

business, $30 billion to begin with and which would sharply escalate,
is part of a crazy quilt of classes and coverage and lack of coverage,
with millions of people left out.

This is an offense to the consumer and we believe an administrative
nightmare. The only cost controls considered are to make the con-
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summer "cost-conscious" through tough coinsurance payments and
deductibles.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, a sick child is not discretionary spending
like a Chevrolet. It will work against preventive medicine and make
sure we keel) sickness insurance and not health care insurance.

We pray this committee will consider the .primacy of the health of
the American people which should be our prime natural asset and not
the p)rofitability of the health insurance industry which has failed its
mission after 30 years.

For these 30 years we have tinkered and patched. The time has come
to get a 1)rogressive reform of the health care system through evolu-
tion, while protecting the freedom of the professions and the patients.
H.R. 22 we submit, Mr. Chairman, does exactly that.

Mr. I LL3NAN. Does that conclude your statement, Mr. Woodcock?
Mr. WOODCOCK. It does, yes, sir.
Mr. TLMNIAN. Let me just ask one question with respect to the cost

estimates.
I haven't had a chance to thoroughly look at them. It would be most

helpful if we could have something in graph form that might put
this in perspective. We should really know what Dr. Falk's estimate
of the total health care costs might be as projected in the future under
existing health programingtand then under your program, and then
broken down into components.

Would the total national expenditures be larger, and I presume they
would, under H.R. 22 because of the availability of more health serv-
ices for more people. To what extent would they be larger under H.R.
22 than they would be tnder existing circumstalces?

Mr. WOODCOCK. We agree this is a critical question, Mr. Chairman.
We believe that in fact they would be less although the availability
of service would be total and would be universal.

I would like to have Dr. Falk comment on the question if I may.
Mr. .TLLMAN. Yes, Dr. Falk.
We would be glad to hear from you.
Mr. FALK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps I might first give you an answer in very brief and cap-

sule form and then see to what extent it may need expansion and
explanation.

On the basis of the available data, the estimates for the years ahead,
and I gather your question focuses on that, if we assume no new major
program interventions and merely assume the continuance of the
trends from recent years, the present expenditures for all personal
health services, which are of the order of magnitude of $70 billion to
$75 billion for 1971, would according to the model which has been) used
by the actuary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
00 up to approximately $103 billion in calendar year 1975 and to $146
billion in calendar year 1980. May I say parenthetically the phrase

)ersonal health services" is important here because that excludes ex-
penditures for biomedical research and for the construction of facil-
ities, et cetera.

That is one set of projections based upon studies which were con-
ducted in the IIT, primarily in the Social Security Administration.

As Mr. Woodcock indicated, we think that the model which was
used by the HEW actuary and which goes toward the figures I have
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just cited is an unduly high and generous model because it does not
take into account intervefitions of modest, intensity and proportions
which are already ocurring iii some measure under governmental au-
spices as has been the case in the work of this committee in dealing
with I.R. 1, other governmental activities by administrative decisions
and actions with respect to medicare and medicaid, some modest. but
well intended undertakings by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans,
by professional associations and others.

So that, taking all of these interventions which are already occur-
ring, we ha(l developed our own model. As a matter of fact we had
developed it before the Social Security Administration model become
available.

On the basis of the model we have used if there are no major new
program interventions, the. present scene leads, using recent trends, to
costs which would go u l ) to $85.5 billion in fiscal 1974, and moves up
to $93 billion in fiscal 1975. It, then crosses $100 billion, reaching
$100.2 billion in fiscal 1976 and $110) billion in fiscal 1977.

Those are the projections if we assume no new major program
undertakings and interventions in this scene and merely the continu-
aiice of what we can ol)serve in the present scene. These are to most
peoplee threatening, even frightening, figures of what is ahead because

they mean unquestionably very extensive extension of costs to a point,
where medical care becomes increasingly beyond the reach of many,
many people in the country.

Mrfi. 1TLLTrAX. Dr. Falk, do you have those broken down into who
pays those amounts?

Dr. F.\LK. Yes, sir. Our estimates are derived by projections l)y type
of service for which the expenditures are incurred, so much for hos-
pital care et cetera, and also by the sources of funds, on the assumrp-
tion that for the projection )eriods in the years ahead, the proportions
of the funds that would come from the various sources are the same
as the proportions which applied in the last fiscal year for which we
have detailed data, which was fiscal 1970.

Mr. GmoNs. Will the gentleman yield for a repeat of some of
this information? I didnt catch some of it.

Mr. UTLLMAN. Yes.
Mr. GIBBONS. Is the $84 billion 1974 figure U.R. 22 or present health

costs ?
Dr. FALK. No, sir. That is the projection if you make the assumption

of no new major program interventions.
Mr. GIBBONS. Tiat is leaving things aq it is right now. That is

$84 billion ?
Dr. FkmK. $85 billion.
Mr. Gmio-.s. Versus TIEW's $105 billion, is that right?
Dr. FAiK. I haven't a strict comparison in front of me because the

figures I used from the Social Security Administration are on a calen-
dar vear basis. 'heir calendar 1975 would lead to $103 billion.

Excuse me, I think I do have that comparable figure. The calendar
vear 1975, their model would lead to approximately $103 billion; and
the model we have used would give us for calendar year 1975, $97
billion. These are figures which are based on model projections, assum-
ing no new major program intervention.
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Mr. ULLMAN. Is that material in your paper, in terms you have been
giving us orally, not on any of the tables in the prepared material ?

I)r. FALK. The figures tip to and including 1975 are in that document.
The projections beyond that are not included in that document, but
are easily made available for the record if you wish to have them,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ULLMAN. Would that be table 7 on page 7A?
I)r'. FALK. Table 7 is the projections based upon the model developed

by the Social Security Administration, and that is the model used by
tie actuary of the HEW.

M'. UTLLMAN. Where is your comparable figure?
Dr. FALK. In table 8.
Mr. IULLMAN. Is that page 12A?
Dir. FALK. Yes; page 12A. I am sorry, I am fumbling a little, but I

didn't develop this on the basis of the same typing as the document
you have. It is page 12A.

Mr. ILLmfAN. That gives adjusted projections for fiscal 1974 and
1975?

Dr. FALK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMNr\. As against 1969 and 1970?
Mr. Burke, I will yield.
Mr. BUR1KE. Mr. Chairman, is this entire statement of Dr. Falk going

to appear in the record ?
Mr. ULLrxN. It has already been placed in the record; yes.
Now, as against those projections continuing, what is your estimate

of I.R. 22?
Dr. FALK. Assuming the enactment of I-.R. 22 in 1972, and we have

to fix a date because this, in turn, vxes the date to which the program
operations will apply-

Mr. ULLMAN. Yes; surely.
'Dr. FALK (continuing). In fiscal 1975, the program costs, including

thc costs of administration and resources development et cetera, which
are ne~w elements in the picture, the figures would be $62.5 billion. It
moves up then by 6 percent per annum. The corresponding figure for
the calendar years, in order to be comparable with the other figures
which are on a calendar year basis, in calendar year 1975 would be
$64.4 billion; calendar 1976, $68.3 billion; and 1977, $72.3 billion.

Mr. ULLMAN. What you are sayinig is that the total cost would be
considerably less under H.R. 22 than a projection of the existing
circumstances?

Dr. FALK. May I answer the question, Mr. Chairman, in two re-
spects? I think the answer is yes, but the figures I just cited with
respect to the costs expected under H.R. 22 are the costs under that
program.

Mr. ULLMAN. The Federal costs.
Dr. FALK. No, sir; the total costs of operating the program under

H.R. 22. Those figures do not include any costs that would be being
incurred for personal health services not included within or covered
by the program under T.R. 22.

You will recall that there are some areas in which H.R. 22 does not
undertake to take over the costs. It is a matter for speculation as to
what extent costs that are being incurred or, on the projections basis
that are expected to be incurred, but that would not be taken over
into the scope of HI.R. 22, would continue.
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For example, there are expenditures for certain dental services and
institutional services, expenditures for drugs and medicines, et cetera
that are not embraced within H.R. 22. Whether those costs would
continue outside the H.R. 22 program, as in the projected model, or
not, is an area of speculation.

We think that there would be considerable reduction in the expendi.
tures expected to be incurred in projection models from the present
scene for goods and services not embraced by H.R. 22, less being
expended for these noncovered areas of goods and services by reason
of the fact that more comprehensive services are made available to
people under H.R. 22, so that they would not have need or interest
or occasion or stimulus to spend outside the H.R. 22 program what
would be expected to be their expenditures if we don't have H.R. 22.

Let me put it in another way. If you project the total costs from
the present scene toward 1975, let us say, and reach a figure of $100-
plus billion, if H.R. 22 were enacted and were operational at that
time, after the necessary preparatory work, the difference between the,
H.R. 22 expenditures and the total in the nonintervention model, we
believe, would be narrowed.

Many expenditures that otherwise are likely to be incurred in the
years ahead will not be incurred. So that the total costs, the total
national expenditures, are likely to be less, considerably less, than is
in the nonintervention projection models. The gap between H.R. 22
and the total national expenditures will be less than simply deducting
one figure from the other.

Mr. UTLLMAN. I am sure that other members are going to have ques-
tions on this whole problem of costs. I wish, though, that you could
give us a more refined table or chart that would give us real compara-
bility according to your best estimates as to the total cost of H.R. 22,
not onlv the services coming under the bill but the total services, so
that we could compare it with your projections of the existing
situation.

Could you do that and submit it for the record?
Dr. FALK. I hesitate to give you an unequivocal answer, Mr. Chair-

man, because I don't think we know how to do quite that. I emphasize
the point I made a moment ago that how much noncovered services
under H.R. 22 would be reduced, as we believe they would be, by
how much in the years after H.R. 22 becomes operable, is a highly
speculative matter.

We have made no special studies in that field.
(The following information was received by tle committee:)

The following tabulations are intended to summarize the information requested
by the Acting Chairman of the Committee. They show total expenditures for
personal health care services without and with the Health Security program
proposed In H.R. 22, the sources of the funds expended, and differences in the
amounts of expenditures and in the sources of the funds that would result if
IU.R. 22 were enacted.

As in our study "The Costs of a National Health Security Progrtin and Their
Financing," two sets of estimates are presented. Table A shows actual expendi-
tures incurred in Fscal Year 1969-70 (the latest year for which detailed data
are available at this time), and estimates of the expenditures that would have
been incurred in that year if the Health Security program (HSP) in H.R. 22
had been operational. Table B presents a corresponding coml)arison for Fiscal
Year 1974-75, using (1) our projection of expenditures that are to be expected
if there is no major program intervention to moderate the escalation of costs
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or to improve the system of medical care delivery, and (2) our estimates for that
year if the Health Security program of II.R. 22 is operational.

'hie actual total expenlditures of $60.1 billion for personal health citre services
shown in Table A for FY 1969-70 is expected to be $92.8 billion in FY 1974-75
if there is no major intervention. That increase reflects the flon-implementation
of I.R. 22 in that five year period. The longer that lag, presumably the higher
the level of expenditures without or with the Health Security program wheni
it becomes operational.

In both Tables A and B, total expenditures are presented in the same total
amount whether without or with the proposed program. Increases in medical
care utilization are expected to be offset by cost controls built into the program.
In other words, the main fiscal effect of the Health Security program is to re-
channel expenditures, to increase the resources for medical care, to Improve
the efficiency of their availability, aind to control cost escalations through budg-
eting processes and other means, not to Increase those costs. For future years,
the cost escalations otherwise to be expected would be moderated to rates in
accord with changes in the general economy rather than to permit escalations
such as have characterized medical care costs in the recent past.

It will be seen in the tables that the principal effect of the Health Security
financing pattern is to channel the covered expenditures through the national
Health Security trust fund mechanism, with 50 percent of the program's funds
deriving from Federal general revenues and 50 percent from the earmarked
Health Security taxes. Medicare taxes and premiums and nearly all private
insurance purchase would be eliminated.

Table A shows that in FY 1969-70 expenditures from Federal general rev-
enues for personal health care services were actually $8.4 billion, of which $4.5
billion were for services outside the scope of HSP and $3.9 billion were within.
With HSP, this figure would have been increased to $19.5 billion-an increase of
$15.6 billion. Of this increase, $5.5 billion is an offset against Medicare taxes
and premiums eliminated by HSP, and $2.5 billion reflects absorption of expendi-
tures incurred by state and local governments. Thus, the net increase from
Federal general revenues directly attributable to the HSP financing pattern
would have been $7.6 billion.

Table B shows a corresponding picture for FY 1974-75 if that is the first
operational year for the Health Security program. At the higher expenditure
levels to be expected for that year, without the proposed program, expenditures
from Federal general revenues would be about $13.0 billion based on 1969-70
proportions of expected total national expenditures for personal health care
services, of which $6.4 billion would be for HSP services and $6.6 billion for
non-HSP services. With the Health Security program operational, the demands
on Federal general revenues would be about $37.9 billion, or net for HSP $81.3
billion. This is an increase of $24.9 billion. This increase included $4.5 billion
relief to state and local governments and $8.4 billion take-over of Medicare taxes
and premiums. Thus, HSP's net increased demand on Federal general revenues
would be about $12.0 billion.

Simultaneous with these changes in the governmental sector, the net effects
on employers would have been in FY 1969-70 a net increaro of $4.1 billion in their
obligations (Health Security taxes of $14.7 billion less: reductions of $8.4 bil-
lion for private insurance eliminated and $2.2 billion for Medicare taxes re-
pealed) ; and the net effect on employees and other individuals a net reduction
of $16.4 billion (Health Security taxes of $4.9 billion less: $7.1 billion for
private insurance premiums, $3.3 billion for Medicare taxes and premiums, and
$10.9 billion for reduced direct payments for medical care services). In FY
1974-75, the corresponding changes in the private sector would be (1) a net
increase on employers of $6.5 billion, and (2) a net decrease on employees and
other individuals of $26.9 billion.

I would emphasize that throughout Tables A and B, the expenditure figures
for medical care services not covered by the Health Security program have been
treated as though they would be unaffected and unchanged following the imple-
nientation of the proposed program. This is a procedure of convenience for the
('omparisons in the tables, but we believe it is not warranted. On the contrary,
wA believe that non-covered expenditures would be decreased when the Health
security program's benefits become available. We therefore believe that the total
national expenditures, covered and not covered by the program, shown in these
Tables are too high. We have not, however, engaged in detailed studies to develop
estimates of the probable downward adjustments.



SUMMARY OF NATIONAL COSTS FOR PERSONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES, SHOWING ESTIMATED FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF HEALTH SECURE 7 PROGRAM (H.R. 22. 92d Cong., 1st SESS.) 12
IA: If the program (HSP) had been operational in fiscal year 1969-70. 8: If the program first becomes operational in fiscal year 1974-751

A. FISCAL YEAR 1969-70: ACTUAL EXPENDITURES; AND REDISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES IF THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM (HSP) HAD BEEN OPERATIONAL

[in billions

Estimated expenditures with the HSP operational
Actual expenditures
by spending agencies HSP payments Total with HSP 4 Differences col

(6) minus colTransfer Transfer Non-HSP Transfer (1) (transrefSpending agencies and sources of funds Expenditures payments Expenditures payments payments 4 Expenditures payments payments)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Total --------------------------------------------------------- $60.1 0 $39.1 0 $21.0+ $60.1 0 0
Governmental programs, total ------------------------------------------ 20.9 -$5.5 39.1 -$19.6 9.0 48.1 -$19.6 +$27.3

Federal, total ------------------------------------------------ 13.9- -5.5 39.1 -19.6 4.5 43.6 -19.6 +29.8-
From general revenues pr---- ------------------------------- 8.4 - -- 19.5 -- -- 4.5 24.0 -------------- +15.7- O0F ro m m e d ica re ta xes a nd p re m iu m s .- --- -- --- --- -.. .. .. .. ... ... . . .5.5 - 5. 5 0 ----- -. .... .. . 0 0 - 5 .5
From health security taxes. .........-... ... 00-5...............................................................-- 19.6 -19.6 ---.. ... ... 19.6 ....... -19.6 +19.6State-local, total ----------------------------------------------- 7.0 ----------- -- --0 4.5 4.5 -------------- - 2.5

Private expenditures, total -------------------------------------------- 39.3- +2.2 0 +19.6 12.0+ 12.0+ +19.6 -27.3-
Employers, total ------------------------------------------------ 8.4 +2.2 0 +14.7 0 0 +14.7 -84
Insu race p rem iu m - --- -- --- -- -- ---- -- ---- - -- ----- --- -- -- -- --- 8.4 -- ------ - --- 0 0-0-.. ......0- A 4Medicare taxes ----------------------------------------------------- +2.2 0 0.0 ---------------.....--------- 22 0 -------- 0 D----------(-2.2)Health security taxes5- 

0 +14.7 -------------- 7)0 +4.7 (+14.7)Employees and other individuals. total ---------------------.--------- 30.0 +3.3 0 +4.9 12.0+ 12.0 +4.9 -18.0
Insurance premiums ---------------------------------------- 71----------------Medicare taxes and premiums ------------------------------------------- + 3-3 0 ---------------- - 0 0 (-7.1Direct payments ------------------------------------------- 22.9 0.............. 10 0 . --------------- (--3.3)Health security taxes. 

0 +4.9 o -_- 44A ------------- -0 +4.9 (+4.9)Other private agencies ------------------------------------------- -- .9.-.......... 0 09+



B. FISCAL YEAR 1974-75: ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECTION FROM FISCAL YEAR 1969-70; AND REDISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES IF THE HEALTH SECURITY PROGRAM (HSP) FIRST

BECOMES OPERATIONAL IN FISCAL YEAR 1974-75

Estimated expenditures with the HSP operational
Projected expenditures
by spending agencies HSP payments Total with HSP Differences

cot (6)-col (1)
Transfer Transfer Non-HSP Transfer (transfer

Spending agencies and sources of funds Expenditures payments Expenditures
3  payments expenditures 

4 Expenditures payments payments)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Total . . ...........--------------------------------------------- $92.8 0 $62.5 0 $30.3 $92.8 0 0

Governmental programs, total ------------------------------------------ 32.2 -$8.4 62.5 -$31.2 12.9 75.4 -$31.2 +$43.2

Federal, total ---------------------------------------------------- 21.4 -8.4 62.5 -31.2 6.6 69.1 -31.2 +47.7

From general revenues ---------------------------------------- 13.0 -------------- 3.3 .-------------- 6. 6 37.9 -------------- +24.9
From medicare taxes and premiums --------------------------- 8. 4 -8. 4 0 ---------- - 0 0 -------------- --8. 4
From health security taxes ------------------------------------------------------------------ 31.2 -31.2 --------------- 31.2 -31.2 +31.2

State-local, total -------------------------------------------------- 10.8 ----------------------------------------- 6.3 6.3 ----------- --- 4.5

Private expenditures, total --------------------------------------------- 60.6 +3.4 0 +31.2 17.4 17.4 +31.2 -43.2

Employers, total -------------------------------------------------- 13.0 +3.4 0 +22.9 0-- 0-- +22.9 -13.0

Insurance premiums ----------------------------------------- 13.0 ------------- --0---------- 0+ 0 - .---------------13.0
Medicare taxes -------------------------------------------------------------- +3.4 0 0 ------------- (-3.4)
Health security taxes S ---------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  0 +22.9 --------------- 0 +22.9 (+22.9)

Employees and other individuals, total ------------------------------ 46.3 +5.0 0 +8 3 16.1 16.1 +& 3 -30.2

Insurance premiums ----.. ..----------------------------------- 11.0 -------------- 0 -------------- 0+ 0+ --------------- -11.0
Medicare taxes and premiums ----------------------------------------------- +5.0 0 -------------- 0 0 -------------- (-5.0)
Direct payments ----.---------------------------------- 35.3---------------0--------------- 16.1 16.1 --------- -- 19.2
Health security taxes

- S
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 +8.3-----------------0 +8.3 (+8.3)

Other private agencies -------------------------------------- 1.3---------------0--------------- 1.3 1.3 --------------- 0

I Based on the assumptions, data and analyses in "the Costs of a National Health Security Program
and Their Financing," by 1. S. Falk, September 1971.

2 "Personal health care services" includes all expenditures for health services and supplies other
than Government public health and related activities, expenditures of private voluntary agencies for
other health se4vices, medical research, and medical-facilities construction.

3 Table A does not include estimated expenditures for resources development ($783,003.000).
Table B inclused $1,-M,000,000 for this function under HSP.

4 To effect a balance in each table, this column makes an unwarranted asssumption that the non-
Covered expenditures, actual in fiscal year 1969-70 and estimated for fiscal year 1974-75 from pro-

portions in the benchmark year. would be in amounts not reduced by the availability of the health
security Prgam's benefits.

5 For fiscal year 1969-70 based on allocation of 371.j percent HSP expenditures to employers and
12% percent to employees, etc.; for fiscal year 1974-75, based on the tax rates proposed in H.R. 22,
adjusted to the level of expected expenditures (i.e., avoiding accumulation of reserves).

* Allocations to sources of funds assume the same proportions as in the actual eyoenditures in
fiscal year 1969-70.

Note: Sm ll discrepancies in totals result froa rounding.
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Mr. ULLMVAN. Do you have any questions, Mr. Burke?
Mr. Buniu:. Yes.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Burke.
Mr. Bunim. In view of the poo' track record of the United States as

pointed out in the statistics provided by the Ways and Means staff for
life expectancy, where the life expectancy at birth of the U.S. males is
66.86 years, nearly 5 years shorter than the life expectancy in a Swedish
male ;nd among'the 20 industrial nations in 1967 the UTnited States
ranked 14th in the rate of infant mortality, we seem to lave a rather
poor health care record here.

How do you think we can get about the tremendous powerful group,
the entrenched group that has more or less controlled health care here
in the United States? How do you think we are going to be able to cir-
cumvent this and bring about, the enactment of legislation such as
H.R. 22?

Mr. WooDcocK. Our hope sir, rests in this committee, to begin with.
When the appalling need o the Nation is clear as it, is now, when, as
has been said, everyone agrees to the diagnosis, from the President of
the United States on down, that the health care system isheaded for
disaster, when everyone agrees on the diagnosis, then we should be able
to find the political means to a remedy.

We suggest that H.R. 22 is the on ly one that has the remedy which
goes to the critical overriding questioii of cost controls and quality per-
formance. The other programs will simply escalate the inflationary
factor, which is leading us to a situation where tens of millions of more
Americans will be denied health care.

It is already a national scandal that we have some 30 million Ameri-
cans without'adequate access to health care today. The Congress has
the power within itself to bring that remedy to thie Nation.

Mr. Burnit. I believe you have been following the hearings here
since the day we began them and you see these same groups coming in
here day after day, powerful insurance groups, the medical groups, the
hospital groups, and they all seem bent on keeping the status quo.

Mr. WooDcoorc. Well, that is unfortunate, but I think there have
1)e(,l exemplary times in the past when the Congress, sensing the needs
of the people, the will of the people, haye overridden self-interest
groups in the national interest. The national interest is paramount.

Mr. BITRKIU. I want to commend you on your statement here today
and also Georre Meany, who testified here the other day. You men de-
serve a great deal of edit for being in the vanguard leading the fight
forproper and fair and equitable health (are.

Mr.Grsu. May I sul)plement Mr. Woodcock's testimony with one
brief item, because before this committee and in public statements
the assertion is frequently made that there are many problems that
affect the health status of this Nation and. in fact, 'that is an accu-
rate statement.

The question is then raised will the introduction of adequate medical
services, in fact, do anything about the medical or health status of
the Americans? I commend to the committee's attention two items:
One, the articles in the New York Times of October 2 and 3 by An-
thon Lewis. a reporter of the Times, in which he carefully cites the
evidence of the British experience compared with that of the United
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States after they introduced comprehensive health care whereby every
major index that he items . the health status of the British people was
dramatically improved and is improved over our own ; and, two, a
8mall lbut sig nific ant study cited in the June 1971 issue of tile Tournal
of the American Medical Association where the authors conducted a
study of what, happened to a large group of poor people in Denver,
white and )la(k, when good medical services were made available to
then am] the study shows a imrkel( drop in infant mortality in the
city of Denver in'the population which got medical services which
thiy had not Iitherto received.

Tr. Hhvi a . Tas anyone any, observations to make on how we can get
the AMA to change their cl)sed-shop attitude about educating more
doctors and training more physicians witli the need of 50,000 more
1)hivsicials in the country? Hlow do you tliik we can go about pulling
them into the 20th century ill recogn izing the need for physicians?

Mr. Woom-ocK. I think, sir, that the fact that for the first time in
its history less than lalf of the profession are members of the AMA
should tell them something, I think the younger doctors now coming
out of medical school, for the most part, have a much different out-
look on the social problems that we face in this area. Of Course, we
hIave ha(l oil our commit tee for national health insurance many very
l)romiilent l)hysicians.

One of our vice chairmen is l)r. ])eBakey, so there are currents
at work within the niedical profession that are looking toward solu-
tion of the problem.

Mr. B Tru,. I think one of the troubles is that a lot of these young
doctors are not joining tlie AMA, they are staving outside of its orga-
nization, and the result is t-hat they still retain; this backward outlook.
I have had letters from many of these young doctors who Avant to
testify before the voimnlittee to give thei )ins. which are quite
contrary to the opinions given by the AMA.

I am'just wondering how we are going to get the AMA to come into
this century and start recognizing the treinendous need for doctors
mnd medical schools in this country. I know that Boston Urniversity
has a group in Mississippi, and there, are literally millions of people
throughout the country that are not getting evei minute care.

So that I just wondered if somebody could send them a booklet or
something and tell them that now is tle time to start moving. I merely
raise that question because this is one of the powerful groups in the
country that has not recognized the need of health (care here in the
ITniteI States and they seem to want to maintain a closed shop in the
operation of medical care.

Mr. Gr.ssEM. May I reply to this, sir?
Mr. BviRE. Yes.
Mr. Gr,.ssl,. The first semifacetious reply is that I would urge the

leadership of the AMA to read the journal'of the American Medical
Association. In the June 21, 1971. issue there is a careful study by Dr.
K. V. Castleton, which concludes, and I quote:

We shall never solve the national problem of health care merely by increasing
the number of physicians. Making existing doctors more productive is much less
mostly than establishing new medical schools.

And this comes to the heart of I.R. 22, sir, because while we recog-
nize full well the need to train additional physicians, if one takes
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HEW estimates of the 50,000 shortage at this time, we probably, none
of us, will last long enough to see those 50,000 net increase in physicians
arrive, but H.R. 22 through offering incentives to the team delivery
of health care and maximizing the time of physicians, in fact, offers
promise of producing many more physicians services through the
same number of physicians.

In addition, I.R. 22 through the resources development fund would
encourage the training of additional l)hyscians in a way that is not
now being done and at a rate we believe not now possible in the persent
setup. We need more health professionals of all types and we can get
more health services, we believe, and as the AMA Journal article illus-
trates, through increasing productivity of l)hysicians as well as train-
ing additional ones.

Mr. BIiKE. I just hope that we are able to get someone that can pre-
vail upon the AMA to change their attitude and be a little more co-
operative in the problems that this country faces in health care.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ITLIM AN. Mr. Betts. Mr. Conable.
Mr. CONAimE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Woodcock, you have talked about cost control a good deal here.

What other elements besides medical fees go into the cost of medical
care? What other significant elements? For insta nce, isn't hospital care
a very substantial part of the Cost of medical care at the present time?

Mr. Wooncoc. No question about it. Hospital costs, of course, are
rising at an astronomical rate. One of the difficulties with the present
situation, for example, is that our membership in general has as good
coverage I think, as is available, )t, however, the question of main-
taining health, of preventing illness, the question of necessary diag-
nostic work that has to be done unfortunately inflates hospital costs,
because if it is done in the hospital where it is more convenient to the
doctor and it is less expensive to the patient, it unnecessarily uses hos-
pital space and pusles up the costs where, of course, group practice
would meet that problem.

Mr. CONABLE. But under any circumstances we arestill going to
have a substantial part of medical care costs related to hospital costs,
are we not?

Mr. WooDCociK. Of course, and the cost study we have filed includes
all of those costs.

Mr. CONABLE. I know that one of the major targets of the labor
movement recently has been hospital employees who have been tra-
ditionally very badly paid. Do you have any idea what proportion of
hospital costs is based on wages?

Mr. WooDcoCi. Possibly Dr. Falk does. I might say that even where
they have been unionized and have had their wages moved up, they
are still at not it very high level.

Mr. CONABLE. 'That's right. I think many of the lower skilled hospi-
tal employees are at the minimum wage in many parts of the country.
I am wondering what the impact of increasing the minimum wage will
be on hospital costs. I served on a hospital board for some time before
I came to Congress and every time the minimum wage went up, we
had to raise our room rates very substantially in the little hospital on
whose board I served.
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I am not sa-'ing that that was necessarily a bad thing, but I am
wondering how,' far you would go in trying to control hospital costs
which are a substantial element in the ('ost of health delivery generally.

Mr. W1ool)'('K. May I have l)r. Falk comment on that,'sir?
N1r'. (ONAILE. Yes.
I)r. FK ou are quite right, Mr. Conlable. The hospital cost coln-

l)olielt iil the totals that we use is now the largest single item, nearly
ll)l)roxiiatel twice as niiclh being (xI)elnded Tor what is identified as
hospital costs is for physicians' services, which is a reversal of what
the sitllation i ied to be years ago.

'1w he l)os)ita i costs liave' been escalating very steeply for many dif-
ferent seasonss 11 o( reason l)eing Ole one to which you re ferried. The
iOSl)itil sill)1)1ofessiomial1 an id smlbtvchni(ll personnel were very low-
lai( wage v()I krs. By their low wages, in erect, they have bven sl)-
sidlizing hospit al costs and hospital ol)erations. I lowe've, tilmee has
been a very exlensive and11( very rapid catching 1l) ill the wage levels
of (ihe most u , lerpaid or miost lowly paid workers in the hospitals.

Now the hospital plole show in their accounting operations that
today al)l)roximatelv two-thirds of hospital operating costs on the
average(l are \vaN(es and salaries, a)oit '0 1) percent or 671 (ireilt of the
total. TIowever. a very considerable l)oi.tion of that is not the expendi-
tures for wvage; and *i salaries of the very lowly paid workers in the
hospital, so thait the escalation which h'as been occurring in that 66
S)ercent or 67 percent has been, in part, to catching ul) of the wage
evels of the lost paid workers.

'Thw in crvases lhve also reflected (oiisidelal)le escalation ill the wages
and salaries of personis who have not been in those very low-wage cate-
gories, sulbtechnical and smbprofessional l)resoinel, the technical and
professional l)ep(oI301il who are On the payrolls of the hospitals.

Mr. (o., x1ui. I'vry time you nuove the'bottomil, to avoid wage scale
co<mlpression you have to move people farther up also so that you will
still have a wage scale that makes some sense.

Dr. FALK. That is true, but the contrary is alsotrue. The distance
between the wage levels of the lowest paid and those of the highest
paid were very considerable. Nevertheless, the important thing to take
into account. is that l)gra(ling is silpstantially done, though not
wholly by any means, so that the wage levels of the I)rofessional and
subl)rofessional and sulbtechnical l)ersoiniel ill the hospitals generally
have come to be very close to the wvage levels and salary levels in so-
ciety in general for the similar categories of l)eisofllwl.

Accordingly the escalation ciiirve for these hospital costs is flatten-
ing out very considerably.

Mr. CoN,:ABLE. So, looking forward then. we won't see the rises in
hospital costs we have seen in the past?

I)r. FALK. We most certainly shouldn't.
Mr. CONABLE. And, therefore, control of those costs is not likely to

be the same problem it has been in the past?
1)r. FALK. It should not be for the reasons I referred to and it should

not be continued if there is some provision made for putting an end
to the guarantee of fill cost reimbursement to hospitals, which has
become the fashion ever since this was introduced in 1965 under medi-
care and medicaid.
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If that signed blank check guarantee to the hospitals which, in sub-
stance, they also have under the Blue Cross programs and under the
insurance company programs, continuws there will be invitations and
even incentives for the escalation to go up at a relatively steep rate. If
those guarantees of fill cost reimbursement begin to come to an end
and the hospitals get their reimbursevents on the basis of well and
carefully considered prospective budg.ting, then the steepest escala-
tion of the recent past should come to an end.

Mr. WooDCocK. May I just comment?
Mr. CONABLE. Yes.
Mr. WOODCO(:K. I know you would, of course, agree that the answer

is not to go back to the ol' system whete too low-paid workers were
subsidizing the system. We are not going back to that and you would
not agree to do that. The answer is a more efficient use of the hospitals.

'he group practice plan, which is the core of H.R. 22, goes to that
question. If the average hospital stay is reduced by 1 day, HEW esti-
mates it saving of $2 billion alnually so that on the beginning end, on
preventive care and diagnostic out of the hospital, you begin to reduce
the uses of tie hospital and lby enii)hasis ofl almbulatory care and other
nonbed use of hospital recovery periods, you meet this problem.

Mr. CONABLE. Yes. I don't disagree with what you are saying. I
wanted to know, though, your view of some of the other elements of
medical cost increases in the past. I think we have a tendency here to
try to set up the AMA as a scapegoat and blame them for everything
that is happening in this field, ignoring sometimes the other elements
of cost that go into medical care.

I wanted to be sure that we were putting on the record the fact
that there are other elements of cost. I don't quarrel with your state-
ment about hospital employees. I think the fact that we have seriously
underpaid them in the past has been one of the problems of service we
have had in our hospitals.

I also don't quarrel with Dr. Falk's statement about full cost re-
imbursement, because I think that is a rather unhappy part of our
present system of medical delivery.

Mr. ULL f N. Mrs. Griffiths Will inquire.
Mrs. GRiFFIrrs. I really don't have any inquiry to make. You sup-

port the bill. That is all tfiat is really necessary. I can't resist pointing
out that the real supporters of hospitals in this country have been
women employees. 'I his is because they have never been paid a fair
amount. I have never supported any billsince I have come to Congress
that would ask women to subsidize the hospital care in this country.

Long, long after men workers in Ford plants were furnished clean
uniforms daily, the nurses in Ford Hospital were still ironing their
own. I understand, because I have made inquiry, that they are now
being furnished those uniforms and, believe me, I am for this bill
covering the costs.

Mr. UTLLMAN. Mr. Duncan will inquire.
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Woodcock, what would you propose that the Gov-

ernment do with the Veterans' Administration medical program that
they are currently operating? UTnder your proposal what would
halPen?

Mr. WOODCOCK. May I have Mr. Glasser comment on that?
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Mf r. GLtSSE. The proposal does not bring in the VA hospitals and
medical care system, but, provides that all Americans, and that includes
all the veterans, are eligible for care wherever they wish to receive the
('are, so that they have a choice ot either taking their (-'re through the
VA inedicld system or through the general system.

Mr. I) cN. I take it that a great number of your members are
veterans wh)o might be eligible for dual benefits .?

Mr. GLAssEI. Oh, yes.
Mr. l)UN,CN. 'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. [iA, l.. Birlesoil.
Mr. I3TmEstox. Tiank you, Mr. (hai iria itI.
MAry good friend fro)m ,hassachuset ts j list hl ft tlie t alble, )lit I (o take

issue as a matter of record. Mnr. (' 1 a irnalln, I lit ot her inoposalIs Ilhan
11.R. 22 do not (.linge the status quo. We have he iard witnessess ill
the last several (da\ys state ing that otler iOpos ls lbe fore thlis ('c1omm1ittee
are plrooressive l pioposa ls wvh i(.li in llny o, us tluink would get the job
d(01, and tlae l)rOI)osals that the Nal ion cii i flord.

I (ertainly (1o't thin Ih1t any part of tle liealt il (lust r', as fa'
as I know, is ('onitenling that \we (o notiling. I agree \ii1 yolu that it
is rather obvious that there is much to be desired. I tlinik other pro-
l)osills provide for that.

May I ask Mr. Woodcock this question ? You mentioned the 30 mil-
lion people who ae without medical ('a ie or have ina(e(Ilute nIedical
(care, to vhatever degree you m iglit assess. I am not questioning the
figure because I don't knov, bit this is a little bit like or Iir,,mi('riats,
and 1 (10n't say that (isp)aragingly. hut when you come il and lhr ow
a lot of' statist'sl alt me, I (io t k ow tleir a(cir'ICy. I [ow do you ' ar-
rive at that figure.

You know we as inliv'iduals (on't lhave investigative stafis vlich
(.an go out and determinee these things. 1Wliem'e (1o you get tihat figure?

Mr. oolwo('lK. We got that particular figure, Siti, from the l)'esi-
(lent of the AMA, who oited it front one of their stuildies lnst year.
These peol)le are people il ri'al arels, )eo)le ill tile ('enter ('ities across
o0111 Nation.

The Wall Street Journal had a heartbreaking story yesterday
about the lack of medical care ill 'est Virginin1 and that sort of thing
is d1u)licated in Milihigami, Mississippi, California, any State you
lnallie.

The 30 million may not he a. s'ientifically acciuu ite figure but it is a1
gross ni umu!)er' wvlatever it ])lay Ie.

i'. ('L.\ssi. -ay I sul p)leit ft that a bit '?
Mrh. Bl'mEsoN. lease.
Mr. G(r.\ss.u. Tihait 0-million figure, which was I)r. Gorinn's esti-

mate, is substantiated by I LEW's figoires uIhen they look only at those
eligible for medicaid amd asslunim) .in ifac6t, tlat there a'e needy peo-
p)le who need iI(li(. l care wvhom'are not eligible f'r medicaid, the
HEIV estimates about 22.5 million did not receive meolical care
services.

Mir. BUImmLSON. As I recall, the I-F,0's figures nre considerably
lower overall.

Mr. GLASSER. Yes; they are.
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Mr. BUFrESNx. As I recall some testimony indicated a figure of
about 45 million. The degree of lack of adequate care would seemingly
be a consideration. Mr. Woodcock, let iiie ask you this: Without ar-
finig or ignoring the point at the moment of whether it is good or
)ad or whatever assignmwt of title (les(ril)tioi of these various Pro-
grais, but part icularly 1.R. 22, wvoiId you consider r it to he a nation-
alizatiou of' the helIth indtistiry generally "

I mean the nationalization of insurance, hospital, medical care of
one sort and another?

Mr. Wooncocim. No, sir. It is a partnership of a national financing
scheme just like the social security system pIlus private implemien-
tation, with freedom of choice to t he profession and with freedom
of choice to the patients.

Mr. BtutLtsoN. Of course. social security didn't replace anything.
It came into being on its own without the massive effort called for
in this type of legislation. The Congress decided-the Government
decided, that we could t run the Post Office I)epartnIent so we gave
it away. We are trying to give it away at least. It is a little like a
sticky j)ieCe of flyI)al)er whe'e, you cat get it oil of your fingers, l)ut
we are trying to give, it, away because the G ernment couldn't opelr-
ate it efficiently and at reasonable cost.

Do you think the Governmnent can totally run a program like this
with efficiency?

Mr. WOODC'OCK. Well, first of all, we start with the system as it is.
This is no revolutionary proposal to blast away. We start with the
system as it is and through budgetary incentives move it to a more
efficient system, to group practice which has been proven in the private
system as being much more efficient usage of the profession and of
the hospitals and every other related institution.

We are not dealing w;'ith something unknown. We are dealing with
a proven fact, and it will Ibe )ublicly administered but in private
hands. It is a uniquely American aplproach to this problem.

This is not a copying of the British or Soviet system or any other
system. It starts by building on the system as it is and using budg-
etary incentives an'd in the best sense of that word moving toward
a more efficient system.

I as a person am absolutely convinced it can work most success-
fully for our country.

Mr. BUnLESON. But to remove an industry like the insurance indus-
try completely from the health care guarantee of people, along with
hospitals another medical care is a radical departure from what we
have. I can't see where there is a very great partnership in your
recommendations.

Mr. 'WOoococK. The insurance, industry doesn't provide medical
care. They are simply fiscal intermediaries. They have no concern
with the quality. Just as long as the bill is paid and the premium is
paid, that is thei r only interest.

Mr. BUmEsOX. I am speaking of the insurance as being a facet of
the entire health industry-the medical profession itself, paramedical,
all medical personnel. hospitals. even child care in day care centers.
Anyway I just can't imagine that the Government is designed for this
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sort of thing and, when we see the failures in so many of our programs
right now with all the good intents-pl)lic housing, schools, all the
things we see wrong today, and as has been reiterated time and again
including the ina(leq Uacies of the lalth care svsten, it would just sug-
gest to me that the Government could not, efficiently run such a
program.

Mr. 'W )()O)'(5)'K. Well, there is onl program that is operating exceed-
ingly well. Its )enefits are too low for the social good, but the social
security system to which this is most analogous is operating very
suIIccessfu ily.

I\[r. HURLEso'N. Yes, I think so. I would agree to that. It didn't sup-
plant something that we had before. We had insurance, of course, for
retirement. annuities in indiustity Iland lalboI' find other parts of our
society that it (lid not Sup)lant. It was some hing new for people who
didn't have that sort of coverage.

Mr. 'Woom' J('K. lhe only suj )l)lanting that there would be, sir, is the
fiscal ilterinediaries who p' li'riii no service ill )roviding Care.

Mr. BIESO.,. Thank 'oii, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ILLMA. Are there further quest ions on this side?
Mr. Vxx K. Mi'. (hairiuan ?
Mi. UhAr,[. Mr. Vanik.
Ml. VANIH. I want to ask MI'. Woodcock this question. We have a

)rol)lem ill getting physician operationin with the medicare program
under the pr'eseilt systeil. There are i any doctors who collect their
fees where the patient pays his own fee. Then they won't cooperate
other than by putting a l)lanket,, amount due on their statement. The
patient has a difficult time recovering his payment through the medi-
care system with an in('omplete bill.

I have two questions: What are the chances or possibilities of having
the same kind of problem extend into the l)lan that you offer. What
assurances do we have that there will )e doctor cooperation-without
which we can't do very much?

Mr. Wooiwoci. lUnder the system its l)ro)osed in 1-1.R. 22 there
would )e no charging by the doctor to the patient. TI)e charge would
be from the provider of service to the appointed body within the 1ro-
gram so that kild of possible harassment would disal)pear. It couldn't
exist.

Mi'. VANIK. Thlat was originally' the format that we had on social
security. Then we a uel(d it by l)e!Iiiitting the patient to make the
l)ayniilt lnd then recover it fr'om social security. In my'N community
there is a large grou) of doctors who still refuse to take medicare
claims and who are very incool)erative with respect to what they
ought to do to help their patient recover his l)ayment from the medi-
'are system through the carrier.

What would the doctor's reaction be to the l)roposal you submit?
'Mr. WooiXo('o( Well, that form just couldn't exist imnder the pro-

gi'amn is l)rolosed1 by 1.R. 22.
Mi'. VANIK. It would be u l ) to the individual doctor to decide whether

or not he wanted to handle a patient under the plan. So what would
happen if it great niny doctors didn't partiipate in this program i

Mr. W11oon'oca. Well. for that to )e possible. he would have to stay
out of the system entirely and in different ways other countries have
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gone to this and that has not been the case with the medical pro-
fssion. I don't accel)t the fact that the medical profession in large
part is determined to make any system that the Congress determines
to be the answer to this crying problem unworkable.

I don't think that is true. I think sometimes doctors institutionally
appear in a bad light just as organized labor sometimes appears in a
bad light, but as individuals they are thoroughly patriotic Americans.

Mr. VAN"Il. In my community we have a medicare crisis, because
there are millions of dollars in claims that have not been cleared by
the carrier. They are claims in which the individual patient paid the
bill under Jne(licare. The patient is now seeking to recover his pay-
ment and they are fruming head on ilto the reaction and resistance
of a great matny doctors who don't want to COo)erate with them in
helping them recover their payment.

Mr. CORMAN. Would the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. VANIX. I would be very happy to yield.
Mr. CoIItAN. I think 11.R: 22 is substantially different from medi-

care in that medicare permits a surcharge of the patient by the doctor
so that the fee deterinilied to be allowable under medicare would be
substantially lower and he just surcharges the beneficiary. It is antici-
pated under H.R. 22 that there be no participation by the patients, that
the doctors' total recovery would be through the system.

That doesn't get around the problein of what if the doctors refuse
to serve, but it. (oes get around the problem of the doctors, first of all,
quarreling with the system over the reasoial)le cost and surcharging
the beneficiary inayl)e; double that amount.

I suppose that tfiat is where most of the problem comes in, in the
administration of medicare. I thank you.

Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Corman, did you have any further questions?
Mr. CORMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to express my sincere appreciation to Mr. Wood-

cock and the great number of people who worked on the Committee
of 100 to evolve what has become H.R. 22.

Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. CORMAN. One of the great complaints about H.R. 22 expressed

by Secretary Richardson and representatives of the medical profes-
sion is that it is monolithic. So far as I can see, the only thing mono-
lithic about H.R. 22 is that it offers uniform medical care to all people
depending on their physical rather than their economic condition.

Isn't that a fairly accurate statement as to what is monolithic about
this program?

Mr. IVooDcocli. Yes; plus, of course, the financing is monolithic. It
is national just as social security financing is.

Mr. CORMAN. The only way you can get away from having medical
care based on a person's economic condition is to make the financing
uniform. So far as the method of practicing medicine, there is nothing
monolithic about that.

Mr. WOODCOCK. Absolutely not, no, sir.
Mr. CORmAN. So far as the kind of medical care available to people

they certainly have freedom of choice. We talk about who in America
doesn't have access to good medical care. Would you agree with me
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that if someone dies prematurely in this country because he didn't have
l)reventative care, because there was not early'diagnosis, for instance,
of cancer or some other malady which might- be treated if it had been
detected early, that person doesn't have adequate medical care either?

Mr. Vooi)cocjc. Of course he doesn't, no.
Mr. CORMAN. I would suspect that 30-inillion-person figure is about

100 million shy. I suspect that very few people in this country have
access to adequate preventative medical care. I would hope that what-
ever system we adopt includes that, because regardless of one's finan-
cial ('i'rcumstalces, the niethod of practicing medicine in this country
makes l)re%'entive ('are available to a relatively small mumlber of people.
T think those of us who support lI.R. 22 have to a(dmit that we are
un(lertaking a substantial new Go(vernment financing effort and it is
going to mean that we have to collect more taxes, part of it through
a special earnings tax and a part of it out of general funds.

1ut it is my assumption that if the American people are relieved
of their medical bills, they are going to be, willing to pay more taxes
because they will be buying an adidtional service which they do not
now get through the taxing system. Would you agree with that?

M'. Woo('(oca. Yes; phis, JCo01 s 'O. now they are paying it in other
forms.

Mr. CORMAN. We pay it. now. The point is that we pay it through
insurance premiums and pay it through out-of-pocket expenses. We

ay it through taxation for the )oor in financing medicaid and county
Hospitals and a wide range of things. So we are going to pay either
way.

1 think we ought to admit that taxes will have to go up if medical
bills are going to disappear in the private sector and in the insurance
field. I think that it is a much more manageable way for one to pro-
vide for his medical care. As one of the slonsors of this proposal, I
don't want to imply that medical care is going to be free. It is going
to cost money, but it will be paid for in a much more efficient manner

1n(d the system will be available to many more people.
I wanted to be sure that we share that view.
Mr. WooDCoCK. I might say, Mr. Corman, let's take General Motors

Corp. and General Motors workers. They p)ay now on average a wage
equivalent of ,35 cents an hour for their hospital, surgical, amd medical
protection, which is in the, range of 7 to 8 percentt of the average wage.
They tire piig directly a very high tax and this gets into the import

1 )roblelln l)eCau 111se all tlie compijeting atuto Iloli le-producing countries
111a'e (iovem'-lnment-finianced health catre systems and have to inflate the

cost factor by that kind of money.
Mr. CoicnN. Secretary Richardson pointed out that if we under-

took such a comprehensive program as H.R. 22, that we would have to
sacrifice other social needs. That is not m' position as to this
legislation.

I think that this has a very high priority among our national prior-
ities. hNO it, doesn't mean that we have to give up slum clearance or
good l)ublic education or aiuy of the other things we need. It is rather
tlat we anticipate that we will raise additional resources 'or this
prograln and judge our other national priorities, whether they be
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security or whatever else, each .,anding on its own feet, but not con-
tend that because we are advocating this progranw that we are oppos-
ing other social needs.

Would that be your view?
Mr. WOODCOCK. I would agiee with that, yes, sir.
Mr. Y0II1AN. Than you, Ir. ( lairIiian.
NI r. IlILM1AN. A I'e there further (l1('stions ?
If not, Mr. Woodcock, ve very mwch appreciate. .your testimony.

Yol have been most constructive.
I)r. Fall, Your cost analysis is soluething tllml we will certainly

have to aa1ly"ze and take into colisideration. If you call p ut together
somne ad(litioll SUpl)lementals that would l)ut, the 'on Iupjarisoils in a
little better Iperslpective, we would hold thle record open for that
purpose.

l)i. ', "AlA. We would be glad to do it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. I TLL ,. h'lank you very much, Mr. Woodcock.
Mr. Wooiwocic. Thank you.
(See p. 583 for supl)lemental umiterial.)
Mr. IULLm.N.,. Ouri next witness is I)i'. Willianm S. Apple.
I). AI)ple, if you would further identify yourself for the record

and identify your colleagues we would )( happy to recognize you..

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. APPLE, Ph. D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
CARL ROBERTS, DIRECTOR, LEGAL DIVISION

SUM MArtY

1. APIhA endorses the basic concept of national health Insurance.
2. No systemui of health (re call lb exp('ed to acilleve iiiealliigfill results 1uui-

less It provides coml)rehmesive iphiarl i'iceutival service.
3. The n(ed for comirehelsive lhrini(eutlcal service and its feasibility in

federally sl)pore(d health (cire( lrogrl' ilts Ilm ben do(lnllited Iy Unmer-
oils studies of the Medic lre lirogram|.

4. Comprehensive pharmaceuticals service an bi he provided under a system of
national health insurance with reasonable al(] controlled costs.

5. Methods for controlling the costs of drug products include oiending state
antisulstitutiuoii laws an(d estaiulishiient of a federal drug fornullaly
system.

. Methods for compensating 1)harmacists (,all be revised to achieve cost con-
trol fil1(1 the value (if dollars expended for pharniceutical service niaxi-
nzed by Increasing health ('ar( fuc th1Iis l)erformed by p111riacists.

7. (Costs of program administration (-fille controlled through Improvements
lit c1ln processing procedures and the per prescription clnimn procedure
(-fil eventually be eliminated.

I)r. Amri.. Mr. Chairman, I am the executive director of the Ameri-
(an Pharmaceutical Association and my colleague is Mr. Carl Roberts,
director of our legal division.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission we would like to have our mu-
tional affiliate the American Society of 1-ospital Piharmacists file a
statement for the record on pharmaceutical services in hospitals.

Mr. UILLMAN. The additional testimony that you have referred to
without objection will be placed in the record.

(The statement referred to follows:)
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STATEMENT Ol' 'ri AMERIICAN 'SOCIETY OF HOSPITAL PIIARMACITH

Mr. Chairman and Members of tile Comiiinttee:
T'lie Amierlian Societ y of Hospitlt I1'lio rllil('1ts itliprecintes the opportunity to

p~resenlt th11s written sta~temelnt, for luiclusion Iinto the heitriiig record, concerning
na1tional1 I lel('1th 1118111 I'll lice lrools01 1beling 'onidM(ered( by the C ongress. Th'e(
Americani Society of HJospialt311 111 nivhts is it iintioiiild association of sipproxi-
imintely 7,000) pharmcitst practiing lit hospls1 anid relattedl Institutionsx
throughout tile nation.

On October 28th, other pharmiacy replresenltalt ives presented their views oil
iit loa l liiil 13181 ll alive. This s taltem'Ient 1s Iintended03 to highliIghlt veil iill 1i8110('l
(itIf 111111 iley prai ('t, eWhich we' IK'113ve Iir 10lI.''I'811ry comp~lonents of (if ey mlen n-

dIrug 'omlponlent of blIith vori 1e i Includes services 31s well 31m (drug pr3oduc~ts Jill(]
thait suchl serves tire 3t3 ilIteigrali Ipar1t of thev llrict iev (f phoralllivy. Ill thle 1past,
health leglIslittioll 13338 gelleriIly e1111111381'/ed the p~rovision (If ,adrugs 3311( lo-
logleals." We feel thim h1am rep)3emellte1 at shor1t(oin~g of much1 previous le'gislaltion.

11113 113'('llfn 1(3a I evl ('(' over' the pl1 t (l('(31i 1113ve t 33 (eii3 oil it ne~w charac33(ter
a11(i 113118rtic or'C( their owiVI its 13 01131 coemn to thle JIM(, of dIrug prlodlct 8. Ill
fitut, t 10'ile llessn to0111 Ibt~e 833 e hand etffctIv se 3('t 1111131'llllI colit iv'31ill prod.
l11tm, TPhese s(1erice fire e11('(lllli bll it'( 13' 3 1i1c(t w1h(ivl 1,1 Ims(been term~edl dru1g-
lIse-coItI'ol, "the 111 mu toti of I(31IIV('(g(', mieidi~(IM 3113g. jud(gmlent. proc'fledures.8

38(1% (of illedieitl m1.''
Tile Impo1(rtac o310(f th pr' lop~er contlt ill( 1313(1 111'f (drugs 18 mlore0 evidenit 111

this erat of potent, Mslecife till( cos1t ly (11,11gs 1111111 e'ver before. Ill the hospital,
for e'xamIlple', the 1100(1 for- p1111 lII'eit hill sevie 80'V( i'8 1 p3rlogress81ively followed
the Ilov('llellt (If dlrugs thirouighl th 11' 11s11itiloll, M('( iol s fire 111181 o longer Mt orevi
lit (1110 ('enit'1 i r('il, the 110' 311 13loinger p-l'e33led Ill (1310 1(3311tlo Iond1( ti 130ie0d
roi' 13133rlvelit icilt Im be' Q8118lecome 13s (eli'('t I'l Ne 1'/.( 31 w Ilse (i'to' drulgs
thems33elves. Tile' follow ing del'Iopmen('lts Ill till prac1(tieo 1 1 011 J ,IJI33333Q3 Ill 111181311131
Nv1IIl ser1ve to 1111181 rate3 tile lliof('MMioil a333 1311(1 il ('I11(3 (rvloM wh11 1(1we feel fireI

I1fi1131 F31133(istM Ilrv i'n1o lonlge'r r'estric(tinlg tir 1(lic33t Ivi 1108 Ill t'll' lhopiJtitl to( it

113'- l)1y81(ivil o1(rde(red1 lit 1113e dI 18131813 of till 11 11r8('. 1'111111 1818t 111310 138111 (I Ie
ivMIIOiIIill ty fotru l1gs wherer('(I 13 the l)1il 1IIfIll' e 11 (Sitell 1311(1 1111 re'8110i-
811111 t3' 18 evvi'Ing to 118 lilt 1 e Ill ths 1113'(llM(' where 1)111i'13111 1818t 13e 10 1(111131ly

t h lag 11th.at C (1 tile cocrno 1l'r13 11 1lO ltlI M('111ct 11113 1331(1 th113'ou th hosp'(ita I11 SI1't

of I13)1)1till I 'harmlll'118 81 Isudit jollit 8111temlenlt li'1l-l 16 1.'i i- a1( IM3go, u1r1ging

bIlil io to Inclu1de pairticipiation) Illi prgraims (3itllig wivth tle( Sor e handling (If
fdrugs thlroulghout the hlospitall.'' \X'11t Is new1'.. hlowe've'r,1 I lit' 11333111 11' I'M1l
NvI('llpilt 1311131'~ 113it Iive ('xeri('i( tis 1'0e3(I1MiII3' lit light oIf t heli' dl' i
toI 111131(1' Ii 13111'dlir('(t 0(1itl t 11)1 I ' loll o l'31eit ('lire.

Improved'('f Illtralospittll drulg (l1sf 3'ibutlon systems,18 A Mtud~ly 'onlduc(ted( litit 33ii-

ve('isty h~ospitall 33nld published03 1i1 10)62 truly sh1oke~d till hosplta i world, Th'is

esMtalished10( defitl~ion (of it micadIltlin error, o1 'n 'O rrr er e'very' si1 do101s of

one(-year1 period. Trhe r'esults (of i s1tu(1y of I1('lll 111)11i ('111os ait another l1('' 1111'0
mltv' hospital, ('ollflltedfit connec110(tio 1311v1itl jI 1)1101 stmid of ani l'xI('r11101111

unIt-dose media t ion system. see1110( to 'onfirml till '8 obtaie 110(l iefr. stuguest Ilim
thait medlicatloli errors wer'1e foeeulr'ill( ittil alarm11n311g rate und~ler till' tillflltioll
hioqpital drug dis8triblution systeml.k A ollow-l)ip t1(v c(w1(ted lit 33 noi0 31el'-
qltv general liospital revealed it rate' of on(- error for- ('veI'1 6.7 olilortuitle('.
again subs)tan11tilatinig va'iillet' obser'1va1tions. 'I'lOMI' studies3'. to~gether1 withl work
describing the excessive aniounit of tiluef spent Ill (distribuitioniid 111 3lfl111if-t Ill-
tioui of meidfliitfiis lil the 1108pit31. Ilegon to ev'oke ('0milernnll Inlteres(t lit Ilil
8111) eet of Imp1roved1 hosit Ial 1103flaff111 pro('edtir'M. Pllimi'3i(lstm were0 Ini (1
Vviidly siwflin of tile serious c01801equ1('05 of their lack of Iiivolvemient Ii druxl-
use-control throughout the Institution.
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Most of the improved medication systems developed during the past several
years can be described as unit-dose systems. Whether they operate from one
centralized pharnmacy in the hospital or from two or more decentralized phar-
nacies or pIharmacy substations, they involve preparation and packaging of
drugs in single (loses which, generally, are sent to the nursing unit at the time they
are to be administered. in one study, the medication error rate decreased from
18.3 percent under the traditional system to 3.3 percent under the pharmacy-
controlled unit-(lose system.

In addition to the potential for reducing medication errors and improving com-
mnunication of the medication order, unit-dose medication systems have been
reported to reduce inventory -and losses and to free nursing time. A consider-
able proportion of nursing-more than 25 percent according to some studies-
is spent in the preparation of (rugs for administration, lnclu(ling reconstitu-
tion of injecttables and comnpounding of intravenous mixtures, and in charting
and ordering. Results with a decentralized unit-dose medication system in one
university hospital indicate that the nurses' time expended in these functions
has been reduced to about 5 percent. Hopefully, time thus freed will be used
to return the nurse to bedside care.

Unit-dose medication systems imply the extemporaneous sterile compounding of
intravenous prescriptions which involve the addition of one or more additive drugs
to a large volume intravenous solution, and the batch or extemporaneous reconsti-
tution of injectibles. These procedures, of course, have always been performed in
hospitals, but they have been performed l)y nurses rather than pharmacists. With
respect to intravenous admixtures alone, it has been estimated that in excess of
50 million are administered yearly in hospitals in the United States. There is now
a great deal of interest and activity among hospital pharmacists in centralizing,
in the )harmacy, the addition of drugs to intravenous solutions using sterile work
benches. This procedure can be accomplished more efficiently, more accurately and
with greater safety by a pharmacist or trained technician working in a quiet area
than by the busy nurse faced with constant interruptions in the patient care area.
Pharmacists who have involved themselves in this activity have also reported a
decline in the prescribing of intravenous admixtures in their hospitals.

Another illustration of the pharmacist's new role is embodied in the concept of
clinical pharmacy. Pharmacists in many hospitals have developed and are main-
taining medication profiles, coordinating adverse drug reaction reporting pro-
grams, preparing and disseminating drug utilization data, making patient rounds
with physicians, and conducting other patient-centered programs which have often
)een done poorly or not at all in the past. A function very closely related to the

maintenance of patient drug profiles is that of taking a patient's medication his-
tory u)on admission to the hospital. Pharmacists are beginning to perform this
task with good results. A recent study of pharmacist initiated drug histories
showed that upon interviewing a group of 100 newly-admitted hospital patients,
it pharmacist recorded 70% more drugs than were routinely recorded by
physicians .

In a few hospitals in the United States, pharmacists are performing what may
be the ultimate in their responsibility for the safe handling of drugs throughout
the hospital-they, or technicians trained by them and under their supervision,
actually administer all drugs to patients. In each of the hospitals where this is
being done, this activity is an extension of a unit-dose drug distribution system
and has been Im)lemented with the cooperation and support of the medical an(
nursing staffs. These are said to be "coordinated drug distribution and adminis-
tration systems" and the pharmacist has responsibility for drugs from the time
they enter the pharmacy inventory to the time they are administered to patients.

Closely related to the concept of clinical pharmacy Is the area of drug informa-
tion. The pharmacist, being a drug information specialist, can be of great help in
the hospital. Some hospitals have established central drug Information centers as
a division of the pharmacy department. These centers are geared to assisting with
the complex problems concerning the indications, cautions and adverse reactions
or Interactions of drugs, usually In specific patients. Other institutions rely on the
pharmacist in the patient care area for this service or have a drug information
center supported by roving pharmacists.

We hear much alout adverse drug reactions and the difficulties in getting
them reported. One carefully controlled study has shown that 5 percent of the
patients entering a general medical and surgical ward were hospitalized in part,
at least, because of a reaction to a drug they were taking at home. A study at the
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Johns Hopkins Hospital indicated that during a three-month period, more than
17 percent of 714 general medical service patients had an adverse reaction to a
medication. Ninety-seven patients (13.6/, of the total medical poptulttion) ace-
quired an advcrsc drug reaction during hospitalization. Of 36 patients admitted
with a drug reaction, 11 (30.4%) acquired another reaction in hospital. Eight
of the 36 patients (ied; five from the reaction which occasioned their admission
sind three of a reaction acquired in hospital. Wheni1 adverse drug reaction
occurs in the hospital, it usually increases the patient's length of stay and this
may add to the problem of overcrowding experienced by many hospitals. Hospital
pharmacists have sought ways in which they can be of service related to this
problem. In a recent study, a group of pharmacists showed that significantly
more suspected adverse drug reactions were discovered in a group of patients
interviewed for this purpose by a l)harmacist than in a group Interviewed and
monitored only by physicians. The monitoring of patients for drug interactions
is an Ilportant aspect of the pharmacist's role In the control of adverse drug
reactions.

Coupled with the trend of increased involvement in patient care is a trend
toward specialization of l)ractice accor(ling to function. No longer do we Ithave
just "hospital pharmacists," each routinely involved in all of the tasks and re-
sponsibilities of the pharmacy. Rather, pharmacists are becoming ,pecialized in
certain specific areas of practice. For example, a particular pharlmacy department
in a large hospital might have one or more pharmacist-specialists in administra-
tion, electronic data processing, drug information, )ediatric )harma(y, (linical
pharmacy, manufacturing pharmacy, and unit-dose packaging. All of these
pharmacists wouhl have been initially trained in a standard pharaincy cur-
riculum, but to fulfill the needs of the hospital, they became expert in a specialized
aspect of l)ractice. It has been projected thai we eventually will have certification
programs for these specialties. Even today, pharmacy residency progr ms in
hospitals are being modified to provide specialized training in some of these
a areas.

Because of increasing demands being l)aced on America's health care re-
sources, health care administrators and l)lanners have become very interested
In utilization review. Utilization review involves a continuous ongoing study
of the frequency of use and cost of health care services from which patterns of
patient use can he determined. Drug utilization review is a necessary component
in the overall utilization review of health care services. Pharmacists have
become involved in such programs In many hospitals. In a hospital, a drug
utilization review program may involve determining usage patterns for each
drug according to medical service or department and according to individual
prescribers. This information is relayed back to physcians as part of an educa-
tonal program to cope with l)roblems of misutilization. Ideally, this function
is closely tied in with the educational functions of the pharmacy and thera-
peutics committee on which a l)harlnacist generally plays an Iml)ortant role.
It is evident that involvement of the pharmacist in drug utilization review
programs is another extension of his desire to play a larger role in patient care
services.
The acceptance of and need for pharmaceutical services in the drug com-

ponent of health care in the Institutional setting are exemplified by the Medicare
Conditions of Particiaption and by the Standards of the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals. We believe these services can be implemented in
varying degrees in whatever environment pharmacy is practiced.

An aspect of national health insurance that is of interest to us is the concept
of "group practice." Over the years, health services have become more and
more centralized in an effort to improve the availability, efficiency and utiliza-
tion of health resources. Practice iII a structured health care delivery system,
such as a health maintenance organization or health care corporation, increases
the potential for Implementation of drug-use-control. Since most national health
insurance proposals Include incentives to the development of comprehensive
health organizations, It is Important that pharmaceutical services embodied
by the concept of drug-use-control be recognized and stimulated.

As you know, several of the national health insurance bills now before Congress
provide for the financial and technical assistance for planning or devolpment of
comprehensive health service systems which encompass group practice. For ex-
ample, In a speech to the U.S. Senate, Senator Kennedy stated that under his
bill, S. 3, "The financial and administrative arrangements are designed to move
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the medical care system toward organized programs of health services, with spe-
cial emphasis on teams of )rofessional, technical and supporting personnel . . .
Federal law will supersede State statutes which restrict or impede the develop-
ment of group practice plans." He went on to further explain that "It will provide
incentives for comprehensive group practice organizations." TIhe legislation re-
fers to group practices as "Comprehensive Health Service Organizations" and
requires them to "perform the functions of a pharmacy and therapeutics commit-
tee, and monitor and review the utilization and quality of all health services
(including drugs) ."

On January 25, 1971, the same day Senator Kennedy introduced S. 3, Mrs.
Grifflths, a member of this Committee, presented H.R. 2162 to the U.S. House of
Representatives. We note that this bill is essentially identical to S. 3, especially
as it encourages the development of and provides for additional performance
payments to group practices under national health insurance.

Likewise, Senator Javits, in his national health proposal, recognizes the need
for improvement in the organization of health services. This proposal authorizes
the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to contract
with a "comprehensive health service system" for the provision of services to
members of the system and to pay incentives to such systems over and above
normal reimbursements. In a companion prol)osal, Senator Javits also provides
for the financial and technical assistance for planning comprehensive health
services systems.

We believe that any of these plans, to be complete, must include the provision
of pharmaceutical services, as outlined above.

To exemplify these thoughts, we would like to apply them to H.R. 2162. In
the table of contents, Part B of Title I lists the nature and scope of benefits
to be covered. It speaks In terms of physician services, dental services, institu-
tional services, other professional and supporting services. However, Section 25
is entitled merely "Drugs." We believe this section should be changed to read
"Pharmaceutical Services." Turning to the text of f.R. 2162, Section 25 speaks
only in terms of the drugs that may be furnished as a covered service. Nowhere
does the section provide coverage for pharmaceutical services of the nature dis-
cussed above. We recommend that Section 25, therefore, be amended to make
it clear that the services of pharmacists are required and reimbursable under the
law. With such a change, Section 25 would then mesh with Section 86(b) which
mentions services provided by the pharmacist.

Section 47 describes a comprehensive health service organization. Subsection
(a) (3) of that section requires that the organization furnish, as a minimum.
all services described in Part B. The changes we have suggested for Part B, Sec-
tion 25 would insure that comprehensive health service organizations retain
the services of a pharmacist in order to provide the drug component of health
care. This would insure high quality service In relation to the drugs compre-
hensive health service organizations distributes to their patients.

The foregoing comments on H.R. 2162 are exemplary and the same principles
should be incorporated into any national health insurance plan considered by
Congress. We would welcome the opportunity to provide additional specific
comments on any specific legislative proposals being seriously considered by
the Committee.

Dr. APPLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ULLMAN. You are recognized.
Dr. APPLE. Chairman Mills, members of the subcommittee, I am Dr.

William S. Apple, executive director of the American Pharmaceutical
Association. Accompanying me this morning is Mr. Carl Roberts, di-
rector of the APhA legal division. We are pleased to have this op-
portunity to present to you our views on the subject of national health
insurance ana, particularly, the role of pharmaceutical service in the
health care delivery system.

The American Pharmaceutical Association is the national profes-
sional society of pharmacists in the United States. APhA has over
52,000 members. Its policymaking body is a house of delegates of 336
members representing every State pharmaceutical association, national
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affiliates, and subdivisions of the association. It is the largest profes-
sional practitioner society in pharmacy.

Let me state at the outset the APhA endorses the basic concept of
national health insurance. This policy position was adopted by the
APhA house of delegates at the association's 1971 annual meeting. In
adopting this policy, the house reversed a prior association policy
dating back to 1946, which stood in opposition to any form of com-
pulsory national health insurance program.

Naturally, we have been following the debate over national health
insurance very closely. APhA has devoted much time and effort to in-
forming the NTation's pharmacists about the various planss for national
health insurance, which have been put forth to date.

Our study of the major national health insurance proposals has led
us to the conclusion that all contain at least one significant common
deficie'lcy. I refer to the fact that these plans fail to include pharma-
ceutical service as a mandatory requirement. It is clear to us, and we
believe it should be clear to everyone, that no system of health care can
)e expected to achieve meaningful results without providing such serv-

ice. In all of the legislative proposals you are considering, drugs when
included are offered as a limited or as an optional health care benefit.

Congress must recognize that total patient care cannot involve the
tradeoff of one component of health care for another. Congress must
recognize the difference between providing drugs and providing phar-
maceutical service. Anybody can hand a bottle of tablets to a patilnt,
but )harmaceutical service includes making certain that the patient
receives the proper drug in context of his drug history and immediate
treatment. It includes advising the patient how and when to use the
drug.

ConLgress must also recognize that when the pharmaceutical serv-
ice benefit is authorized, accessibility becomes a key factor. Sick people
should not be forced to commute to a centralized facility. Pharmacy
has already demonstrated in medicaid drug vendor programs that it
can deliver a highly personalized professional service efectively and
economically in the patient's immediate neighborhood through the
Nations community pharmacies.

When Congress enacted the medicare program in 1965, no one
doubted the necessity to include prescribed drug costs for hospitalized
patients. It was recognized as futile to put patients in hospitals with-
out providing for their full recovery through necessary treatment.

Yet, sonie apparently believed, and contime to believe, that a dis-
tinction can be made in the case of the nonhospitalized patient. Ihe
result under medicare is that the program pays for a nonhospitalized
beneficiary's examination and diagnosis by a medical practitioner, but
if the individual does not have the financial resources with which to
obtain required medication, that is his bad luck.

The result is that some elderly patients are unnecessarily hospital-
ized so that they can receive th( l)harmaceutical service they require.
More often, the health of the elderly patient deteriorates, because of
the lack of pharmaceutical service, to the point that prolonged hos-
1)italigation, the most expensive component of health care, becomes
necessary.
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We should think that after 6 years of experience under medicare,
every national health insurance proposal would seek to correct this
obvious mistake. APHIA takes the. position without reservation that
the providing of conil)rehensive pharmaceutical service must be an ab-
solute requirement if the patient is to benefit. That isn't just our
opinion.

In May of 1967, at the direction of President Johnson, Secretary
Gardner established the IIEW Task Force on Prescription Drums.
T his task force was charged with the responsibility for studying tie
question of adding an out-of-hospital prescription drug benefit to the
medicare program..On F ebruary 7, 1969, 2 years later, the final report
of the task force wafl, presented to then Secretary Finch. The essential
conclusion of the task force flowing from its exhaustive study was that
an out-of-hospital prescription drug benefit could and should be added
to the medicare program.

In March of 1969, Secretary Finch named a 17-member "blue rib-
bon committee," under the chairmanship of Prof. John P. Dunlop of
Harvard University, to review the findings and recommendations of
theI HEW task force. This committee concurred in the basic findings
and conclusions of the task force.

Despite the in-depth studies of the task force and the careful re-
view of the Dunlop committee, yet another committee to review the
question was appointed by the Secretary of HEW. This committee, un-
der the chairmanship of Mr. Walter J. McNerney, president of the
Blue Cross Association, added its support to the work and conclusion
of the task force. Finally, the report of the 1971 Advisory Council on
Social Security, the Flemming report, also recommended expansion of
the medicare program to include coverage of out-of-hospital prescrip-
tion drugs.

Mr. Chaiiiman, these unanimous recommendations have had substan-
tial support in Congress. In the Senate, Senator Joseph Montoya has
regularly introduced legislation to implement a medicare out-of-hos-
pital prescription benefit. His current bill is S. 936.

In the House, a companion bill, H.R. 2354, has been offered by
Representative David Obey, of Wisconsin. We understand that the
Obey bill is beina reintroduced with 111 cosponsors. Despite such sup-
port, however, Congress has failed to respond by enacting the neces-
sary legislation.

e believe that congressional reluctance has been based solely on
fears relating to the cost of such a program. We are convinced, how-
ever, that it is possible to provide necessary pharmaceutical service
benefits under medicare, medicaid, and any system of national health
insurance, with reasonable and controlled costs.

According to a recent HEW report, in 1970, 17 cents of every dol-
lar spent for health care was for drugs and appliances. The total
national bill for these items in that year was $11 billion. The Ray-
mond E. Gosselin Co., which specializes in statistical reporting on drug
distribution, reports that only approximately 8 cents out of every
health dollar, for a total of aproximately $5.1 billion, was spent in
1970 for prescriptions by nonhospitalized patients. If one objective of
national health insurance, more medical care, is achieved, one clear
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result will be a significant increase in the requirement for pharmaceu-
tical service.

At this time it is impossible to project the extent of such an increase,
because we also are unable to project to what extent medical care
would become more accessible under the system of national health
insurance finally adopted.

The important point here, however, is that whatever increase in the
accessibility of medical care may be achieved, it does not have to
follow that the cost of pharmaceutical service would increase by the
same magnitude.

Much attention in health care circles is being devoted to the sub-
ject of "rational prescribing," that is, providing the right amount of
the right drug for the right patient at th ri-ht time. With proper

dPu gamc participationdrug utilization review Programs including phamc atcpto

and expertise, we believe-that substantial improvement in prescribing
practices and reduction in the cost of drugs prescribed can be achieved.
The objective would be to achieve the greatest possible value for each
penny of the taxpayer's dollar devoted to drugs and pharmaceutical
service. To reach this objective, national health insurance legislation
must include remedies for present inequities in the pricing policies of
the pharmaceutical industry.

The Lilly Digest reports that in 1970 the average prescription
charge in the United States was $4.06. Of this figure, more than 50
percent is attributable to the acquisition cost of the drug product dis-
pensed. We believe that drug product costs are generally artificially
inflated due to a lack of meaningful price competition among manu-
facturers of prescription drug products. This situation can be cor-
rected in several ways.

In 1970, the APhA house of delegates adopted a policy calling
for the repeal of the so-called State "antisubstitution laws." These
laws, in force in every State, prohibit the pharmacist from dispens-
ing a different brand of drug product from that brand specified by
a prescriber. Thus, if a physician prescribes Meticorten, Schering's
brand of prednisone, which costs the pharmacist $10.80 per 100
tablets, these laws prohibit the pharmacist from dispensing predni-
sone produced by the Upjohn Co. under the brand name Deltastone,
which costs the pharmacist only $2.25 per 100 tablets. The only way
in which the pharmacist can legally dispense a different brand of the
same drug product is by obtaining the prior authorization of the
prescriber.

The primary effect of the antisubstitution laws is to protect the
brand name marketing practices of the drug industry, including
frequent significant variations in cost for the same drug product
from different manufacturers. Moreover, these laws place an unneces-
sary burden on already overworked physicians, thousands of whom
each day receive calls Trom pharmacists requesting authority to dis-
pense a different brand because the brand prescribed is too expensive
for the patient or taxpayer. Such authority, by the way, is routinely
granted.
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The other aspect of the problem is that virtually every pharmacy
in the Nation carries an inventory of 3,000 to 5,000 different prescrip;-
tion drug products. For each drug, several brands, often numbering
in excess of a dozen, must be stocked in multiple strengths, sizes nd
dosage forms. The situation is ludicrous. it is discussed in exhaustive.
and I believe objective, detail in a position paper issued by the
APhA board of trustees in March 1971 entitled "White Paper on
the Pharmacist's Role in Product Selection." We have attached a
copy of this position paper as an addendum so that you can fully
appreciate the way in which such artificial restrictions work to keep
the pharmacist from providing the highest quality drug products
at the lowest possible cost.

(The paper referred to follows:)
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A WHITE PAPER ON ...

The Pharmacist's Role in Product Selection

An Overview of the Antisubstitution Laws and the American Pharmaceutical
Association's Advocacy of Their Amendment Relative to Drug Product Selection

A Background and Position Paper Issued by the Board of Trustees
American Pharmaceutical Association, March, 1971

American Pharmaceutical Association
2215 Constitution Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20037
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SYNOPSIS

The American Pharmaceutical Association in April
1970 committed itself officially to "seek the repea; of anti.
substitution laws." Specifically, the Association wishes
the laws to be amended to give the pharmacist the option
of selecting the source or manufacturer of a drug product
to be dispensed when the prescription order specifies a
multisource drug product by product trade name alone.
If the prescriber specified the source of a drug product by
company name, the pharmacist, as he does today, would
dispense that company's product. Under no circum-
stances, moreover, would he have the right to dispense a
drug entity different from the one prescribed. The APhA
policy, if implemented, would have far-reaching effects,
and the Association's action, therefore, ha', generated
widespread controversy. APhA wishes, consequently, to
clarify its policy on the antisubstitution laws, for both
health professionals and the general public, and to ex-
amine, in depth, the issues that are involved.

The state "antisubstitution laws" and/or comparable
state board of pharmacy regulations have come into being
since about 1950 in 49 states. Only Alaska and the Dis.
trict of Columbia have no such provisions. Under these
laws, generally, if a prescription order specifies the brand
of drug product prescribed, the pharmacist must dispense
that brand, APhA's position is that the pharmacist is the
person best qualified by education and experience to select
the source of a multisource drug product to be dispensed.
To deny him this option, as the laws in large measure now
do, represents a clear detriment to the pharmacist and the
public.

The American Pharmaceutical Association's interest in
amending the antisubstitution laws is based in part on its
duty to maintain the professional status of pharmacists.
The Association's membership includes 38,000 active
members and 13,000 student members. Among APhA's
publications is the National Formulary, one of the two offi-
cial drug compendia in the U.S. (The other is the United
States Pharmacopeia.)

The Association's position on the antisubstitution laws
reverses its stand of 15 to 20 years ago. After World War
It, the success of the U.S. drug industry had bred a pro-
liferation of duplicate prescription drug products, made
by different manufacturers but embodying the same drug
entity. This situation, plus the high prices at which drugs
were being sold, produced a rash of counterfeit prescrip.
tion drug products on the U.S. market. The drug industry
fought the counterfeiting problem in part by mounting its
successful campaign to bring the antisubstitution laws into
being. Pharmacists supported the campaign.

The drug companies also had a second motive for seek-
ing antisubstitution laws. The proliferation of duplicate

products created costly inventory problems for the com-
munity pharmacist. Among pharmacists, these problems
led to mounting pressure in favor of "brand substitution,"
a term that can be fairly applied to the policy that APhA
endorses today. Brand substitution was a threat to the
drug companies' marketing system, however, and partly
for that reason the industry pressed its campaign for the
antisubstitution laws.

The drug product inventory problem today is even more
severe than in the past, but drug counterfeiting has been
suppressed. The latter development removed the only
therapeutic justification for the antisubstitution laws. The
laws in consequence now bear no reasonable relationship
to the public health that they are alleged, to protect. They
protect instead the trade name marketing system of the
drug industry and, in the process, eliminate the pharma.
cist as a decision-maker in providing rational drug therapy
for patients.

Those who oppose APhA's policy on the antisubstitu-
tion laws argue partly on therapeutic grounds. They main-
tain that the legal specifications for drug products are
either inadequate or inadequately applied, and that the
patient, therefore, is exposed to a significant number of
substandard drug products. They maintain further that
competing, ostensibly comparable drug products that meet
the official standards often are not equivalent therapeuti-
cally, and that brand substitution thus would threaten the
public health. Both contentions focus on exceptions to
the prevailing high standards and quality of the U.S. drug
supply.

For some few types of drug entities, the comparable
drug products may meet the official standards and still
vary widely in therapeutic effect. The relatively few drug
entities which have been so implicated are well known to
the competent pharmacist. A prescription order that
called for one of them by company name would represent a
clear therapeutic judgment that no competent pharmacist
would ignore.

The quality of the U.S. drug supply, moreover, is better
today than ever before. The new science of biopharma.
ceutics is adding steadily to man's knowledge of the bio-
logical effects of drugs and drug products. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration has started to require in vivo data
on biological availability for drug products that may be a
problem in this respect.

If a significant number of competing drug products
were not, for practical purposes, therapeutically equiva.
lent, the facts would be reported in the medical literature.
The literature in fact reports relatively few instances of
therapeutic nonequivalence.
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Amendment of the antisubstitution laws in line with the
APhA policy would produce lower costs to the patient for
a number of widely prescribed drug products. The phar-
macist could dispense the least costly of the competing
drug products that embody the drug entity prescribed. At
the same time he could reduce his inventory costs and
pass the savings in part to the patient.

To control the cost of drugs in tax-supported health
programs, several states have adopted progressive pro-
cedures related to brand substitution. These procedures,
in effect, neutralize the states' antisubstitution laws. Hos-
pitals for years have pursued practices that neutralize the
antisubstitution laws, again in order to provide more ra.
tional and economic drug therapy. The laws, in this light,
impose a double standard on the community pharmacist
and on the patients he serves. The result, APhA believes,
is lower efficiency and higher cost.

Implementation of the APhA policy would cause sig-
nificant economic effects in the drug industry, a fact at.
tested to by the vigor of the companies' campaign against
the policy. The effects would be noticed most in the in-
duStry's marketing system. They would intensify in the
next few years as more drugs emerge from patent shelter
and competing products appear. Nevertheless, while the
Association cannot speak for the drug industry, it does not
consider the probable economic effects of brand substitu-
tion a serious threat to the industry's vital ability to dis-
cover, develop, and market new drugs.

Amendment of the antisubstitution laws would allow the
pharmacist to use his modern professional education
much more effectively than he is allowed to use it today.
The result would be overall improvement in the utilization
of health manpower. The physician could concern himself
mainly with prescribing the most effective drug en'ities.
The pharmacist could concern himself mainly with dis-
pensing the most effective drug products containing those
entities, giving due consideration to both cost and quality.
APhA sees no danger that the pharmacist, under its policy,
would begin to encroach on the physician's prerogatives
vis-h-vis the patient. The Association maintains rather
that implementation of its policy would strengthen the pro-
fessional relationship between physician and pharmacist.

Some will contend that in selecting the source of multi.
source drug products prescribed by product tradename
alone the pharmacist would create for himself certain legal

problems: potential liability for negligence, breach of
contract or warranty, trademark infringement, unfair com-
petition, and the like. In none of these possibilities does
APhA see insuperable legal bars to implementing its
policy. The pharmacist's best means of avoiding legal
problems in general is to dispense only quality drug prod-
ucts and to disclose fully the nature of the products dis.
pensed. Pharmacists for years have been selecting the
source of a number of widely used drug products that are
commonly prescribed by established name. The record
shows that they have discharged this duty consistently at a
high professional level.

Opponents of APhA's policy on the antisubstitution laws
have suggested that its implementation would cause the
pharmacist to commit offenses under state and federal
food, drug, and cosmetic acts. The language of these
laws makes clear, however, that they are designed to pro-
tect the public health and not the proprietary rights of
drug manufacturers.

APhA does not expect immediate amendment of the
antisubstitution laws in the manner that it espouses. It
foresees instead a few successful initial efforts to amend
the laws, based on education and rational discussion.
These efforts, the Association believes, would breed ad.
ditional efforts elsewhere until eventually all such laws and
regulations will have been amended or otherwise rendered
inapplicable. APhA will provide staff and technical sup-
port to state pharmaceutical associations that wish to
launch campaigns to amend the laws.

The Association expects the Federal Government to
develop proposals analogous to its policy in order to con-
trol the cost of drugs in tax-supported health plans.
When such proposals materialize, APhA will support them.
In addition, the Association will continue its dialog on the
antisubstitution laws with physicians and other prescribing
professionals on a number of fronts. These include the
American Medical Association, which officially opposes the
APhA policy.

The American Pharmaceutical Association believes In
short that amendment of the antisubstitution laws In the
manner that it endorses would constitute a clear, timely,
and cost-reducing benefit to the public health. The Asso-
ciation intends to continue to press strongly for public and
professional acceptance of its policy.
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INTRODUCTION

lit April 1970, the touse of Delegates of the Ameri-
can Pharniacculical Association approved by a vote of
150 to 89 a resolution that APhA should "seek the repeal
o1 antisubstitution laws." The sense of the resolution,
which thus became ollicial APhA policy, is to seek amend-
mient of the antisutbstiution laws so as to allow the pharaia-
Cast to select the source of any drug product to be dispensed
when that product is prescrbed by drug trade natte alone.
This practice can fairly be called "brand substitution," anal
physicians, pharmacists, and others who deal with pre-
scription drugs may see unsettling implications in any form
of "substitution."

We feel, therefore, a nced to explain lit soie detail our
policy, our reasons for adopting it, and the consequences
that we believe would result from its implementaton.
Hence this docunient.

The so-called "antisubshutiIon laws" have come into
being since about 1950 in 49 states as state laws and/or
regulations by state boards of pharmacy. Only Alaska
and the strictt of Columbia have to such provisions.
Under these laws, if a prescription order specifies the
mantfacturer of the drug product prescribed, either by
product trade natle or company name, the pharmacist
must dispense that manufacturer's product. We believe,
however, that with rare exceptions the pharmacist is the
person best qualified to select the source or manufacturer
of a drug product to be dispensed. We believe that exist-
ing antsibstitution laws and regulations should be amended
to allow hiatt to do so.

Modification of the antisubstitution laws along the lI'es
that we advocate would have far-reaching effects. It
would increase the overall efficiency of the highly-trained
people who prescribe, dispense, and otherwise play a role
in the use of drug therapy. It would reduce the cost of
sonic widely used drugs to the patient. It would allow
the community pharmacist to reduce his drug inventory.
thus effecting additional savings that could be passed in
part to the patient. It would require drug manufacturers
to revise their marketing practices. It right require
changes in the means by which physicians today acquire
their information oat drugs,

Sonic suich developncits no doubt would cause prob-
lemns. We believe, however, that they swotuld be economic
and piocedural problems and that they could be solved
without reducing in any way the benefits of drug therapy
to the patient. We belese further that the modilications
that we espouse in the antitilultsitution laws would in no
way affect the physician's prerogatives tt treating has pa-
tient.

I he Amnerican Pharnaceutical Associationts interest in
the anisalstitution laws steams in part froi its responsi-
bilily for taintlaining the professional status of pharma-
ci~ts. 'I he I l8-year-ol APhA is the national prolessional
society for Individual pharmtacists in the U.S. It has 38,-
000 active members and 13,000 student members. Ibe
Association serves the scientific and professional interests
of pharatacists in a variety of ways, including its publica-
tions. 'Ihc latter include the National Forinataiary, one of
the two olicial drug compendia in the U.S. (the other is
the United States Pharaniuopeia).

We serve a purpose of our own, therefore, in seeking
amendment of the anlisubstitutlon laws, since one of the
effects would te to increase the responsibility and thus the
professional status of pharmacists. But in serving this
purpose of our own, we believe that we serve the public
interest as well.

We have conte to this view, which in fact reverses our
stand of sorie 15 years ago on the antisubstitution laws,
after careful perusal of the several complex questions in-
volved. To explain fully the rational progression of
thought that produced our current policy, we examine the
situation here, in depth, in each of its major aspects:

* Current APhA policy and its meaning.
" Historical background.
* Therapeutic issues.
* Professional issues.
* Economtie issues,
* L egal issues.
" Roles of professional associations of health practi-

tioners.

CURRENT APhA POLICY AND ITS MEANING

The philosophical basis of our opposition to the anti-
substitution laws has been stated by the APhA Policy Com-
mittee on Public Affairs, the group that recommended that
the Association seek repeal of the laws:

The pharmacist', training and eApertitse qualify hitt as
an expert on drugs and perit hin to make judgments
about quality drug products. Thus, in the Cotaittee's
viets, antisibstittitioa laws serve for the most part to
ciantnate the pharmacist as a deciion-tnaker in provid-
ing rational drcg therapy for patients, To state the
propovitiona in other teras, a major eject of attittb.fita-
tion ltws is to iake the pharmacist's functions more aIe-
chaniial thit professional .... repeal of atistabstitttion
laws would aot disturb tie exiring prescriber.pharnacist
relationship or deprive the prescriber of the right to insist
that a particular drtg product be dispensed. Repeal of
antishfstittution laws would .imply ac't to remove the
state av a de ision-iaker in the prescribing and dis-
pentsing of medication.

APhA is concerned mainly herein with the provisions of

the antisubstitution laws whose effects depend simply on
how the physician or other prescriber chooses to name the
drug or drug product that he prescribes. He has several
basic choices:

& Trade name (brand name): The name coined and
usually registered by the manufacturer to describe a
specific drug product made by him alone.

* Established name (generic or nonproprietary name):
Under the Kefauver-Harris amendments of 1962 to the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, established
names include:

I. Namres used in the National Forralary and the
United States Pharaopeia to describe drug enti-
ties.

2, Names promulgated by the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to
describe drug entities.
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3. In the absence of a name in category (I) or (2), the
common name of the drug entity if it has one.

0 Chemical nane: The name that identifies the drug
entity unequivocally in chemical terms.

The prescriber, in addition, may use any of these three types
of names combined with the namne of a specific manufac-
turer. Most often, however, he will use simply the trade
name, or the established name with the name of a specific
manufacturer, or the established name alone. Rarely will
he use the chemical lame, Normally he will not know it,
and in any case it will be more complex as a rule thzin is
rrcessary for his purpose. (Cafleine, for example, is 1,3,7-
trimethylxanthine: prednisone is 17,21-dihydroxypregna-
1,4-diene-3, 1-20-trione.)

Let us take, for example, the physician who wishes his
pi!tient to have the steroid whose established name is predni-
sone. The drug is available under a number of trade names,
including Meticortcn (Schering), Deltasonc (Upjohn), and
Deltra (Merck Sharp & Dohntet. It is available also tinder
its established name Iron several dozen manufacturers.
Depending on how the physician writes the prescription or-
der, the antisubstitution laws now in effect other the pharma-
cist one of three general courses of action:

" If the physician prescribes Melicorten or Dellasone or
Deltra, th, pharmacist must dispense the tradc-namcd
product specified.

* If the physician prescribes "prednisone Schering" or
"prednisone Merck," the pharmacist, again, must dis-
pense the drug product of the manufacturer specified.

" If the physician prescribes simply "prednisone," the
pharmacist may dispense prcdnisoic made by any le-
gitimate manufacturer, including those who sell it tinder
trade nanes.

Of these three courses of action, APhA quarrels only with
the first. 1 he Association's position is that where a drug
product is prescribed only by trade name, the pharmacist
should hase the right and responsibility to dispense for good
reason a therapeutically effective drug product made by any
legitimate manufacturer. Where a drug product is pre-
scribed by established naie and manufacturer's name, the
presumption must be that the prescriber, for good reason,

has consciously selected a source of supply. Where a drug
product is prescribed by established name alone, the pre-
simption is that the prescriber has consciously left to the
pharmacist the selection of source of supply.

To put it another way, APbA believes that where the pre-
scriber wishes consciously to specify the source of a drug
product, it is reasonable to expect him to name the uianufac.
tirer sin his prescription order. Trhe presumption here is
that use of the trade name alone on a prescription order
cannot be taken to represent conscious selection of a source
of supply. 1 tie Assoition emphatically does not contend
that the pharmacist should have the right to change any-
thing in the prescription order except the source of supply.
Drug entity, strength, dosage form, and the like would re-
main irviolabl: except where the prescriber, after consulta-
tion with the pharmacist, decided that a change should be
narde.

In this paper, then, APhA defines "substitution" as the
substitution of one manufacturer's therapeutically effective
and chemically equivalent drug product for the product of
another prescribed by trade name alone. The Association
strongly opposes "substitution" in its older, alternative
sense: the practice of using ingredients other than those
prescribed which changes the desired quality or strength of
the final product. The likelihood of this latter form of sub-
stitution htis declined steadily as laws have grown stronger
and as drug manufacture has moved from the pharmacy to
the factory. rhe analogous act today would be, say, to dis-
pense tetracycline when ampicillin is prescribed, and this
practice APhA opposes unequivocally.

In acquiring the right to substitute one drug product for
another prescribed by trade name alone, the pharmacist
would also assume the responsibility for determining that
the substituted product is as effective therapeutically as the
one prescribed. This determination would be a professional
judgment based on the pharmacist's training and his knowl-
edge of pertinent, recognized scientific information.

We are aware that in supporting the modification of the
antisubs:ttution laws to legitimatize substitution, as defined
herein, we raise complex issues that some consider debat-
able. To clarify our view of these issues we think it useful
to start with the evolution of the concept of "substitution"
and the laws and regulations that have grown up around it.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

bThe concept of antisubstitition laws in this country can
be traced as far back as the 1880's. In that period, pharma-
cists and physicians felt growing concern over the large
number of secret remedies that were being advertised to the
public. rhe contents of such remedies were not disclosed,
and standards of purity for them did not exist. It became
common practice for pharmacists to recommend their own
or officially recognized formulations when patrons asked for
a "secret nostrum."

When The Proprietary Association was organized, in
1881, one of its aims was "the extermination of imitation
goodss" The associationn argued that the real evil was the
pharmacist who might sell his own formula as a substitute
for patent medicines made by others. This evil the asso-
ciation labeled "substitution." The issue of surbstitution
came to the fore again in 1928, when The Druggists Circu-
lar, a private trade publication, published a series of articles
and editorials that compared substitution to robbery. Tire
Drggints Circiular advised "that proprietors instruct their
clerks and managers on the illegality of giving any other
product when a trademarked preparation is called for, be it

on prescription or over the counter ...misguided philan-
thropy to poor customers may lead to embarrassing compli-
cations. It is better that the poor pay a little more or that
the druggist sacrifice some or all of his profit rather than lose
his reputation and $500 as a fine."

Siibstitution remained a troublesome question through
the next two decades, which saw a succession of brilliant
triumphs ih drug research: the sulfas, the antibiotics, the
steroids, the tranquiliers. The pharmaceutical industry,
of course, had much to do with developing the so-called
miracle drugs and making them widely available in thera-
peiutically useful form. At the same time, the industry
brought to full flower a marketing system that depends on
advertising and detail men to induce the physician to pre-
scribe drug products by trade name.

Duplicate Products, Counterfeits

This marketing system, combined with drugs of unprece-
dented effectiveness, produced excellent commercial results,
Each link in the distribution chain, from producer through
community pharmacist, (lid very well indeed. Success, how-
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ever, brought certain untoward consequences. One of these
has been the growing number of duplicate products: those
based on the same drug entity, but Made by ditllcut pi o-
ducers tinder different trade iantes.

As duplicate products proliferated, the pharnaceut ical
companies worked etTectlisely to convince the piarmtacist
that he better served both himself and the pubhlc by stock-
ing all as ailable brands, Because of this campaign and the
pharmacist's ingrained acrsio, to substitution of' the tradt-
lional kind, ie tended lot to substitute one brand of drug
product for another. I hen, when the aitisubstittion laws
cime into being, it becane illegi for him to do so. 1 lie
pharmacist who wished to ie 'Ible to supply whrlaiever drug
product was specified. was comipelled to stock each brand
of it given drug entity. JI his situation created costly inen-
tory problems for the pharmicisl, problems rellected in
higher costs to the patient.

One result, in 1953, was a campaign by the Consolidated
Brooklsln Retail Pharmacists' Association to persuade every
physician in Brooklyn, N.Y., to prescribe by established
name and to specily "any reliable brand" (A.R.B ). At
aboti the same time, the Westchester County IN.Y.) Medi-
cal Society suggested to its members that they adopt a simi-
lar practice.
The American pharmaceutical Association, at its annual

meeting in 1953, took aI unequivocal stand against substi-
tution ot any kind. The pharmaceutical industry, men-
while, vigorously opposed the A.R.B. concept on the
grounds that it was "substitution" and a serious threat to the
public health. At the same tume, the industry began to press
for state antisubstittition laws, and the Drug, Chemical nd
Allied Trades section of the New York Board of I rade
launched a national program to adopt a model antistibstitu-
tion bill. In 1953, the industry formed the National Phar-
maceutical Council to push such legislation. NPC's presi-
dent said at the time that "substitution is a threat to all levels
of pharmacy." Pharmacists, meanwhile, felt that antisub-
stitutuon laws were "ti definite slap at the ethics of the pro-
fession" ind that NPC was "nialigning the professin, and
sowing seeds of uncertainty, bewilderment and distrust."

While this intramural debate was in progress, a second
consequence of the great commercial success of modern
pharmaceuticals, drug counterfeiting, was reaching unprec-
edented proportions. The counterfeiters made prescrip-
tion drugs that looked like the original in shape, in color,
and even in packaging. Duped or unethical pharmacists
would then substitute these products when litspensing pre-
scrplions for the originals. I lie problem w'as serious, both
commercially and therapeutically. As a result. APhA and
other pharmacy organizations joined the drug industry in
supporting antisubstitution legislation. The resulting laws
helped greatly to correct the counterfeit drug situation.

Government Programs

In the mid-1960's the rise of tax-supported health pro-
grams, particularly at the state level under Medicaid,
brought the antisubstitution laws into question once again.
Several states developed welfare formularies, placed cost
limits on drug products listed in them, and emphasized pre-
scribing and dispensing by nonproprietary name. When the
physician prescribed a drug that was not in the formulary,
or that cost more than the stated maximum, the pharmacist
had three choices: he could refuse to dispense the prescrip-
tion; ltie could dispense it, charge the state the allowed maxi-
mum cost. and make up the difference himself; or he could
dispense the prescription with an equivalent drug product
that met the requirements of the formulary, thus violating
the antisubstitution law.

Sonite have suggested that the pharmacist had a fourth
choice: to telephone the physician, explain that he had

prescribed au drug product not included in the foritulary,
and ,isk him to change his prescription order appropriately.
"Ihis is not a piaclicil alternaie. Often tile physician is
not teadlily accessible it) the telephone, he resents the dis-
rutilon of his practice, and both physician and pharmacist
woitull lined it inefficientt to resort regularly to the telephone.

In 1965 the (',tliornia Iiealth and Welfare Agency began
issuing preprilnted prescription fornms designed in part to
solve this problem I hey carried at statement that author-
itcd the pharmacist to dispense i Nationul Formulary,
United Stites Phaimiiuop''ia, or generic equivalent of the
drig trescilbed where the latter did sot meet the welfare
programs reqiiiicimnts I lie physician's signature on the
presct iptlon itlhori/ed tite pharmacst to make the change.
Also in 1905, the Attorney Gencril of Califotrnia ruled that
a pharmacist who followed the preprinted statement, in or-
der to comply with the welfare program's rules, would not
be held lt) have violated the state antisnbstitution law.

In both 1965 and 1966, APhAs ('omlittee on Social and
Ecoionfic Relations reconinended that "... state agencies
tilliling a system o listing drugs by generic name or by
cost. or by au combination of these factors, include a printed
statement on their prescription order blanks which, when
signed by the prescriber, permits the pharmacist to dispense
a comparable drug from the approved hit." This recom-
mendation became APhA policy in 1966. The Association,
however, continued to study the issues involved in the anti-
substitution laws, both in the light of developments in state
welfare programs and, more broadly, of the modern prac-
tice of pharmacy. Conclusive action resulted in the spring
of 1970. s ct APhA adopted its current policy on the anti-
substitution laws.

Interest has remained high, meanwhile, in reducing the
costs of state and federal health care programs by allowing
phirntacists to dispense drugs tinder a system of nonpro.
prietary nomenclature.

In 1969, Maryland enacted a statute which created a
formulary for use in the state's Medicaid program. The
formulary lists "generic equivalents" and is developed by a
committee of physicians and pharmacists who consult with
the staffs of schools of pharmacy and with other medical
anti pharmacological experts. Iii addition, prescription
blanks tinder the program are to bear the following state-
ment:

'lit pitription shall he filled by a ienetir equivalent
froin tie Stat( Ih'alth Depariitett Formlary. toless
che( icd hy the prei'tibin., physician.
In 1970, Massachusetts enacted a statute that established

a drug formulary commission in the Department of Public
Health. The commission, which has been recently ap-
pointed, must prepare a formulary of generic or chemical
and brand names of drig- and pharmaceuticals that it con-
siders therapeutically equivalent. Physicians who prescribe
hy brand name a drig listed in the formulary must include
the generic or chemical name of the dnug product on the
prescription order.

1 he new Massachusetts law applies to all prescription
orders, written or oral, not just those covered by govern-
ment programs. The law allows pharmacists to decide what
drug product to dispense on the basis of the generic name on
the prescription order.

In Delaware, the state pharmaceutical and medical socie-
ties, in cooperation with the State Department of Health,
are jointly discussing the development of a state formulary
to serve is the basis for prescribing and dispensing drug
products by nonproprietary name. The two societies went
into the project voluntarily. They have not yet agreed on a
final plan of action, but their aim is to cooperate to reduce
the cost of medication.
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A second voluntary plan, described in the New England
Jonr,,u of Adimie [280, 1442 (1969)1, was worked out
cooperatively by the Albcmarle County (Va.) Medical So-
ciety and the ('harlottesville-Albemarle Pharmaceutical As-
sociation, In this plan, physicians agreed to prescribe by
nonpropriletary name and pharmacists agree to dispense ac-
cordingly and pass on cost sings to the patient.

Pertinent action also took place in Catnada in June 1970
at the pharmacy convention of the tBritish Columbia Phar-
itaceutical Association and the ltitish Columbia Profes-
sionil Pharmia-ists" Soaely. )elegatcs to the convention
voted overwhelmingly to approve the concept that pharna-
cists should select the source of supply of drug products
prescribed, unless the prescribed specifics other ise.

roda)'s Perspective

Several salient points emerge from this history of substi-
tulion and the related issue%:

* "Substullion" describes either of two distinctly different
practices: dispensing a drug entity different from the
one prescribed; or dispensing a di ig piodimi i dillerent
from the one presciibed, but containing the same dig
entity.

* Drug makers' advocacy of the current antisubstitution
laws was inspired by their opposition to drug counter-
(citing and to both types of substitution. Pharmacists'
advocacy of the laws wits inspired by their opposition to
drug counterfeiting and to suhstitution of the traditional
kind-dispensing a drug enity different front the one
prescribed.

* )rug takers today wish to retain the antisubstitutto
laws primarily to combat substitution of one unanufac-
tirer's drug product for the comparable drug product
of smother; pharmacists have favored this form of sub-
stiltution for two decades and want the laws amended
primarily to permit the practice.

Until the early 1960'% the therapeutic basis of the cur-
rent antisubstitution laws was not a major issue. Everyone
agreed, and still agrees, that drug counterfeiting and substi-
tution of the traditional kind were therapeutically unsound.

Pharmacists considered comparable drug products of dilfer-
cut reputable mmufacturers to be therapeutically equiva-
lent and, ott that basis, 'istcd to be allowed to dispense
any reliable brand (ARII.). In the face of the drug coun-
terleiting problem, however, pharmacists set aside the
A.R.. concept and lent their support to the passage of anti-
substitution laws. Drug makers opposed the A.R.B. con-
cept, but did so largely oi economic grounds; they did not
qutesltito the therapeutic equivalence of cottiparable drug
products of tiffereat legitimate producers.

In the past decade, these views have felt the impact of two
converging declopiients: growing concern over the al-
legedly high prices of prescription drugs, particularly trade-
iaieud drugs; and new scientific insights that cast it ntiastire
of doubt ont the therapeutic equivalence of otherwise com-
parable druyg products.

(oncern over the prices of prescription drugs has been
exacerbated by the rise of welfare medicine. Various agen'
c.:,, particularly at the state level under Medicaid, have
tried its control drug costs by nean% of formularies, en-
torced prcscribing by established nanle, anti related nca-
strt-s. Such meastres generally depend oil the idea that
coiparable drug products of different legitimate ntanufac-
hirers are therapeutically equivalent unless proved clearly
to be otherwise.

'I he steatily improving techniques of medical science,
meanwhile. have shown that in some few cases, at least, os-
tensibly comparable drug products may not in fact be
thcrapeuitically equivalent. On this basis rests the argument
that the therapeutic equivalence of comparable drug prod-
facts ntmst be proved experinmentally; equivalence cannot be
asstmeid simply because no evidence exists to the contrary.

'I herapitic equivalience has thts become at vital element
in the debates over prescribing by established name (generic
prescribing), modification of the antisubstitution laws. and
simiilar matters. tI he issue, moreover, transcends such tie-
bate, The point of drug therapy is, after all, to help the
patient. lit Ihis context, therapeutic equivalence is basic to
the practice of drug therapy a,; well as to the development,
manttufhre, testing. and marketing of prescription drug
products.

THERAPEUTIC ISSUES

The problem of therapeutic equivalence arises because
the comparable drug products of different manufacturers
are not identical, either chemically or physically. The re-
sults produced in the patient by any such product must,
therefore, differ from the results produced by any other.
The question is whether the differences are therapeutically
significant.

The belief that they are not significant has long been
implicit in the prescribing habits of physicians and dispens-
ing habits of pharmacists in the U.S., and in te pertinent
laws ani regulations, including the antisibstitution laws.
That is to say, the physician regularly has the option of
prescribing and the pharmacist of dispensing one of two or
more drug products baseds on the same drug entity but inade
by different manufacturers. Not uncommonly the option
may be exercised on other than therapeutic grounds-on
economic grounds, for example. In doing so it is presumed
that the available products are. for practical purposes, thera-
peitically equivalent. In the past decade, however, sound
scientific evidence has shown that the presumption is not al-
ways correct. It thus becomes logical, in fact imperative, to
ask whether it is even generally correct.

We are not concerned here with drug products that do not
meet the established standards. The problem ties rather
with differences among products that do meet the existing
legal standards.

Drug products are manufactured and tested to tolerances
based on safety, efficacy, manufacturing economics, anti
related factors. Thus the content of active ingredient or
drug nettly stay vary by several percent from tablet to tah-
let or front capsule to capsule. The degree of compression,
and thus the rate of disintegration, may vary in the same
manner. Differences stay occur in the crystal structure
and particle si7e of the active ingredient with consequent
therapeitic effects. Most drug products contain excipients,
substances added to make tablets large enough to handle
conveniently. to stabilize the product, to promote disitrte-
gration, avd the like. Excipients as a rule are therapeuti-
cally inert in themselves, and manufacturers often use dif-
ferent ones to achieve the same end. It has become
increasingly apparent, however, that excipients vnd the man-
ner in which they are formulated can influence significantly
the overall therapeutic effect of the drug product.

Since drug products are manufactured to fall within cer-
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lain tolerances, ph> sical and chemical differences occur not
only anong those of dillerent manifactitrcrs. "I hcs occur
as well between batches ntade by the same manulacturer,
or oen anong single tablets or :apsulcs front the sante
batch, In any, event, these differences as a rule will be de-
tected only by sophisticated chemical and physical tech-
niques and instrumentation. 'Ihe practicing physician or
pharmacist, as a result, is in no position to test prescription
drugs against the established standard,. lie Must rely in-
stead oni the drug ntanu acturels and the federal Food and
I)riig Adniistration to exclude and. filing that, to remttove
defectise drug prodtics front tire channels of distriltion.
'I lie producers and FI)A rely in turn ot a systs1tit of quality
assurance based largely sil phsical and chemical tests.

These tests are designed basically to insure that a given
drug product, whatever ts source, will produce essentially
the saitte therapeutic efect as all comparable drtg products
The test% are designed io achieve this end indirectly. That
is, they meishure outside the body (it rtito) ilhi e tletlical
antd phsmcal characteristics of the drug prodlCt that tile
scichtfic evidence indicates will affect t tile drug product's
behavior in the body liu riu).

In the U.S. the most important compendia of olticial
drug standards and specifications are the United States
I'iairmi opt-it (USP). published by the U S. Pharmacopeial
(ionventiou and tlhe Natiod lioriulity (NF), published
by tlhe Attietcan Pharrnaceutical Association. The US!'
and NF standards anti ,pecuications, along with certain
others, are established as a result of intensive consltation
attong experts itt all hranches of the manufacture and mse
of prescription drug products. Matuifaturers and some
large buyers of drug products often use additional tests, but
the official standards are the ones that any drug product
ntist conform to under federal law.

I he prevailing ivstenl of asstring the quality of prescrip-
tion drug products call break down i two general sets of
circunustances: if the tests are applied inadequately; or if
the tests themselves are inadequate. Substandard drug
products do enter the channels of distribution. Some, per-
haps most, are detected after the fact anrl recalled; others,
no doubt. are neser detected Br:akdowns of this kind imay
call for improvements in the operatusnal use of the tests, but
they are not truly gerutane to ithe questions at hand:

" Do file existing in rtio standarus and specificalions,
properly applied, insure the therapeutic equivalence of
comparable drug products?

* If they do not, are they susceptible of improvement to
the required level?

" Does in vivo testing oiler a practical alternative to in
tiro methods?

Clearly such questions have no simple answers. They touch
on the basis and nature of both in vitro and it vivo tests, the
advantages and disadvantages of each, and tle relationship
between the two.

Basis of Official Siandards

The official standards and specifications for prescription
drug products today are established initially on the basis of
in vivo studies and cynical evaluation by the Manufacturer
sho originates the product. 'Ihe manufacturer uses the
data thus obtained to demonstrate to the Food and Drug
Admintration iiat the drug product is safe ans effective
for its stated purpose. If FDA finds the data satisfactory,
it clears the product for marketing. In the course of this
process, FDA also uit approve the basic in vitio tests that
the manufacturer develops for use in routine production of
the drug product. "lhcse tests are designed to insure that
the product thit is marketed remains consistently the thera-
peutic equivalent of the product that was cleared initially
for marketing.

I these bisic in tito tests, perhaps in modilied form, be-
comne the benchniark, stset It> FDA and others to determine
whether roititne produ,:t rtit rt ol tile drig product icet
tie official stand,lltl and speuiications. If other ilitu-
fict-ers enter the itirket, their products nust conf orn to
the s line standrds. these samte standards and speci ica-
lions, perhaps further Modified. are those prontltgated by
the United'itiu I'ltat itiu ntPOlmm , and the Natiotal IForiti.
Iiity.

I he shlndards and speclficatuons vary with the nature of
the lu g product, ittd their technical details are not to the
ptnt here. In general, however, they combine several types
of determilnations, I hoseita iiclihde such paralnecrs as
tile u11l11let linhly Ot the aclise ingredieti, the uniforntity
of content of the active ingretient from tablet -- to---tablet
or capsule- -to- -capsule. the titte of dlintegraton, ait tile
lite of dissolutlon. Excipients as a rule are not identified
chemically. but their effect may be cidcnt in such param-
elers ais the liittes of disntegration and dissolution.

lie oticihi standards and s ,ecilications are not static;
they irMe hanged from ltne to ttle as the state of the art
idviices. Some chemical siubstanccs, for example, are
ponmrphlic, they cai exist in the solid state in more thin
tote cry.il tornt. lit recent years, moreover, it has beei
demonstrated clinicilly that the crystal form of a drug eni-
lity in sone cases call markedly affect its absorption profile.

I hus the X/ith t 197) edition of the Nts'tioai Foilit ly
includes for the first time an x-ray diffraction specification
to be applied to t number of drug substances in which poly-
nuorphusti in the active ingredient might be therapeutically
important.

NF XIII also includes a new test of dissolution rate, the
rate at which a drug can be expected to dissolve itt the
gastrointestinal fluid. Of the drug product parameters that
are coinonly determined itt 'itioi dissolution rate is per-
haps the most important indicator of biological availability
anti ithus of therapeutic equivalence. 1 he reason is that
when a drug product is administered orally, the body nor-
mally absorbs the drug entity frot the gaslrointestinal tract
and normally absorbs it rapidly once it's dissolved in the
garoinletinal fluid. About 90% of U.S. prescription or-
ders, moreover, call for preranufatfaclired drugs that are
adilnislered orally.

rhe existing standards and specifications for drug prod-
ticts in the U.S., then. are based largely on in vitro tests
that are designed to indicate ihe therattetiic equivalence of
comparable drug products, regardless of their source. The
tests are precise and reproducible. They are used routinely
to monitor the quality and consistency of drug products.
The standards and specifications are based initially on the
results of int vivo testing and clinical evaluation and, until
roughly 1960, were generally believed to be a sound, if indi-
rect, indication of the degree of therapeutic equivalence of
comparable drug products.

Therapeutic Equivalence

rhe early 1960's, however, saw the start of a searching
reevaluation of the effectiveness of the traditional standards
and specifications for drug products. The move stemmed
priuwrily front progress itt medical science. New tech-
niques and new knowledge combined to raise difficult ques-
tions about drug products and their therapeutic effects, ques-
tions thet had not previously been considered or, if con-
sidered, aad lain beyond the reach of medical science and
technology.
This marked trend was reinforced by the Nelson hearings

in the U.S. Senate, which began in 1967 ani are still in
progress. These hearings are a lineal descendent of the
Kefasiver hearings out prescription drugs that led, in 1962,
to the Kefavuver-Harris amendments to the Federal Food,
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Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The question of therapeutic
equivalence of comparable drug products has arisen re-
peatedly in the Nelson hearings. It because clear at the
outset that the views of many authorities on the problem,
whether accurate or not, suffered front a lack of clear-cut
scientific data.

The ability of pharmaceutical science to get at the facts,
meanwhile, has improved to the point at which a new sci-
ence has emcrged. This new subdiscipline of the medical
arts goes under several names, one of which is "biopharma-
ceutrcs," and was recognized formally in 1961 in the Jour-
ial ol Phari aceuti al Sciences:

The term biopharmiiutitics was recently coined. In Its
broud sense we iiiay define biopharmaceatics a the stidy
of the relationship between 5oie o! the physical and
cheiral properties of the drug and its dosage forms and
the biological -flects observed following administration of
the (t tig in its vat aious doag formnis.

Ultimately, in other words, biopharmaceutics involves
the direct measurement of the biological effects of drug
products, as opposed to the indirect measurement provided
by in vitro tests. Biopharmaceutics in addition involves an
intermediate measure of equivalence, biological or physio-
logical availability. Conceptually, therefore, comparable
drug products can be considered to be equivalents-or non-
equivalents-at three different levels:

* Chemical Equivalentst Those multiple-source drug
products which contain essentially identical amounts of
the identical active ingredients, in identical dosage
forms, and which meet existing physicochemical stan-
dards in the official compendia.

* Biological Equivalents: Those chemical equivalents
which, when administered in the same amounts, will
provide essentially the same biological or physiological
availability, as measured by blood levels, etc.

* Therapeutic Equivalents: Those chemical equivalents
which, when administered in the same amounts, will
provide essentially the same therapeutic effect as mea-
sured by the control of a symptom or a disease.

Direct determination of the degree of therapeutic equiva-
lence requires comparison of drug products that contain
identical amounts of the same active ingredient in the same
dosage form (capsule, tablet, etc.). The products insralvcd
mnst be compared in terms of their effects, in humans, on
a specific disease or symptom(s). In addition to the re-
quirement for human patients, afflicted by specific maladies,
such a comparison can be complicated at best: differences
in individual biochemistry, in the symptoms of the disease
at hand, and in other factors introduce a variety of complex
and interrelated variables. The problems created by the
need for human subjects are solved only partly by using
laboratory animals. One major reason is thsW results in
animals may differ from those in humans in a manner that
makes extrapolation from one to the other unreliable to a
significant degree.

Biological Availability

Because of such difficulties, medical scientists have re-
sorted to the measurement of biological availability as an
indicator of the therapeutic equivalence of drug products.
The concept is based on the general agreement among
clinical pharmacologists that the therapeutic effectiveness of
most drug products is related closely to the degree of ab-
sorption bf the active ingredient into the bloodstream. Cer-
tainly the correlation is correct for drugs taken orally for
their effects on internal tissues and organs. The degree of
absorption may be measured in several ways, including di-

rect measurement of the concentration of the drug entity or
its metabolites in blood or urine. The drug's biological
availability can then be expressed as a curve or profile
showing concentration vs. time.

1 he determination of biological availability involves con-
siderably fewer complexities than direct measurement of
therapeutic equivalence, but it is not perfectly straightfor-
ward. The shape of a blood absorption profile, for exam-
ple, can be affected markedly by the intervals of time at
which the concentration of the drug entity or metabolite is
measured. The optimum interval must thus be established
experimentally, and it may vary with the biochemistry of
the subject.

Another imponderable is the range of differences that can
occur in the blood absorption patterns of comparable drug
products. If one product produces consistently high blood
levels and the other produces consistently undetectable
blood levels, the two can reasonably be said to be non-
equivalent both biologically and therapeutically. There
may be, however, a gray area. The two products may pro-
duce different, but significant blood levels; the blood levels
may peak at different intervals of time after administration;
one product may produce a relatively high average blood
level over a relatively short time, the other may produce the
converse. The therapeutic significance of such differences
often is far from clear,

In view of complications of this kind, in civo testing of
drug products plainly can offer nothing like the precision
and .- producibility of in vitro testing. The latter, conse-
quently, remains the only reasonable choice for routine use
in manufacturing and monitoring drug products. It is true
that the science of biopharmaceutics is progressing steadily,
but it is difficult nonetheless to perceive a time when it vivo
testing might supplant in vitro methods.

In ivo testing, on the other hand, does have one great
advantage: it tells us things about the biological perfor-
mance of drug products that it vitro testing can never tell
us. The practical course of action then is to use in vivo
testing nonroutinely, whenever the need demands it and the
state of the art permits it, and at the same time to improve
steadily the correlation between in vivo and in vitro meth-
ods. This in fact Is what has been happening in the past
decade to an ever-incrcasing degree.

The growing emphasis on in sivo testing of drug products
has been spurred in part by the Kefauver-Harris amend-
ments of 1962. The amendments require FDA to clear
drug products for marketing on the basis of both safety and
effectiveness. From 1938, when the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act whis last previously amended, until 1962
the basis for clearance was safety alone. The required dem-
onstration of effectiveness can reasonably be expected to
have intensified the In v1eo studies and clinical evaluations
done by the originators of drug products cleared by FDA
since 1962.

The Kefauver-Harris amendments required also that the
3,000 drug products that FDA had cleared as safe between
1938 and 1962 be reviewed for effectiveness. This review
was undertaken by the Drug Efficacy Study Group of the
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council.
Primarily it involved thorough evaluation of the scientific
data that had accumulated on the drug products in question.
During the same period, doubts about the therapeutic
equivalence of comparable drug products continued to mul-
tiply, whether justifiably so or not. These doubts became a
critical issue in discussions of the advisability of instituting
widespread generic prescribing as a money-saving measure
in welfare medicine. In 1967, FDA itself began a modest
study of the biological availability of certain multiple-source
drug products.
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New FDA Requirements

One result of these activities is that FDA now requires
manufacturers to produce evidence of biological availability
for drug products that might present problems in formula-
tion. The requirement concerns mainly those drug products
that were cleared as safe in 1938-1962 and that the Drug
Efficacy Study Group has cleared as effective. It applies to
all manufacturers of such products, including the origina-
tor. The originators of drug products cleared since 1962,
of course, have been required to supply clinical evidence of
effectiveness as part of the clearance procedure. As new
makers of these products enter the market, all manufac-
turers other than the originator will be required to produce
evidence of biological availability where FDA deems it to
be a problem or a potential problem. While the patents on
such products remain in force, licensees of the originator
must meet the same requirement.

It should not be concluded that these requirements for
data oi biological availability have resulted from anything
like a catastrophic breakdown it the U.S. system of drug
quality assurance. We regard that system as fundamentally
sound, but subject to continuing improvement. Beyond
question, one can find defects iii the system and in the
drug products whose quality it purports to assure: such
tetects are found regularly, ant they are corrected regis-
larly. By no means, however, can they be equated with a
widespread lack of therapeutic equivalence among com-
parable drug products.

rests of biological availability, it is true, have shown
differences autong conmparablc drug products that meet th,i
official standards anit specifications. lIo some such cases,
FDA has ordered that drug products be withdrawn frons
the market pending suitable reformulation. In no case of
withdrawal, however, have scientifically acceptable clinical
studies been reported that equate biological nonequivalence
among the affected products with therapeutic nonequiva-
lene among the same products. A difference it biological
availability does not indicate, a psori. a difference in
therapeutic effect. We think it entirely correct to view
differences in biological availability as grounds for pre-
cautionary steps, including withdrawal frost the market and
reformulation where indicated, We think it entirely incor-
rect to extrapolate a few such findings to the entire uni-
verse of prescription drug products.

The official compendia have never guaranteed that ad-
herence to their standards and specifications constitutes
ironclad assurance of therapeutic equivalence. They do
assert, however, that compliance with the standards assures
therapeutic equivalence, for practical purposes, in all but
a scry few cases. Fewer than five scientifically acceptable
clinical studies have been reported that demonstrate signifi-
cant therapeutic differences among two or more products
ih it have met the chemical and physical standards of the
official compendia.

Because of its economic ramifications, the question of
therapeutic equivalence was reviewed by the Task Force
on Prescription Drugs of the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In its final report, in 1969, the
Task Force said, "On the basis of available evidence, lack
of clinical equivalency (therapeutic equivalency) among
chemical equivalents meeting all official standards has been
grossly exaggerated as a major hazard to the public health."

Large buyers of multisource drug products often
specify the least costly ones. This practice is found, for
example, in certain foreign drug programs, in state welfare
programs, in Veterans Administration and Public Health

Service hospitals, and in the military services. In such
programs, the Task Force found, instances of clinical non-
equivalence have seldom been reported, and few of those
that were reported had significant therapeutic consequences.

Nonequilvalence Arguments

The Task Force recognized, as do we, that some do not
accept the therapeutic equivalence of comparable drug
products is a workable concept today. Their skepticism
is based on several interrelated arguments:

* The official standards anti specifications are not suf-
ficiently stringent to assure therapeutic equivalence
among comparable drug products.

0 lie reporlet instances of therapeutic nonequivalence
undi rstale the nuimiber that actually occur.

* FDA does not, ant cannot, monitor the makers of
prescription drugs and their products extensively
enough to assure an acceptable level of quality, what-
ever the standards.

PIiinly we disagree with the conclusion to which these
arguments must lead. Each of then), however, bears suf-
ficient weight to warrant rational consideration.

The official standards for prescription drug products are
constantly being revised in the light of new knowledge.
One can thus argue that many or even all existing stan-
dards are in.idequate in some degree at any point in time
because they are subject inevitably to revision. We accept
this argument, specious though it n'ay seem, We contend,
on the other hand, that the standards are fully abreast of
current knowledge, barring only the time required to pub-
ists new knowledge and incorporate it into the standards.
We contend further that the existing standards do assure
in adequate degree of therapeutic equivalence among com-
parable drig products in all but a relatively few cases.
While it is inappropriate to go into detail here, we can
say that any who choose to study the matter will find
the weight of scientific evidence is with its on this score.

We accept the assertion that the reported instances of
therapeutic nonequivalence understate the number that ac-
tially occur. but we accept it with important reservations.
The practice of medicine remains in many respects an art,
albeit a highly complex art, No reasonable authority
would question the existence of cases of therapeutic non-
equivalence whose effects are obscured by other factors to
ihe point at which they go undetected or are misinter-
preted. ,

Most hospitals, however, use a relatively small arma-
mentarium of drug products, whose effects and side-effects
become well known to the medical staff. Let its say that a
pharmacy and therapeutics committee that has accumulated
considerable experience with a particular drug product
elects, for economic reasons, to select a comparable prod-
ict made by a different manufacturer. Should the two
products turn out to he therapeutically nonequivalent to
a significant degree, we believe that the medical staff as a
rule would detect the difference quickly and report it. But
medical records and the clinical literature reveal very
few instances of.such reports.

The circumstances we describe may not be universally ap-
plicable. Physicians can err. Patients do not always report
the effects of drug therapy accurately, We are convinced
nevertheless that if significant therapeutic nonequivalence
were a widespread problem, the reports of its existence
would surely be far more numerous than is the case today.

The third broad argument of those who question the
concept of therapeutic equivalence is that FDA does not,
and cannot, monitor the makers of prescription drugs and
their products extensively enough to assure an acceptable
level of quality, whatever the standards. This argument
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in itself is certainly correct. Drug quality cain be assured
only ly a cooperative effort among all who are involved.
'[he argument gains sight, therefore, only when one
presumes the presence of the incompetent or unscrupulous
elements that cxist in any field of endeavor, it only on a
purely statistical hasis, 'the degice to which such elements
may exist in the field of prescriptio drugs was outlined in
I)ecember 1970 by a spokesman for the Phariaceutical
Manufacturers Association:

I . . We ilit ts,'ogii' thai [1')A's] admitii ative
isigl'eit . . . is iade itot'e dific/iti hie',sie of iih'
existence of t o vsi y di i cti iil distinct drig indus.
trint ihe tUnied States. One ii iipaipos'd of tesearc'h-
oie'tied, mi/uty cotitsious, fillsertie firmi , T/le
othet g ioutip isa/hi of lsfl viuuu/ oiel r

I tlere are (it eliuated 1.200 issaiisfsnieiii of pre-

.%criplioni drgfl il this country . . , One huttdred atnt
Iiiilyfive of] /hei (fi, 'embers (ii the PA/A Iltf they
iiodit' 95% o* thed ii iig ith ie maret. /hii miati

thilt over 1,00 ethlish'vcnt ' iei /iodingy 5r( of I/se
tui s-s. Il/he and htw tiet' do it---iin/' what ¢ondi-
tions -asnd iith what sci'ittific sass/'sslsts/, if iy--ii if
mlystery to the pi lic and, I stspect, to fie FDA. It's
i o ai ls v ry to the r'plsit s/u' sitnisifisstoti'rv,

It is pitetlry /eyoil it capabi/itici of a Governienit
a1'mtsy to aupevi . se, oversee and control eve y t(iviy
aud evety isep taken by a /ssiot. s scintific indu try .. .
There sf c just siol ctsosgh ieitivt, itipectii wiill other
etpelicliced, A ilhed pet onncl avaikible to [I"DA ] to cope

with aiv such tlldt'rtlitlg.

It is f iss matter of i/ir record .. that approximately
half the /fs'is that wati to i/i dulis'to the Delt Menut
of Defense, wid hall tihe drug %amphi %ltibnmtted to pto"

Clil'i'llif'it ofieiasl for lntlysis, Jil to inst'S /0)D tan-
dardru ... there toe it irl ins which isve f ti/'d inspec-
tions of the Deftne Supply Agency a dozei or tore
lies's ill lss 1/sull itwo year. . Yet these sl e firis Ilitlty
of which hae never /eei infected by the FDA, tire
quit fre to sell their d/usgs Stl tie civilian imket, ari
the' apparently i/o.

. I . the fiit his/ plodut'e 5% if the tlionis t/iig
iippily sire responsible' for 80% o the recalls and have
been over ai ie iod of yet v.

This analysis in sonic resp'.:ts pessimstic in the ex-
trese, htut one Must not overlook the fact that the speaker
questions the quality of only 5% of the nation's drug sup-
ply. One can, of course, quibble with the numbers, The

125 conspanies that make 95% of the nation's drugs are not
free of error: the 1.200 companies who make the remaining
5% include some of worldwide repute, jus ly earned. We
beheve, in fact, that to question the quality of even 5% of
the nation's drug supply is to err on the pessimistic side,
Nevertheles, the fact that the quality of the nation's drugs
is 95% assured must be considered high tribute to the ef-
fectiveness of the system responsible for that drug supply.
'The goal, surely, must he 100%. In the nature of things
such a goal wdl remain forever out of reach, hut if 80% of
the drug recall involve only 517 of the drug supply, what.
ever problems exist must lie well within manageable limits.

Problems do eist, and the FI)A increasingly has been
coming to grips with them, One example is the agency's
intensified drug inspection program, In January 1971, an
FI)A spokesman said that since mid-1968 the agency had
undertaken intensified inspections of 287 drug nianufac-
turers ansd associated commercial testing laboratories. Of
these cases, 96 ssere still in progress Of the 191 that had
been terminated. 147 companies had complied voluntarily
,Aith the regulattoits on Good Manufacturing Practices.

Twenty-ihree conipanes were the subjects of legal action,
and 21 were abandoning the drug tluiinCss because they
could not comply wilh the stringent regulations.

As we see the concept of therapeutic equivalence, then.
the sseight of the sicnlifi'z evidence and of expert opinion
support three broad conclusions:

* Comparable drug products that meet the official stan-
dards and specilicalions are, for practical purposes.
therapeutically equivalent in all hut a relatively few
cases,

* Some instances of therapeutic nonequivalence go sin-
defected or reported. hut the generally low level of
reported instances demonstrates that the problem can-
not lie widespread.

e Subtandard drug products do enter the channels of
distrihution, hut they amount to well under 5% of the
nation's prescription drug supply, and most of then are
quickly detected and rapidly recalled.

It is evident in these conclusions that practitioners of
medicine and pharmacy do have at their disposal some
small number of drug products that may not perform
therapeutically in the maniter that the prescribing physician
intends. This will always be true to sonic extent, however
limited. For protection against such products the patient
must rely in the final analysis on the professional skill and
judgment of the physician and pharmacist.

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES

The Ailercan Pharmaceutical Association's decision to
seek modilications in the antissshstitution laws is based on
our kiosledge of the professional competence of the phar-
tinacist. '[he ftndamental issue is whether the pharmacist
is qualified to asses, the available scienific information on
drug products and thss to distinguish among theti its terms
of their quality and their degree of therapeutic equivalence.
The modifications that we seek in the lawsv would affect,
protessionally, not only the pharmacist. sut those with
whom he practlccs----physiciani, dentists and others licensed
to prescribe. 'The filed tllcations aIso would affect the pa-

tient. It is thus to the point to outline briefly the training
aid functions of the modern licensed pharmacist.

'The pharmacist's education today includes a minimum of
five years of post-high school training leading to a Bachelor
of Science degree. (It may also include one to three years
of further study, its a school of pharmacy, leading to a
Doctor of Pharmacy degree.) The five-year curriculum is
designed to provide a broad yet thorough knowledge of the
actions and uses of drug substances. as well as of the prepa-
ration, purity, quality, and suitability of the dosage forms
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in which drug substances are supplied by manufacturers for
convenient use by the patient. To achieve these goals, the
curricuhlln includes courses ill chelntry, biochelntry, and
biopharmacestics. To an increasing degree it includes
study of pharmacology and oriclation of the student to-
ward the effects of drugs on patients as opposed to concen-
tration on drug products as ends in themselves. Often the
pharmacist's training includes emphasis on internships and
residenc) programs in clinical environments.

The pharmtacist's training familiaries him with the tech-
niques and difficulties of manufacturing prescription drugs.
He learns to retrieve ansi comprehend chemical, analytical,
and clinical data and to understand drug-patient reactions.
To obtain a state license to practice, the pharmacist ?LIst
demonstrate his competence in these anti other aspects of
his profession by passing stringent examinations,

The practicing pharmacist performs a number of func-
tions. tie may inform the patient of the storage require-
inenls of the drog products dispensed and of any side-cf-
fedis that they may induce Incre.isingly, pharmacists are
maintaining meslication profiles of their patients These
profiles, whose importance is growing, constitute a current
ansi continuing record of all medications that the patient is
taking. They become particularly valuable when a patient
is taking several medications, dispensed by the same phar-
macist bit prescribed by different physicians. If the patient
informs his physician inaccurately or incompletely about
the medications he is taking, the pharmacist is in a position
to cofisult with the physician should questionable combilla-
lions of drug products be precribed.

The pharmacist also s qualified to select the source of
supply of drug products, a function largely denied him by
the antisubstitulion laws if he is it, community practice.
Where excessive recall-, or other evid .nce cast doubt on the
quality of a given company's trug pr.iducts, the pharmacist
will know that they are questionab e ani will not stock
them, He knows that biological availability can vary
widely with certain drugs, such as dicoumarol and di-
phenylhydantoin. He knows that in ste-h cases the physi-
cian who prescribes such a drug should hi consulted before
a different source of supply is selected.

Prescriber Consent

In contrast to the conmreunity pharmacist, the pharmacist
who practices in a hospital has the opportunity to use such
knowledge effectively. As the hospital formulary system
usually operates, physicians on the pharmacy and thera-
peiutics committee largely determine the drug entities to be
used. Pharmacists on the committee largely determine the
sources of supply of the products embodying those drug
entities. Th. pharmacist assumes this responsibility with
the consent of the physician which, under the antisubstitt-
tion laws, allows him to practice brand substitution. In the
hospital, this -onsent usstally is written into the staff rules.
In agreeing to abide by the rules, the medical staff endorses
the practice on a continuing basis. Prescribers may with-
draw their consent, on an order-by-order basis, but they
exercise this option only rarely in practice. This procedure
is also available to the community pharmacist, but only in
principle. Unless it is implemented as it is in the hospital
-and as a rule it is not-the community pharmacist must
apply it on a prescription-by-prescription basis. Plainly it
would be generally inefficient for him, aut for the physi-
cian, to attempt to apply it to more than a fraction of the
prescriptions that he dispenses.

Those who support the antisubstitution laws maintain in
any case that the pharmacist is not qualified to select the
source of supply of drug products. This argument on oc-
casion takes curious forms, We quote front the Jtournal of

the Con, I f of County Medical Soeeties, March, 1969:

One i'ouhl leifimaely e.ipect tile phariacist, like the
physician, to becolne awape of tie therapeutic eqniva-
hii y filh y--ecither though love fonfact wvith physi-
iallr op, flol is modi? pp oficiional etifation ill i-hem-

ti sry,, hioremisti,, plharmwtolog y, compounding, ond

/ormathitionl ... ./Ihe phailma/st, ill hi day-to-day dis.
peviag, lvee the tinlis/, lIOly rectllil of Otte tigett, Com??.
piled to it illillr a gelt, ill tie e.periente of hi its-

toIle, The plmillaiit's trailing and experience ii
t(ompouilliI, Il.so eqlip /lim to recognize tiIe potential
/il/ilfnene of the physial .tte of chemical parties it
/ fig pltfd It, 1rid of diIerfelol Ic/l'ed to i/iflerent di-
pel %ifg agets.

One would indeed "legiately expect the pharmacist ...
to become aware ol the therapeutic equivalency fallacy. , ."
Ile has not become aware of it because it is virtually non-
exic??t, Ile is well awire of the fact, which we have
stressdci repeatedly, that for i limited group of drug entities
the conipirable drug products may not be therapeutically
equivalet, ile is well awatC of that fact because of his
training ani experience, so ably described in the Joulrnal of
the Conkieso ( ofCotl ll cdl/eal Soiefie?. That training
and experience qualify the pharmalcist in every way to
select. in consultation with the physician where indicated,
the source of supply of trug products prescribed.

tlhe alisuhIsib1ution laws largely prevent tile community
phariacist from using this knowledge. In so doing they
effectively hamstring a considerable body of trained man-
power. Fo use trailed minds inefficiently is rarely wise,
and it is manifestly unwise in this case at a time when
greater efficiency and lower costs are needed so badly in
tIle delivery of health care services.

We think it not unreasonable to postulate that the anti-
substltltion laws affect the pharuiacist in another, more
suibile way. That is, that by doing part of his thinking for
him, they tend to blunt those talents that the laws do allow
him to use, thus compounding the inefficiency. Soi will
speculate that the pharmacist. unshackled by modification
of the antisubstitution laws, may indulge in practices that
range from innocently unsound to knowingly unsavory.
lie may dispense inferior products: he may dispense sub-
stitutes in defiance of the physician's therapeutic judgment:
in one way or another he may breach the ethics of his pro-
fession. Sonic such speculation results from legitimate
uneasiness, but we are satisfied that all such fears on the
whole are groundless.

The modern pharmacist is professionally trained, he is
licensed by examination. he is bound by a code of ethics.
Ile is no more likely to dispense prescriptions incompetently
than is the physician to prescribe incompetently. Under the
modifications we seek in the antisubstitution laws, the physi-
cian who wishes unequivocally to specify the source of a
drug product need only designate. the manufacturer by
name. Doing so would represent a clear therapeutic judg-
ment that no competent pharmacist would ignore. Un-
ethical practitioners, no doubt, can be found in pharmacy
as il any other profession. Their incidence, however, is
not a function of the presence or absence of antisubstitution
laws.

Our views on these points are supported fully by the evi-
dcnce at hand. Pharmacists for years have been selecting
the source of a number of widely used drug products that
commonly are prescribed by established name: pheno-
barbital, codeine, paregoric, penicillin G, and others. The
record will show that experience in these cases has been
uniformly good. We see no reason to believe that the
situation would differ with drug products commonly pre-
scribed by trade name.
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Dissemination of Information

In one professional area. hoe ever, we do expect change
to result iro i modification of the antisulstilution laws.
IThat area is the dissemination of scientific information on

drug entities and products 1 through the published scien-
tific hteratmiie, both physician and pharmacist today have
access to a variety of such information. Through drug
manufacturers' detail men, on [he other hind, physicians
have access to certain additional information, particularly
clinical information, that is not generally available to piar-
nmacists,

"Ihe detail man traditionally has provided a useful two-
way channel for information between physician and manu-
facturer. His primary task nonetheless is to induce the
physician to prescribe his company's products, and vwhat-
ever unpublished information he transmits is intended
fundamentally to achieve that end 'Thus, were the selec-
tion of source of supply to devolve upon tire phrarmacist to
any significantn degree, the detail 11an w would assume a dual
function: ito persuade the physician to prescribe his com-
pany's products and to persuade the pharmacist, where ap-
propriate. to dispense them To some extent, of course,
this situation exists today, but it could intensify markedly
were the antisulistitution laws to change.

Ideally, APhA believes, all significant information on
drug entities and products should be Made available in an
authori/ect pubhishcd Source. 'I he importance of the detail
1an as% a source of information for both physician and
pharitacist would thereby be greatly diminished, although
a certain amount of personal contact will always be re-
quirel. In such a situation and without the antisubstitutior
laws, tie physician could concern himself largely with the
therapeutic effects of drug entities; the pharmacist could
concern himself largely with the quality and cost of the
drug products embodying those entities. Calls by detail
men, particularly on the physician, could be reduced
sharply Both physician and pharmacist could practice
their professions inure effectively, with consequent benefits
to the public health.

We regret that such a development seems unlikely to
materialize soon. Until it does, modification of the anti-
sutbstitution laws would compel drug manufacturers to shift
their nmarketing ciphasis in some noticeable degree front
physician 10 pharnlrai.St. I his could cause a certain interim
upset, bt we see rio cause to expect damaging disruption
cif the drug marketing and distribution system in this
country.

ECONOMIC ISSUES

The changes that APhA advocates in the antisubstitution
laws have important economic ramifications. They would
achieve iany of the goals of generic prescribing, although
perhaps on a somewhat lesser scale, and thus would produce
a more eflicient dispensing system with a consequent re-
duction in the cost of drug products to the patient. That
Muct is certain. Less certain are the economic effects that
the changes might produce---or induce--in the drug in-
dustry, particularly in research, development, and market-
ing.

APhA is advocating in effect that pharmacists be given
the option of practicing brand substitution among multi-
source drug products prescribed by trade name alone.
About 80% of the most widely used drugs are single-source
products, largely because they are covered by patents, and
thus would not be subject to the practice today. Already
something like 10 to 15% of all prescription orders are
written generically and thus would be unaffected by brand
substitution These numbers, to be sure, are neither precise
nor precisely comparable, They do suggest, however, that
the form of brand substitution that APhA supports, if it
were implemented at once, could affect the sales of perhaps
10% of the prescription drug products now on the market.

This picture will change significantly in the next few
years, when the patents will expire on a number of today's
single-source drug products. It is virtually certain that
these products wilt become available from more than one
source. Physicians today prescribe these siigle-source drug
products very largely by trade name alone, and we see no
evidence to indicate that they will change this habit
markedly when competing products become available under
new trade names and under their established names. Most
such products, therefore, would beconte subject to brand
substitution Linder the APhA propo,as. One must assume
as a result that the proposals would affect the sales of a

minium of perhaps 10% of the drug products now on the
market and that the percentage would rise substantially in
the next few years.

The sales of such drugs would be affected mainly on the
basis of their cost to the pharmacist. Confronted by com-
parable drug products, each of acceptable quality, the phar-
riacist tends to stock the least costly. He does so for two
reasons: to avoid unnecessary investment in drug product
inventory; and to meet nore effectively the economic needs
of the patient who is seeking reasonably priced quality
medication, whether on his own initiative or with the en-
couragenient of his physician.

The comnrtnity pharmacist today can apply these eco-
nomic principles only to products that tend to be prescribed
generically, For single-source products he has no option.
For multisource drug products that tend to be prescribed by
brand name he has two options: stock all of the popular
brands; or be prepared to send many prospective patients
elsewhere. The pharmacist, naturally, learns to maintain
his inventory at the economic optimum. But given the
option of brand substitution, the overwhelming majority of
community pharmacists could sharply reduce their invest.
ient in inventory and thus their cost of providing pharma-
ceutical services.

The cost of drugs to the patient, consequently, would
reflect both the pharmacist's lower wholesale costs and his
lower operating costs. The pattern would not be entirely
straightforward. Pharmacists' costs will differ; the fees they
charge for their services will differ; some pharmacists would
pass more of their savings to the patient than would others,
Brand substitution. on the other hand, would broaden
markedly the patient's opportunity to save money on pre-
scription medication, and both patient and physician would
become aware of the fact. This situation, on the whole,
could not fail to produce lower prices to the patient,
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TABLE I

Relative Cost for 100 Tablets of Commonly
Prescribed Drugs*

Manufacturer Amount Price?
Amplcillln

Omnipen Wyeth 250 mg $22 51
Penbrilin Ayerst 250 mg 21 .82
Polycillin Bristol 250 mg 21.84
Prtncipen Squibb 250 nil 19.14

Dtphenhydramine
McKesson 50 mg I 75

Benadryl Parke-Davis 50 mg 2.22

Erythrom) et
Erythrocin Abbott 250 ng 21 99
losone Lilly 250 mg 21 99

Itotycin Lilly 250 mg 21 99
Penicillin G

Lilly 250.000 units 6.72
Parke-Davis 250,000 units 50t
Pfizer 250,000 uhits 2 30

Pentids Squibb 250,000 units 5.25
... W)eth 250,000 units 1.59

Phenoibarbital
Lilly 0 t gin 0 66

Luminul Winthrop 0 I gm 0.61
Wyeth Redipak 0. 1 gm 0 92

Phenoxymethyl penicillin
Coispocillin VK Abbott 250 mg 8.95
Pen-Vee Wyeth 20 ntg 9.35
V-Cillin K Lilly 250 mg 8.9

Pentobarblal
Nembutal Abbott 0.1 gm 2.16

Lilly 0.1 gm 2.25
Wyeth Redipak 0.1 gIm 2.26

Prednisone
Deltasone Upjohn 5.0 mg 2.25
Dehra Merck Sharp

& Dohme 5 0mg 2.20
Melicorten Schering 5.0 Ing tO 80

tMcKesson 5.0 mg I 75

Reserptne
Wyeth Redlpak 0. 25 ma I 48

;andril Lilly 0 25 ma 1.05
Serfin Parke-Davis 0.25 mg I. 20
Serpasil Ciba 0 25 mg 450

Sulflsuxazole
McKesson 0. 5 gm 2.25

6antrisint Roche 0. 5 gm 2,94

Seeobarbital
Wyeih Redipak 01 gIm 2.15

Seconal Litly 0 1 gm 2 16

Tetracycline
Achromycin Ledetle 250 mg 11.22
Panmycin Upjohn 250 mg 7.89
Steclin Squibb 250 mg 4.25
Tetracyn Pfier 250 mg 4.25
Tetrex Bristol 250 m 14.93

6 Data from lied Book.
I Prime to the pharmaciat.
t Price frem Wholesaler on request. The 1968 tuting is indicated in this
table.
source: Friend, Dale 0. et nl, "Generic Terminoo and Cost of Dmgs,"
oumsat at the American Medical Aisocation. a09, 03 1969)

Basic Price Patterns

The soundness of these views is hardly open to question.
We do not intend here to examine drug prices exhaustively,
but a few examples will be to the point. Table I gives the
1968 price to the pharmacist of 12 groups of comparable,
commonly prescribed drug products. The differentials are
clear. Prices have come down since 1968, and they may
vary from time to time as a result of "deals" offered by
manufacturers and wholesalers, but the prices shown es-
tablish the continuing basic pattern. At one extreme in the

12 examples, each of three brands of erythromycin costs
the pharmacist precisely the same amount. At the other
extreme, the most expensive brand of prednisone costs him
more than six times as much as the least expensive
prednisone product, which is sold under its established
name. Within this range fall the price differentials in the
remaining 10 groups of products.

In addition to his basic cost for a drug product, the phar-
nlacist must charge the patient for his services. To the
basic cost he will add either a markup, calculated as a per-
centage of the cost of the drug product, or a professional
fee which is the same for all prescription orders. APhA
favors the professional fee on the grounds that the service
rendered tends to be independent of the basic cost of the
drug product dispensed. The professional fee method,
moreover. lowers the cost to the patient for the more costly
drug products. Roughly half of the practicing community
pharmacists use the professional fee today for the general
public and we expect them increasingly to adopt it in favor
of the percentage markup. Most government and other
third-party drug programs also use the professional fee. At
any rate, even cursory examination of Table I will show
that the pharmacist often could save the patient money
were he allowed to substitute, for a drug product prescribed
by trade name only, a comparable but less costly product.

Task Force Study

In a broader sense, the economic impact of modifying
the antisubstitution laws is an important question of public
policy. This would be true in any case, but it Is especially
so in view of the enormous and rising costs of welfare medi-
cine. The most thorough study to date in this context was
made by the HEW Task Force on Prescription Drugs.

The basis of the Task Force study was a Master Drug
List, the 409 most frequently prescribed drugs dispensed to
the elderly in 1966. These drugs accounted for 174.7 mil-
lion prescription orders, 88% of the total prescription oir-
ders dispensed by community pharmacists for the elderly in
that year. Using the Master Drug List, the Task Force
analyzed the economic impact that would have resulted
from generic prescribing. The overall conclusion:

The Task Force finds ... that the use of low-cost cheti-
cal equivalents can yield important savings, especially in
the case of patients with cardiovascular disease, kidney
disease, arthritis, and mental antd nervous conditions, and
the use of such products should be encouraged wherever
this is consistent with high-quality health care.

The 409 products on the Master Drug List included 63
that were available from multiple suppliers at costs distinctly
lower than those of the brand name products actually dis-
pensed. For these 63 products, the use of low-cost chemi-
cal equivalents could have reduced the total acquisition cost
to the pharmacist from nearly $74.9 million to $33.4 rail-
lion, a potential saving of $41.5 million or 55.3% at the
wholesale level.

The Task Force also analyzed the saving to the patient:

* If the pharmacist set his charge so as to achieve the
same gross profit as before ($1.81 per prescription dis-
pensed) -neither gaining nor losing by dispensing a
low-cost chemical equivalent-he would reduce the
total patient cost of the 63 drug products involved front
$150.0 million to $108.5 million. The patient would
save the full $41.5 million or 27.7%.

If the pharmacist set his charge by adding $1.50 per
prescription dispensed, the patient would save $54.4
million or 36.3%.
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* If the pharmacist set his charge by adding $2.00 per
prescription dispensed, the patient would save $33.8
million or 22.5%.

tihe savings that might thus have been achieved by the
use of low-cost chemical cqnivalents would be less signifi-
cant when spread over the entire drug program studied by
the Task Force. For all of tie 409 products on the Master
Drug list, the prescriptions dispensed cost tile patient a total
of $682.3 million. Overall, then, the saving of $41.5 mil-
lion at ssholesale would have produced these cflects at the
consumer level for the t till program:

" A saving of 8.0% with $1.50 added by the pharmacist.

" A saving of 6.1% with $1.81 added by the pharmacist
(this was the actual average amount addedt.

" A saving of 5 0% with $2.00 added by the pharmacist.

t he Task Force emphasized that these cakulations were
based solely on the 1966 costs of the drug products involved.
The analysis did not consider possible differences in the
quality of the products studied, aditinistritive or other costs
of a drug program that required generic prescribing, nor the
use ot formularies or other guidelines.

Savings of 5% to 8% on the cost of the total drug pro-
gram may not seem large. Nevertheless, the Tsk Force
pointed out, an absolute saving oil the order o1 $41,5 ntil-
lion "call scarcely be considered insignificant. Moreover,
such savings would involve many products used in long-
term maintenance therapy, and thus would provide par-
ticular help to patients with chronic illness whose drug
needs are often the most burdensome."

We would point out also that the Task Force study as-
sumed compulsory generic prescribing. 1he APhA policy
would have parallel, if slightly diminished, effects, but with-
out requiring generic prescribing. Manufacturers could
logically be expected to attempt to circumvent brand sub-
stitution by urging physicians to specify their products by
company name, but a counterweight would exist in the cn-
hanced consumer awareness of the opportunity to save
money on prescription medication. The net economic im-
pact of such factors is not entirely clear, but it is difficult to
see h.yw the APhA policy Linder any circumstances could
produce other than a general decline in the cost of drugs to
the patient

Impact on Drug Industry

The intpact of this decline on the drug industry itself is
problematical to a degree. We must assume that it would
be significant, if only h;-cause the industry opposes the
APhA policy so vigorously. We are not privy to corporate
financial data. but some giut,.ine- can be established.
Manufacturers' pharmacy prescription medication sales
reached an estimated $2.23 billion in 1969, and we will
assume that APhA's policy would reduce the dollar volume
of such sales by 10%. The absolute decline in volume,
therefore, would have been $223 tullion in 1969. This is
not a trilling sun. Soie companies, no doubt, would be
hurt more than others, depending on their product lines and
patent situations, but the effect would intensify for both as
more drug products emerged from patent shelter.

One question that must be asked is whether such a de-
cline would cripple the vital research and development ef-
fort of the U.S. drug industry. We contend that it would
not. Drug research and development is costly work and has
been growing steadily more so under the pressures of infla-
tion, regulation, and legislation. The companies that do it
well, however, have been able in the past to profit well
enough from their investment during the life of patented

single-source products. We believe that this would continue
to be the case.

The APhA policy unquestionably would strike hard at
tie exislitig drug narkeling system. which relies heavily on
inducing the physician to prescribe by trade name. One
result of this practice is that when a drug product with an
estabshed trade name enters the public domain, many
physicians continue to prescribe it by trade name. As a
result, % hen comparable competing products enter the star-
ket, the originator of the drug extracts a substantial carry-
over benefit from the marketing work that established the
trade name originally. Under the APhA policy he would
lose this advantage as soon as competing products became
available.

For this and related reasons, we think it reasonable to
expect that the APhA policy would induce the drug industry
to revise its marketing strategy. For single-source drug
products, excepting those that the originator might license
to other producers, trade tames would seem to have no par-
ticular advantage. They may be simpler, even catchier,
than established names, but we believe that physicians would
utanage adequately in their absence. Under the APhA
policy, in any event, the promotion of trade names by detail
men and in advertising would appear not to warrant the
effort expended today. Companies would still wish to
maintain personal, two-way communication with the physi.
cilan, particularly for new, single-source drug products.
Such coIttunication night well be managed in part, how-
ever, hy means of technically thorough written material,
with a consequent reduction in the number of calls that
detail men must make on physicians. The detail man, on
the other hand, tight wish to call considerably more often
on pharmacists, who would become a more critical buying
influence for mullisource drug products. This might imt-
prove marketing eticiency, since one call on a pharmacist
would represent, in effect, i number of calls on individual
physicians.

For the same general reason, some undetermined volume
of drug product advertising might shift front journals read
mainly by physicians to those read mainly by pharmacists.
Shifts of this kind might be dismissed as an accepted vagary
of publishing, except that the advertising in question helps
to support journals whose function is to keep practitioners
of the medical arts abreast of progress in their professions,
Journals of this kind certainly would not be allowed to
founder as a result of declines in advertising revenue, but
some might have to seek new sources of financial support.
Journals read by pharmacists no doubt would profit by the
shifts in advertising that we visualize, and the fact that
APhA publishes sonic such journals puts the Association in
an invidious position, On this score we can say only that
our policy on the antisubstitution laws is not rooted in a
desire to increase APhA's advertising revenue. The Asso-
ciation's operating budget is virtually independent of ad-
vetising income. which currently accounts for roughly 6%
of total income.

We should emphasize at this point that APhA is not
qualified to speak for the drug industry and does not pre-
tend to be doing so. We do feel qualified to assess within
broad limits, as we have done, the economic impact that
the industry might face as a result of the antendments we
seek in the antisubstitution laws, Our assessment leads us
to conclude that that impact would not fundamentally dam-
age the industry's ability to discover, develop, and market
new drug entities and products. The impact seems likely to
fall most heavily on drug marketing practices. Even there,
however, we see no danger of a level of disruption that
would matertally affect the prerogatives of the physician or
the care of the patient.
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LEGAL ISSUES

The modifications that APhA seeks in the antisubstitution
laws involve certain legal issues that bear directly on the
practice of pharmacy. They include negligence, breach of
contract or warranty, trademark protection and unfair com-
petition, and misbranditig. Legal authorities may take dif-
fering positions on sonie of these issues. APhA believes
nevertheless that implementation of its proposals would
present no insuperable legal problems.

The pharmacist's most pervasive legal concern is his po.
tential liability arising from claims by patients. There can
be little question that the pharmacist who assumes greater
responsibility assumes potential liability in like measure.
This is true of any professional. The pharmacist's best pro-
tection against liability for negligence is to exercise due
care. For this reason, amendment of the antisubstitution
laws should heighten, rather than diminish, his desire to
discharge his duties on a high professional level. The
record leaves small doubt that he is legally obligated to do
so.

In sonic states, cases have been decided which hold that
a pharmacist who follows a prescription order literally is
not liable to the patient for injury caused by the drug prod-
uct dispensed. These cases hold the prescribing physician
alone responsible. In other states, meanwhile, cases have
been decided which hold with equal force that the pharma-
cist cannot insulate himself from liability by pleading that
he followed the physician's instructions literally. Such cases
hold that the pharmacist's independent professional re-
sponsibility obligates him to question the physician's pre-
scription order and not to dispense if he believes it to be
medically unsound. Sonie cases hold that the pharmacist is
obligated even to question the patient on such points as the
use of the medication prescribed, potential allergic reactions,
and the like.

The net effect of the existing legal decisions, in other
words, is that in sonie states the pharmacist can protect him-
self merely by counting and pouring, but that in other states
he cannot. From the legal point of view, APhA believes
that the trend of more recent cases casts serious doubt on
the validity and future of the "count and pour" defense.
From the professional point of view, the Association be-
lieves that the pharmacist should function not as a robot,
but as a thinking professional, discharging his duties to pa-
tient and prescriber.

The pharmacist may be potentially liable for errors or
misjudgments whenever he dispenses prescription medica-
tion, but he can become liable in fact only if the patient is
harmed as a result. If the pharmacist dispenses a brand of
a given drug entity different from the brand prescribed, and
if the patient recovers from the ailment being treated, no
liability exists. If, on the other hand, the patient can prove
that he was harmed by the drug product dispensed, the
pharmacist may well be held liable. He would be liable not
because he substituted one brand for another, but because
he dispensed a drug product that harmed the patient. Sup-
pose that, in the same case, the patient was harmed because

the pharmacist dispensed a drug product that was adul-
terated. The presumption is that it would have been only
a question of time before he dispensed the product on a
prescription order that called for it by brand name. The
patient was harmed, therefore, not because the pharmacist
changed brands, but because he stocked and dispensed an
adulterated drug product.

The potential liability of the pharmacist who selects the
source of a drug product to be dispensed can be evaluated
also in the broader context of medical malpractice. Medi-
cal malpractice claims against physicians have increased
enormously in recent years. Many are settled by insurance
companies for amounts that range from a few dollars to
thousands of dollars. Of the claims that go to trial, the
physician prevails on ait average of two tv one over the
patient. The ratio is much higher in some areas. In Cali-
fornia, for example, physicians win nine of every ten cases.

Drug therapy is the basis of relatively few medical mal-
practice claims, and those few tend to involve misprescrib-
ing rather than failure of the drug to achieve the desired
therapeutic result. Drug therapy claims, in other words,
generally allege that the wrong drug was prescribed or that
the right drug was used improperly. Rarely does a plaintiff
claim that the quality of the drug was unsatisfactory; even
more rarely does tie prove it.

Lawsuits involving pharmacists generally are based on
dispensing errors. The pharmacist may have dispensed the
wrong drug, labeled the prescription container incorrectly,
changed ingredients when compounding, or failed to warn
the patient of side-effects or to instruct him in the proper
use of the drug. We find no reported case in which a phar-
macist has been held liable to a patient for dispensing one
brand of a drug when another had been prescribed. We
find, in fact, no case based on such a claim either before or
after the antisubstitution laws were enacted.

Despite the very small number of lawsuits that allege that
the pharmacist was negligent in dispensing medication, the
potential for liability should not be minimized. This is par-
ticularly true in the light of the prevalent judicial view that
the pharmacist is more than a mere "seller of drugs."
APhA believes that no practicing pharmacist should be
without liability insurance. The Association sponsors a
professional liability insurance program for pharmacists
who are not insured under standard liability policies,

APhA concludes that, on balance, modification of the
antisubstitution laws would not significantly increase the
pharmacist's potential liability to patients. The greatest
potential for liability would likely tie in dispensing inferior
drug products. Dispensing only quality products, there-
fore, is the pharmacist's surest means of protecting both
the patient and himself.

Pharmacists for years have selected the source of drug
products prescribed by established name and under hospital
formulary systems. In those states which have never en-
acted antisubstitution laws, pharmacists have been free to
dispense brands of drug entities other than the brands pre-
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scribed. Reported lusuits Show no evidence that these
actlis ies have either ha tli ed p,til ents or stuljectcd Iharnt.-
clsts to legal action by patients.

Breach of Contract or Warranty

In addition to potential liabilty for negligence, APhA's
policy on the antistlsti ttition las s raiLse question conMeMn-
ing breach of contract or reach ot warranty. Specifically,
is the phatniacist potentially able for either ushen lie dis-
penses a dilferent brand of a dirig entity than the brand
prescribed'?

't he first point to consider here is the legal effect of a
prescriptitn order. 'I lie prescription order ci eates no ou-
tractual rights tor the physician; it serves iiciely to som
itunicute to the pharmactt the phy cuin'% instrction and

his authorization to dispense. the prescription order does

not obligate the phatlntacust to duthense the inedltutiio, and

the pihysician cannot sue the pharimiacist lou breach o con-

tract for refusing to dispense

It seems clear, moreover, that when a physician pre-
scribes a drug by brand nant, lie creates no contractual
rights for the iiinitiifacturer. I lie latter, that is to say, can-
iot site a patient ,ho fails to obtain the prescribed ditig or
who buys a itbrand of a uitiltisource drug product other than
the brand prescribed, nor can he sue the dspensing phar-
nacist In neither case does a contract exist.

A contract does exist, however, heltscen the patient who
presents a prescription order and tihe pharmacist who dIts-
pense, it, A Lontrast requires three eleiients: offer; ac-
ceptace of the offer; and conisuleration. Whi the patient
presents the piescruption order, lie voters to buy the drug
product itiolsed. The pharmacist accepts the offer by
dispensing or promising to dispense the prescription inedi-
cation. The third element, the consideration, is the pa-
tieit's paymirent or protise of payitent for the drug. The
pharmacist-pat ent contract is created whether the phlaria-
cist accepts tie pres-ription order directly from the patient
or from a physician acting on the paticiet's behalf.

The basic question is whether the pharmacist breaches
the contract when he dispenses a brand of drug other than
the brand prescribed. let us assunie the extreme case, that
the patient in fact is aware of the existence of different
brands of the drug and wishes explicitly to receive the
brand wanted on the prescription order. If the pharmacist
then substitutes another brand without notice to the patient,
he is guilty of a technical breach of contract, bit a breach
not likely to result in harm to the patient. If, on the other
hand, he gives the patient the substituted brand properly
labeled, we contend that he made a counter-offer to the
patient. If the latter accepts the drug thus dispensed, a
new contract is created, based on the substituted brand,
and the pharinacist has not comitited even a technical
breach of contract.

The contract between the pharmacist arid the patient
also involves various warranties created expressly by the
contract or implied by law. One of these is the so-called
"warranty of fitness for use," which means that the seller
warrants that the item sold is appropriate for the use in-
tended. This warranty does not constitute an absolute
guarantee that a particular drug or drug product will pro-
duce a particular therapeutic effect in a particular patient.
The law, that is to say, recognizes that medicine is not an
exact science and that factors such as patient idiosyncrasies
may cause the same drug or drug product to have different
therapeutic effects in different patients The warranty of

witness for use apples rather to the applicability of the drug
Therapy to the condition invoked. 'the drug manufacturer
and pharmacist, for example, warrant that an anti-infective
drug is approptiatc in treating infections, but not as an anti-
coagulant.

A second type of warranty relates to goods purchased by
description. I his kind of warranty earlyry is important
whete the brand products involved differ significantly.
When tnie otter, to buy a Chevrolet, the seller undertakes
lo dealer i Che,,rolet and not a Ford. 'Ihe practical sig-
ificance of this type of warranty, however, is questionable
where, its with comparable piesctiption drug products, the
produces evolved do not differ materially It call he
argued, for example, that the use of the brand name of a
itug product on a prescription order is neant to describe

tie drug ctity arit not the particular brand. Prescription
orders that specify )mniipen, Penbrltin, or Aicil, for ex-
ample, all des rube aipicllin, a drug entity whose biological
availability has been shown not to vary signilficantly among
brands,

We iioul eiphasize that in breaches of contract or
warranty tlie ultimate issue remains damage to the patient.
In tle absence of provah'e damage, such breaches consti-
tiite "wrong without njry," which cannot legally support
an award of danages.

Tradettarks, Unfair Competition

Althecugh a prescription order does not create contractual
rights ,or a manufacturer, sonic authorities hold that it may
give him other legally protectible rights. These relate to
tradematks and protection from unfair competition.

Under federal law, one who has used a particular name
or symbol to ult.,tify goods that he produces and markets
in interstate commerce may register his "trademark" with
the U S latent Office. If a registered trademark is in-
fringed by another party, the registrant may obtain an in-
junction in a federal court directing that the unlawful use
be stopped. The registrant also may be awarded monetary
damages, A pharmacist who dispensed a drug product
and labeled it with the trademark of another drug product
would be guilty of trademark infringement. If he substi-
tutes one drug product for another, but identifies the product
dispensed by its own brand name, he commits no trade-
mark infringement. In other words, a trademark claim
must he based on use of the trademark on the product of
another party. In relation to APhA's policy on the anti-
substitution laws, the most serious problem in trademark
infringement lies in laws in sonic states that require the
pharmacist to label every prescription dispensed with the
tame of the drug as, prescribed by the physician. No prob-
lent would exist were these laws to require labeling with
the name of the drug or drug product dispensed. At least
one trademark law authority has suggested that, in such a
situation. an appropriate disclosure statement on prescrip-
tion labels could avoid the trademsark infringement problem.
In any event, APhA does not consider the problem serious,
since it could be resolved by simple changes in the language
of the pertinent statutes. Such changes could he made in
conjunction with legislative modification of the antisubsti-
tution laws.

In addition to trademark protection, a drug manufac-
turer is entitled to protection from so-called "unfair compe-
tition," a right generally recognized by all states. For our
purpose here, unfair competition can be regarded as those
practices in which the product of one manufacturer is rep-
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resented to the purchaser as the product of another. The
practices of "pawning off" and "counterfeiting" generally
fall within this area and raise ethical as well as legal prob-
lems. The pharmacist can protect himself against a claim
of unfair competition by fully disclosing the source of the
drug product dispensed. Substitution of one brand of drug
product for another, we contend, does not in itself constitute
an unfair competitive practice.

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Acts

Some opponents of APhA's policy on the antisubstitution
laws argue that brand substitution violates the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Section 301 of the Act prohibits
the "adulteration or misbranding of any food, drug, device
or cosmetic in interstate commerce." Unde Section 502
of the Act, a drug or device is deemed to be misbranded "if
its labeling is false or misleading in any particular" or "if
it is an imitation of another drug," or "if it is offered for
sale under the name of another drug." In our opinion, if
the pharmacist fully discloses the brand or source of the
drug product dispensed he will avoid these prohibitions as
well as similar prohibitions in state food, drug, and cosmetic
acts, Such prohibitions define and refer consistently to
"drug" and not "drug product." In this and all other re-
spects, their language makes clear that they are designed
to protect the public health and not the proprietary rights
of manufacturers.

One writer has suggested that even in the absence of
specific antisubstitution laws, substitution of one brand

product for another prescribed by brand name would con-
sti'ute "gross immorality" under either a statute or state
board of pharmacy regulation. A board of pharmacy, this
writer suggests, should punish such an offense by revoking
or suspending the pharmacist's license or in some other
way. The argument assumes deception by the pharmacist
and therapeutic nonequivalence among drug products. We
have dealt herein with both assumptions. APhA believes,
moreover, that antisubstitution laws that prohibit brand
substitution of comparable drug products are economic In
nature and not reasonably related to considerations of
public health. It follows that sanctions imposed by boards
of pharmacy on such grounds can be challenged success-
fully in court. In fact, a circuit court decision in Michigan
(Casden vs. Michigan Board of Pharmacy, 1959) held
that no "substitution" was involved where a pharmacist
dispensed a brand of a particular drug entity different from
the brand prescribed.

We stated earlier that opinions may differ on some of
the legal issui's involved in modification of the antisubstitu.
lion laws. We would emphasize, therefore, that implemen-
tation of APhA's policy on these laws would not compel
any pharmacist to act contrary to his own interest as he
sees it. Implementation of the policy would act merely to
remove existing legal impediments that many pharmacists
believe restrict their ability to exercise their professional
rights and responsibilities. Such implementation would
compel no pharmacist to modify his habit of practice in any
way if hc did ntot choose to do so; it would compel no
pharmacist to substitute brands if he preferred to dispense
the brand specified on the prescription order.

ROLES OF PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF HEALTH PRACTITIONERS

The American Pharmaceutical Association's goal in seek-
ing modification of the antisubstitution laws is basically to
broaden the pharmacist's authority to select the sources of
the drug products that he dispenses. We are convinced
that this broadened authority will bring with it not only
higher professional status for the pharmacist, both in name
and in fact, but will bring important benefits to the public
health as well. We have explained herein the reasoning
that underlies this conviction. We wish now to examine the
role that APhA intends to play in implementing its policy,
and the role that might be played by state and local phar-
maceutical associations.

While it is not our place to define the role that associa-
tions of other health professionals might play in these
matters, APhA's policy on the antisubstitution laws does
raise important interprofessional questions. We explore
these questions regularly with associations of physicians and
other prescribing professionals. We believe, furthermore,
that pharmaceutical associations at all levels would wel-
come similar discussion and, where appropriate, cooperative
action with their analogous professional associations.

"In any event, we do not expect immediate amendment
or repeal of all antisubstitution laws or regulations. Be-
cause organized opposition to our policy has developed,
state legislatures will be facing a controversial issue. The
resolution of controversy requires a persuasive educational
effort. APhA will provide staff and technical support to
assist state pharmaceutical associations interested in mount-
ing such an effort. Successful efforts in a few jurisdictions,

we believe, will prompt others in positions of influence to
proceed vigorously along the same lines.

APhA in addition will act on its own at the federal level.
The federal government is seeking ways to maximize the
value it receives from tax dollars spent for pharmaceutical
services under the health care programs that it finances.
Some states already have instituted cost-reduction measures
for pharmaceutical services in their publicly supported
health programs. We expect the federal government to
enact similar controls as the dollar amount of federal funds
being spent on drugs and pharmaceutical services continued
to rise. When feasible measures are proposed, APhA can
be expected to support them. Federal controls that broaden
the pharmacist's opportunity to exercise his professional
abilities and responsibilities can be expected to preempt the
state antisubstitution laws.

Dialog with Medical Profession

APhA intends to continue its dialog with the American
Medical Association on antisubstitution laws and other
professional matters. AMA voted officially to oppose our
policy on the antisubstitution laws in less than 10 weeks
from the time we adopted the policy. The discussion that
preceded this action focused on guarding the physician's
prerogatives. It failed to consider the professional benefits
that implementation of our policy would yield for the
practicing physician. In its discussions with AMA, the
Association will emphasize those benefits as well as the
important public benefits that can be achieved by allowing
the pharmacist to assume the responsibility for selecting the
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source of drug products prescribed. We believe, with Presi-
dent Nixon, that sweeping changes are essential to inmorove
the delivery of health care services i this country. We
believe that these must include mutually beneficial changes
in the relationship between physician and pharmacist tl'at
will improve service to patients. We intend also to stress
the pharmacist's ability to assume certain other responsibili
ties that will assist physicians.

In addition to APhA's discussions with AMA, the Asso-
ciation is engaged in interprofessional dialog with the medi-
cal profession on a number of other fronts. One of these
is the American Public Health Association, which lately
has adopted a new and mote active st,iuce and intends to
pav close attention to the current crisis in health care.
Physicians in other influential organizations, both private
and governrental, are thinking along the satite lines. APhA
has been taking every opportunity to acquaint physicians
anti others involved in health care planning with the phar-
macist's potential in helping to relieve today's pressing
problems in health manpower.

Public Understanding

Public understanding is a vital element in the actions
that must be taken to improve the deficiency anti control the
costs of health care services. APhA is working to improve
public understanding of the pharinac.st's function and po-
tential, anti a role exists here for slate and local pharma-
ceutical associations as well,

Consumer advocates have recomrmended various mea-
sures intended to reduce the cost of prescription medica-
lion, including generic prescribing, The public tends to
equate "generic" with "low cost," and "brand name" with
"high cost." The pharmacist knows that this relationship
is not necessarily correct. It fact, given the opportunity
to select the source of the drug product dispensed, the phar-
nacist often can dispense quality brand name or generic
drug products at lower cost than for the brand name prod-
uct originally prescribed. The public woul benefit from
wider understanding of the fact that the pharmacist is

CON(

The American Pharmaceutical Association's policy on the
antisubstitution laws patently raises a variety of issues that
involve at one extreme pure fact and, at the other, pure
emotion. All of these many issues, however, are subor-
dinate to a single fundamental question: Will the public
health benefit if the antisubstitution laws are amended
to allow the pharmacist to select the source of irsultisource
drug products prescribed by prodirt trade name ,tloire?

APhA's stand orn this question is unequivocal. We be-
lieve not only that the pharmacist should assume this re-
sponsibility; we believe as well that he is clearly the pro-
fessional best qualified to do so. We believe further that
an'rendment of the laws in the manner that we support
would initiate a new and progressive era in drug therapy:

* 'The overall cost of prescription drugs to the patient
would decline.

* 'The efficiency of utilizelion of health manpower would
improve.

* 'The relationship among physician, pharmacist, and pa-

uniquely qualified to act as the patient's purchasing agent.
The patient, indeed, should expect the pharmacist to act in
this capacity and not as the manufacturer's selling agent.

State and Local Action

APhA believes that state pharmaceutical associations are
obligated to provide their mensbers with all available in-
formation on the Association's policy on the antisubstitu-
lion laws. The policy evokes emotional, strongly held opin-
tons, and the pharmacist should consider its merits only in
the tight of careful study of the facts, Pharmacists, more-
over, must prepare themselves to advise slate legislative and
regulatory bodies who elect to repeal, ansend, or neutral.
i/c the antisubstitution laws. Expert a vice is essential
to the translation of legislative intent in'o workable and
ecffeclive language.

Local pharmaceutical associations also can strengthen the
':lfort to implement the APhA policy. One example of
skhat can be done is the joint work of the Charlottesville-
Albemarle (Va.) Pharmaceutical Association and the
Albemarle County (Va.) Medical Society. In addition
to then program for prescribing and dispensing drug prod-
ntis by nonproprietary name, the two groups worked out
agreed-upon policies on masters such as labeling of pre-
scription medication, renewal instructions, the use of pre.
printed prescription blanks, and multiple prescription
orders on a single prescription blank. The joint program
illustrated persuasively how local pharmacy and medical
groups can work together to develop realistic interpro-
fessional relations.

Pharmacists can work individually to seek from individual
prescribers written authorization for brand substitution.
These authorizations allow the pharmacist to select the
source of a mullisource drug product to be dispensed when
the prescription order is written by brand name. APhA
slalf is developing model agreements of this kind, Such a
procedure can greatly strengthen physician-pharmacist re-
lations and can help to make the pharmacist an even more
effective link in the health cAre system,

3LUSION

tient would be strengthened without affecting the physi-
cian's basic prerogatives visa-vis the patient.

0 The methods used to market drug products would
change and Ncry likely would become more efficient.

These and related developments, on balance, would re-
dound without question to the benefit of the public health.
They can be set on foot, moreover, by amending laws and
regulations that no longer bear any realistic relation to the
public health. 1 he motivation that crealed and is attempt-
ing to sustain the antisubstitution laws is primarily eco-
nomic. Whatever therapeutic basis the laws possessed
initially-and they did help to suppress drug counterfeiting
---has passed away,

The American Pharmaceutical Association contends that
the antisubstilution laws in their present form are not a
benefit to the public health, but are in fact a detriment.
We contend that they should be amended along the lines
laid down in the Association's official policy on the
matter. We intend to continue to press vigorously to
secure such amendment.

Reprintd to the April, 1971, Ame, J, urnal of the American Phroanetital A~sOaion,
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Special Report a Reprinted from February 20, 1971
APhA Newsletter

FDA Commissioner Assesses Nation's Drug Supply
Testifying before the United States Senate Subcommittee

on Monopoly under the Chairmanship of Sen. Gaylord Nel-
son, FDA Comndssioner Charles C. Edwards, M.D., pre-
sented a comprehensive picture of the FDA's assessment of
the current status of the quality, effectiveness, and safety of
pharmaceutical products in this country.

Due to the timeliness and importance to pharmacy of the
Commissioner's views, this issue of the Newsletter is re-
printing pertinent excerpts of Dr. Edwards' prepared state-
mient, as well as question and answer dialogue which served
to further elaborate on aspects of his text.

In the opening remarks of his Jan. 18, 1971, testimony,
the Commissioner stated:

"I think no one would question that the discovery and de-
velopment of new drugs and new antibiotics over the past
three decades have contributed enormously to the eradica-
tion and control of disease and to the relief of patient suf-
fering.

"However, over this same period of time, drug misuse
has become a major national problem. I speak not just of
drug abuse in the conventional sense, but rather of the
promotion, the prescribing, and the use of drugs of limited
or no value, and, of course, equally important, the con-
sumption of too many drugs, often for no purpose or for
the wrong purpose. I think few things are more tragic than
the prescribing and administration of a drug of no proven
effectiveness followed by a serious and even sometimes fatal
adverse reaction.

"We at FDA are concerned first with drug safety, but
we must constantly bear in mind that considerations of drug
effectiveness and drug safety cannot be separated.

"I would like to briefly discuss where we are today, how
we arrived at this point and how we plan to proceed in the
days ahead. Our goal is to achieve the objective of excel-
lence in drug quality, honesty in drug promotion, and ra-
tionality in drug use at the earliest possible time. We are
striving for a uniform and high standard of safety and re-
liability of all drugs. Of course, this requires us to be con-
cerned with all phases of the drug scene:

* with all manufacturers large and small;
o with the discovery and investigational use and devcl-

opment of all new drugs;
o with the evaluation of safety and efficacy of new prod-

ucts offered to the medical profession;
o with the quality controls that assure the identity, the

strength, the quality, the purity, and the reliability of
the product that comes off the production line and into
the hospital, and the community pharmacy;

" with the labeling and promotion of these products;
* with the experience of these drugs in the hands of the

practicing physician; and indirectly, of course,
* with the costs of tkese products.
"Although we have no specific responsibility relating to

drug costs, it is well to recall that Sen. Kefauver's investiga-

tion a decade ago focused attention on the causes of the high
cost of prescription drugs. They were poor quality research,
excesses and exaggeration in promotion and the difficulties
encountered by prescribes In obtaining reliable information
that would facilitate rational drug therapy. All of these Im-
portant areas are responsibilities of the Food and Drug
Administration,"

[The testimony then focused on a number of specific areas
of which tie following are of particular interest to pharmacyy]

Drug Prices
Sen. Nelson. Isn't an additional problem relating to the

cost also the problem raised by brand name prescribing?
That is to say, State antisubstitution laws, You have a situa-
tion in which the doctor prescribes by the brand name, the
pharmacist is required by law to give that brand. So, you can
have the same compound being sold at a fractional price
itecting all appropriate USP or NF standards and yet the
brand name prescribing practice holds the price up.

We had, as you know, testimony at sonie length here on
prednisone, which varied in price from 590 a hundred to
$17.90 it hundred in pharmacies, which is a radical differ-
ence; [also testimony] from the Medical Letter saying they
were all equivalent-all met the same standards.
How do you get around that kind of a problem?
Dr. Edwards. Well, I think there is probably no simple

answer to solving that problem. Certainly, one of the answers
is to better communicate to the medical profession the fact
that In today's drug scene the brand names and the generic
name drugs that are approved by the Food and Drug Ad,
ministration are for all practical purposes equal drugs In
terms of their potency, uniformity, et cetera.
I think frankly, we have not done enough in communi-

cating this kind of Information to the practicing professional

Therapeutic Equivalence
Sen. Nelson. You do not have any evidence that indicates

as t general proposition, then, that brands or generics are
better, one is better than the other?

Dr. Edwards. No. I think in today's drugs, I think cer-
tainly in the case of the antibiotics that are certified by the
Food and Drug Administration, I think we can certainly
say there that brand and generics are equal. I think that any
drug that goes through the new drug application process, we
can say is equal too, be it brand or generic.

I think there are some of the "me-too" drugs, others that
we are coming to grips with via the National Academy drug
efficacy study; but these present a little different problem,
and we cannot make quite that statement in reference to
those drugs. But I think certainly on all drugs that have
been approved through regular processes we can make this
statement ...

Both the United States Pharmacopeia and the National
Formulary arc seeking clinical tests such as excretion and
absorption profiles on human beings to evaluate clinical ef-
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feet. In addition, they are attempting to develop in vitro
tests which approximate the in vivo situation.

Sen. Nelson. You mean the USP and NF are seeking these
tests on all drugs?

Dr. Edwards. I think eventually that would be their ulti-
mate goal. They are doing this by drug categories at this
point in time but they are attempting to increase the scope
of what are the various factors that go into developing
uniformity for these drugs,

Sen, Nelson. Well, then, will these become additional
factors in meeting USP-NF standards?

Dr. Edwards. That is right, yes.
We have made our own efforts to assure that chemical

drug equivalents, when administered in the same amounts,
will provide essentially the same availability as measured by
blood levels, excretion, and absorption profiles, et cetera,
We have developed certain in-house biological availability
requirements for abbreviated new drug applications but in-
formation and techniques thus far in this whole area have
been slow in coming and must be considered preliminary.

On the basis of currently available evidence, the quality
of marketed drugs in regard to their purity and the unifor-
mity of content of active Ingredients is not suspect. This
includes all marketed drugs, generic as well as brand name.
Even though there have been indications that different brands
of a few drugs in chemically equivalent formulations have
given significantly different biological responses, we have
reason to believe this is not a frequent phenomenon.

I)tulllcative Drugs
Sen. Nelson. Is there any sound reason for permitting the

introduction into the marketplace of a drug if there is another
drug in the marketplace that is just as good? No proof that
this one is better? Is there really any rational reason for
permitting it to be marketed?

Dr. Edwards. I think this is probably the reason that we
have some 20,000 drugs on the market today when maybe
half or fewer would be enough.

No, I do not think there is any rational justification for it.
On the other hand, you know better than I that industry
spokesmen would disagree with this position.

Drug Labeling
Dr. Edwards. Our current labeling policy on new drugs is

a much tougher one than that in previous years in the FDA.

Sen, Nelson. So, all labels that have been criticized by the
NAS/NRC as being inaccurate for one reason or another
will be revised.

Dr. Edwards, All of these will be revised and we arc
moving toward class labeling. Tetracycline is probably the
best example. A tetracycline drug, be it brand name, be it
generic, the labeling should be the same. I think this will do
a great deal to clean up and to make more meaningful the
whole labeling.

Sen. Nelson. I do not know that I follow you on that.
You mean that now if there arc several brand nanes of
tetracyclines that they may have different labeling?

Dr. Edwvards. There may be some differences in labeling
between various brands of the same drug, We are changing
this. We are moving in the direction of class labeling across
the board.

Dr. Simmons IDirector, FDA Bureau of Drugs). On the
class labeling specifically, what we are trying to accomplish
is this. At the present time there are about five different
chemical formulations of tetracycline. Now, all of them have
minor differences which present and old labeling have shown,
and on which advertising clainy have been made,

The important thing, however, is that these minor differ-
ences, though there, are clinically insignificant. There is no
reason why a physician should choose one as opposed to the
other.

Now, since there are, I think, over 50 tetracyclines avail-
able in these five different chemical classes, what we are
trying to do is simplify labeling to point out to the doctor
in a simple concise way that basically they are all the same.
He can expect the same result from them and lie should
base his therapeutic judgments (in that statement.

That is what class labeling is and what we are trying to
accomplish with It,

Sen. Nelson. Well, if the distinctions in the formulations
are of no clinical significance, are they permitted to make a
claim in the labeling that they are?

Dr. Shinmons. They will no longer be allowed to.

Package Inserts
Dr. Edwards. The package insert is the key to what can

and what must be communicated to assure safe and effective
drug therapy. The NAS/NRC noted that most of the current
package inserts require significant revision. As I say, that
is being done. Too often they arc protiotionally slanted.
They sometimes are models of clarity when it comes to
claims of effectiveness, but models of obscurity in the dis-
cussions of limitations, side effects, contraindications, et
cetera. In our judgment, our interim labeling regulations will
help to correct this problem.

Significance of the "Panalba Case"
Dr. Edwards. As soon as the first NAS/NRC report clas-

sifying a drug as "ineffective" was announced, industry re-
sistance appeared. The first line of defense was to throw the
issue into hearings, from which protracted delays could be
anticipated. There were court suits seeking exemptions of
a great number of drugs from the efficacy review--on the
ground that they were excused by the grandfather clauses.

The real test, I think, of the agency's determination and
ability to translate the scientific reviews into patient benefits
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came in mid-1969 with the now quite famous Panalba case.
The agency took two important steps to minimize hearing
delays. It defined the scientific content of adequate and well-
controlled clinical investigations to provide a regulatory base
against which medical documentation would be measured,
and it established summary rules to limit its hearing proced-
ures to those cases in which the sponsor of the drug could

* establish that there was a genuine and substantial issue of
fact requiring a hearing.

The Panalba case was taken first to the District Court
* and then to the Court of Appeals. After an expedited appeal,

FDA prevailed. The principles on which we would proceed
were then firmly established.

Drug Comsbinations
Dr. Edwards. I would like to make it abundantly clear

that FDA is not against all fixed dose combinations. Our
problem is to develop and to implement a reasonable policy
for dealing with fixed dose combination drugs to make ra-
tional prescribing possible. ...

We are in the process of developing guidelines as to what
we consider an adequate combination drug....

In essence what we are saying is that in any combination
drug, the various ingredients of the combination must be
shown to exert some effect on the total effect of the drug.

Dr. Simmons. No drug should be present in a fixed dose
combination unless its presence clearly enhances safety or
efficacy. And unfortunately, most combination drugs to this
point have not developed that type of efficacy.

Sen. Nelson. I am puzzled a little bit about that. If it is
a fixed dosage form, are you saying that adequate control
studies would have to be submitted to demonstrate that in
that fixed dosage form the combination of these drugs is
additive or synergistic?

Dr. Simmons. That is right.
You do not put two antibiotics together unless you can

show that those two provide a better result than either one
of the ingredients, either a better result in increased safety
or increased efficacy....

There are two parts to the combination policy, one, that
there should be evidence that both contribute to the thera-
peutic effect, and two, that the specific formulation can be
used rationally. In other words, where you must increase
the dose of one antibiotic to take care of a certain organism,
you do not carry along with it an increase In the dose of the
other for which there is no indication to increase the dose.

Sen, Nelson. In the studies thus far of the NAS/NRC,
apart front topicals, were there any fixed combination drugs
that met the standard that you are talking abous'

Dr. Simmons. Out of, I believe, over 1,300 combination
drugs reviewed, a handful were rated effective.

Sen. Nelson. A handful?
Dr. Simmons. Yes.

Drug Quality
Dr. Edwards. Moving on to the subject of drug quality,

reliability of claims of effectiveness are of first importance,
but we must be equally concerned with product reliability.

We have developed and published improved regulations
applicable to Good Manufacturing Practices.

We have several programs to enforce those requirements.
The first is the Intensified Drug Inspection Program. This
is an effort to improve overall industry performance by con-

Dr. Charles C.
Edwards

Commissioner
Food and Drug
Administration

centration on specific manufacturers. In this process the FDA
learns practical problems of implementing what may be
considered theoretical requirements. The industry learns
what concerns the FDA in a concrete rather than an abstract
fashion. I think object lessons may be applied across the
board. Marginal operations can be brought into compliance
and hopeless ones identified and eliminated.

Since July, 1968, FDA has initiated intensified inspection
of sonic 287 drug manufacturers and associated commer-
cial testing laboratories. In 147 of the terminated cases,
voluntary compliance with the Good Manufacturing Prac-
tices regulations was achieved through a dialogue between
FDA District personnel and plant management. In some 44
remaining cases are 23 firms which are now the subject of
legal action, and 21 firms whjch are giving up the drug
business because of their inability to come into compliance.

Dr. Siommons. The current Good Manufacturing Practice
regulations which we have just repromulgated are such that
if a firm follows these, it can reasonably be expected that
they will produce an up-to-potency product batch after batch.

Good Manufacturing Practices
Mr. Goodrich [FDA General Counsel]. The Good Man-

ufacturing Practices regulations deal with the nitty-gritty of
good production, that is, a proper building, proper equip-
ment, proper cleaning of the equipment, proper controls of
the raw materials going into the mixing batch, proper control
over the labeling, regulation of the type of personnel, and
so forth. They are designed to be compliable by the small
manufacturer as well as the large but there are certain
minimum things that must be observed by all manufacturers
to assure drug quality.

Now, the 21 firms that have not been able to comply either
have not had the willingness or the finances to meet these
minimum requirements and the public can accept nothing
less.

Sen. Nelson. Are there any requirements that must be
met by a manufacturer of a drug prior to marketing his drug?

Mr. Goodrich. If it is a new drug, he has to make a
commitment at the going-in stage of production that he will
observe a protocol of manufacturing control that will assure
reliability. If it is an antibiotic drug he must submit each
batch to us for batch certification. If he is dealing with
drugs that are not new drugs, that it, the old products, he
must for all drugs meet the conditions of currently good
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manufacturing practice and if he does not, it the drug is
adulterated and taken off the market, he can be enjoined or
prosecuted.

So the Good Manufacturing Practices are the basic rules
that apply to every drug manufacturer, large or small.

Adverse Reactions
Dr. Edwards. The Federal Government is a very substan-

tial purchaser of prescription drugs. We at FDA have a
responsibility to do what we can to assure that the Federal
purchasers are fully informed about the products they buy.

We do have problems in the use of prescription and non-
prescription drugs in this country. It is a serious problem
and threatens to become more so if vigorous steps are not
taken to correct the basic problem.

The American public is currently receiving approximately
two billion prescriptions per year and it is estimated that
in five years this is likely to increase some 50 per cent to
over three billion prescriptions a year; this figure excludes
over-the-counter drugs which are sold in even greater
quantities.

The subject of adverse reactions is important and this
complication rate has been estimated at sonic 10%-ap-
proximately 5% of all patients admitted to general hospitals
are believed to represent sonic form of drug reaction ....
The average hospital patient receives between eight and 10
drugs per hospital admission and this goes much higher.

Drug Efficacy Study
Dr. Edwards. The Drug Amendments of 1962 required

that drugs be proven effective for their intended uses, as well
as safe. Thousands of drugs introduced between 1938 and
1962 had been marketed on proof of safety alone with no
obligation upon the manufacturer to prove the truth and
validity of their promotional claims of effectiveness.

Surely the most important provision of the 1962 amend-
ments was to define the kind and the quality of medical
evidence that is to be required both to justify the introduc-
tion of any new product and to sustain the continued mar-
keting of products already on the market. Congress decreed
that claims of drug effectiveness must be supported by "sub-
stantial cvidence"-nmeaning evidence derived from adequate
and well-controlled clinical investigations on the basis of
which it can fairly and responsibly be concluded by experts
that the particular drug will have the effectiveness it is
represented and purported to possess.

The task before the Food and Drug Administration was
a monumental one.

In 1966 the agency turned to the National Academy of
Sciences/National Research Council for help. NAS/NRC
agreed to undertake the evaluation of the more than 3.000
marketed preparations approved by the FDA between 1938
and 1962 that were still on the market, and to determine
whether they were effective for the indications claimed in
their labeling. The Drug Efficacy Study was established by
NAS/NRC in June, 1966, and some 30 panels were set
up to evaluate various categories of drugs.

The results are summarized in a report which was given
to us in 1969. This review made "an audit of the state of the
art of drug usage that has been uniquely extensive in scope
and uniquely intensive in time" and is applicable to more
than 80% of the currently marketed drugs--80% of all
dosage forms that arc available in the pharmacy.

The report noted that the quality of the evidence of
efficacy. as well as the quality of the labeling, was poor.
Many of the presentations submitted by manufacturers in
support of the claims made for the use of their drugs con.
'i,,ed of reports of uncontrolled observations and testimonial-
type endorsements. There was a conspicuous lack of sub-
stantial evidence based on well-controlled investigations by
experienced investigators. The panels specifically criticized
the labeling of about two-thirds of the drugs that they evalu.
ated. They have found too many of the package inserts to
be poorly organized, repetitive, out-of-date, evasive, and
promotionally oriented. The majority of the inserts were
found to fail in their purpose of providing the physician and
the pharmacist with authoritative and objective guides to
prescribing or dispensing the drugs in question.
lEditor's note: Dr. Edwards subsequently added to this testi.
mony in a letter to Sen. Nelson on Jan. 29, 1971, as follows:

flIn the real sense, the industry failed to mount any effort
to provide the necessary evidence of effectiveness. Rather,
they continued to request hearings, revise labeling, or other-
wise avoid the issue of supplying substantial evidence of
effectiveness. No drugs of any economic significance were
voluntarily removed from marketing, except in those cases
where the matter was resolved in the courts, such as sonic
combination antibiotic products. We. therefore, considered
it prudent to publish the decisions we made based on the
NAS/NRC review.

["Public confidence in our Nation's drug supply cannot
be achieved while ineffective drugs remain in our hospitals
and neighborhood pharmacies. Public confidence must be
built upon the firm foundation of adequate, scientific evidence
clearly supporting the effectiveness claimed. The sooner this
is accomplished the greater will be the public confidence
in the entire medical establishment. be it the drug manu-
facturer, physician, pharmacist, or the FDA."]

FDA's Mission
Dr. Edwards. Federal policy toward rational prescribing

requires attention to drug quality, to sound medical docu-
mentation of all allowable promotional claims, and to greatly
improved communications with the physicians prescribing
these drugs. Government, as a major purchaser of drugs,
should and must insist upon the least expensive of equivalent
drugs and upon rational choices among different drugs which
satisfy the same medical needs. Our role is to assure the
reliability of all drugs available in the marketplace and the
dissemination of fully informative labeling and promotion
to enable the prescribers to make wise choices among the
array of products available to them. #
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Dr. APPLE. Mr. Chairman, it will probably not surprise you to know
that our position with regard to antisubstitution laws is vigorously
opposed by the drug industry. Notwithstanding this formidable oppo-
sition, we call upon this committee and Congress to examine this situa-
tion and to assure that taxpayer-financed national health insurance
is not subjected to uncontrolled cost potentials because of existing
anti-substitution laws.

We have mentioned drug utilization review programs as one road
toward rational drug therapy and a reasonable approach to the control
of drug product costs. Another method presently in use in most hos-
pitals is the formulary system for selecting drugs and drug products
for the treatment of hospitalized patients.

In the hospital formulary system, the pharmacy and therapeutics
committee, as approved by the medical staff, is responsible for deter-
mining which drugs are necessary for patient care and should be
stocked in the hospital pharmacy. All prescribers practicing in the hos-
pital agree to abide by the decisions of the pharmacy and therapeutics
committee, which is 'made up of representatives of the medical and
pharmacy staffs.

Once the list of drugs has been developed, it is the responsibility of
the pharmacy department to select the source of supply for each prod-
uct. The price for drug products paid by hospitals under such a sys-
tem is far lower than the price paid by community pharmacies for the
same drug product. This results because of a highly competitive bid-
ding situation created by the fact that the formulary system permits
the hospital to control its drug inventory. Drug product cost savings
achieved by hospitals under the formulary system could be realized by
the public'at large if community pharmacies could similarly control
their inventories.

For the past several years, Senator Russell Long of Louisiana has
offered a proposal which would be a giant step toward this goal. Under
his plan, the hospital formulary concept would be carried over to all
health care programs supported by Federal funds. Acceptable cost
ranges for drug products deemed necessary for patient care would be
established with the advice of a well-qualified panel of nongovern-
mental advisers. These cost ranges would be established at the lower
end of the price spectrum for drug products of acceptable quality.
Thus, acceptable quality and reasonable cost would be the basic test
for admission of any drug product to the list of those eligible for Fed-
eral financial support.

Mr. Chairman, although Senator Long's proposal was included by
the Senate in the Social Security Amendments of 1967, it was rejected
by the House in conference. The conference committee did recommend
further study of the Long proposal, and this was done by the HEW
Task Force on Prescription Drugs.

The task force endorsed the Long proposal. Thus, we are here to-
day urging, as APhA has consistently urged, that the concept of the
Long proposal for controlling drug costs be adopted by Congress. We
believe that if this cost control were presently in effectC we might well
have avoided much of the unfortunate drug cost experience associated
with the medicaid program and the action taken by this committee in
H.R. 1 which permits the States to reduce or eliminate pharmaceutical
service benefits under medicaid.
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To this point, we have focused on controlling the cost of drug prod-
ucts. We do not believe that the cost of the pharmacist's professional
services should go unmentioned. Today, the average professional fee
for pharmaceutical service on a per prescription dispensed basis is
approximately $1.80. According to the 1970 Lilly Digest, a pharmacy's
average net profit was only 4.1 percent of sales, having fallen from 5.8
percent in 1965, a 30 percent decline in the last 5 years. The salaries
of employed pharmacists average in the $12,000 to $15,000 per annum
range. Pharmacists are not becoming wealthy out of human misery
and certainly do not wish to do so. The pharmacist asks only equitable
coml)ensation for his service and recognition as a professional mem-
ber of the health care team.

There is no question but that the practice of pharmacy can and
niust be made more efficient with the pharmacist utilized in the profes-
sional role for which lie is trained. We believe that the majority of
today's pharmacists and certainly those students who are the pharma-
cists of the future wish to devote their professional career to the de-
livery of patient-oriented health care services.

Consider the value, in terms of dollars and improved patient care,
of the patient medication record in preventing adverse drug reactions
or interactions. It has been estimated by Dr. Leighton E. Cluff, chair-
man of the department of medicine of the University of Florida, in a
recent study that an estimated 1.5 million hospital admissions annu-
ally are due to adverse drug reactions. According to the American
Hospital Association, the average length of stay in community hos-
pitals in the United States is slightly more than 8 days. However, the
hospital stay of a patient whose admission is caused by an adverse
drug reaction is roughly 40 percent greater. If one multiplies this
period of hospitalization by the average daily costs in community
hospitals, $81 per day, a figure which to many may now seem low,
one will find that the cost of hospitalization due to adverse drug reac-
tions is roughly $1.3 billion per year.

APhA's concern over the serious public health 1)rol)lei resulting
from adverse drug reactions has beemi translated into Ali extensive,
action program. We tre in the l)rocess of providing practicing l)har -

macists with the kind of drug interaction information they need to
be of service to the prescriber aid patient, a,(d we are confident that
our program will hel l ) to substantially reduce tihe incidence of adverse
reactions.

WTe would also point out that pharmacists are serving other impor-
tant roles in their communities, including the role of public health
educator. Many pharmacists, both within their pharmacies and in
public forums, are serving a,, the source of reliable, factual informa-
tion on vital health care concerns including drug abuse and an equally
depressing threat, the rapidly increasing incidence of venereal disease.

rTlhiere is no question but that existing community pharmacies can
be utilized to )rovide comprehensive pharmaceutical service to
)atients. These convenient primary health centers will continue to

serve for many as their initial point of contact with the health care
system.

The kinds of service we have described can and will be provided by
pharmacists at reasonable costs. With a(lequate compensation, we
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will continue to attract required )haimacy manpower to serve the
Nation's health care needs, and wvith adequate compensation for his
professional service anid recognition of this service, the pharmacist
will be free to devote his full energies toward the efficient delivery of
health care service.

Finally, Mi. Chairman, we wish to address ourselves to another
aspect of pharniaceuitical service cost which has also contributed to
congressional reluctance to implei|ecnt a broad pharmaceutical service
)enefit. W\e refer to the costs of l)rog'ain administration. It has been

correctly pointed out that, the cost of processing claims for pharma-
ceutical service on a per piescription basis by third parties often
exceeds the cost of the drug product anl pharmaceutical service com-
bined. Out of our concern for this intohrable situation, APhA founded
the National Plharinacy Insurance council . NPIC has been actively
seeking solutions to present weaknesses in the adnist-ation of phar-
nmaceutical service progialns.

In this conmection, NPIC has already developed a universal
l)hlarlnacy claim form which would serve to bring order out the
present chaotic papeirwork situation facing both pharmacists and
third-party administrators. Yet, for reasons which are totally incom-
prehensible to us, the insurance industry has failed to adopt this
||niversal claim form. We also believe that there are other methods
for reducing the administrative costs associated with the per prescrip-
tion reimbur'senment method, for example, the capitation method.

In summnary, Afr. (hairnmmn, we are convinced that the documented
need for' comprehensive pharmaceutical service under a system of
national health insurance need not I)e ignored or such service delayed
because the price tag is too high.

We call for the careful consideration by this committee of inclusion
of such service in whatever plan for national health insurance may be
finally adopted. For our part, Mr. Chairman, we pledge in return that
pharmacy stands ready to make the fullest contribution of which the
profession is capable in our national goal of achieving solutions to
present health care problems in the United States.

Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there questions?
If not, we very much appreciate your testimony. This certainly is

one of the items that the committee will be considering in some detail
in its consideration of this legislation.

Thank you again.
Dr. APPLE. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Ralph Engel.
Mr. Engel, if you will further identify yourself for the record we

would be glad to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF RALPH ENGEL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PHARMACY
INSURANCE COUNCIL

Mr. ENGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Ralph Engel, director of the National Pharmacy Council and

I Was to be accompanied by Dr. J. Curtis Nottingham, chairman of
our board of governors, but unfortunately his flight was fogged in.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -- 10
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Mr. ULLMAN. We are sorry he is not here.
You are recognized, sir.
Mr. ENOEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The profession of pharmacy

believes that any health care plan should include pharmaceutical serv-
ices. At the same time, we recognize that Congress has been reluctant
to include out-patient pharmaceutical services as a required benefit in
any major health legislation largely because of concern about the ad-
ministrative costs connected with such benefits.

We are here today to relate to this committee the progress that has
been made in developing solutions for the administrative problems
connected with the existing third party drug benefit programs as well
as those which may become a reality in the months and years ahead.

At the present time, the private insurance industry claims that
about 85 percent of the population is protected by one or more forms
of private health insurance, yet, only about 2 percent of the people are
covered by a drug benefit program. During 1970, according to the fig-
ures published by the Social Security Administration, personal ex-
penditures for prescribed drugs and drug sundries reached $6.7 bil-
lion. Of this amount, about $6.3 billion can be attributed to the private
sector of the economy, while the balance, nearly $425 million, was cov-
ered by various government programs. Approximately 17 percent of
the total private health expenditures for fiscal 1970 were attributed
to drugs and drug sundries.

As prepaid prescription programs proliferate, they produce a sub-
stantial impact on pharmacy and it is for this reason that the profes-
sion felt some mechanism was needed through which it could address
itself to the administrative problems created by such programs and
through which it could present a unified approach to many of these
problems.

As was stated, the American Pharmaceutical Association conceived
the National Pharmacy Insurance Council, believing that the best in-
terest of the public and pharmacy would be served if the profession
had a forum which could present proposals as well as action in the
prepayment area.

The National Pharmacy Insurance Council was organized in Octo-
ber 1969. Forty-six State associations are represented on the council
as well as the American College of Apothecaries, the American Society
of Hospital Pharmacists, the American Pharmaceutical Association,
and the National Association of Chain Drug Stores.

The activities of the National Pharmacy Insurance Council falls
within three general categories-liaison, research, and education.

These activities are carried out through its committees of which
there are presently three. The administrative processes committee's
function is to design systems and mechanisms for the efficient and eco-
nomical processing of claims.

The reimbursement methods committee's objective is to develop an
equitable and feasible system for reimbursing pharmacists under third-
p)arty payment programs. The service benefits committee has the re-
sponsibility of identifying pharmaceutical services that contribute to
optimal therapeutic utilization.
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In an effort to relieve some of the current problems connected with
prepaid drug benefit programs, NPIC, through its administrative
processes committee, has outlined procedures necessary to expedite
identification of eligible recipients of drugs as well as those steps neces-
sary to alleviate the l)roblems of processing the multiplicity of claim
forms. It recommends that program subscribers identify themselves by
a plastic card similar to a credit card, supplied to them by the insur-
ance carrier or third-party administrator. The information required
on the plastic identification card should have a uniform format.

The committee also designed a pharmacy claim form which has uni-
versal application today. It is construlcted to adapt to any method of
administration, from handsorting to sophisticated electronic data
processing. It was developed for any type of insurance program and
has won the endorsement of virtually (very pharmacy organization.

(The document referred to follows:)
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EXHIBIT A

The

Pharmacy Claim Form

The following procedures should be used to ex-
pedite identification of eligible recipients of drugs as
well as to alleviate the problem of processing the
multiplicity of claim forms.

Published By:

American Pharmaceutical Assodation
National Association of Chain Drug Stores
National Association of Retail Druggists
National Pharmacy Insurance Council
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I. The Pharmacy Claim Form

A. A common claim form is necessary from an ad-
ministrative standpoint and should be utilized
throughout all programs, both private and govern-
mental,

B. The pharmacy claim form was constructed to
adapt to any method of administration, from hand
sorting to sophisticated electronic data processing
including optical scanning. It was developed for
both service benefits programs as well as indem-
nity type of programs and has provisions for
recognizing patients in an in-patient facility as
well as differentiating between a participating or
non-participating pharmacy. The form also pro-
vides a means to record health-related items such
as canes, crutches, surgical dressings, etc.

C. Physical Characteristics

1. Size
80 column card, which is compatible with most
data processing equipment.

2. Copies-three-part form
A card stock copy and two tissue copies. The
card stock copy is to be sent to the carrier or
third-party agent for reimbursement; a tissue
copy to be utilized by the pharmacy in its ac-
counting and administrative procedures; a sec-
ond tissue copy can be utilized for follow-up
with the carrier or third-party agent when a
claim is delayed or in question or for central
processing in the case of multi-unit operations.

3. Carbon
The use of dark black non-smear carbon is sug-
gested, particularly in the case of optical scan-
ning. The carbon is part of the set but should
be shorter than the 80 column card size to pro-
vide an easy means of snapping the copies
apart.

4. The information to appear on the claim form is
divided into three (3) general sections.

a. Subscriber Identification (Left)
The subscriber identification area is left open
on the card stock copy but lightly printed on
the tissue copies to allow for the imprint of
the pertinent information from a subscriber
I.D. card or to be written in manually if a
card is not available. The information in-
cluded in this area is:

Subscriber I.D. number,
Plan identification number,
Plan name,
Deductible or co-pay amount,
Expiration date,
Supplemental drug coverage,
Dependent coverage, and
Subscriber's name.

Note, however, if a manual entry is made, the
pharmacist should only be required to enter
the subscriber identification number, plan
identification, the plan name, and subscrib-
er's name.

Pharmacy Identification
Positioned in the center left of the claim -form
or to the right and at the top adjacent to the
subscribers identification section. There are
a maximum of three (3) lines available for
pharmacy name and code number. How-
ever, with the use of the pharmacy identifi-
cation code only two (2) lines are needed:
one for the name of the pharmacy and the
second for the pharmacy identification code
number.

Patient Information
Patient information is provided in the lower
left corner of the claim form. In this section
the patient's first name, age, sex, and relation
to the subscriber is given. Furthermore, the
patient's or agent's signature is required to
certify receipt of the medication, verify eligi-
bility, permit release of claim form informa-
tion, and assign payment to the pharmacy.
Below the patient information area there are
four (4) check blocks to indicate (1) if the
patient is in arn-patient facility, (2) if pay-
ment is to be made direct to subscriber in
the case of an indemnity-type program, (3) if
the pharmacy is a non-participating provider
and (4) if the claim is for an on-the-job
injury.

b. Prescription Information (Center)
The claim form will allow the entry of a
single prescription or refill per form. The
pharmacist is required to indicate the date.,
dispensed or the date the prescription is
actually delivered. The date should appear as
month, day, and year (12-10-71). Since com-
pounded and non-legend prescriptions often
require special handling, boxes have been

.provided to indicate these special types. In
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the cases of compounded prescriptions the
pharmacist merely X's this box and lists the
major ingredient in the appropriate square.
For non-legend items a similar procedure is
followed.

The prescription number is included for rec-
ord vertification and audit purposes. Space is
provided to indicate whether the prescrip-
tion is new or a refill (New - 0, Refill =
1,2,3,4,5) so that an accurate accounting can
be made throughout the life of the pre-
scription.

The National Drug or Health Related Items
Code should be used to identify the proper
drug or device dispensed. If these codes are
not readily available, the pharmacist should
indicate in the shaded area below: the name
of the drug or device, the manufacturer, the
strength or size and dosage form. The appro-
priate unit is then X'd on the form so that
the carrier can utilize the proper reimburse-
ment formula. The units selected are each,
cc, or gram. The pharmacist will then indi-
cate the metric quantity dispensed and the
number of days supply.

Either the prescriber's name or I.0. number
should be provided. Of course, the I.D. num-
ber could be utilized in more cases if this
information was readily available to the
pharmacist; i.e., on the prescription blank.

Space is provided for the use of the pharma-
cist and so marked.

The insurer's identification may be placed in
the lower center of the claim form. If the
drug program utilizes a plastic identification
card It is recommended that the card emboss
the plan name directly.

c. Reimbursement (Right)
In order to accurately process claims, a cost
calculation breakdown is provided to deter-
mine the total amount due the pharmacy.

D. Claim Rejection

A special provision has been made for the rejected
claim. In this instance, the carrier or administrator
should provide the pharmacy the original claim
form with the specific reason for rejection noted
on the reverse side.

II. Imprint Devices

After a careful-review of several types of imprinters,
the simple flat bed imprinter is recommended as it
is readily available and will accomplish the purpose.
The station plate can be located at the left center of
the form (22 character type) or to the right and ad-
jacent to the subscriber I.D. (19 character type). Note,
also, that the form can be used with the variable type
key imprinters in use.

III. Patient Identification Card

A. It is recommended that program subscribers Iden-
tify themselves by a plastic card. The card should
be supplied by the carrier or third-party adminis-
trator and should be of uniform size so that it
would fit Into any common flat bed imprinter.
(3W' x 21/6W' and .030 thickness)

B. The plastic identification card should Indicate the

following:

01. Subscribers identification number

*2. Plan identification

*3. Plan name

4. Deductible or co-pay amount

5. Expiration date

6. Supplemental drug coverage

7. Dependent coverage

'8. Subscriber's name
(Denotes the information required to be
embossed for print out on the Claim Form.)

C. Example Identification Card

0 C
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Mr. EX(CEL. The significance of the pharmacy claim form is far-
reaching. When utilized by all third-party carriers and administrators,
it will help reduce the cost of administration and equipment. It is a
system which would eliminate the proliferation of forms. A pharmacy
would have to stock only one form, and use only one form, thus sim-
plifying the process of submitting as well as processing claims.

However, after all this effort, the Health Insurance Council, individ-
ual carriers, and several of the third-party administrators have been
strangely silent about the form as if in an effort to boycott its use.

NPIC is hopeful that Blue Cross/Blue Shield as well as all other
carriers and administrators adopt the pharmacy claim form. It doesn't
make sense to do otherwise because all of us would be subsidizing the
cost of needless inefficiency in the country, inefficiency that has approx-
imated $100 million annually.

The proof of such use is in the airline industry. I carry an air travel
card, as well as I suppose most of you do.

It happens to be one issued by United Airlines. The card would look
exactly the same if it had been issued by American Airlines, Air
France, or Japan Air Lines. The same information is embossed in
exactly the same place, and all cards fit a common imprinter. When
an airline ticket is issued, it is a universal form, and English is the
universal language.

The Air Traffic Conference of America and the International Air
Transport Association recognized years ago that tens of thousands of
travel agents throughout the world writing airline tickets for the hun-
dreds of international, domestic, and commuter airlines would have
administrative nightmares unless all used the same universal credit
card, ticket, and language. Can you imagine the result if they didn't?
Conjure up the same image if a national health insurance program
doesn't.

NPIC has also developed a pharmacy identification code system to
complement the pharmacy claim form to further increase efficiency
while reducing administrative cost. Here too, we have been unsuccess-
ful in getting very wide acceptance. All of these administrators, car-
riers and fiscal intermediaries appear to be locked into their own anti-
quated systems regardless of cost to them, to the pharmacist. or to the
consumer patient.

Mr. Chairman, although considerable effort is and will continue to
be expended to get the pharmacy claim form into widespread use at
this time, it was conceded at the 'beginning of our efforts that a paper
system was not the ultimate answer to the problem, but rather a step
toward the more sophisticated electronic data processing systems. The
application of EDP to the processing of patient data is of prime con-
cern to the entire pharmacy profession since such a system could pro-
duce further meaningful reductions in administrative cost as well
as allow the pharmacist the opportunity to quickly monitor a patient's
medication history. The application of computer technology to phar-
maceutical practice does present a challenge, one that will be far-
reaching. NPIC will continue to pursue this challenge.

As you can see, pharmacy does recognize its responsibility to the
consumer-patient while preparing for a new health care delivery sys-
tem. Through the National Pharmacy Insurance Council, pharmacy is
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looking ahead to develop ways to deliver quality pharmaceutical serv-
ices more efficiently and economically.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we urge that any health insurance plan,
whether presently before this committee or some other proposal yet
to be introduced, contain adequate provisions for administrative safe-
guards so as to prevent the proliferation of costly procedural proc-
esses.

Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Engel.
Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. I have no questions.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Waggonner?
Mr. WAGGONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Would the position of your association be that we do at some point

recommend a plan involving coinsurers, that you fragment the co-
insurers so that you and your association would have the coinsurance
involving pharmaceuticals?

Mr. ENGEL. I am sorry. I didn't understand your question.
Mr. WAGGONNER. If we develop a plan for national medical health

insurance which utilizes the private sector in coinsurers would your
association recommend that that part of the insurance having to do
with pharmaceutical costs be separated from the other carriers?

Mr. ENGEL. I think that the pharmaceutical costs should be a part
of the entire picture because we believe that pharmaceutical services
should be a part of the total comprehensive health services provided.

Mr. WAGOONNER. But you are not recommending a separate carrier
for pharmaceutical costs?

Mr. ENGEL. No, we are not.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Are there any further questions?
Thank you, Mr. Engel.
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF J. CRAIG HOSTETLER, PRESIDENT, STUDENT
AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. WILLIAM McGHAN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY '

Mr. HOSTETLER. Yes, sir. I am the president of the Student American
Pharmaceutical Association. Accompanying me today is 1)r. William
McGhan, executive secretary of the Student American Pharmaceu-
tical Association. We are pleased to be able to present these comments
to you on the subject of national health insurance and particularly
concerning the roles of the pharmacist in the health care delivery
system.

The Student American Pharmaceutical Association is the national
professional society for pharmacy students and our membership in-
cludes over 12,000 students. There are 74 student chapters of the
association located within each of the schools of pharmacy across
the country.

W7e are testifying here today as future health practitioners who have
a right and we feel an obligation to speak on the issues that will shape
our future and the future of health care in this country. This Student
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American Pharmaceutical Association has been extremely concerned
over the form of national health insurance and its effects on future
health professionals. We definitely support the concept of national
health insurance. We have spent a great amount o f time informing our
members of the various proposals. At the same time, we have had a
great deal of criticism from our members concerning the failure of
the proposals to include the benefits of comprehensive pharmaceutical
services. As we use the term, comprehensive pharmaceutical services
consist of innovative patient oriented roles for the pharmacist in
addition to full prescription drug coverage.

THE TEAM

Few people would deny the need to develop more efficient systems
of providing health care. With the existing health care crisis in this
country and the lack of sufficient health manpower, we need to encour-
age the development of financial and professional incentives that will
result in the greatest efficiency and productivity of health practi-
tioners. As part of the way to improve the existing system and to
gain the most from the health care dollar, we feel Congress is obli-
gated to take a hard look toward consideration of a system of national
health insurance which encourages the health team approach.

We as students have seen the team approach operate in extracurric-
ular projects such as the Appalachia student health project and the
Indian health project. These activities have included the student health
professionals not in their traditional stereotyped roles, but as man-
power resources whose functions are determined by the needs of the
community.

Students who have participated in the projects view the present
health care team as a farce without substance or structure, but func-
tioning teams have been demonstrated in the student projects and we
feel that it can be done. Students have shared responsibilities for
patient care and patient education. Pharmacy students have not only
performed drug related services, but they have also functioned in
health screening activities to the point of making minor diagnosis on
problems all the way from hearing deficiencies to hernias.

With all of the discussions of the shortage of physicians and nurses,
little attention has been given to the health manpower implications
of the team approach as experienced in the student projects. Various
aspects of national health plans have mentioned concepts such as Fed-
eral licensing and continuing health education for professionals. A
gigantic error will be made in these proposals if consideration is not
given to requiring proper education and team training of student pro-
fessionals who are presently expected to function in perfect harmony,
in your future health systems.

THE PHARMACISTS ROLE

When the pharmacist functions as a member of the health team in
the true sense of the word, he contributes to patient care in ways which
transcend the traditional drug distribution functions.
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Pharmacy students feel that national health insurance should en-
courage a pharmacist's participation not simply as a distributor of
prescriptions and drug products but as a full member among the
health professions who'-is involved in the increasing demand for health
services.

The profession of pharmacy has been increasingly involved in more
patient oriented versus product oriented services.

The present pharmacy curriculum is prei)aring pharmacy students
to assume patient oriented functions in an ever-increasing amount.
The typical )harmacy student of the class of 1972 will have completed
extensive training in pharmacology including the clinical contact with
patients in hospitals and communities.

This educational experience is being supported, and rightfully so.
with State and Federal tax funds. Does it make good sense from an
economic point of view, if from no other, that the Government should
follow up on this investment by fully utilizing the professional phar-
macists trained to at least, some extent with the Government's own
funds?

Another example of existing Government interest and sul)port of
these new clinical roles for pharmacists can be found among the proj-
ects funded by the National Center for Health Services Research and
Development. Preliminary findings of this research lend credence to
the position we have stated which calls for full utilization of the pro-
fessional pharmacists in clinical roles.

Many documents, including the 1971 rask Force from the National
Center for Health Services Research and Development on the Phar-
macist's Clinical Role have stated that pharmacists have the potential
to perform several functions which are mot normally considered.

Many pharmacists, after consulting with the physician en the disease
diagnosis, actually are selecting the drug therapy for the physician to
prescribe. This is the best use of physicians' diagnostic ability and
pharmacists' expertise about drugs. Along with supervising tle dis-
pensing, the pharmacist is also beginning to assume responsibility for
administration of medications when necessary.

The p)harmacist has the potential of taking patient drug histories
in the community or hospital to prevent possible drug interaction and
the adverse reactions from possible drug allergies. Drug utilization
review and formulary controls are another function that the phar-
macist performs to promote rational therapy and decrease drug costs.
Education and consultation to patients and to other health profes-
sionals are other ways in which the 1)harimacist becomes involved in
helping to )romote better understanding and utilization of drug ther-
apy to its maximum benefit. Education to the public should not ex-
clide the broader health topics that are being 1)resented by pharma-
cists. The health education subjects include drug abuse education,
general disease prevention, poison prevention and diabetes screening,
among others.

COST-BENEFIT FACTORS

The American public is consuming approximately 2 billion pre-
scriptions per year, on a hospital and on an outpatient basis, and this
(toes not inclu&e over-the-counter drugs which is far greater. A recent
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1970 HEW Report on Drug Utilization has estimated that about 25
percent of drug therapy is in effective or unnecessary, amounting to a
value of between $1 billion and $2 billion in wasted funds. The in-
cidence of complications of drug therapy is roughly 10 percent and
some 5 percent of the l)atients admitted to hospitals are admitted be-
cause of serious drug reactions. The cost of this hospitalization due to
adverse drug reactions amounts to another $1 billion per year. Total-
ing this with unnecessary or improper drugs, this amounts to almost
$3 billion a year. Much, if not all, of this drug-related cost of health
care can be )revented by proper utilization of pharmacists as ioni-
tors for prevention of drug interactions and promoters of rationaldrug therapy.Tle present drug distribution services can be greatly streamlined

for greater cost efficiency by mechanisms including use of supportive
1)ersonnel, computerization of data and distribution systems, formu-
laries to limit drug cost, and utilization of the pharmacist as the
selector for the product source of a prescribed drug. National health
insurance must provide reimbursement incentives to prevent the phar-
macist from depending totally upon the dispensing functions as the
sole basis of his income, and it must encourage the development of
expanded services on a greater team basis to extract the potential
contributions which the pharmacist has been educated to provide.

As an example of possible reimbursement systems to encourage team
involvement a pharmacist acting as a full-time member of a health
care team would become actively engaged in the provision of clini-
cally oriented services to patients and other members of the health
care team. If incentives were created such that pharmacists were a
part of the pool of profits or losses incurred in an interdisciplinary
group practice, the group would be motivated to utilize the pharmacist
to a maximum extent to promote rational prescribing by physicians
and more appropriate utilization of drugs by patients.

We are a drug-oriented society evidenced by the increasing abuse of
illegal drugs anid also by our reliance on caffeine and alcohol in the
habits of daily living. Even patients and physicans seem to maintain a
"pill for every ill" philosophy. The pharmacist has a role in this prob-
lem and he must be utilized to his maximum potential by relating
national health insurance to the problems of proper therapy and drug
use. Incentives must be built around better utilization of pharmacy
manpower toward increased interaction with patients and health pro-
fessionals to promote comprehensive health care with the most rational
drug therapy at the most reasonable cost.

Mr. Chairman, I submit that pharmacy must be included in the plan-
ning, development, and implementation of any national health insur-
ance plan in the interest of the best utilization of all health profession-
als toward the good of health care in this country.

Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENiowsKI. Thank you, Mr. Hostetler.
Mr. Waggonner?
Mr. WAGGONN E I. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On page 3 of your statement you say:

Pharmacy students have not only performed drug related services, but they
have also functioned in health screening activties to the point of making minor
diagnosis on problems all the way from hearing deficiencies to hernias.
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Do I take this to mean that you are advocating that pharmacists
be licensed to start making diagnoses and everyday treatment?

11'. HOs'rETLER. No, sir; we are not ready, I believe, to accept a role
such as in the licensure of this type of process. However, as was men-
tioned earlier, I think by Mr. Corman, concerning the best utilization
of the health manpower, the pharmacist has a very broad education
concerning health not only on drugs but we are taking courses such as
anatomy, physiology, pathology, and going a lot further than just
study ng structures and actions of drugs.

If we are talking about supplying this need for new physicians in
this great shortage of health manpower and talking about better utili-
;ation of the health professionals that we presently have, this is
broader than this one specific area and I think we would alleviate some
of this shortage in manpower. This is where I said the pharmacist
should be utilized for the knowledge that he has. If you look at the
community pharmacists, a lot of them are called Doc because they are
the first person a lot of people see when they enter the health system.
A lot of community pharmacists are able to provide health screening
and tell the patient, "You are really sick, go to the doctor," or "You
have poison ivy."

All'. IVAGGONNER. It seems to me that you have contradicted your-
self in saying that you shouldn't be involved in diagnosis of cases to
any extent, but then you have come along and taken an opposite
position and advocated that. What I want to get at is you have made
a statement which says that the role, in effect, of the pharmacist
should be expanded. Tell me where you think the limits of pharmaceu-
tical participation really ought to be. What should you do and what
shouldn't you do? Should you be a dispenser or should you counsel
with the patient or are you asking that the doctor counsel with you
before he writes a prescription?

I seem to get this impression, too. Over on page 4 you talk about your
educational experience. You say.

It doesn't make good sense from an economic point of view if from no other that
the government should follow up on this investment by fully utilizing professional
1)harmiacists trained to at least some extent with the government's own funds.

Then you say on page 5:
The pharmacist has the potential of taking patient drug histories in the com-

munity or those to prevent drug interaction and the adverse reaction from pos-
sible drug allergies.

I would like to know if you think the training is sufficient now or are
you advocating additional training for pharmacists to do the sort of
thing you advocate there. You say on page 6 that the HEW report
shows that 25 percent of drug therapy is ineffective or unnecessary
amounting to a value of between $1 billion and $2 billion a year in
wasted funds. Is this a criticism of doctors that pharmacists could pre-
vent if they were consulted before prescriptions were written?

I would like a little more elaboration about what you are talking
about. You advocate more use of pharmacists but you haven't told us
how.

Mr. HOSTETLER. I think Dr. McGhan should answer that.
Dr. McGHAN. I just want to comment. Mr. Waggonner, on the fact

that in the things presented here and the types of things that can be
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done by pharmacists I don't think it is up to us today to define the ceil-
ings or the boundaries within which pharmacy can perform. I think it
only right to point out that it has not been considered in the past to
utilize pharmacists fully, that there has been a great misuse and under-
utilization. '

Mr. WAGOONNEit. Let's stop right there for a minute. Where in the
past have they not been fully utilized, at least to the extent that they
have been to this point qualified or educated to perform?

Dr. McGTiAN. I think they are limited to some extent by the licensure
and the forms of regulations that bind them to the function of distri-
bution services. I think that there is a larger role in the health team.

Mr. WAGOONNER. Tell me what it is.
Dr. McGRAIN. In consultation and educating patients and other

health practitioners on the proper utilization of drugs.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Then you are advocating that a pharmacist become

a health practitioner and that doctors and patients consult the
pharmacist.

Mr. HOSTETLER. Mr. Waggonner, this happens everyday across the
country in many situations.

Mr. WAGGONNER. I spent some time in a drug store myself. It is not
to go to see the doctor, but to say, "Doctor, I have a cold." Are you ad-
vocating that the l)harmacist be allowed to issue prescriptions that
until now cannot be filled except on a doctor's prescription?

Dr. McGIAN. I think what we are saying here is that we realize
that a physician does not always have the most up-to-date knowledge
of pharmacology and the use of drugs. I think proper consultation in
a team setting between physicians, piharmacists, nurses, and patients
is necessary for the proper prescribing of drugs for rational therapy.

Mr. WVAGGONNER. You are saying that when a doctor does not feel
that he has sufficient information about drugs available, that he consult
with the pharmacist, who does have more detailed knowledge about
this, drug?

Dr. McGii\N. I believe that is the statement we are attempting to
make.

Mr. WAG oNN NER. Is that as far as you are attempting to go?
Dr. McGJiAN. As far as the pharmacist's role?
Mr. WAGGONNER. Yes. sir.
Dr. McGiITAN. I think it is much further than that, into the areas of

drug abuse education and venereal disease prevention. Due to the
p1haramacist's training in physiology, he should be a sort of health
advocate for the community and his "role should not be limited to just
p)harmacology, because his training goes beyond that.

Mr. WVAGGONNER. Is there anything in any legislation that you know
of nationally or within any one State that prevents you from doing
these things involving community activities, education, now?

Dr. McGTAN. The problem has been that' pharmacists have been
forced to maintain their lives along the lines of distribution of drugs
and there has not been a system developed that promotes the team
api)roach, that promotes community involvement.

Mr. WAGGONNER. You mean restrained by law, or is it just a position
that thev have fallen into themselves?

Dr. McGTTAN. I think it is both a legal and financial restraint.
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Mr. WAGGONNER. Is there a legal restraint in any way to prevent the
1)harmacist from involving himself in community education as far
as health is concerned?

I)r. McGii.AN. Not necessarily in the community education role, but
there are some definite things in this diagnosis ofi minor illnesses that
we mentioned.

Mr. WAGGONNEll. We are back to something that you are inconsistent
on again. Are you taking the position that, you ought to be able to
diagnose some cases legally? You have painted yourself into a corner
here.

Mr. HOSTETLER. When you talk about drawing up the legal guide-
lines of licensure, there is a difference between the things that the
pharmacist can do now at the present time.
Mr. WAGON-'ER. Are you advocating that the license now available

to pharmacists be expanded to allow them some diagnostic authority?
Mr. HOSTETLER. I think we probably are, because we feel we have

the training now.
Mr. WAGGONNE.iR. Do you feel that you have sufficient training today

to do that?
Mr. VANiK. Yes; of course, he has.
Mr. HOSTETLER. Personally, I am taking courses where I am mak-

ing rounds of hospitals along with physicians.
Mr. WAGGONN.ll. Are you advocating that you do that in everyday

practice?
Mr. HOSTETLER. Yes; and it is happening in hospitals across the

Nation.
Mrl'. WVAGGONNER. You are talking about being a second-grade doctor.
Mr. I-TOSTETLEl. We at the Student American Pharmaceutical As-

sociation have already talked about physicians' assistants. I think
that this is going to be a coming thing, and each of the individual
States are working on it now at different levels. No telling what the
final licensure provisions are going to be concerning physicians'
assistants. I don't think that pharmacists really want to become
physicians' assistants, because I think our knowledge in specific areas
goes far beyond that of a physician's assistant.

Drugs are where we want our emphasis. Our main emphasis is on
proper and rational drug therapy, which is lacking in the present
system.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Does the pharmacist want to become a doctor?
Dr. McGITAx. I think One of the practical factors is that there are

various health professionals with various expertises. We don't all
have fo be one type of professional person, to contribute a role and
work together to provide the best health care for this country.

Mr. HOSTETLER. Comparing the education of physicians and phar-
macists, the pharmacists have two or three times the education of the
action of drugs and how they react in the, body." The pharmacist has
twice as much education in'this matter as the physician.

Why we are not properly utilizing this information, I can't under-
stand. That is the role we want to assume.

Mr. WAGGONNER.' Has the pharmaceutical association taken this up
with the medical profession?

Mr. HOSTETLER. You mean telling the doctors they need to give
their students more training in pharmacology?
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Mr. 1AGGONNE1 Have you tried to establish a line of communica-
tion between the two associations to impress this upon them?

Dr. McGIAN. I think these are some of the things that are very
much in evidence, especially in the national student associations in
the projects we have undertaken to develop effective team roles and
effective interchange of expertise, ideas, and backgrounds, so that
these things can be performed.

We are working with the National Student Nurses Association and
the Student American Medical Association in community health proj-
ects that are demonstrating that these things can occur and will occur
with young professionals. I hope this does have an affect on our par-
ent organization.

Mr. WAcooNN-r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. RosTENKowsKI. Mr. Vanik.
Mr. VANIK. I just want to say that I am very pleased with the vig-

orous and exciting nature of the testimony presented by the wit-
nesses on this subject. I am encouraged. I think that we are not ade-
quately using the people that have high training in related health
professions, to the extent that we should or we could.

I think that having people with your degree of training to just mix
potions is ridiculous. We will have doctors mixing succotash before we
finish with this health care business.

I feel that there is an underutilization of the highly trained and
capable people in these health-related professions, many of whom have
as much or more competence in many areas and training than doctors.
The people who have become pharmacists and have gone into other
related health professions have just as much qualification to go to
medical school as the lucky fellows who were able to get in, and they
have just as much capability.

As an individual citizen, I recommend occasionally that citizens
should go to hospitals. They come into my office. They are just hardly
able to breathe. I can see they have resi)iratory problems. I can see
that they are potential heart cases. Every citizen has a right to express
an opinion on his observations on either his own health or the health
of another.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VANIK. I will yield when I an through with my statement.
I have heard enough of this business about people invading other

professional areas. I think that what we have done and what we have
permitted to happen today, is to demand so much dependence on the
doctor that we don't utilize any of the other related. health professions
to the extent that we should.

I think that it is a terrible loss to our economy, I think the health of
this country is in perilous danger of plummeting downward because
of the lack of doctors and the restrictions that are placed on other
citizens who could help a little if oily to observe, if only to tell people
when they ought to go to a doctor.

It seems to me that we are reaching a point where a doctor is the
only one who can say anything or make any observation on the health
of a citizen. Frankly, when you analyze the health care of America,
a great proportion of the health care of America is self-administered.
People administer their own health care, and it is only for the small
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fraction that is left over, a very important fraction, for which they
consult physicians.

Professional limitations are so critical that I am hardly able to
make a judgment myself whether I am well or sick today. It makes me
almost feel that I have to call a doctor every morning to determine
whether I am ready to go to work.

Yes, 99 percent of the health care of America is individually ad-
ministered by the person himself. This is what really makes most of
us well. We get into a critical problem and we need the doctor. But
there are a lot of people along the way that can provide a great deal
of help.
We over-use drugs today. They are counterproductive. As a judge

I have sat in courtrooms and I have listened to testimony in which
drugs that were producing opposite results were administered. I
wasn't able to do anything more than observe, but I saw teams of
doctors working against each other. I think the pharmacist knows
almost as well as most doctors what drugs are beneficial. He can tell
by what is ordered by the doctors in whom he has most confidence
those drugs which ' are working and those which are not.

I think that the pharmacist has a great role. I think he is under-
utilized along with the other professions in this business. I think
somehow we ought to utilize the vast training that these young men
and women have and give them a greater role in making America
healthier.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman has finished now.
Can I have the floor?

Mr. RosTENKowsKI. Mr. 'Waggonner.
Mr. WAGGONNER. The gentleman gets worked up like this very often.

If he will read the record, he will find that I only asked these gentle-
men what they were advocating. I did not condemn the pharmaceutical
people in any way.

I asked them what it really was they were recommending, because
I wanted some idea. It may well be that they are underutilized and that
is exactly what I was trying to find out.

So the gentleman has gotten worked up over nothing. Thank you,
Mr. Hostetler.

Mr. HOSTETLER. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. William Woods.
Would you identify yourself, Mr. Woods, for the record please, and

then proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. WOODS, WASHINGTON REPRESENT-
ATIVE AND ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS; ACCOMPANIED BY NEIL PRUITT,
FOURTH VICE PRESIDENT, AND ALAN WADDLE

Mr. Woons. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is 'William E. Woods, Washington representative and

associate general counsel for the National Association of Retail
l)ruggists.

For the record I would like to identify the two gentlemen with me.
First, on my left, Mr. Alan Waddle from Harrisburg. Ark., a long-
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time personal friend of Chairman Mills and former officer and leader
in the National Association of Retail Druggists for many years. We
wanted the chairman to know that he supports the NARD position
expressed here today and to let him know that he appreciates the
chairman's efforts to improve the national health by holding these
hearings.

On my right, the second gentleman is also a pharmacy owner and
vice president of the NARD from Toccoa, Ga., a personal friend of a
distinguished member of this committee, Mr. Landrum of Georgia.

The National Association of Retail Druggists was established
nearly a century ago to unite independent retail pharmacists and to
provide a means whereby these pharmacists could contribute to their
common improvement and the public good. Today the National As-
sociation of Retail Druggists represents the owners of approximately
40,000 independent pharmacies in which some 75,000 pharmacists in
this country practice their profession and dispense about 75 percent
of the Nation's out-of-hospital prescription needs.

The independent community pharmacist today is simultaneously
a professional practitioner and a small business. NARD and its mem-
bers vigorously support the American free enterprise system which
provides the only meaningful climate under which a small business-
man can economically survive, have the opportunity to succeed by
his own efforts and perform an important and essential service to his
community.

The recommendations of the Ways and Means Committee can have
a profound effect on the independent pharmacists of this Nation and
can, indeed, preserve or obliterate a place for the independent practice
of pharmacy as an important part of the free enterprise system. Be-
cause of the singular importance of these hearings on our membership,
we will focus exclusively on those provisions in the pending measures
relating to drug coverage.

Mr. Chairman, I may skip a few paragraphs here in the interest of
time.

Mr. ROsTENKoWsKi. Your full statement will be placed in the record
without objection.

-(The complete statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. WooDs, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, AND ASSOCIATE

GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL ASSOoIATION Or RETAIL DRUGGISTS

SUMMARY

Retail pharmacists serve the health needs principally of non-institutionalized
patients. Prescribed drugs for non-institutional patients are largely a neglected
benefit in private and governmental health care programs. A national health
insurance program (or modification of Medicare and Medicaid) should cover
drugs as part of a fundamental and basic health care benefit.

Pharmacies are widely dispersed throughout the population and in many
Instances represent the most accessible health care resources. Consolidation of
health manpower and facilities into the most economical and efficient groupings
would reduce accessibility and the quantity of actual care received for many
patients. Any reorganization or reorientation of the existing health care system
must be considered carefully to assure that innovations will result in improve-
ment in health care for the Nation.

Coverage for prescribed drugs should be given a priority equal to physician,
diagnostic and hospital services.
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Utilization controls should be accomplished through non-economic means such
as peer review, and co-payments, co-insurance and corridor deductibles should
not be adopted.

Practitioner reimbursement should be set at the fair value of the service
rendered. Drug wholesale costs or "acquisition costs" ought not to be set at less
than the cost to the provider pharmacy.

Reimbursement to the pharmacist for his professional services ought to be
based on any reasonable method regularly employed by an individual pharmacy,
including but not limited to a prescription dispensing fee. Pharmacy reimburse-
ment ought to be set either at a reasonable level equal to the usual and customary
charges made by an individual pharmacy or at the usual and customary charges
of an individual which are reasonable. However, in no case should the govern-
ment be permitted to establish and adopt a flat "fixed" dispensing fee and reim-
burse the pharmacy either that fee or the pharmacy's usual and customary
charge, whichever is the lesser.

Drug coverage ought not to be limited to therapy for chronic diseases or
maintenance drugs, but should be comprehensive in scope.

National health insurance proposals should provide opportunities and a mech-
anismn whereby the knowledge, education and training of the nation's pharnma-
cist,, could be better and more fully utilized in providing health care to patients.

Drug coverage, either as a part of national health insurance or as an exten-
sion of Medicare services for home patients, ought to be provided through the
vendor concept, utilizing the independent retail pharmacies of the country. Pa-
tients ought to continue to be guaranteed the freedom to choose any qualified
retail pharmacy to serve their drug needs.

Any program adoped by Congress which includes drug coverage should assure
that the pharmacists have an adequate voice and role in program formulation
and operation. Individual provider panels are recommended to serve the func-
tion of recommending drug program design and administration concepts which
may not be rejected unless demonstrably unreasonable or incompatible with
other phases of the health care program.

The National Association of Retail Druggists was established nearly a century
ago to unite independent retail pharmacists and to provide a means whereby
these pharmacists could contribute to their common iml)rovement and the public
good. Today, the National Association of Retail Druggists represents the owners
of approximately 40,000 independent l)harmacies in which some 75,000pharma-
cists in this country practice their profession and dispense about 75 percent of
the Nation's out-of-hospital prescription needs.

The independent community pharmacists today is simultaneously a profes-
sional practitioner and a small businessman. NARD and its members vigorously
support the American free enterprise system which provides the only meaning-
fuul climate under which a small businessman can economically survive, have
the opportunity to succeed by his own efforts, and perform an important and
essential service to his community.

The recommendations of the Ways and Meamis Committee can have a profound
effect on the independent pharmacists of this Nation and can, indeed, preserve
or obliterate a place for the independent practice of pharmacy as an important
part of the free enterprise system. Because of the singular importance of these
hearings oln our membership, we will focus exclusively on those provisions in
the pending measures relating to drug coverage.

Great emphasis has been placed upon making health care accessible to all
people. Each of the proposals before the committee shares the common goal of
guaranteeing greater accessibility to health care for greater numbers of our
citizens or, at least, removing the financial barriers that exist for some In seeking
adequate health care.

Just in humanistic terms, every citizen must support the objective of providing
early and ready access to health care. And the emphasis in recent years has been
on keeping patients out of high-cost inistitutional settings whenever possible. Ob-
viously, if a patient can be treated without confinement in a hospital, costs of care
are decreased for whoever pays the bill and ancillary costs incurred such as
wage loss and other factors, are minimized for the patient and his family.

Independent community pharacies are principally involved with ambulatory
patients. As such, our members share the view that any extensions of Medicare,
Medicaid, or establishment of national health insurance should provide pre-
scribed drugs for non-Institutionalized patients.
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Experience reveals that one of the major shortcomings of Medicare, in our
view, is its continuing failure to make any provision for prescribed drugs for
beneficiaries who are not confined in an institution-hospital or extended care
facility. A Medicare patient can obtain a multitude of services-physician care,
hospitalization, diagnostic services-but drug coverage is limited to drugs fur-
nisled during confinement in an institution.

Particularly with elderly patients, care at the earliest opportunity may avoid
more serious illnesses and complications and the need for hospitalization. While
a Medicare patient has coverage for physician office visits in most cases, there is
no coverage of any drug therapy that generally is the key to the patient's
recovery.

Since enactment of Medicare, both the Johnson and Nixon Administrations have
appointed special task forces to study the advisability of adding home drugs
to the Medicare program and both task forces have recommended including
such drug coverage. Further support for including drug coverage for the Medi-
care home patient came this year In a report by the 1971 Advisory Council on
Social Security which stated "Medicare should be expanded to include coverage
of out-of-hospital drugs requiring a prescription."

Most frequently, illnesses require a physician visit and some form of drag
therapy. Because this is not the most expensive segment of care, our thinking
usually rapidly 'shifts to the higher costs of hospitalization or nursing home
care. There is no question that the substantial costs of extended institulional stays
are of concern to all our citizens. And coverage for these costs, either through
public programs or through health insurance, is necessary and reassuring. But the
focus here is on the health care items of greatest cost affecting the smallest seg-
ment of the population.

Unquestionably, more people visit physicians, need laboratory services for
diagnostic purposes, and have drugs prescribed for their illnesses than are
hospitalized or need institutional care. The physician and pharmacist are actu-
ally the first line defense in our health care system. Unfortunately, both in gov-
ernment programs and in private health insurance programs, coverage for I)re-
scribed drugs is given too low a priority or excluded altogether.

Prescribed drugs are not a mandatory service required in State Medicaid
programs, for example. What we have said about the exclusion of prescribed
durgs for Medicare is more applicable to Medicaid because this latter program
covers younger persons more often bothered with acute infectious diseases
for which the only therapy, particularly for children, is frequently drug therapy.

BASIC HEALTH PROGRAMS SHOULD COVER DRUGS

In the consideration of the proposals before the committee, we ask that pre-
scribed drugs be considered as an integral part of a basic health care package
which would also include medical and diagnostic services. What good is there
in making the services'of a physician available to diagnose an illness, and mak-
Ing diagnostic laboratory services available to assist the physician, if after these
procedures and services are completed, the necessary drug therapy indicated to
properly treat the illness is not also available. It just doesn't make sense to
expend the time and resources on a diagnosis for which therapy cannot be pro-
vided. And it does not make any more sense to institutionalize a patient to assure
that drug therapy indicated will be provided. However, this is the posture of the
current Medicare program, most private health insurance programs, and some
Medicaid programs.

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM REORGANIZATION

There is considerable interest and discussion in reorganizing our health care
delivery system. A common thread through most of the proposals before the conm-
mittee provides some encouragement for the organization of "health maintenance
organizations" or centralized health care centers. Such organizations are not new
in health care. We believe that before the Congress undertakes the cost and task
of reorganizing the health care system in this country, the advantages of the
current system should be carefully evaluated to assure that any reorganization
will truly be an improvement.,

There are advantages in some instances to what we now have compared 'to
centralized health care centers. The independent community pharmacists of this
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nation have been proud of their ready accessibility to the population. On the
other hand, established health care centers with differing levels of care and fa-
cilities have their advantages, too. We are not now prepared to say that one
should be preferred to the exclusion of the other.

Problems of transportation of sick patients to and from a central facility may
actually decrease the accessibility of health care for some segments of our so-
ciety. Today, pharmacies are widely dispersed throughout the population and
are generally the most accessible health care resource. The Nation has about
7,000 hospitals while t he number of pharmacies exceeds 52,000.

If we consolidate health care centers to most economically and efficiently uti-
lize over-all health manpower and facilities, we would undoubtedly reduce the
number of pharmacies. But would this improve health care of our people? We
submit that it would not.

Where continuity of medication is important, the accessibility of a pharmacy
may be a crucial factor in determiningg whether the medication is regularly
taken. A patient may arrange for transportation to a health care center to see a
physician, or for diagnostic testing, or for other occasional medical care atten-
tion, but not for refills of medication or other incidental health needs over pro-
tracted period of time. Proximity is a factor in assessing accessibility and con-
tinuity of drug therapy.

For example, a diabetic being maintained with oral anti-diabetic drug therapy
would most likely consider the availability of a pharmacy for refills of the drug
andt as a source of self-administered urine testing agents as the most important
aspect of health care. If the patient did not have either the drug, or the diagnos-
tic agents to periodically evaluate therapy, a personal health crisis could readily
develop. For a diabetic maintained on insulin, retail pharmacy availability is even
more critical.

We must also consider that not all areas of the country present suitable set-
tings for health maintenance organizations. In densely populated areas, we al-
ready have clusters of health facilities and yet an apparent inaccessibility seem
to be primarily a problem of the indigent segments of society, not the non-exist-
ence of facilities.

In light of this, we should consider whether the inaccessibility is a result of
the existing patterns of health care coverage under )ul)lic and private programs,
particularly the general exclusion of coverage for prescribed drugs. What we may
need is a revision in the type and scope of health care coverage and a means of
better coordinating current and existing health care resources rather than a
wholesale revision.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE BILLS

Coming specifically to drug coverage in some of the pending measures:
In H.R. 4349, we would concur with its objective of establishing a minimum

standard of health care benefits. This is in line with our earlier general com-
ments. However, we would urge the committee, if this approach is adopted, that
the priority for prescribed drug coverage be elevated from Priority II to Pri-
ority I. NARD believes that with the experience of Medicaid, pioneering private
health care plans, and the CHIAMPUS program, (Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Uniformed Services), that we could readily tool up to provide
drug coverage on a much broader basis than now exists.

H.R. 4349 would require a $1 co-payment for each non-institutional prescrip-
tion obtained. We cannot support a co-payment principally because existing ex-
perience and studies have shown it to) be a disincentive and inappropriate to
controlling proper utilization. If utilization controls are found necessary, such
control should be accomplished through non-economic means such as peer review.
By using peer review mechanisms, utilization can be controlled by proper pro-
fessional consideration rather than by economic deterence or abrogated by eco-
nomic affluence.

We also would urge modification of the proposed Section 2002(e) (2) (A) for
Title XX of the Social Security Act which places the maximum reimbursement
as not exceeding "the seventy-fifth percentile of a low to high distribution of
the actual charges made for similar services in the same locality during the
preceding calendar year." While we can accept the "prevailing charge" concept
as valid means of determining compensation for pharmaceutical services, we do
not believe that it can be appropriately applied on a broad basis. The govern-
ment, or any other health care payor, ought to be willing to pay the fair value
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of the services rendered, and not 75% or some other percentage of the fair
value. Further, if a national health Insurance program were to have a broad
impact on pharmacies, as we expect it would, the prevailing charge would
progressively decrease with each annual revision.
H.R. 7741 makes no provision for home drug coverage. We believe that this

bill is unsatisfactory because it perpetuates a mistake revealed by experience
with existing programs. However, we do support H.R. 7741's provision which
would hell) many of the independent community pharmacies meet the standards
for health care coverage. A large proportion of the Nation's pharmacies employ
less than 10 persons and hence these small businessmen would benefit from this
significant assistance. We would urge that the committee consider incorporating
this provision In any final legislation developed.

H.R. 4960 also makes no provision for home drug coverage and our comments
relative to H.R. 7741 are equally applicable here. We urge the committee to
revise the scope of the qualified health care insurance policy set forth in proposed
Section 2009 to include prescribed drugs and such other drugs reasonably neces-
sary in the treatment of Illness or disease.

H.R. 22 proposes generally liberal and comprehensive benefits but places re-
strictive limitations on the provisions for home drug benefits. Covered drug
therapy is limited to those chronic diseases and conditions for which drug ther-
apy, because of its duration and cost, commonly Imposes substantial financial
hardship. Immediately, two qualifications must be met: drug therapy must be
of sufficient cost to impose a substantial financial hardship and must be of
sufficient duration to have such a financial effect. We believe that a drug pro-
gram should be comprehensive in scope and not limited to only those chronic
conditions where drug therapy would be particularly costly. A cardiac patient
on digitalis needs a relatively inexpensive but vital drug to maintain proper
heart function and the consequences of a break in the drug therapy regimen
requires restabilization and the Intervention of medical personnel. The bare

economic cost of one or two breaks in therapy could equal or exceed the cost
of drug therapy for the patient for an entire year.

Section 86 of H.R. 22 provides that the Health Security Board will determine
product prices which shall be the maximum drug cost reimbursement levels rec-
ognized and further directs that the prices so established be set so as to encourage
the acquisition of drugs in substantial quantities. This provision would place an
unreasonable burden upon many pharmacies in this country and works contrary

to a trend in pharmacy management. Where volume warrants, some pharmacies
buy drugs in quantities but this does not automatically produce a lower cost
to either the pharmacy or the patient. Inventory investment as well as costs
of subdividing large quantities, storage space, breakage, and other factors may

increase the final "cost" to the pharmacy substantially. Further, pharmacies
with insufficient volume to purchase in quantities to achieve price levels estab-
lished under these criteria would be financially penalized by participation in

the program.
H.R. 22 envisions a program where the government will virtually pay for all

the drugs furnished to non-institutionalized patients with certain chronic Ill-
nesses and diseases. The Congress should not deliberately establish a program

which extracts a discriminatory tax from the nation's pharmacies, the amount

of the tax being the difference between the fictional acquisition cost established

by a government bureau and the actual higher cost paid by many small retailers.

The Inherent strength of the current drug distribution system in this country

lies in the fact that the number of small drug stores far exceeds the high volume

multi-unit operations. While the small store may purchase in smaller quantities

their prescription product inventory will usually reflect a broader availability of

life saving drugs.
Total reimbursement Is established as the product cost (as outlined) plus a dis-

pensing fee. NARD objects to the fixed "dispensing fee" approach apparently

envisioned in Section 86, The government is directed to establish schedules of

dispensing fees which may vary according to regional differences, differences

in the volume of drugs dispensed, differences in services provided, and other

factors deemed relevant. This provision looks toward a situation where phar-

macies in a given area would be divided into three or four categories and a fee

established for each category.
If a fiat sum representing reimbursement for overhead, profit, labor, and other

factors is essential for administrative or other purposes, It should be individ-
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utily determined for each pharmacy. No two pharmacies have the same volume
or product mix, labor costs, and like factors. Therefore, a flat "fixed" fee will
underl)ay some and overpay others.

Preferably, a government program would adopt any reasonable method of
determining charges employed by the individual pharmacy provider. Current
Federal guidelines for pharmaceutical services in Medicaid programs provide
several alternative methods for determining pharmacy provider reimbursement
and we believe that this flexibility is desirable and necessary.

Section 56(a) (3) of H.R. 22 permits a health care practitioner (pharmacist)
in a niion-protit hospital or a participating comprehensive health service organi-
zatin to perform such acts and procedures as the Health Security Board may,
by regulation, permit. We believe that this concept has considerable merit and
we fail to see what rationale supports permitting a plharimacist in an institutional
setting to perform a function while denying a liharmacist in independent private
practice the right and opportunity to perform that same function. Pharmacists
have the training and ability to perform expanding professional functions and
resp)onsi bil i ties.

In the Senate, S. 836 relates to the subject pending before the committee. Much
of what has been said about drug coverage in IH.R. 22 is applicable to S. 936.
The llharmacy reimbursement provisions are nearly identical except for the
added factor that the government l)ayment to a l)harmacy cannot exceed the
"custoniary charge at which such (ispienser of drugs sells or offers such dru to
the public at the time such drug is furnished," to quote proposed Section 1818
(c) (4) of S. 836. NARD finds this provision particularly objectionable because of
its inherent unfairness.

Tin establishing a dispensing fee in all indivdual store an average "gross profit
margin" is calculated and theoretically set to equal an amount representing the
(lifference between the average prescription charge by the pharmacy and the
j'harmacy's ingre(lient costs. Since the (lispensing fee is all average margin. o

phai'rmmacy who chooses not to change e his entire method of doing business, or cal-

eiu'ating a l charges to accommodate a governmental planner's concept, may have
,-Ia'ges to the private paying pul)lic which are above and1 below that average
figure. More concretely. a pharmacy on a 40%, markup would charge a patient

.2 09 for a drug costing the pharmacy 1.20 ,nd $10 for a drug with a wholesale
,ost of $6. If the dispensing fee is set at $2.00. the cost to the government of ea-h

Cif the )resri)tions wvoWld lhe 43 20 and 88 respectively.
Under the provision in S. 836. however, the pharmacy would not be able to

charge the government more than $2.00 for the first prescription. In the first

situation, the pharmacy realizes a gross profit of $4.80 for both prescriptions; in

the second situation. $4: and in the third situation required by ". 836, $2.80.

Obviously, a pharmacy using a 40% markup will l)e financially disadvantaged on

every prescription dispensed under the program where Ills regular charge to pri-

vate patients is less than $5.

VENDOR PROGRAMS AND FREEDOM OF CItOiCE

Speaking generally. NARD believes that one of the major weaknesses and de-

ficiencies in current health care programs, both public and private, is the ab-

sence of or inadequate provisions for pharmaceutical services. We believe that

one of the major strengths in the health care system is the thousands of inde-

nendent community pharmacies readily accessible to virtually every segment of

the noPlulation. Any revisions ill the Federal health care programs. or any legis-

latIon governing private health care programs should seek to correct this de-

ficiencv and capitalize on the strengths of the existing retail distribution net-

work for drugs.
The vendor program for providing drugs has proved acceptable in Medicaid.

In fact. the change to the vendor program concept in health care was established

in the last decade by the Kerr-Mills proarnin which wvas Initiated by the dis-

tinguished chairman of this committee. While NARD members have had many

,.omu t)aints about the aetlial administration by individual states of the vendor

mrogrom under first the Kerr-Mills legislation and later under the modifications

mado by Medicaid, the strength of the vendor concept Is as valid today as it was

in 1960.
Another important, indeed essential, concept that has stood the test of time in

Medicare and Medicaid is the "freedom of choice" guaranteed to patients to
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select any qualified provider of services to furnish needed health care services.
We believe that freedom to choose the health care practitioner Is a strength of the
current Federal programs and should be retained in any future program.

Combined, these two concepts-vendor program and freedom of choice-permit
and preserve an opportunity for the traditional forces in our competitive enter-
prise system to assure that the quality of care and services will not deteriorate
merely because the government may be paying all or part of the costs.

PROVIDER VOICE IN PROGRAM DESIGN

None of the proposals before the committee permits or assures the providers
of service an adequate roll or voice in the design, operation, and administration
of the programs. This summer, at the request of the National Association of Re-
tail Druggists, a subcommitee of the House Select Committee on Small Business
held three days of hearings on the impact of third party payment programs and
the record of those hearings details the problems and issues of greatest concern
to independent pharmacists.

Basically, however, the complaints stem from a common cause-that of giving
all interested parties in the drug program, except the pharmacists who must
economically and professionally survive under them, a significant role in the
design and planning. Nearly without exception, program sponsors such as big
business, big insurance companies and big unions have designed and implemented
a drug program from a supposedly bureaucratic vantage point in both private
and government programs which program was then placed before each pharma-
cist on a "take it or leave it" basis. With the experience of operating under exist-
ing programs, most NARD members could contribute significantly to improving
the design and administration of these programs while not detracting from the
over-all program goals.

We strongly urge that the committee consider individual provider panels for
each benefit area covered and charge these provider panels with the responsi-
bility for developing the design, operation, and supervision of the administration
of the benefits furnished by their provider group. What we envision here is a
panel of distinguished pharmacists (who would not be fulltime government em-
ployees) to act as a Board of Directors responsible for pharmaceutical benefits.
We recognize that the benefits must be coordinated and control must be vested
in the responsible governmental agency, but the providers should be given the
first opportunity to recommend an administrative plan compatible with existing
practices and procedures and with the over-all program goals. Plans recom-
mended by such a panel should be adopted and implemented unless the responsi-
ble governmental agency can demonstrate that the proposal is unreasonable or
that the proposal Is incompatible with other phases of the benefit package or
program goals.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the members
of the National Association of Retail Druggists. We have not commented in
detail on the various National Health Insurance proposals for the reasons we
have stated but we hope we might have the opportunity of furnishing the com-
mittee additional written statements and supplementary materials for the
record as the committee drafts legislative recommendations concerning this
important subject. We are anxious to be of continuing assistance particularly in
matters concerning drug coverage.

Mr. WOODS. Since enactment of medicare. both the Johnson and
Nixon administrations have appointed special task. forces to study
the advisability of adding home drugs to the medicare program and
both task forces have recommended including such drug coverage.
Further support for including drug coverage for the medicare home
patient ,came this year in a report by the 1971 Advisory Council on
Social Security which stated, "Medicare should be expanded to include
coverage of out-of-hospital drugs requr ng a prescription.

Most frequently. illnesses require a physician visit and some form of
drug therapy. Because this is not the most expensive segment of care,
our thinking usually rapidly shifts to the higher costs of hospitali-
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zation or nursing home care. There is no question that the substantial
costs of extended institutional stays are of concern to all our citizens.
And coverage for these costs, either through public programs or
through health insurance, is necessary and reassuring. But the focus
here is on the health care items of greatest cost affecting the smallest
segment of the population.

Unquestionably more people visit l)hysicians, need laboratory serv-
ices for diagnostic purposes and have drugs prescribed for their ill-
nesses than are hospitalized or need institutional care. The physician
and pharmacist are actually the first-line defense in our health care
system. Unfortunately, both in Governiment programs and in private
health insurance programs., coverage for prescribed drugs is given
too low a priority or excluded altogether.

Prescribed drugs are not a mandatory service required in State
medicaid programs. for example.

BASIC 1IEALTI PROGRAMS SHIOULi) COVER DRUGS

In the consideration of the proposals before the committee, we ask
that prescribed dirhigs )e considered as an integral part of a basic
health care package which would also include medical and diagnostic
services. Wlhat good is there in making the services of a physician
available to diagnose an illness, and making diagnostic laboratory
services available to assist the physician, if after these procedures and
services are completed, the necessary drug therapy indicated to prop-
erly treat the illness is not also available?

It just doesn't make sense to expend the time and resources on a
diagnosis for which therapy cannot be provided. And it does not make
any more sense to send a patient to a hospital to assure that drug
therapy indicated will be provided. However, this is the posture of
the current medicare program, most private health insurance pro-
grams, and some medicaid programs.

In our statement we have commented on the proposals. We will not
read that statement now, but we will comment on three points. I offer
for the record now a resolution passed at the NARD Annual Con-
vention at New Orleans on October 14, 1971.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Without objection it will be included.
(The resolution follows:)

RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE AND COMMUNITY PHARMACY
PARTICIPATION ADOPTED AT THE NARD 73RD ANNUAL CONVENTION, NEW
ORLEANS, LA., OCTOBER 14, 1971

Whereas, there are currently pending in the Congress of the United States
a number of diverse proposals for improving the availability of health care
services to all citizens; and

Whereas, most pending proposals either exclude or make inadequate provisions
for home drug needs ; and

Whereas, in both Medicare and Medicaid the Congress failed to recognize the
vital and essential role of pharmaceutical services in any health program that
attempts to provide even rudimentary medical care; and

Whereas, it is self-defeating for any program to pay for diagnostic and
physician services without also assuring that Indicated pharmaceutical services
will be adequately provided when and as needed;
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Resolved: That the National Association of Retail Druggists, in Convention
assembled, urges the Congress to include i)harmaceutical services as a priority
and mandatory benefit in any revisions of 'current plans fop National Health
Insurance or any future Federally-funded health care program ; and

Further resolved, That Congress should consider hospital, diagnostic, physician,
and pharmaceutical services as comprising a single, coordinated, and interrelated
unit of health care; and

Further resolved: That Congrem be urged not to restrict drug coverage to
those drugs provided in or by hospitals or similar Institutions or in any other
manner which discriminates against Independent pharmacy participaton.

Mr, WVoons. The second point concerns fair reimbursement for the
retail pharmacist and we offer for the record a report NARD spon-,
sored which is the most extensive analysis and study of variability
in pharmnacy charges for prescription drugs conducted by the R. A.
Gosselin Co.

The purpose of the study was to collect and present objective and
pertinent statis iical data which could be used by third party reimburse-
ment administrators and planners and others to aid in the design
of fair and equitable reimbursement policies for all pharmacies com-
mensurate with the public interest.

Mr. Chairman, this study was undertaken to assist the Ways and
Means Committee in considering drug coverage in any medical care
program. This would be available for the record. sir.

Mr. RoSTENKOWSK1. Without objection it will be included.
(The report referred to follows:)
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VARIABILITY

ANALYSIS

CHARGES

FOR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

UNDER THIRD PARTY PROGRAMS

R.A.GOSSELIN and COMPANY, Inc.

890 PROVIDEN(IL If IGHWA, • LED11.0. - MASSACIIIHETTS 02020

Sunvnary results of a study jointly commissioned by
the National Association of Retail Druggists and
the National Association of Chain Drug Stores

PHARMACY
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PREFACE

In January, 1970, the National Association of Retail
Druggists and tha National Association of Chain Drug
Stores jointly commissioned R. A. Gosselin and Company,
Inc. to conduct a comprehensive statistical study of
variability in prescription charges and operating
characteristics in the pharmacies of the United States.

The purpose of the study was to collect and present
objective and pertinent statistical data which could
be used by third party reimbursement administrators
and planners and others to aid in the design of fair
and equitable reimbursement policies for all pharmacies
commensurate with the public interest.

Data findings in this study were obtained from a total
of over 2600 retail pharmacies representative of the
nation. In addition, nearly one-half million prescrip-
tions were analysed to determine prescription charge
variability.

This report is a summary of findings extracted from the
402 page technical report provided NARD/NACDS in'
January, 1971.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Prescribed drugs as part of pre-paid health care programs, public
or private, have been a subject of considerable controversy since
the matter was first explored in depth in the HEW Task Force on
Prescription Drugs during the 1960's.

The central issue has not been the question of providing needed
therapy to eligible participants of one program or another, for
certainly pharmacists along with their professional peers have
been at least as equally desirous as program administrators to
participate in the expansion and improvement of health and health
care in the nation.

The issue has been fundamentally economic and fiscal in nature.
Because of many misconceptions and erroneous assumptions about
pharmacy practice and the systems for determining individual
prescription charges by pharmacists in the more than fifty
thousand retail pharmacies of the nation, program designers have
tended to adopt or recommend reimbursement procedures which, at
best, are foreign to the operating modes of the vast majority of
pharmacy practitioners or, at worst, deprive dedicated profession-
als of their ability to function as important members of America's
health-care team.

The causes of variability in prescription charges for identical
drugs in identical quantities, so often the subject of lay press
and general media "surveys," has been one of the principal mis-
conceptions leading to restrictive reimbursement approaches to
pharmacists. Not having explored and determined why such varia-
tion exists has led to the assumption that the variation should
not exist to begin with. Other misconceptions and misinterpre-
tations based upon generalizations of isolated cases or experi-
ences or superficial reviews have helped to formulate a viewpoint
that holds that low charges represent efficient pharmacy operation
while higher charges represent inefficient management. Paying a
"middle-ground" fixed fee to all, it has been argued, is an effect-
ive device for forcing inefficient practitioners to become effi-
cient, even if such new efficiency means the abandonment of certain
professional services required by the patrons of that pharmacy or
a restriction of the scope of inventories. The fact that some
dispensers of prescriptions may be overly rewarded when the fixed
fee is above their normal charge is ignored.
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The study which was commissioned by the National Association of
Retail Druggists and the National Association of Chain Drug Stores
and completed in January of 1971 has explored the matter of varia-
tions in prescription charges in well over 2000 pharmacies and has
found a positive cause and effect relationship between operating
characteristics and prices charged for prescriptions. It shows
that prices charged by individual pharmacies reflect accurately
the differences in the environmental and operating characteristics
of each store. It also shows that single attributes, such as
emergency service or free delivery, taken by themselves are not
necessaritly indicative of the cause for price variability. Other
attributes may have equal or greater effect but in the opposite
direction, for example r discount policy on health and beauty
items.' The sum total of all the significant variables, positive
and negative, establishes a Professional Services Index for each
pharmacy which with remarkable precision estimates what the prices
charged will be for that pharmacy.

The singular importance of the findings of the study is that a
realistic alternative to the fixed or variable dispensing fee plus
acquisition cost method of reimbursement is indeed reasonable,
feasible and economical for providing prescribed drugs via the
nation's retail pharmacies.

The study provides a considerable body of facts and evidence pre-
viously lacking to show how a reimbursement system can be based
upon the regular charges the pharmacist makes to the general
public, while providing the program administrator with the infor-
mation he needs for cost predictability and administrative control.
Speed of reimbursement would be guaranteed to all pharmacies whose
charges do not exceed their established statistical norms. In
public programs, taxpayers could expect efficient and harmonious
programs for their tax dollars.
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BACKGROUND

THE PROBLEM:

Several factors, controllAble and uncontrollable, have a bearing
upon the individual pharmacy's ability to employ a pricing policy
to entitle a fair and equitable return on investment. Each phar-
macy reacts and adjusts to a unique set of circumstances, whether
they be externally or internally related factors, and the opera-
tional expenses of each store vary as a result. The present re-
imbursement policy of paying a standard fixed fee to those phar-
macies participating in third-party programs, public orprivate,
does not take into account the unique individual differences that
exist from pharmacy to pharmacy.

STUDY OBJECTIVES:

The study was intended to establish that:

Identifiable environmental factors and individual operating
characteristics cause charges for identical prescriptions
to vary significantly from one pharmacy to another.

Prescription charge variance is normal and expected and can
be measured in a valid statistical manner.

A reimbursement system more equitable than those currently
employed could be utilized for the acceptance or rejection
of prescription charges submitted by individual pharmacies.

METHODOLOGY:

The study deals with source material representative of the entire
nation. It is confined to retail pharmacies, both chain and in-
dependent, and specifically excludes hospital pharmacies and other
non-retail outlets.

In the statistical analysis of the factors which significantly
affect the final selling cost of prescription drugs, efforts are
restricted to those objective factors such as hours open per week,
size of store, prescription filling volume, which can be quantified
in a statistically reasonable and acceptable manner. The following
research sources are employed:
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Pharmacy Universe Panel (PUP)

PUP is a stratified random sample of nearly 900 pharmacies
routinely employed to obtain various attitudes and opinions
on numerous topical questions. A mail survey was conducted
in April, 1970, with this panel in order to obtain background
information about the attitudes of retail pharmacists con-
cerning third-party programs now in existence.

National Prescription Audit (NPA)

The existing data bank of the National Prescription Audit,
which is recognized by industry, government and the pro-
fession as being representative of retail prescription
activity in the nation, is utilized. This ongoing research
study is now nearing its nineteenth year of continuous oper-
ation. Over 400,000 prescriptions collected from a nation-
ally representative subsample of 322 pharmacies for the six-
month time period ending April, 1970, serve as the base data
for this analysis.

Questionnaire Survey

A questionnaire was mailed to a randomly selected list of
10,640 retail pharmacies on June 29, 1970. Pharmacists
were asked to supply their usual and customary charges by
whatever pricing system they routinely use, markup or fee,
or a modification of either, for a list of representative
prescriptions. In addition, the pharmacist was aske4 to
provide information on the characteristics of the pharmacy,,
the customer, and its area served, as well as data on services
rendered, purchasing and pricing policies, utilization of
personnel, etc. The average price charged was correlated
by statistical means with those factors, both external and
internal, to each pharmacy in order to establish the rela-
tive effect of each as a contribution to price.
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SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC FINDINGS:

There is considerable dissatisfaction among pharmacists with
several factors involving the process of reimbursement now in
effect under third-party pay programs and in particular the
Medicaid/State Welfare Programs.

The factors most strongly criticized by pharmacists are those
coincident with reimbursement such as the amount allowed and
the method utilized.

Pharmacists are generally unhappy with claims processing as it
concerns the administrative tasks and time required for claims
submission and the length of waiting time for reimbursement.

The use of the actual acquisition cost as part of the reim-
bursement formula is almost universally found to be difficult
for pharmacists to ascertain and is considered unfair.

The fixed fee component of the reimbursement formula fosters
an inequitable return on investment for pharmacists due to
environmental (over which they have little control) and opera-
tional influences.

An uncontrollable environmental influence is the varying disease
patterns within the trading area served by the pharmacy. Several
socio-economic factors affecting disease incidence (therapeutic
category concentration) are present in different proportions in
the area served by each pharmacy. The professional services
required of a pharmacist vary by the type of medical environment
in which he operates.

* Beyond the pharmacist's control is the matter of drug usage
patterns. Physician preference concerning length of therapy
and size of prescription varies considerably. Under the fixed
fee where all prescriptions, regardless of quantity dispensed
and choice of therapy, each is treated identically creating
disparities in return on investment between pharmacies.

Most pharmacists (67%) are dissatisfied with the amount of time
and calculation necessary for claim form submission. In addi-
tion, slow payment forced a substantial number to seek bank
loans and increase their prices to regular customers.

Regression analysis of 165 variables associated with pharmacy
operations isolated 36 which were found to be statistically
significant in causing prescription price variation in pharmacies.
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The relative presence or absence of each of the 36 variables
within a pharmacy can be calculated and given a quantitive
value which when added together provide an index, the Pre-scription Services Index (PSI), rating relative to the
national average for all pharmacies.
The index (PSI) for each pharmacy reflects an accurate calcu-lation of costs involved in providing the drug product and
pharmaceutical services to the patients served.

The PSI method facilitates a means which would provide anequitable payment for each pharmacy based upon its own uniquemode of operation and environmental conditions, matched againstnational parameters for similar operations in the country.

A workable alternative reimbursement formula for third partyprescription claims is proposed using Prescription ServiceIndex as a means of establishing acceptable Rx price levelsfor individual prescriptions submitted by all pharmacies. Itoffers advantages over present methods for the program adminis-
trator, pharmacist, general public and taxpayer.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -- 12
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PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT REIMBURSEMENT METHODS

When pharmacists were asked to express their opinion via a mail
survey in early 1970, there was found to be considerable dissatis-
faction with several factors involving the process of reimburse-
ment now in effect under third party pay programs and particularly
the Medicaid/State Welfare Programs.

The factors most strongly criticized were those concerned with
pricing such as:

• the level of reimbursement allowed

. the pricing method utilized

In addition, pharmacists were generally unhappy with claims pro-
cessing as it concerned:

" the administrative tasks required of
them and time involved

" the length of waiting time for reimbursement

PRICE DETERMINATION:

At the present time nearly every state has a reimbursement method
which treats each vendor identically. The method generally involves,
-as part of the reimbursement formula, a component for product cost
and another for dispensing cost. There is considerable dissatis-
faction on the part of pharmacists that the system itself is too
rigid in that allowances aren't made for individual pharmacy differ-
ences and,secondly, the formula for reimbursement is cumbersome and
unduly involved.

Product Costs

An overwhelming majority of pharmacists (89%) responding
to the survey did not favor the use of a formula which re-
quires the calculation or determination of the actual acqui-
sition cost. The main objection is the difficulty in deter-
mining actual acquisition cost for each prescription and,
secondly, it penalizes those pharmacies that have been able
to develop purchasing efficiency by employing good manage-
ment skills.
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A survey of 1933 pharmacies in the summer of 1970 shows that
pharmacist purchasing of ethical drugs from the wholesaler
or other source varies substantially:

The table shows that not all pharmacies are alike with respect
to purchasing. Secondly, it shows that within a given phar-
macy the determination of actual acquisition cost can be
different from item to item. The dilemma here is that the
pharmacist finds this factor within the formula particularly
difficult to cope with and the payer finds it an obstacle to
efficient monitoring and control. Some programs using the
acquisition cost have found it necessary to adopt the average
wholesale price (AWP) whether the pharmacy purchased the in-
gredients below this price or not.

For certain products there is the added price difference based
on larger quantity sizes. The decision to purchase, however,
is often predicated upon product demand rates over which the
pharmacist has no control as therapy is dependent upon disease
incidence.

A study of new prescriptions dispensed for a typical drug
within 322 pharmacies for a six-montok time period showed
the differences in the rate of sales to be as follows:
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SALES OF A TYPICAL. DRUG

# of Tablets %

Dispensed Pharmacies

None 13%

Less than 500 '33

500 - 999 23

1000 - 1999 18

2000 or more 13

100%

National Prescription Audit,
.November 1969-April 1970

The rate of purchase discount available for this product is
of benefit to some pharmacies and of no benefit to others.
The profile of nearly 7000 different products, brand and
generic, filled in the 322 pharmacies show similar patterns;
that is, some pharmacies dispense a larger volume than others
and not necessarily because of total pharmacy volume. It is
also an established fact that quantity purchase discounts vary
considerably by product and by supplier and are subject to
change over time. Pharmacists' inventories include merchandise
purchased over a period of time.

The fixed fee approach requires the calculation of the actual
ingredient cost or the average wholesale price, neither of which
produces a realistic cost determination with the former creating
an immense burden for the pharmacist and the latter, if used,
superfluous for claims purposes.

Dispensing Costs

Most pharmacists (89%) are unhappy with an inflexible reim-
bursement system. In addition to the basic disagreement upon
the method to be used, most pharmacists (67%) believe the
level of reimbursement to be inadequate. The reason for the
latter is that circumstances beyond the control of the phar-
macist, unique to the pharmacy and its environment, frequently
are responsible for variations in return on investment. As
an entrepreneur he incurs considerable business risks in ful-
filling the therapeutic requirements of his patrons.
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Environmental Factors:

The pharmacist has little control over the disease incidence
and drug usage patterns within his geographic area. Charac-
teristics of the pharmacy clientele vary widely from one loca-
tion to another. In addition, population shifts affecting
socio-economic factors such as agle, family concentration and
per capita income are uncontrollable. This is an important
consideration since the average price for prescriptions in
selected therapeutic treatment areas varies considerably. Note
that the average price of an Ataraxic prescription is nearly
double the price of a typical prescription for a cough/cold
product, ($5.34 vs. $2.76).

THERAPEUTIC CATEGORY DIFFERENCES

% All Average # Refills for
Therapeutic Category Rx's Filled Price Every 100 New Rx's

Antibiotics 21.4% $4.69 34
Cough/Cold Preps 10.8 2.76 55
Analgesics 10.0 3.14 61
Hormones 8.0 3.94 161
Ataraxics 6.3 5.34 190

Sedative/Hypnotics 4.4 2.47 225
Cardiovasculars 4.3 4.58 250
Antispasmodics 2.7 3.73 153
Diuretics 2.7 4.22 199
Sulfonamides 2.3 3.63 57

All Others 27.1 3.97 110

All New Rx's 100.0% $3.95 114

National Presoription Audit, November 1969 - April 1970

Also, the pharmacist can expect to fill an additional 190
prescriptions for every 100 Ataraxic Rx's filled. For cough/
cold preparations, he can expect but nearly 1/3 as many re-
fills. This again is beyond the control of the pharmacist -
he does not create the "demand" for therapeutic agents.
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Not only is the expected volume of total prescriptions filled,
including new and refills, beyond the pharmacist's control,
but the mix of therapeutic categories filled is left to the
prevalence of disease patterns within the locale of the
pharmacy. Based upon the refill factor alone, it is easily
seen that programs allowing but one set formula for reimburse-
ment would be difficult for the pharmacist to determine his
return on investment nor exercise professional or management
control in order to satisfy the demands of his clientele.

A study of the therapeutic category sales mix for a six
months period found that no two stores were identical.
Typically, where one pharmacy may fill more antibiotics as
a proportion of the total prescription file, it would fill
proportionately less for another treatment area.

To illustrate this product mix difference within a pharmacy,
three typical pharmacies are shown as examples:

EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENCES IN THERAPEUTIC CATEGORY MIX

% All New Rx's Filled
Pharmacy Pharmacy Pharmacy All

Therapeutic Category "A" "B" "C" Pharmacies

Antibiotics 9% 22% 34% 21.4%
Analgesics 8 10 4 10.0
Cough/Cold Preparations 4 12 19 10.8
Antispasmodics 14 2 1 2.7
Sulfonamides 1 3 4 2.3

Hormones 4 18 7 8.0
Ataraxics 8 4 4 6.3
Sedati ve/Hypnoti cs 6 3 1 4.4
Cardiovasculars 18 1 2 4.3
Diuretics 10 1 1 2.7

All Others 18 24 23 27.1

National Prescription Audit, November 1969 - April 1970

Although the ten therapeutic categories account for nearly
the same proportion (77-82%) of the total prescription file
within each pharmacy, there are distinct differences between
each pharmacy in terms of selected categories. This table
serves to point out that there are vast differences in types
of therapeutic agents dispensed in each pharmacy. Pharmacies
that fill a large proportion of their file for higher cost
medication are allowed a much smaller return than those
pharmacies that fill a high proportion of prescriptions in
the lower priced therapeutic treatment areas.
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As a professional, he is committed to serve the patients who
come to him with the drugs they need available when they need
them. The maintenance of the appropriate mix of inventory is
a serious and costly obligation for which he should be reim-
bursed. To limit his trade to only a few fast turnover items
for economic reasons is not in the best interests of his
patients. A professional or dispensing fee developed by an
individual pharmacy based upon its own historical and current
experience with therapeutic agents, refill Rx and quantities
it handles would be an appropriate one for that pharmacy.

A dispensing fee set arbitrarily for all pharmacies or even
by arbitrary groups cannot possibly take the variations in
therapy into consideration. Obviously, the pharmacist's
regular charge to the general public does account for the
uniqueness of his professional environment.

Another environmental factor over which the pharmacist has
little control is the-size of the prescription dispensed.
Generally this decision is left to the discretion of the
physician. Third-party program control and administration
might well consider standard drug quantities rather than
standard dispensing fees.

A study of prescription sizes for a six-month period shows
that for a typical drug there may be as many as 50 different
prescription sizes dispensed with the modal quantity size
accounting for but less than half of all the prescriptions
dispensed for the product.

To illustrate this point, the frequency distribution of
quantity size for three typical products is presented:

PRESCRIPTION SIZE DIFFERENCES

% Prescriptions Filled

Drug Drug Drug
Rx Size "A" "B" "C"

9 or less .3% 2.9% 2.6%
10 - 19 4.2 16.1 12.2
20 - 29 11.4 9.1 14.1
30 - 39 30.7 61.5 39.5
40 - 49 7.9 1.5 2.0
50 - 99 30.7 7.9 21.0

100 or more 14.8 1.0 8.5

# Rx's (3945) (1287) (1569)

National Prescription Audit, November 1969-April 1970
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CLAIMS PROCESSING PROBLEMS:

Claims Submission

There is considerable annoyance on the part of pharmacists
with the. difficulty in calculating a charge for a prescrip-
tion when using a fixed fee alone or in combination with a
percent markup since the average cost, whether average whole-
sale cost or true ingredient acquisition cost, is part of
the formula and difficult to ascertain.

About two of every three (67%) pharmacists in the survey of
1933 pharmacists across the country stated that they were
dissatisfied with the claim forms processing necessary for
reimbursement under Federal or State supported programs.
Most find it extremely time consuming.

Claims Waiting Period for Payment

Another point which creates undue financial hardship upon
certain pharmacies is the matter of the length of waiting
period necessary for reimbursement.

Only 19% of the pharmacies indicated that they
ceived payments in 30 days.

routinely re-

Private insurance programs show a much better record, with 50%
of the pharmacies receiving payment in 30 days or less, and all
but about 10% receiving payment in under 60 days.

WAITING PERIOD FOR REIMBURSEMENT UNDER
MEDICAID/STATE WELFARE 'ROGRAMS

% of Pharmacies Waiting Period
32.3% Over 60 days

2.5% Over 120 days

.5% Over 180 days
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Forty percent (40%) of the pharmacies indicated that the amountsowed to them under Medicaid were $1,000 or greater. Almost 6%indicated that their accounts receivable ran between $5,000 and$10,000. In those pharmacies that indicated a heavy Medicaidvolume, that is 15% of their prescriptions or greater, 27.4%of them had to seek financial assistance from banks to meet
their business obligations.

Surveys conducted in this study indicate a high degree of con-cern that pharmacists have with the development of third-partypay programs. Their opinions are based upon their experiencewith the various Medicaid programs which appear to be far lessthan 100% satisfactory in mode of operation and reimbursement
in most states.

Perhaps the experience of Medicaid can serve the highly valuablepurpose of indicating to third-party pay administrators that, ifthese programs are to be successful, all facets of this highlyinteractive system must be considered and systems developed whichwill recognize the needs and requirements of all pertinent factors.
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A WORKABLE REIMBURSEMENT ALTERNATIVE

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF A METHOD:

In the final report submitted by the Task Force on Prescription
Drugs of the U. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare,
specific considerations are set forth in the implementation of a
drug program providing direct reimbursement to the vendor.
These criteria include:

* The level of payment submitted for reimbursement
must be acceptable to the vendor (pharmacy).

The reimbursement technique should minimize record-
keeping and time cQnsumed in claims submission re-
quired by the vendor..

The method should allow the pharmacist to compute

the program payment easily.

The method should provide prompt payment.

The method should permit a reasonable check on the
accuracy or appropriateness of payments without
resulting in very high auditing and accounting
costs.

In view of the preceding, it is clear that the vendor reim-
bursement methods presently available have far from satisfied
fully all of the above criteria.

It was with this background that a comprehensive statistical
study focusing upon variability in prescription charges and
pharmacy operating characteristics was conducted. Its purpose
was to isolate more fully the factors which would aid in the
design of an alternative reimbursement method which would sat-
isfy the above requirements and result in other advantages.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND:

Earlier studies on the reimbursement problem concentrated upon
determining the costs of filling a prescription by seeking de-
tailed accounting and financial operating data about the pre-
scription department. The difficulty with this approach is
that the information required for analyses is not ordinarily
available in the majority of pharmacies. To obtain it requires
an inordinate amount of time on the part of the pharmacy owner
or accountant, and adds to operating costs.
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Data Description

Based upon this prior and unsatisfactory experience with studies
involved with determining costs of filling a prescription, it
was decided that the desired goal could be better achieved by
obtaining extensive information about store environment and op-
erations in as simple a form as possible and from as many pharma-
cies as possible. Over 10,000 randomly selected pharmacies in
the country were sent a comprehensive questionnaire during the
summer of 1970, and a 20% response was obtained on but one mail-
ing, which was proportionate and representative of all types of
pharmacies.

The owner or manager of each pharmacy was asked to provide data
on specific areas involving the pharmacy's environment and op-
erational characteristics. The areas involved were as follows:

Classification Data:

Location:
Shopping Center (Plaza)
Medical Building
On Main Street
Off Main Street

Area:
Downtown Business Dist.
Neighborhood/Residential
Rural

Type:
Single unit
Multiple (2-3 units)
Multiple (4 or more)

# Years Store At Present Location:
Less than 5 years
5-9 years
10-24 years
25 years or more

Hours Open Per Week:
Less than 70 hours
70-79 hours
80-89 hours
90-99 hours
100 hours or more

Trading Area Served:
Mostly within 1 mile
Mostly within 3 miles
Mostly within 5 miles
Mostly within 10 miles
Mostly beyond 10 miles

# Competitive Pharmacies In
Trading Area:

None
I or 2
3 or 4
5 to 9
10 or more

Size of Store: (Sq. Ft.)
Less than 1000 sq. ft.
1000-1999 sq. ft.
2000-2999 sq. ft.
3000-5999 sq. ft.
6000-9999 sq. ft.
10,000 sq. ft. or more

Monthly Rent:
(If owned, estimate rent)

Less than $250/month
$ 250- 499/month
$ 500- 749/month
$ 750- 999/month
$1000-1499/month
$1500/month or more

Total Annual Store Sales:
Less than $100,000
$100-199,999
$200-299,999
$300-499,999
$500-999,999
$1,000,000 or more

Rx Sales As % Store Sales:
Less than 25%
25-49%
50-74%
75% or more

Average # Rx's (new and refills)
Filled Per Day:

Less than 25 Rx's
25- 49 Rx's
50- 74 Rx's
75-149 Rx's

150-299 Rx's
300 Rx's or more

Ratio New To Refill Rx's:
More refills than new
New/refills about even
More new than refills

Price Most Health & Beauty Aids At:
Mfg. Sug. Retail Price

1- 9% off list
10-19% off list
20% or more off list
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Rx's Covered Under Rx's Covered Under
Federal/State Supported Private Insurance RX's By

Programs Programs Charge Customers

% All Rx's Filled: % all Rx's __ ,__% all Rx's % all Rx's

E] Less than I month C] Less than 1 moth 0 Less than 1 month
Usual Wallqg [] 1-2 months [ 1-2 months Q 1-2 months

Period For [J 3-4 months E] 3-4 months [ 3-4 months
Payment: E] 5-6 months E] 5-6 months [ 5-6 months

F 7 months or more ] 7 months or more 5 7 months or more

% All Rx Drugs Purchased:

D irect ........................ _

Wholesale .................... ._ %

Coop. Buying Group .........

Central Warehouse ............ ._ %

Other ........................ _%

ADDS TO: 100%

Those Which Apply To Store:

Open Sundays. # Hours _

Open holidays. # Hours ........

Customer waiting area

Free vehicle Rx delivery

Emergency after-hour on-call service

A comprehensive drug Information library

Pharmacy accepts all Rx's requiring compounding

Complete patient/family Rx record service
(includes drug sensitivities)
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Proportion Of Each Of The Following Activities
Performed By A Pharmacist.

Purchasing Rx drugs
Checking in orders
Labeling, pricing and placing drugs into stock
Handling recalls and returns

Receiving Rx's directly from customer
Obtaining drugs from stock
Typing labels
Counting, pouring and packaging
Instructing customer on Rx use directions

Writing up charge/sales receipts
Preparing and sending bills
Reconciling accounts receivable
Selling non-legend drugs and med./surg. supplies
Selling sundries in pharmacy

Total # Hours Spent By Al Pharmacists In Store:
Maintaining a comprehensive drug info, library

Maintaining a complete family Rx record service

Reading journals & professional publications

Reading drug company literature

Discussing drug & health care information with drug
company detailmen

Attending seminars, continuing education courses &
professional meetings

Providing information on 3rd party pay programs to recipients

Providing drug & health care information and Rx use
directions to customers

Providing drug & health care information to physicians,
hospitals, nursing homes, ECF's

Providing drug & health care information to civic groups,
local gov't. officials, local community, general public
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The other key element in the study was obtaining from each
pharmacy the prices charged for ten identical Rx's and a des-
cription of the pricing method employed. The ten Rx's were
selected after an analysis of the National Rx Audit to obtain
a representative cross section of both brand name and generic
items of varying volume.

In obtaining this extensive information from each pharmacy,
it was possible to allow many factors to be considered in
determining the relative contribution of each to variations
in price. The statistical analyses necessary in the study of
the interaction of the attributes and prices were achieved
using two advanced and comprehensive statistical programs and
large capacity computers to handle the immense amount of data
collected.

One program was obtained from the National Opinion Research
Center at the University of Chicago for use in the multiple
correlation and regression analyses of these data. The second
came from Princeton University and was utilized for factor
analysis.

Regression Analysis

It was necessary to consider all of the questionnaire varia-
bles simultaneously in order to properly measure the effect of
each. To do this a mathematical technique called multiple re-
gression was used. With the high speed computers utilized in
the study there was no problem in analyzing the large number
of variables over a wide range of values. Each of these varia-
bles was fitted to the "Prescription Services Index" and the
slope coefficient calculated.

The "Prescription Services Index" for each pharmacy in the
study was calculated by assigning the value of 100.000 to re-
present the grand average of all prices for the ten Rx's for
all stores. The average for the ten items for each pharmacy
was then compared to the national value of 100.000 to determine
a relative index for each pharmacy. By converting the slopes
into standard units, the questionnaire variables were ranked
according to their influence on the index. A minus sign indi-
cates a decrease in index per unit and an increase in question-
naire answering units. For example, the index over store
decreases as the percentage of discount on health and beauty
aids increases (increase in questionnaire answering units).
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Factor Analysis

Prescription prices in 19 of the 50 states were significantly
different from the national average prescription price. Each
member of each group was adjusted for the average price diff-
erence of the group.

The remaining 69 variables were factor analyzed to reduce
these 69 variables to the smallest meaningful dimensions.
The first step was to reduce all the 1933 answers on 69
questions to 14 principal components. Each of these princi-
pal components was formed by applying a calculated weight to
each of the 69 original variables. Using only 14 component
factors, one is able to describe every store in relation to
all other stores just as precisely as if one used the original
69 questions. That is, no loss of information has occurred.
The difficulty is that all 69 question variables are present
in every component."

To further simplify the questionnaire results, every one of
the 69 original variables is expressed in terms of the 14
new principal components. It is as if we drew a graph with
principal components as the principal axis and each variable
as a point on the graph. Most of the points representing our
original 69 variables will be somewhere between the 14 princi-
pal component axes. The object is to twist or rotate this
system of 14 axes so as to end up with each variable as close
as possible to one of the 14. We wish to express each varia-
ble as a member of one of these 14 groups rather than as a
point off in space by itself.

This is easy to see in two dimensions on a simple X, Y
Cartesian diagram. If a variable is one-half X and one-half
Y, it could be plotted as the point (1/2, 1/2) half way be-
tween X and Y axes. If we twist or rotate the axis, the
point can be made to lie exactly on X or on Y, depending on
which direction we rotate. This simple process generalizes
directly to the fourteen principal component coordinate axes
system in the survey.

Of course, all 69 variables are not directly over each of
the 14 axes, but they end up very close. We know this to
be true because we have already shown that the questionnaire
variables have only 14 principal components. The variables
are then rearranged according to the closest axis. This
gives us our final factor groupings.
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All of the 69 variables were regressed or fitted to price
and their statistical contribution was noted. All non-
significant variables were eliminated from these groupings
and the identity of the variables in the final factors was
established.

The interactive nature of these variables and their identity
with various types of store operation was resolved into
eight principal factors by factor analysis with each including
a set of variables. In total, 36 different variables were
isolated as significant, as shown in the following table:

FACTORS IN THE MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF PRESCRIPTION SERVICES INDEX

Slope

Coefficient

I EXTERNAL FACTORS

1. REGIONAL ADJUSTMENT (State Grouping)...

GROUP A: California, Nevada 14.04261

GROUP B: Rhode Island -13.97720

GROUP C: Connecticut, New Jersey 3.98068

GROUP D: New Mexico, Washington 4.04400

GROUP E: Arizona, Delaware, Indiana,
Vermont - 6.56598

GROUP F: Maryland, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,. Pennsyl-
vania, Tennessee, West Virginia - 3.25818

GROUP G: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Dist.
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Idaho
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, New York, Oregon, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming - 0.76602
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Slope
2. URBANIZATION AND INCOME LEVEL... Coefficient

a. Average per capita income for city or town 0.00073
b. Trading area served in miles - 0.80736
c. Number competitive pharmacies in trading area - 0.31024
d. Average hourly wage of registered pharmacist 0.85574
e. Average hourly wage of non-pharmacist 0.79579

3. STORE CHARACTERISTICS...

a. Store under single ownership 1.40695
b. Years in present location 0.58815
c. Size in square footage 0.22980
d. Rental expense 0.46918
e. Store location (shopping center or not) - 1.73535
f. Total hours open per week 0.50803
g. Daily prescription volume - 2.40675
h. Health and Beauty Aid discount policy - 3.31002

4. THIRD PARTY PAY PRESCRIPTION INVOLVEMENT...

a. Federal/State program Rx's as % of all Rx's
Rx's 0.05585

b. Private Insurance program Rx's as % of all
Rx's 0.12331

c. Usual Waiting Period for payment of Third
Party program prescriptions 0.60169

II INTERNAL FACTORS

1. SPECIAL CUSTOMER SERVICES...

a. Percent Rx's charged by customers 0.07640
b. Usual waiting period for charge customer

payments 0.82979
c. Prescription sales as % total store sales 1.05402
d. Provide free vehicle delivery service 2.00840
e. Provide patient/family Rx record service 1.44448
f. Provide customer waiting area 0.63150

2. SOURCE OF DRUGS PRUCHASED...

a. % Rx's purchased direct - 0.04314
b. % Rx's purchased through wholesaler 0.02497
c. % Rx's obtained from central warehouse - 0.05951

70-174 0 - 72 -pt. 3 -- 13
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Slope
Coefficient

3. PERSONNEL DEPLOYMENT...

a. % time typing of labels is done by R.Ph - 0.05951
b. % time counting, pouring & packaging is

done by R.Ph. 0.79975
c. % time handling recall & returns is done

by R.Ph. - 0.26869
d. % time preparing & sending bills is done

by R.Ph. - 0.29832
e. % time non-legend drugs and medical/

surgical supplies are sold by R.Ph. - 0.38105
f. % time the instruction of customers on

Rx use direction is done by R.Ph. 0,79421

4. COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT...

a. Hours attending seminars, courses and
professional meetings per week 1.19288

b. Hours reading journals and professional
publications per week 1.08939

c. Hours reading drug company literature
per week - 0.98091

d. Hours providing drug and health care in-
formation and Rx use instruction to
customers per week 0.54750

The factor analysis procedure has grouped the variables into

sections or factors where interdependence exists. Reliance
must not be placed upon the index weight associated with any
single variable. But, since the entire factor group as a whole
is included, this weight is reliable and the statistical signi-
ficance of these factor increments to the prescription services
index is impressive. The t-scores for the factors are displayed.
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T-SCORES FOR THE EIGHT FACTOR GROUPINGS

Factor t-score

Regional Adjustment 19.7

Urbanization and Income Level 7.3

Store Characteristics 18.3
Third Party Pay Prescription Involvement 5.9

Special Customer Services 11.4

Source of Drugs Purchased 6.7

Personnel Deployment 4.9

Community Relations and Professional Development 4.8

A t-score of 1.96 is significant at the .05 risk level. These
factors are all a multiple of this threshold value. Those
factors with the highest t-scores are also those with the
greatest effect upon the prescription services index.

Such confidence as this illustration provides is necessary
for weak factors would make interpretation difficult. Be-
cause of the very large number of respondents, the relations
reported here are not only well-established statistically, but
represent what are believed to be the facts of operational
expenses.

For each of the variables, slope coefficient is calculated
from the regression analysis. We need only multiply this
slope by the score to obtain a prescriDtion services index
increment for each variable separately. The sum of all of
these increments (or decrements) will be the final estimate
of the prescription services index for that store.
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PSI Prediction Model

The precise value for the questionnaire coding deserves dis-
cussion. In this study it is assumed that responses from
1933 pharmacies represent all the pharmacies in the country.
If the average prescription services index is set at 100.00,
the basis for every questionnaire variable is also the average
for all stores. The advantage of this procedure is that the
basic format now has a constant term of 100.00, which is in-
cremented (or decremented) according to the pharmacy response
to each question.

For instance, if a store purchases 10% direct, 90% from whole-
saler and 0% from central warehouse, the following calculation
would result for that store:

AN EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF THE EFFECT OF ONE VARIABLE

(2)
Deviation

(1) from
Slope National National (1) X (2)

Variable Coefficient Average Average Increment

Direct Purchase - .04314 36.783 - 26.783 1.1554

Wholesale Purchase .02497 53.452 36.548 .9126

Central Warehouse - .05951 5.949 - 5.949 .3540
Purchase

Total 2.4220

This pharmacy (Pharmacy A on the next page), as a result, would
be expected to gain 2.4 points on its prescription services
index. This, together with all other variables, would sum to
the total expected prescription services index of the pharmacy.

The following pages illustrate ten typical pharmacies and the
index points each would gain or lose relative to its descrip-
tion and activity within each of the eight groupings. The sum
of the eight identifies the individual store index. Note that
these ten pharmacies are quite dissimilar from one another and
that one pharmacy is more than 27 points above the national
average. This represented a difference of more than a $2.00
charge on each prescription between each pharmacy (one charged
71.4% more than the other). Despite these variances, the model
predicted the indices for these pharmacies within four cents or
one percentage point.
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FACTORS DETERMINED TO BE
STATISTICALLY SIGNIGICANT:

I. EXTERNAL FACTORS STORE A STORE B _ STORE C

1. Regional Adjustment (State Grouping) +14.043,(Cal) (Ind) -3._58 (Pa)

2. Urbanization and Income Level. +2.851 -1,257 -1.662

a. Average per capita income for city or town $3616 $2774 $271C
o. trading area served in miles 6 miles 10 miles 10 milS
c. HuLer coeputitive phapriacies in trading aca S - 9 1 - 4 None
d. Average hourly 4age of registered pharmacist $8.00 $5.80 $5.00
o. Average hourly vage of non-pia macist $3,20 $1.80 $1.40

3. Store Characteristics +4.986 -9.322 -1.601

a. Store under single ownership Yes No Yes
b. Years in present location 10-24 yrs. 5-9 yr . e 5 yrs.
c. Size in square footage * 1000 sq.ft. 60)0-9999 sq.ft. 2000-299) sq. ft,
d. Rental expense $250-499/mo. $1000-1499/mo. , $260/mo.
s. Store location (shopping center or not) No Yes No
f. Total hours open per week , 10 hrs. 90.99 hrs, c 70 hrs.
g. Dally prescription volume 25-49 Rx's 160-299 Rx'S 75-149 Rx's

Health and Beauty Aid discount policy List I0-19 off list List

4. Third Party Pay prescription Involvement .. +0.190 -0.379 -0.238

a. Federal/State program Rx's as '. of all Rn's 10. 131 150
b. Private Insurance program Rx's as i of all Rx's 5% 4.6% 1%
c. Usual Waiting Period for payment of Third

Party progrart prescriptions 3-4 months 1-2 months 3-4 months

It. INTERNAL FACTORS

I. Special Customer Services .. +3.967 -2.203 -3.363

a. Percent Rx's charged by customers 50 2S1 5%
b. Usual waiting period for charge customer payments 1-2 months 1-2 months < I month
c. Prescription sales as % total store sales 75% or more 25-40% 50.75%
d. Provide free vehicle delivery service Yes No No
a. Provide patient/family Rx record service No No No
f, Provide customer waiting area Yes Yes Yes

2. Source of Orugs Purchased .. +2.422 -4.600 -0.302

a. ' Rx's purchased direct 10% O 50
b. * Rx's purchased through wholesaler 90Z 10'. so,
c. 5 Rx's obtained from central warehouse 0% 90% 0.

3. Personnel Oeployment .. -1.627 -0,983 +0.194

a. $ time typing of labels is done by RPh. l00o 100% 1001
b. S time counting, pouring A packaging Is done by R.Ph. 75, 50T, 100%
c. 1 time handling recall returns is done by R.Ph. 75, 50 100%
d. time preparing & sending bills is done by R.Ph. O 06 25%
a. % time non-legend drugs and medical/surgical

supplies are sold by R.Ph. 50% 25% 50%
f. % time the instruction of customers on Rx use

direction is done by R.Ph, 50. 757 100%

4. Community Relations and Professional development .. #0.362 -0.722 -0.185

a. Hours attending seminars, courses and professional
meetings per week 1-5 hours None 1.5 hours

b. Hours reading Journals and professional publications
per week 1-5 hours 6-10 hours 1-5 hours

c. Hours reading drug company literature per week 1-5 hours 6-10 ours 1-S hours
d. Hours providing drug and health care information

and Rx use instruction to customers per week 6-10 hours 6-10 hours 1-5 hours

STORE PRESCRIPTION SERVICES INDEX: 127.194 74.068 89.565

NATIONAL INDEX:* 100.000 100.000 100.000

DEVIATION: +27.194 -2s.932 -10.435

4 B8aed i4o5 1,933 pham nah'o sumyed
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jRI.PT1ON SERVICES INDICS OSE.LCTED 5TORE EOXPLES ...

STORE 0 sToRE - STsoL.V.__. STORE G STORE H .._ RE .I STORE J

-0./Oh (lex) -0.166 (Ark) *4.044 (Wash) _0,766 (Mass) -0,766 (Wisc) o3..98, (NJ) -3.258 (Tenn)

.2.014 -1.506 *I&6 41.095 .1.083 ±3w _3.707

$2375 $2C47 $4119 $2961 $2972 $3560 $1817

10 miles 10 miles I mile I mile 10 miles 10 miles Beyond 10 miles

1Oor more 5 - 9 10 or more I - 2 6 - 9 5 - 9 3 4

$.18.25.78 $6.00 .00 16.00 16.50 $4.50
$I.7.2.8 1.911-2.10 2.00 2.051,0202.011,u52.I $1.7t,.2.25 ii9? 1o ~o o 11.o2o

.0.297 .-7?235 +6.245 !6.420 -2.164 14 M-3.o7

Yes Yes No Yes 14o yes Yes

26 yrs. or more : 5 years 25 yrs.or more 26 yrs.or more ' 5 years 5.9 yrs, 25 yrs.or more

I 1000 sq.ft. loO sq.ft. 3000-5999 sqft. 1000-1999 sqft. 6000-9999 sq.ft. 1000-1999 sqit. 3000-6999 sq.t

4 $20/mo. $6O-749/mo. $500-149/mo. $250-499/mo. $750.999/mo, $260-499/mo. $260/M.

No No No No Yes No No

470 hrs. 70-79 hrs. 10-79 hrs. 70-79 hrs. 80-89 hrs. 70-79 hrs. 70-79 hrs,

75-149 RX's 15.149 RX's 2$.49 Rx's < 25 RX's 60-74 R'S 60-74 RX's 60-74 R's

List 10-19% off list list List 1-9% off list List List

-3.&69 -0.350 -1.506 I_10-1-06 A -00 12,4A

05 1% 10. - 0% 6% 6% 6

0% it 1% o 2% 95 6%

1.2 months 1 month 1-2 months 1-2 months 1-2 months

8.63. _ -3.669 -2.172 -.80 9 #0.24_ ?.67. :3.m

80 1% 3% 0 106 601 21%

3-4 months < I month I 1 month - 1-2 months 1-2 months 1-2 months

766 or more 50-74% - 251 < 251 25-49% 25-49% 60-74%

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No

Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

-o 30 .-0.739 #2.422 0.000 -0,302 L ,740 Lo."3

sot 36s 10% 37% 60% 20% 46%

s0 65, 901 51 606 801 66

0. 01 o 6% 01 o 0%

4375 -.MOO #0.194 -0.281 40.49? #0.492 -. 0

25. 10 0 . 100o3006% 10% 1001 1000

100 luO 100 l00; 100% 00 100%

75, 100 100% 1001 100% 1001 1001

0 1004 2514 06 05 0 0 6

s0 50. 60So 75. 50% 50% 60%

IOU. 100 100 100, 1006 100% 1001

tpzik -0.185 .0.362 -1.318 +0.367 41.461 -1M37

1-5 hours 1-5 hours 1-5 hours None 1-5 hours 1-5 nours None

1-5 hours I-5 hours I-5 hours 1-5 hours None 6-10 hours 1-5 hours

1-5 hours 1-5 hours 1-6 hours 1-5 hours 1-5 hours 1-5 hours 1-5 hours

6-10 hours i-5 hours 6-10 hours 1-6 hours 15 hrs. or more 6-10 hours 1-S hours

107.121 86.308 110.455 98.141 96.131 111.921 94.534

100.0OU 100,000 00.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000

+ 7.11I -13,692 .10.455 - 1.859 - 4.869 +11.921 - 5.466
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Research Conclusions

. Factors causing price variability can be.identified.

. The contribution to price for each factor can be quantified.

a An index relative to a national average for each pharmacy
can be determined based upon the varying presence of cer-
tain factors readily available.

0 The calculated index (PSI) for each pharmacy includes an
accurate reflection of the costs of that pharmacy to pro-
vide the drug product and pharmaceutical services to the
patients served.

0 The PSI can provide the basis for the design of a reimburse-
ment method which would provide an equitable payment for
each pharmacy based upon its environmental and operational
characteristics profile.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE USE OF THE PSI METHOD IN A REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM:

The prescription Services Index (PSI) for each pharmacy is easily cal-
culated from information supplied by the pharmacy on an annual (or
semi-annual) basis. Periodic verification and spot checking of facts
supplied is left to the discretion of the administrator and would re-
quire less time and work than current audit procedures.

Secondly, the current prices charged to the general public for Identi-
cal prescriptions would serve as the Rx Price Reference source. Prices
charged throughout the nation for nearly one million new prescriptions
at various quantity levels for approximately 7000 different products
are in existence and available from the National Prescription Audit
(NPA) or could be obtained from a similarly designed study.

The two sets of information, the PSI and the Rx Price Reference, allow
the method to work smoothly.

For example, assume
numbers #999999 and
al Drug Code number
of 107.00 submits a
with a PSI of 84.00

two different pharmacies (Universal Pharmacy Code
#999998) submit a claim for Vilox 10mg #30 (Nation-
XYZ-VLOX-0). One pharmacy (#999999) with a PSI
charge of $4.25 while the other pharmacy (#999998)
submits a charge for $3.85

'he average price for the nation for XYZ-VLOX-0OI0 tablets) shows
a figure of $4.00, as shown in the National Rx Price Reference File.

An example of an acceptable claim:

(Price shown inNational Rx Price
Reference File

$4.00

PharmacyN
#999999

times , PSI /

X 107.00

Highest Acceptable
equals Price

= $4.28

Charge Submitted = $4.25 - Claim approved, payment made immediately

An example of an unacceptable claim:

Price shown in
National Rx Pri
Reference File

$4.00

times (
Pharmacy
#999998J

PSI /

X 84.00

Fighest Acceptableequals Price

$3.36

Charge Submitted = $3.85 - Claim disapproved, price adjustment required

To allow for minor variations
with an identical PSI number,
Rx Price Reference figure.

in prices that might occur for pharmacies
standard deviations can be applied to the
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PRESCRIPTION SERVICES INDEX

Third-Party-Pay Prescription Claims System

Pharmacy
Master
File

Each Pharmacy
Identified by a
Universal Pharmacy
Code (UPC)

Each Pharmacy
Periodically Submits
Data on Changes in
Environmental and
Operating Factors

A Prescription Services
Index (PSI) is calcu-
lated for each pharmacy

Q Rx Price
Reference

File

Each Drug Product
Identified by a
National Drug Code (NDC)

A Mean Price for Each
Drug Product by dose-
form/strength for
quantity dispensed is
obtained from a nation-
wide pharmacy panel and
periodically updated

Claims
File

Each Claim
Identified by a
Claim Number

Via terminal or form
each pharmacy submits:

Recipient identity
Provider Identity (UPC)
Product description (NDC)

(Rx VilZox ZOmg #30 tabe)
Price Charged

CLAIMS PROCESSING

STEPS INVOLVED CLAIM 1 CLAIM 2

1 Recipient Eligibility Established Mary Smith John Doe
000-9999-11 000-8888-22

2 Claim Record Identifies:
Universal Pharmacy Code (UPC) 999999 999998
Prescription Services Index (PSI) 107.00 84.00
National Drug Code (NDC) XYZ-VLOX-01 XYZ-VLOX-01
Price Charged ($) $4.25 $3.85

3 Average Price for Nation for NDC $4.00 $4.00
(XYZ-VLOX-01)

4 An Acceptable Price Limit is $4.28 $3.36
Calculated (NDC AVG. PRICE X PSI)

5 Price on Claim with Limit of Acceptable Non-acceptable
Acceptability is Determined Claim Paid Price Adjustment

Promptly Required

Ongoing Research on Modal quantities, price
variations, characteristics, drug utilization
and review, price and quantity monitoring
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Satisfaction of Criteria

STEPS INVOLVED WITH
THE PSI METHOD:

Pharmacy periodically
fills and submits data
on changes in environ-
mental and operating
factors.

2 Pharmacist fills and
dispenses third party
Rx as does all others
and charges same price
as he would to general
public.

3 Pharmacist submits claim
to processor via termi-
nal or form.

4 Processor using national
drug code and universal
pharmacy code compares
claim amount for quan-
tity with national data
base audit of amounts
and prices and PSI for
pharmacy - accepts or
"rejects" claim.

SATISFACTION OF SPECIFIC
TASK FORCE CONSIDERATIONS:

Information sought is readily avail-
able or retrievable, and is not con-
fidential.

Eliminates need for detailed P&L or
other accounting data which for the
most part is not available in the
form needed to establish "cost of
filling an Rx."

Same price to all customers and
patients. No double standard for
professional service.

Prices respond to competitive pres-
sures. Additional costs of 3rd
party paperwork, etc., spread over
full baste of Rx's.

Simplified reporting for claims -
only Rx price is needed - acquisition
cost not essential for claim process-
ing. AWP can be made part of computer
input.

Allows for flexibility and accommoda-
tion of all pharmacies, using termi-
nal or not.

It form used, sight draft concept is
compatible.

Simple, uncomplicated computer method
for processing.

Eliminates unwieldy validation of
actual acquisition cost for each Rx.

Speeds claim processing time, keeps
cost at minimum.

Provides administration with realistic
method for establishing limits for
range of acceptable prices.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE PSI METHOD:

Advantage for the Program Administrator

Method allows the more efficient control of costs
through facile review of pricing abuse.

Method can be easily integrated into a fully automated

data processing system.

Method can easily be interfaced with other vendor systems.

0 Method would allow quick data retrieval by use of single
comprehensive nomenclature and rational Drug Code System.

* Method works equally well with or without a scientifically
designed formulary.

* Method would provide means to implement an effective
utilization review as comparisons with general public Rx's
easily accomplished with National Rx Price Reference source.

a Method is simple and easy to control.

Advantages for the Pharmacist

a Method does not hinder dedicated pharmacist who provides
service at reasonable cost.

• Method identifies only those who are charging in excess
of norm for all pharmacies operating under similar cir-
cumstances.

Method allows competition to work on prices in private
enterprise. Low price, non-service operations are paid at
usual low price.

Method allows for quicker payment and reduces claims sub-
mission time.

Method monitors those pharmacies that are consistently
over-priced or under-priced.

Method monitors, via National Prescription Data Panel,
prescription prices for all items and quantities to show.
shifts in price levels, up or down, allowing for constant
and current revision of upper and lower limits of accept-
able prices.
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0 Method by use of an automated data processing system would
minimize time spent in claims processing.

0 Method allows each pharmacy to use its normal pricing
method whether fixed fee, variable fee, percent markup, or
a combination of all and thereby eliminates any further
disagreement on primary methodology.

* Method eliminates the difficult-to-establish acquisition
cost of each drug and uses the operational expenses of
the pharmacy as the reimbursement criteria.

a Method is easily implemented and simple to understand.

Advantages to the Patient and the General Public

* Method optimizes patient care and encourages continued
physician prudence in the choice of medication.

. Method encourages participation in programs and provides
incentives for pharmacists to assume new responsibilities
in the health care of patients.

Method eliminates double standard in pricing. It uses
prices to non-beneficiaries as standard reference for
pricing to beneficiaries and eliminates non-beneficiary
subsidization of beneficiary costs.

a Method encourages competitive pricing and private enter-
prise.

0 Method satisfies the taxpayer since it minimizes program
costs.

Summary

A workable alternative to the present reimbursement formulas
in the processing of third party prescription claims is the
use of a pharmacy prescription service index rating system
and the regular prices charged to the general public. For
the above reasons it offers the most equitable solution for
all parties while keeping costs at a minimum and satisfying
all the necessary criteria for efficient administration.
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Mr. WOODS. Now, I would like, in the interest of time, to discuss the
vendor program and freedom of choice.

Speaking generally, NARD believes that one of the major weak-
nesses and deficiencies in current health care programs, both public
and private, is the absence of or inadequate provisions for pharmaceu-
tical services. We believe that one of the major strengths in the health
care system is the thousands of independent community pharmacies
readily accessible to virtually every segment of the population.

Any revisions in the Federal health care programs, or any legisla-
tion governing private health care programs should seek to correct this
deflclency and capitalize on the strengths of the existing retail dis-
tribution network for drugs.

The vendor program for providing drugs has proved acceptable in
medicaid. In fact, the change to the vendor program concept in health
care was established in the last decade by the Kerr-Mills program
which was initiated by the distinguished chairman of this committee.
While NARD members have had many complaints about the actual ad-
ministration by individual States of the vendor program under first
the Kerr-Mills legislation and later under the modifications made by
medicaid, the strength of the vendor concept is a valid today as it was
in 1960.

Another important, indeed essential, concept that has stood the test
of time in medicare and medicaid is the freedom of choice guaranteed
to patients to select any qualified provider of services to furnish needed
health care services. We believe. that, freedom to choose the health
care practitioner is a strength of the current Federal programs and
should be retained in any future program.

Combined, these two concepts-vendor program and freedom of
choice-permit and preserve an opportunity for the traditional forces
ir our competitive enterprise system to assure that the quality of care
id services will not deteriorate merely because the Government may

be paying all or part of the costs.

PROVIDER VOICE IN PROGRAM DESIGN

None of the proposals before the committee permits or assures the
providers of service an adequate role or voice in the design, operation
and administration of the programs. This summer at the request of
the National Association of Retail Druggists, a subcommittee of the
House Select Committee on Small Business held 3 days of hearings on
tho impact of third party payment programs and the record of those
hearings details the problems and issues of greatest concern to inde-
pendent pharmacists.

Basically, however, the complaints stem from a common cause-
that of giving all interested parties in the drug program, except the
pharmacists who must economically and professionally survive under
them, a significant role in the design and planning. Nearly without ex-
ception, program sponsors such as big business, big insurance compa-
nies and big unions have designed and implemented a drug program
from a supposedly bureaucratic vantage point in both private and
Government programs which program was then placed before each
pharmacist on a take it or leave it basis. With the experience of op-
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orating under existing programs, most NARD members could con-
tribute significantly to imp roving the design and administration of
these programs while not detracting from the overall program goals.

We strongly urge that the committee consider individual provider
panels for each benefit area covered and charge these provider panels
with the responsibility for developing the design, operation and super-
vision of the administration of tl benefits furiiished by their provider
group. We recognize that the benefits must be coordinated and control
must be vested in the responsible governmental agency, but the pro-
viders shold )e given the first ooortunity to recommend an admin-
istrative plan compatible with existing practices and procedures and
with the overall program goals.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of
the members of the National Association of Retail I)ruggists. We have
not commented in detail on the various national health 'nsurance pro-
posals for the reasons we have stated, liut we hope we might have the
opportunity of furnishing the committee additional written state-
ments and sUpplementary materials as the committee drafts legisla-
tive recoiii ii01ii nations concerning this important subject. Ve are anxi-
oils to be of continuing assistance particularly in matters concerning
drug coverage.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. GCm.xf (piesidiNg) . Thank you very munch, Mr. Woods.
1 am sorry that I caine in late for youlr testimony. As you may or

may not understand, at the monient there isa quoiuml- (all going on
and members hae 1)een going to tihe floor. We thank you tor your
contribution.

Mr. Wooi)s. That is all right. Tmnk you very much. We appreciate
appearing.

Mr. GIIEEN. The next scheduled witness is Mrs. Bernice M. Hemphill.
Is Mrs. Henphill here?

Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. UE-EN. I aim going to sumspend these hearings for 10 minutes

and answer the quorum call myself and by thel one or the other of us
will be able to return. I ask your indulgen('e for 1 ()iiinutes.

Thank you.
(A brief recess was taken.)
Mr. TILMr, N (presiding). ''he committee will be in order.
Is Mr. Connelly here? In the interest of time we will move out of

order and hear you, Mr. Conmelly.
If you will further identify" yourself and your colleague for the

record, we will be happy to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF HARRELL CONNELLY, DIRECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
RELATIONS, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS;
ACCOMPANIED BY MISS THELMA WILSON, IMMEDIATE PAST
PRESIDENT

Mr. CONNEJlY. All'. Chairman, 1 am Harrell L. Connelly, director
of professional relations with the American Society of Medical Tech-
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nologists located in Houston, Tex. As a member of the executive office
.,taff my resl)oiisibilit ies include prove iding consultative and resource
service to the society peisoinel relations (omiittee and the govern-
ment liaison committee.

I am here today representing the American Society of Medical Tech-
nologists. Acconl panyig me today is Miss Thelma Wilson, adminnis-
trative technologist, the Apllachian Regional Hospital in Beckley,
W. Va, and also immediate past-president of this organization.

Mr. TIJ,.j, N. W( are happy to have you here. You are recognized.
Mr. CONNI EILL. ''hank you.
The American Society of Medical Technologists is a national pro-

fessional1 organization ('omposed of api)roxinuttely 21,000 mem1 )ers
engaged in the slpervision ani the per ormnance of cliinical laboratory
tests. Included in the minemlershi l) are supervisors with graduate
degrees, technologists with bIaccalaureate degrees, and tecliianiis with
education ranging t'ron 2 years of college to on-the-job training. Our
organ izationl believes it lilts major r responsibilities for increasing tech-
nical knowledge, providing means fo' members to evaluate and im-
prove their jerfornimnce, and education of students entering the vari-
ous levels of clinical laboratory practice. The ultimate goal of our
society is the provision of the best possible care to the patient at eco-
nomically sound levels. I wish to thank you for allowing me to present
our views on pertinent issues involved in the concept of national heal th
insurance legislation.

We have not adopted a preference for any particular bill. Instead.
we have compiled a set of principles regarding clinical laboratory serv-
ices under federally assisted health programs. These principles should
be considered for' inclusion in whatever legislation the committee
approves.Dr. M. M. Brooke, of the Lavoratory Division National Center for

Disease Control, in a paper published in "Public Health Reports,"
states-

With assurance of payment of laboratory bills through health programs, the
development of automated laboratory procedures, the establishment of mass
screening programs, and the growth of com)relhensive health insurance plans, the
number of laboratory tests in this country may Increase from an estimated 1,800
million now to more than 8 billion by 1975.

Obviously, payment for such vast numbers of laboratory procedures
will constitute a significant amount of the cost of any national health
insurance program.

Dr. Brooke, in the above cited report, also states-
,. . tests from...) All types of medical laboratories-Independent, hospital, and

puimblic health-are now generally recognized as subject to error, and we can
therefore proceed with the task of improving laboratory services.

Already the increased number of tests being performed under medi-
care and medicaid has required the use of automated screening tech-
niques. Tile results of scileening tests are examined; those producing
abnormal results are then repeated and further tests ordered to evalu-
ate the patient's condition. In actuality, when automated equipment is
used, test values are spewed out very rapidly, but proper supervision is
essential to insure that these values are correct. The instruments utilized
should be constantly supervised by persons who have the educational
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background to fully understand the theoretical concepts upon which
these instrunients are based, their standardization or the limits of their
capabilities. If these machines are operated by individuals who do not
adequately understand the operation, the test values may be erroneous
and may be abnormal-meaning the patient will be studied further.
Equally possible is for the results to appear normal, when in fact they
s1101111'have l len ablorinal . In this case, the patient is not fTollowed ui)
as soon as might have occurred with accurate test values. He thus can
suffer irrel)arable harm, and the unnecessary additional costs of more
lal) tests and extended hospital stay.

Programs in proficiency testingto imnlprove the quality of laboratory
tests have been (eveloped l)y the Ai'meiic"an Societv of Clinical Patholo-
gists, the College of American Patlologists, the Anmeriean Association
of Bioanalysts, Proficiency Testing Service, Inc., and several commer-
cial companies. In a(ldition, the College of American Pathologists has
developed a program which includes not only pj)oficielcy testing, but
insl)ection of the laborato-v equip)neut, stlffing and performancee .
While the quality of these programs is continually improving, partici-
pation is voluntary, thus l im itlg the potential benefits to laboratories
which recognize tie need for eval nation and improvement. With volm-
tary participation, there is no iundate for improvement if defects or
pool- performance is encountered. Even more discouraging is the fact
that those who do not voluntarily participate are often those who need
it most.

Tihe Joint (ommission on Accreditation of Hospitals (,JCAH) con-
tiuets surveys of hospital laboratories ill conjunction with their gen-
eral ins )P,(.tion and review )mogamuim. Usually the surveyor has limited
knowledge in laboratory operation. He collects data 'which includes
the nlnber and type of lersonnel, procedures performed, methods of
recordkeeping, and visible records of a quality control program. The
only specific requirement for laboratory )ersonnel under JCAH
.tandurds is that procedures be carried out by competent personnel
wvith at. least one qualified medical technologist on duty or available at
:ill times. Laboratories receiving approval from the joint commission
are automatically exempt from the need to comply with standards
e stablished in the medicare regulations.

A laboratory not located in an accredited hospital must meet Fed-
(,ral standards in order to receive payment for tests under medicare.
These standards are largely concernled1 with qualifications for clinical
laboratory )ersonnel. ITospital laboratories, therefore, may receive
payment for medicare-covered procedures, while comply-ing with
JCAHil regilatioms, a different and far less stringent set of standards.

The Clifical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 provides Fed-
eral licensure of clinical laboratories engaged in interstate commerce.
This act emplhasizes proficiency testing and internal quality control
in an effort to insure the accuracy of test results. Again, most hospital
laboratories are not covered by'these regulations, since they do not
engage in interstate commerce.

More than half of the States in the country have some form of licen-
sure regulations affecting cilnical laboratory l)ersonnel or procedures.
There is no currently accepted standard observed in State licensing
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regulations, and as a result, great variation exists from State to State.
Some regulate the training or evaluate the 1)erformance of laboratory
personnel; others atteml)t to test, and evalate the quality of work
petormed, while others are largely ineffectual and merely maintain
ti. status quo.

In some States laboratories which qualify for JCAH, Medicare
and/or CLIA are exempt front the State law--tius, only a small por-
tion of laboratories are covered by these State laws.

In all States laboratories operated l)y Federal or local government
a11 exenIlt as are the laboratories maintained il a physician's office
for his own patients.

Federal Iregulations have sometimes tended to comllpolunld confusion
b~y atten)ting to a(ehieve similar goils by widely differing methods.
For examl)le: Medicare regulations attehlpt to insure quality by eval-
uiating personnel, while Clinical Laboratory Inprovement Act, regu-
lations control quality by evaluating the i)roduct and the technical
perfoiinance. AXs poiintedout in the Anerbach report, there is an urg-
ent need for the various Government agencies to bring their criteria
into onle. set of standards.

Proiciency testing as required under medicare and the Clinical
Lborlatoii 3y Inll)riOVellielt Act is either conducted under a State Health
I)epartment or, in the latter, through the Center for Disease Control
(CI)C) of I-I EW. In this context, p)rofiiency testing is the evalution
of test ac('ulracv by providing a substance whichc h the lal)oratory ana-
lyzes. Results atre then measured against the known value-a standard
quality control process.

In several bills beforee this Congi'ess demonstration of proficiency is
cite its a ni ans of qualifying 1er ',mel-especially those who h'ave
not met specific educational and/o certification criteria. In some cir-
cles this is meant to be a paper and pencil examination. How success-
fitl suclih an examination will be remains to be seen. It should be noted
that paper and pencil tests have definite limitations in the ability
to measure attitudes and psychomotor skills, as well as limitations in
the al)ility to adjust to technological cliange. In some States proficiency
means a "challenge exam which a student takes to receive academic
credit for knowledge he has gained by other means. Ihe American
Societv of Me(lical ('(hnolog"Ists urges that those persons consider-
ing laboratory standards of performance and p)ersonnel be very care-
fill to designaite the exact meaning assigned to the term "proficiency
testing." Further, we believe that all appropriate professional societies
should be utilized to hel l) develop and evaluate any proficiency test-
ing examination prior to its adoption.

Tlhe Government, organized medicine, and the public have created
a sudden surge of interest and action devoted to improvement of 1labo-
ratory services. Resulting isi a complicated array of confusing and
often conflicting standards, rules and regulations. The second annual
report of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council of HEW
states-

The Council is also concerned that the emphasis on the development of mecha-
iism for cost control may deflect Interest and effort from an even more important

goal-the need to relate the cost of a given health service to the substance and

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -- 14
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quality of the service rendered. The determination of the relationship of cost to
quality requires the development of more precise measurements of quality. Tile
Council, therefore, urges that the highest priority be given to the development of
such measurements.

Many concerlned allied health professions are seeking to protect the
patient through better definition of l)erforinmance standards for prac-
tioners while also evaluating ways to delegate tasks to lesser trained
indiv'idlials. This plan could reduce health costs while maintaining
quality care. Personnel standards are best enforced by effective licen-
suT Virgulations. Licensure efforts have been hampe red this year by
the titional moratorium on licensui'e declared by the Americavn Asso-
ciation and the American 1lospital Association. It is indicated that a
comlIrehensive study of the problem will be made. A mechanism
for this stuly is under consideration, but we have not seen an accept-
able means for evaluating the results of the study, nor have we seen
tl (deloplmeit of the l)an for implementing recommendations. We
believe the fol lowing statements summarize the present situation:

1. There is a continuing lived to assure the public the highest quality
laobat or'V performance possible.

'2. 1)ne consideration must be given to cutting the costs of laboratory
service without sacrificing quality.

3. There are too many fragmented and conflicting regulations now
in effect to guarantee any level of consistent performance from one
laboratory to another.

4. There is a nee( for national standards in order to insure con-
sistent high quality ill labloratory perfomanlince.

5. National uniform standards would provide adequate control if
the following fact oi's were included-

(a) miinium standard for education of peI'sonnel,
b) institution of valid quality control requirements.

(c): standards for equipment 'and technical methodology,
(d) development of effective evaluation of laboratory per-

formnance.
The provision of national personnel regulations in conjunction with

lational health insurance could serve to set minimum standards for
education, and could serve to enforce pelforlnance standards. As
pointedd out in the recent HEW Conference on Personnel Licensure

and Certification (May 12 and 13, 1971), the responsibility for devel-
opinlg these standards ,should rest with the respective professional asso-
citIons. o this end, the American Society of Medical Technologists

has d(evelol)ed niaterial which could be utilized in the preparation of
minimum laboratory standards. A summary and the specific standards
itre attached and we would like to have this made part of the record.

Mfr. Ros'rN.c,)wsI (presiding). Without objections, so ordered.
('1'lhe material referred to follows:)

NATIONAl MINIMUM STANDAIIDS FOR CLINICAL LABORATORIES

(!ilnical laboratories provide essential service to the medical practitioner, and
through him, to the patient by furnishing vital information for the diagnosis,
prevention, or treatment of any disease, or the assessment of the health of man.
The Secretary shall require that all clinical laboratories be conducted, main-
tailied, and operated without injury to the public health.

The establishment of minimum standards for clinical laboratories is vital in
the public interest in order to reduce the hazard of inadequate performance.
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Adherence to minimum standards does not preclude the establishment of higher
standards in a laboratory or )articipation in any voluntary or governmental ac-
crediting program with standards equal to, or greater than, those herein
presented.

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

These standards shall be administered through the Center for Disease Con-
trol and under the direction of the Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. Annually, a laboratory standards advisory committee
colnposed of appropriate representatives of the Department shall meet with a des-
ignated representative from each of the professional organizations involved in
and niake recommendations relative to the administration and enforcement of
clinical laboratory service and representatives of the public to review, advise,
these standards. A method of appeal for laboratories receiving adverse deci-
sions shall be developed and administered by the committee.

APPLICABILITY

These standards shall apply to all clinical laboratories excet:
(a) those operated by an individual licensed physician for laboratory work

performed on his own patients.
(b) a laboratory operated for teaching or research purposes only, provided

that the results of any examination performed in such laboratories are not used
in the health maintenance, diagnosis, or treatment of disease.

DEFINITION S

Clinical laboratory as used in these standards means any place, establishment
or institution organized or operated for the practical application of one or more
of the fundamental sciences by the use of specialized apparatus, equipment and
methods for the purpose of obtaining information which may be used in the
diagnosis, prevention or treatment of any disease or impairment or assessment
of the health of man.

Specimens means any material derived from the human body for examination
or other procedure for the purpose of providing information for the diagnosis,
prevention, or treatment of any disease, impairment or assessment of the health
of man.

Structured training means a program planned to provide a predetermined
amount of experience and in-service education in all areas of the clinical
laboratory.

Acceptable laboratory means a laboratory that maintains standards equal
to or greater than those set forth in this document.

Direct supervision as used in these standards shall mean the supervisor is on
the premises and available immediately for consultation.

Adequacy shall be determined by authorized inspectors through the review of
a ovnility control program, questionnaire, on-site inspection, including consulta-

" with members of the laboratory staff.

INSPECTION

Laboratories shall have two years in which to apply for approval under these
standards. Within one year following application, an initial on-site insection
shall be made by an authorized representative of the administering agency.
Thereafter, an inspection will be made at least bi-annually, with a comprehen-
sive questionnaire being answered and submitted to the administering agency
in the intervening years. If a laboratory is placed on probation or services are
suspended in one or more areas, a request for re-inspection must be made within
a six-month period to determine if corrective steps have been taken. Extenuating
circumstances, as approved by the advisory committee, may be adequate reason
for extending a probation for a period not to exceed 18 months following the
first inspection.

COMPLIANCE

Failure to apply for aproval or failure to comply with these standards shall
result in appropriate action to be taken by the Secretary. An appeal may be
filed in accordance with a plan approved by the laboratory standards committee.
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EXAMINATION AND REPORTS
Standard: General

The laboratory examines specimens only at the request of a licensed physician,
dentist, or other person authorized by law to receive such results. The factors
explaining the standard are as follows:

1. Orders or requisitions for service must clearly identify the patient, the
doctor, the tests requested, special handling required, e.g., "emergency", the
date and where appropriate, should specify the time when the specimen was
collected. Minimum patient identification data shall include at least the name
of the patient, hospital number, room number or address, age, sex, and attending
physician. Requests for examination of surgical specimens should contain at
least a concise statement of the reason for the examination.

2. A clinical laboratory may accept requests for tests and make reports only
to persons authorized by law or to their designated representatives.

3. If the laboratory receives reference specimens from another laboratory, it
reports back to the laboratory submitting the specimens. Tile referring labora-
tory must maintain a record of the name of the laboratory performing the test
and the laboratory performing the test must be identified on the patient's report
by name and address or by code number.

4. Reports shall contain the identification of the person responsible for per-
forming the procedure. Records of observation are made, concurrently with the
performance, of each step in the examination of specimens. Records reflect the
actual results of all control procedures. A copy of each laboratory report shall
be retained for a period of at least six months.

5. Authenticated and dated laboratory reports are filed with the patient's medi-
cal record.

6. Tissue pathology reports must utilize acceptable terminology of a recognized
system of disease nomenclature, and shall be cross indexed, using a system that
is adequate for the hospital.

7. The pathologist shall prepare a descriptive diagnostic report of gross spec-
mens received, which shall be a part of the patient's medical record.

8. The method of reporting should enable the physician to interpret easily the
results of the test with reference to the range of usual values in health utilized
by the laboratory, and with reference to the results of sequential and related
tests. Reports of quantitative analyses shall include the units of concentration
or activity.

9. A list or manual of analytical methods employed by the laboratory and a
basis for the listed "normal" range is maintained in the laboratory. The list
shall be available to the physicians.

10. If the laboratory refers specimens to another laboratory, the laboratory
receiving the specimens must meet the applicable conditions under these stand-
ards. When tests are erformed in a reference laboratory, the name of the labora-
tory submitting the test must be maintained as part of the record.

standard: Collection of speoimrens
No person other than a licensed physician or one otherwise authorized by law

may manipulate a patient for collection of specimens except that qualified tech-
nical personnel of the laboratory may collect blood or remove stomach contents
and collect material for smears and culture under the direction or upon the
written or verbal request of a licensed physician, dentist or other person author-
ized by law to use the findings of laboratory examinations.

,tan dard: Specimen record

The laboratory should maintain for -at least one month a record of the daily
accession of specimens each of which is numbered or otherwise appropriately
Identified. The factor explaining the standard Is as follow'.:

Records must contain the following Information:
1. The laboratory number or other identification of the specimen.
2. The name or other identification of the person from whom the specimen

was token.
3. Name of the physician or other person or laboratory that submitted the

speclmen.
4. The date and time (if appropriate) the specimen was collected.
5. The date and time (if appropriate) the specimen was received in the

laboratory.
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6. The condition of any unsatisfactory specimen.
7. The type of test performed.
8. The date test was 1)erforlned.
9. The result of the laboratory test or cross-reference to results and the date

of rel)orting.
10. Cytology slides and Histology slides and blocks must be adequately identi-

fied, indexed, and( stored.

LABORATORY SAFETY, PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Standard: Safety-General
There shall be adequate space, facilities, equipment and supplies within this

area to perform the services offered with optimal accuracy, precision, efficiency,
and safety. The factors explaining these standards are as follows:

1. There shall be a detailed laboratory safety program in operation which
includes written and practical instruction for all employees in all basic areas of
safety. Technical personnel shall receive special instruction in the proper use of
-afety equipment appropriate to their spediflc area of assignment.

2. Waste from all laboratory areas shall le disposedd of with the closest ad-
lierence to current pollution control policies.

3. In areas where radioactive materials are used, all federal and state regula-
tioms concerning safety must be closely followed.

4. There shall be specially marked containers for disposal of broken glassware.
5. All drugs and narcotics shall be kept in locked cabinets.
6. Syringes, needles, lancets or other blood letting devices capable of trans-

mitting infection front one person to another must not be re-used unless they
vre ,teriltzed prior to each use after first having been wrapped or covered in a
manner which will insure that they remain sterile until the next use.

7. All specinpens suspected or known to be contaminated, icteric, or infectious
shi ll be clearly identlifled and handled with due caution.

8. All (ontaminated glassware shall be placed In an appropriate disinfectant
prior to washing.

9. Surgical and autopsy material shall be handled and disposed of so as to
prevent infection.

Standard: Safety-fire
1. Emergency fire instructions, which include the number of the fire depart-

,'ent, Instructions for evacuation of patients and personnel, location of fire
fighting e(luil)ment, and the date of the last fire drill shall be prominently posted.

2. A current report of inspection by the Fire Marshal shall be on file.
3. Fire extinguishers of the proper type, showing a recent date of inspec-

tion, fire blankets, and other necessary fire fighting equipment shall be readily
available in all areas of the laboratory.

4. Sprinkler systems, acceptable to state standards, should be installed in
all appropriate areas of the laboratory.

5. Smoking shall be prohibited in any area with flammable material and
preferably confined to rest areas.

6. Flammable material shall be stored in unbreakable safety containers in
well ventilated storage areas equill)ped with explosion proof switches and
fixtures.

7. If refrigeration is required, inflammable material shall be stored only in
explosion proof refrigerators.

Standard: Safety-chemical
1. All chemical containers must be clearly and permanently labeled.
2. Overhead showers, step-on eye washers, safety goggles, and other neces-

sary equipment must be readily available.
3. Mechanical pipetting equipment shall be used for pipetting all dangerous

materials.
4. Containers of acid and other highly caustic materials shall be stored

at floor level as much as possible to minimize damage in the event of earth-
quake, storm, or other catastrophic event.

5. There shall be an adequate air control system including the use of fume
hoods, ventilators, etc., to protect workers and work material from toxic and
noxious fumes.
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Standard: Safety-bacteriologieal
1. All culture materials shall be sterilized before washing or discarding.

Appropriate indicators shall be included in each batch of sterilized material.
2. All refuse, including specimens and other waste, shall be free from con-

tamination by pathogenic organisms.
3. Bacteriological safety hoods shall be available which provide an adequate

flow of air and a filter system which will remove all bacteria from the exhaust
flow.

4. All laboratory areas affording any possibility of contamination shall be
washed daily with an appropriate disinfectant. Immediate attention shall be
given to spillage of contaminants.

5. Any employee with an infectious disease shall be excluded from patient
contact.

6. Disposable syringes, needles and lancets should be used wherever possible
and after use be rendered useless and placed in a special, clearly identified con-
tainer before destroying.

Standard: Safcty-clectrical
There must be a sufficient number of electrical outlets of proper voltage,

adequately stabilized and all electrical equipment must be safely grounded.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Standard: Blood bank

1. Tito hospital maintains, as a minimum, proper blood storage facilities

under adequate control and supervision of the qualified physician.
2. For emergency situations the hospital maintains at least a minimum blood

supply in the hospital at all times, can obtain blood quickly from community
blood banks or institutions, or has an up-to-date list of donors and equipment
necessary to bleed them.

Standard: Clinical Laborwtory
1. Out-patient areas shall be so arranged as to provide an adequate, clean

area with sufficient space to draw blood or collect other specimens. In addition,
there shall be an enclosed area with bed facilities for faint or ill outpatients
and for patients undergoing extensive diagnostic testing.

2. Adequate, well lighted, bench top space shall be available in each work
area for the performance of tests and for location of instruments. Surface areas
shall be covered with material appropriate for the type of testing performed.

3. There shall be adequate space throughout the laboratory for the particular
volume and type of services offered. The overall design, arrangement of equip-
ment, and assignment of personnel shall be so carried out as to minimize
transportation and communication problems.

4. There shall be adequate rest rooms and locker space for all personnel.
5. There shall be adequate library and conference room facilities located in

or near the laboratory.
6. Adequate storage space shall be provided for:
(a) Reagents, glassware and other supplies needed for regular operations in

each area.
(b) Easy retrieval of current and inactive records, microscope slides, paraffin

blocks and wet tissue specimens.
7. There shall be an adequate forced air ventilation system providing fresh

air and removing toxic fumes.
S. Adequate refrigeration space shall be provided for materials requiring

refrigeration.
DIRECTION AND PERSONNEL

Standard: La bora tory director-Responsibilities
The laboratory has a qualified director who is responsible for the organiza-

tional and administrative operation of the laboratory.
1. The director serves the laboratory full-time, or on a part-time regular basis.

If he serves on a regular part-time basis, he does not serve more than three
laboratories or he may serve up to five laboratories providing he has a qualified
associate to serve as an assistant director in not more than three of these
laboratories.
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2. Commensurate with the laboratory workload, the director or assistant
director spends time in the clinical laboratory which is sufficient to fulfill his
duties as a director or assistant director and is readily available for consulta-
tion at all other times.

3. The director is responsible for the employment of qualified laboratory per-
sonnel and the provision for a 1)rogram of in-service education.

4. Appropriate delegation of responsibilities of the director shall be made
In his absence.

Standard: Laboratory director-Qualiflcations
The laboratory director must meet one of the following qualifications:
1. He is a physician certified by the American Board of Pathology or Anier-

ican Board of Osteopathic Pathology. This requirement is mandatory in the
area of anatomic pathology.

2. He is a physician certified by an acceptable specialty board and he must
have had at least two years of experience In his area of specialty In a laboratory
acceptable under these standards. He will only be considered qualified to direct
a laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified by reason of certi-
fication or experience.

3. He is a person holding an earned doctoral degree from an accredited insti-
tution with a chemical, physical, or biological science or clinical pathology as
his major subject, and is certified by an acceptable specialty board and he must
have had at least two years of experience In his area of specialty in a laboratory
acceptable under these standards. He will only be considered qualified to direct
a laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified by reason of certifi-
cation or experience.

4. He is a person holding a masters degree from an accredited institution with
a chemical, physical, or biological science or clinical pathology as his major
subject and is certified by an acceptable specialty board, and he must have had
at least four years of experience in his area of specialty in a laboratory accept-
able under these standards. He will only be considered qualified to direct a
laboratory performing those tests for which he is qualified by reason of certifica-
tion or experience.

Standard: Blood bank director-Qualifications
A blool transfusion service must be maintained and directed by a pathologist

or a physician qualified in imniunohematology and blood banking.
He may also be the laboratory director providing he meets the stated

qualifications.

Standard: Supervision
The clinical laboratory is supervised by qualified personnel.

Standard: Supervisor-Dutie8
1. The laboratory has one or more supervisors who, under the general direc-

tion of the laboratory director, supervise technical personnel and reporting of
findings, perform tests requiring special scientific skills, and with the director
is jointly responsible for the proper performance of all procedures.

2. There are two categories of supervisors. The general supervisor may have
responsibilities in both technical and administrative functions in all areas of the
laboratory, a general supervisor may also be a technical supervisor. A technical
sul)ervisor supervises the technical performance of the staff in his specialty and
is readily available for personal or telephone consultation.

Standard: General supervisor-Qualiflcations
He holds at least a baccalaureate degree in one of the chemical, physical, or

biological sciences or medical technology and has met minimum requirements
flr certification in medical technology and has had two full years of experience
in a laboratory acceptable under these standards.

Standard: Technical supervisor-Qualifcations
He holds at least a baccalaureate degree in one of the chemical, physical, or

biological sciences or medical technology, or equivalent as defined under quali-
fications of the technologist, and has had a minimum of one year of structured
training and one yer of experience in his area of specialty in a laboratory
acceptable under these standards.
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Standard: Technical personnel
The clinical laboratory has a sufficient number of properly qualified technical

personnel to accurately perform the tests required of the laboratory and to par-
ticipate in educational program. to establish or maintain: competence of all
personnel.
Standard: Technologi8t-Duties

The laboratory employs a sufficient number of clinical laboratory technologists
to accurately perform under general supervision the clinical laboratory tests which
require the exercise of Independent judgment.

1. The clinical laboratory technologists perform tests which require the exer-
cise of independent Judgment and responsibility, with minimal supervision by
the director or supervisors, In only those specialists or subspecialties in which
they are qualified by education, training, and experience.

2. Clinical laboratory technologists are in sufficient number to adequately su-
pervise the work of technicians, assistants and trainees.
Standard: Technologist-Qualifleation8

A clinical laboratory technologist mast meet one of the following require-
ments:

1. He holds a baccalaureate degrPJ In medical technology from an accredited
college or university.

2. He holds a baccalaureate degree in the chemical, physical, or biological
sciences, and, in addition, at least one year of structured training in a laboratory
acceptable under these standards.

3. He holds an associate degree in a chemical or biological science or medi-
cal laboratory technique plus two years experience, with not less than one year
of structured training, in a laboratory acceptable under these standards, and has
achieved a degree of knowledge and skill commensurate with the baccalaureate
degree level as demonstrated through the mechanism of educational equivalency
and work proficiency examinations.
Standard: Technician--Dutie8

Clinical laboratory technicians are employed in sufficient number to meet
the workload demands of the laboratory and they function only under direct
supervision of a clinical laboratory technologist, supervisor or director.

1. Each clinical laboratory technician performs laboratory procedures which
,require technical skill and a minimal exercise of independent Judgment.

2. No clinical laboratory technician reports test results in the absence of a
clinical laboratory technologist, supervisor or director. This requirement shall
not be applicable to the performance of procedures required for emergency
purposes provided that the person performing the test is qualified to perform
such tests, and the results of his work are reviewed by the clinical laboratory
technologist, supervisor or director during his next duty period.

3. A student or trainee may perform tests only under the personal and direct
supervision of a technical supervisor or clinical laboratory technologist.
Standard: Technician-Qualifleations

A clinical laboratory technician must meet one of the following requirements:
1. He holds an associate degree in medical laboratory technique from an ac-

credited institution and meets the minimal requirements for certification.
2. He holds an associate degree in a chemical or biological science from an ac-

credited institution plus one year of structured training In a laboratory accepta-
ble under these standards.

3. He has a bigh school diploma or the equivalent plus two years of experience,
with not less than one year of structured training, in a laboratory acceptable
under these standards and has achieved a degree of knowledge and skill com-
mensurate with the associate degree level as demonstrated through the mech-
anism of educational equivalency and work proficiency examinations.
Standard: Laboratory assistant-Duties

Laboratory assistants may function only under direct supervision of a clinical
laboratory technologist, supervisor, or director.

1. Each laboratory assistant performs laboratory procedures which require
varying degrees of technical skill.
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2. No laboratory assistant reports test results in the absence of a clinical lab.

oratory technologist, supervisor or director.
Standard: Laboratory assistant-Qualifcations

He has a high school diploma or the equivalent and training commensurate
with the duties assigned.

PERSONNEL POLICIES
landard: General
A manual of personnel policies, Job descriptions, and administrative procedures

must be maintained by the laboratory.
The factors explaining this standard are:
1. Current employee records are maintained that include a r6sum6 of each

employees education, experience, dates of employment, periodic review of per-
formance and health records.

2. There is a documented program for employee orientation and inservice
education.

3. Records must be maintained showing employee attendance at workshops,
scientific meetings and refresher courses.

4. Current personnel policies shall be made available to all employees.

QUALITY CONTROL
Standard: General

Provision must be made for a quality control program covering all types of
analyses performed by the laboratory to verification and assessment of accuracy,
measurement of precision and detection of error.
Standard: Methods documentation

Blood Bank: All personnel qualifications, methods and procedures for hemo-
therapy conform to current "Standards for Blood Transfusion Service" pub-
lished by the American Association of Blood Banks.

Clinical Laboratory: Each method must be clearly outlined including use of
standards, calibration procedures, pertinent references, dates of review, sources
of reagents and media. A separate record must be maintained which includes:

(a) The principles involved in the analytical method.
(b) Copies of appropriate reference manuals and other literature.
(c) Calibration records.
(d) Documentation of correction or improvement in methodology or instru-

mentation.
(e) Other pertinent information such as normals and sources of error.

Standard: Specimen collection documentation
Information must be available which includes:
(a) Procedure for ordering of tests.
(b) Precautions for special procedures.
(c) Procedures for the collection, identification, preservation, transportation,

and storage of specimens.
Standard: Instrumentation

(a) The laboratory shall have a scheduled, clearly documented instrument
maintenance program which includes written records for each piece of equip-
nient Indicating:

1. The date and type of service performed, including notations on repairs
and recalibration.

2. The (late next service is due.
3. Records of daily calibrations and/or temperature checks where appropriate.
(b) A copy of the manufacturer's maintenance manual must be readily avail-

able. This manual should conform to the format approved by the National
Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards.

(c) All blood bank refrigerators shall be monitored on a 24-hour basis and
have audible and visable alarm systems.
Standard: Statistics

Each method is checked with adequate controls on each day of use. At least
one standard or reference sample is included with each set of unknown speci-
mens. Acceptable limits for standards and controls are established as well as
the course of action to be instituted when these analyses are outside satisfactory
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control limits. Control limits on all tests must produce results commensurate
with meaningful use. If the result of the test on the reference saniple is not
within acceptable limits, the entire batch of analyses is repeated and control
verified before reports are issued. The standard deviation or coefficient of varia-
tion shall be calculated for each qualitative test performed. Positive and negative
controls, when available, must be included at least once a day with the initial
batch of unknown for each qualitative test performed.

Standard: Cytology
Cytologic smears shall be screened only by cytotechnologists with training and

experience adequate to qualify for certification in this specialized field. The
pathologist must review at least 10 percent of slides classified as normal smears
by cytology screeners. All smears from sources other than the female genital tract
should be reviewed by a pathologist. All abnormal or "suspicious" smears (class
2 and above) must be evaluated by a qualified pathologist.

Standard: l'roflcieney testing
As an adjunct to the quality control program, laboratories must demonstrate

satisfactory performance in an acceptable comprehensive proficiency testing
program.

Standard: Compliance with quality control
1. The "inspection" agency shall utilize as inspectors, individuals knowledgeable

in the mechanisms and evaluation of quality control.
2. The quality control program in each laboratory shall be carefully reviewed,

and, if found to be inadequate or incorrectly utilized, approval of the laboratory
or approval for performance of specific tests shall be suspended until corrective
measures are undertaken and approved.

LABORATORY STANDARDS FOR THE AMERICAN HEALTH SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

The quality of medical care practiced today is often directly related to the qual-
ity of the laboratory service utilized by the physician In diagnosing, treating, or
preventing disease.

With the quality of laboratory examinations an acknowledged factor to be
considered in any health care system which may be developed in this country,
members of the American Society of Medical Technologists believe the system
must enforce minimum standards for laboratories. Ideally, it should be the aim
of every laboratory owner to operate a facility that exceeds these standards.

There are in existence .today several programs for "accrediting" laboratories
but each one was developed independently and in each one a different aspect of
laboratory service is the primary focal point for determining quality of service.
Each program Is voluntary although Federal and State programs must be utilized
if the laboratory serves a specified segment of the public or operates within a
specified sphere.

The two Federal programs are the Social Security-Health Insurance for the
Aged (Medicare), and the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act (Interstate
Commerce). Medicare approval is required for all laboratories wishing to re-
ceive payment for services rendered to Medicare patients and is administered to
hospital laboratories primarily through the State Health Departments. The
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Program is required for those laboratories ac-
cepting more than 100 examinations annually from outside the borders of the
state in which the laboratory is located; it is administered through the Center
for Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga. At least 19 states have some type of official
laboratory regulations but most of them are ineffective and they vary greatly
in scope and in enforcement. Some states tie their program into the Medicare
program.

Three societal programs for laboratory accreditation are nationally recog-
nized: The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH), the College
of American Pathologists, and the American Association of Blo-Analysts. The
laboratory operating within a hospital approved by the Commission (JCAH) is
automatically granted approval by Medicare, although there is great dissatis-
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faction with the requirements and the method of survey. Approval under the
College of American Pathologists program is accepted by the Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement program in lieu of their own on-site survey. There has been
some question in regard to differences in standards of actual practice although
on paper these two programs have the greatest similarity. The American Asso-
ciation of Blo-Analysts program is relatively new in the area of accreditation.

Representing the practitioners in the laboratories, the American Society of
Medical Technologists has developed minimum operating standards to which they
believe a laboratory must adhere in order to provide acceptable quality of serv-
ice to the public. Whenever applicable and acceptable, existing standards from
Medicare, CAP and CLIA regulations were used, with some additions and
changes being made. ASMT believes there should be no standard acceptable
which is lower than these and encouragement should be given to individual
laboratories and to states to adopt even higher standards.

SUMMARY OF STANDARDS

The Center for Disease Control, located in Atlanta, Ga., operating under the
aegis of the Secretary of HEW has the administrative experience to operate
a nationwide system to improve laboratories. The strength of enforcement must
rest within the province of the Secretary with assistance from a Laboratory
Standards Advisory Committee which represents not only the professional group
concerned with laboratory practice but also has adequate representation from
the consumer and buyer of the services rendered-the public.

Unreasonable demand for the initial compliance with these standards is not
intended. A time limit of 3 years for initial application and inspection should be
adequate, as well as a period of 6 months in which to initiate action to correct
a reason for suspension or probation. It is the privilege of the Advisory Com-
mittee to recognize extenuating circumstances which require longer periods of
time. Biannual inspection, after approval, is considered feasible in a nationwide
system. These standards present a workable plan, providing people knowledgable
in the field are employed as inspectors.

Ordering, recording, charting, and keeping records are important parts of
the efficiency and economy of the laboratory and occupy a strong place in the
proposed standards. The section on laboratory safety and technical facilities is
detailed, but generally follows requirements that can be adjusted to meet state
or local codes while providing good working conditions for employees, which is
always conducive to promoting maximum efficiency and economy. Not to be over-
looked is the need for these safety requirements when the laboratory is located
within the same building which houses patients and other types of health
workers.

In the section dealing with direction and personnel, several points were taken
into consideration. Those who work in a laboratory are most aware of the time
needed for adequate direction, therefore, a limit was placed on the number of
facilities which a "circuit riding" director may place under his jurisdiction. Not
only should the director be responsible for the quality of personnel, but he
should have the responsibility to assure the continuance of the quality through
required programs of in-service and continuing education. The directorship need
not be in the hands'of a pathologist, but can be held by a physician with special
training, or a specialist on the doctoral or masters level with an appropriate ex-
perience with direction limited to those areas in which qualifications have been
earned. These requirements consider not only the Consent Decree of 1969 be-
tween the CAP and antitrust division of the U.S. Government, but also recog-
nize the current programs in clinical pathology and specialty areas of the clinical
laboratory which, when coupled with experience, provide capable directors.
The only areas requiring the direction of a qualified physician are the Blood
Bank and Anatomic Pathology.

Personnel qualifications follow closely those in Medicare regulations with
some changes In the qualifications. The general supervisor who is responsible for
the overall supervision of the laboratory and is in charge of administrative and
technical direction in the absence of the director should have the background
gained with an education in medical technology plus line or supervisory experi-
ence. The technical supervisor needs educational background in that specialty In
which he performs plus some experience. The clinical laboratory technologist is
recognized through the baccalaureate degree route or can utilize a 2-year aca-
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demic program plus the mechanisms of equivalency, proficiency, and experience
to qualify for this classification. The technician qualifies through the associate
arts degree plus appropriate clinical training or experience; he can be a high
school graduate with acceptable experience as demonstrated through the mech-
anisin of equivalency and proficiency examinations. Duties within designed lim-
its and qualifications of the laboratory assistants are left up to the need of the
individual laboratory, with a high school education or equivalent as the only
background requirements.

The standards place great emphasis on a realistic and utilized program in
quality control measures, without going into minute details or requirements in
every section of the laboratory. It is stressed that inspectors must be knowledge-
able in the mechanisms and evaluation of the control systems and that inadequa-
cies or incorrect utilization of the program Is the basis for suspension or ap-
proval. In addition, participation In a recognized comprehensive test proficiency
program is required.

GOALS

Combining a good test proficiency evaluation program, a good and properly
used quality control program and a staff of accepted education and experience
working under well qualified supervisors and directors in a laboratory with ade-
quate facilities and administrative mechanisms, can earn a stamp of approval by
a qualified inspector which will assure the American citizen that he and his phy-
sician can rely on the laboratory results produced in an approved laboratory in
our new health care system. The members of the American Society of Medical
Technologists believe the emerging health system in the United States must give
this assurance to the citizen.

QUALITY CLINICAL LABORATORY SERVICES FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

(By M. M. Brooke, Sc. D.)

Although those close to the clinical laboratory have long recognized that lab-
oratory errors can occur, the problem has not been openly discussed until re-
cently. Walter Cronkite in a Columbia Broadcasting System program in 1965
focused attention on the poor performance of certain mail-order laboratories and
stimulated, in part, the introduction of bills in Congress to establish perform-
ance standards for clinical laboratories engaged in interstate commerce.

In testifying before a Senate subcommittee. Dr. David J. Sencer, Director,
National Communicable Disease Center (NCDC), cited proficiency testing stud-
ies that demonstrated significant degrees of unsatisfactory performance in varl-
our fields of clinical laboratory work.' Although the results varied from labora-
tory to laboratory, he concluded that "this information indicates that erroneous
results are obtained in more than 25 percent of all tests analyzed by these studies."
As might be expected, this statement caused great concern and, at first, certain
groups challenged 25 percent as being too high a percentage or maintained that
It applied to laboratories other than their own. Others have maintained that this
percentage is too conservative.

Although scientists in clinical laboratories would like to be immune to error,
there is no reason to expect human beings and machines to obtain perfect re-
stilts in a clinical laboratory when they do not elsewhere. Additional objective
evidence obtained since 1965 makes it unnecessary to belabor the point that
medical laboratories can make errors or to debate the extent of the errors. All
types of medical laboratories-independent, hospital, and public health-are now
generally recognized to be subject to error, and we can therefore proceed with
the task of improving laboratory services.

A number of significant programs and cooperative efforts have been started
which should result In mojor improvements. Only a few can be considered in this
discussion, but they illustrate what must be done to provide quality laboratory
services for the American people.

'U.S. Senate: Judielarv Committee. Snhcommittee on Antitru st and Mononoir. Heorines
on problems In medical laboratories. 90th Congress, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1967.
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY EFFORTS

Until recently, there has been little or no governmental control of clinical lab-
oratories. Beauty parlors, barber shops, and their operators are licensed in most
States and cities, but the clinical laboratory and the personnel who examine blood
specimens and throat swabs from patients, have been allowed to operate without
control.

The first nationwide effort to establish controls for clinical laboratories came
through the program of Health Insurance for the Aged (Medicare). The Medi-
care regulations ' developed by the Public Health Services' Division of Health
Standards established specific standards that State agencies follow in certifying
laboratories as qualified to receive payment for tests under Medicare. Signif-
icantly, however, the law prohibits the application of these standards to labora-
tories in hospitals-although probably more than half of the laboratory tests
(approximately 700 million) are performed in hospitals.

State control has evolved slowly, but it is now gathering momentum. When the
Medicare program began in 1966, only six States required some form of labora-
tory licensure. Currently, 19 States, New York City, and Puerto Rico have laws
or policies requiring the licensure of clinical laboratories and laboratory per-
sonnel, or both. Many other States have licensure legislation in various stages
of consideration. Some present laws, for example, those of New York State, New
York City, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Puerto Rico, provide for progressive regula-
tions which will lead to laboratory improvement; others do little more than
maintain the status quo in accordance with the vested interests of the existing
laboratories.

Guidance is available to those interested in the enactment of good local laws
to improve the performance of laboratories. In 1966, NCDO prepared a compre-
hensive guide 3 for such suggested legislation, and in 1969, the Council of State
Governments published a model bill' to assist State legislatures in drafting
licensing laws for regulating the clinical laboratory.

The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 (CLIA), P.L. 90-174, pro-
vided for Federal licensure of clinical laboratories (independently and by hos-
pitals) that are engaged in interest commerce. This law is serving, even more
than medicare, as an impetus to the development of local regulations. The act
exempts clinical laboratories in States that enact laws establishing standards
equal to, or more stringent than, those of the interstate regulations.

In addition, CLIA of 1967 is refling still further the Federal standards for
licensure of clinical laboratories. Working with several ad hoc committees whose
members are clinical chemists, microbiologists, pathologists, bioanalysts, and
technologists, NCDC has developed regulations r which are being user in the
interstate licensure program.

Although until now Medicare regulations have emphasized qualifications of
personnel, the CLIA regulations have emphasized the accurate performance of
the tests through proficiency testing programs and internal quality control. The
Division of Health Standards of the Service and NCDC are working together to
make Medicare and interstate regulations as uniform as possible.

Hopefully, as new State laws are enacted, they will provide for laboratory
Improvement programs which will meet the CLIA requirements and the existing
deficient laws will be revised to conform with Federal standards. In this way,
most clinical laboratories in this country eventually would operate under com-
parably high standards of performance.

PRIVATE IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

Several private professional organizations have constructive programs for
regulating and improving clinical laboratories.

As stated earlier, Medicare standards for independent laboratories cannot be
applied to hospital laboratories. This exemption occurred because Medicare pro-

2 U.S. Social Security Administration : Conditions for coverage of services of independent
laboratories. Code of Federal Regulations, tit., 20, ch. 3, pt. 405, 1908.

s National Communicable Disease Center: A suggested guide for preparation of enabling
legislation. Laboratory division, Atlanta, Georgia. 1960.

4 Council of State Governments : Regulation of clinical laboratories and their personnel.
Sug ested State Legislation 28: A28-A34 (1969).

S.S. Public Health Service: Clinical laboratories. Code of Federal Regulations, tit. 42,
ch. 1, pt. 74, 1908.
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vided that laboratories in hospitals accredited by the Joint Commission on Ac-
creditation of Hospitals were automatically eligible to participate in Medicare
and, in addition, thit the laboratories in other hosptlals cannot be subject to
Medicare regulations that exceed the Joint Commission's standards. The labora-
tory requirements for the Commission's approval have been far below those of
Medicare and, as a consequence, a double standard has resulted which has seemed
unfair to the independent laboratories. The Commission is revising its standards,
and this revision is expected to bring the standards more in line with those of
Medicare. Hopefully, these improved standards will be implemented in the near
future.

The College of American Pathologists (CAP) has expanded its laboratory im11-
provement activities by initiating its "programs of excellence." These include
laboratory surveys (proficiency testing programs) that cover all areas of labora-
tory work, laboratory inspection, and accreditation. Commendably, its proficiency
testing programs are no longer limited to members of the college but are available
to any laboratory which wishes to subscribe.

The laboratory accreditation program of the College has been accepted as a
substitute for Federal evaluation for interstate licensure under CLIA. To date, it
is the only private program to adjust its standards to comply with those estab-
lished for interstate licensure.

Although exact numbers are unavailable, it is estimated that more than 300
million tests are performed in the offices of physicians in private practice. Practi-
cally all existing laws, both Federal and local, exclude from regulation those
laboratories in the offices of one or two physicians who perform tests primarily
for their own patients. Laboratory services performed under these circumstances
are considered to be the practice of medicine.

Some of the laboratories that are presently subject to regulation are concerned
over this exclusion, particularly since they reason that a comparable percentage
of error may occur in these private office laboratories. Although this situation
constitutes a deficiency, at this time efforts should be concentratedI on mklng it
possible for all organized laboratories-Independent, hospital, and public health-
to operate under comparable standards of quality.

The American Society of Internal Medicine is interested in seeing that quality
laboratory service is performed in the offices of physicians in private practice. In
cooperation with the Division of Health Standards of the Service, the Society has
canvassed its members about participation in a 1-year proficiency testing program
to determine the level of competency with tests for urea nitrogen, hemoglobin, and
glucose. Recently, the American Society of Internal Medicine gave the Service a
list of 500 internists who are interested in participating.

The CAP has developed a special office laboratory survey (proficiency testing)
so that physicians can monitor regularly the performance of their laboratories
Because of the increased complexity of laboratory work, the increased automation,
and the need for specialized laboratory competencies, the amount of laboratory
work performed in office laboratories will probably decrease. Nevertheless, these
constructive efforts of the internists and pathologists are commendable and im-
portant because laboratory work in physicians' offices will probably continue to
be excluded from regulatory legislation in the foreseeable future.

STANDARDIZING REAGENTS AND MATERIALS

One couse for variations in laboratory results is the variability of reagents used
in diagnostic tests. Considering the variety of antigens, control serums, chemicals,
stains, and mediums needed by the clinical laboratory and the number of com-
panies that manufacture them, setting standards constitutes a major difficulty in
laboratory improvement.

The National Bureau of Standards shortly will have available 10 standard re-
agent materials for clinical chemistry determinations. The Laboratory Division
of the National Communicable Disease Center has described specifications for
approximately 900 microbiological reagents. Reference reagents meeting these
specifications have been prepared and are available to reagent manufacturers and
to national and international public health agencies. Although the Federal stand-
ardization efforts of the National Bureau of Standards and the National Com-
municable Disease Center have been undertaken with the cooperation of manu-
facturers and in consultation with outside specialists, there has been a need for
even greater cooperative efforts.
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Recently, a significant step was made in the direction of standardization.
Through the initiative of the standards committee of the College of American
Pathologists, an independent National Committee on Clinical Laboratory Stand-
ards was organized in April, 1968. Membership is open to all industries, profes-
sional organizations, and government agencies that have an interest in the clinical
laboratory field. Currently tle membership is 50: 31 industrial representatives,
16 professional rel)resenta tives, and representatives from three Government orga-
nizations. Each member appoints a representative and an alternate and submits
names of persons available for assignment to area committees or working groups
as experts in their areas of interest.

The objectives of this committee are to promote the development of national and
international standards, such as written specifications for reagents and equip-
ment, through a mechanism which ensures that consensus has been obtained by all
interested groups. Task forces and working committees have been organized to
develop and propose standards for the fields of clinical chemistry, blood banking
and iimunohematology, microbiology, hematology, and instrumentation.

LABOIRATORY MANPOWER

We do not know exactly how many people are engaged in clinical laboratory
work in this country, but some las estimated as many as 100,000.6 In any event,
acute shortages of well-qualiiled plersons exist, and we anticipate greatly in-
creased deman(ls for trained personnel to meet expanding health needs, such as
Medicare, ,Medicaid, nmass screening I)rograms, and the new technology. In the
past there has been considerable support for research training but little for the
training of persons seeking careers in the diagnostic laboratory. Fortunately,
empllasis Is beginning to be placed on training for services.

Through the 1)lvision of Allied Health Manpower and Regional Medical Pro-
grams, educational facilities are being established or expanded for training
clinical laboratory assistants and medical technologists and for specialization to
the master's degree level of medical teclnologists.

Training of other specialists, such as clinical chemists and microbiologists,
has been neglected; however, four national conferences on training held In
1967 - recognized that the present and future clinical laboratories must be
staffed by specialists. For instance, the report 10 of the conference convened by
the National Institute of General Medical Sciences recommended financial sup-
port of postdoctoral residency programs to prepare the required specialists for
the diagnostic laboratories.

The most encouraging feature of these current trends and programs that may
bring about significant improvement in clinical laboratory performance is the
extent to which the various interested groups are working cooperatively toward
a common goal.

PUBLIC I [EALTII SERVICE RESPONSIBILITIES

We in the Pub!ic Health Service are participating both directly and indirectly
in this national effort to improve clinical laboratories. In the Public Health
Service Hospitals, Indian Health Service Hospitals, outpatient clinics, and Fed-
eral prisons, we have a direct responsibility to assure that competent laboratory
service is provided for the patients under our care. In 1964, the chief, Division
of Hospitals, invited laboratories in Public Health Service installations to par-
ticlpate in the Center's proficiency testing programs. By 1967, 75 of these labora-
tories were participating In some phase of the program and as of now, 118 are
receiving regular shipments of test specimens in one or more fields.

A number of the p)athologists and technologists in the large Service installa-
tions live taken NCI)C laboratory courses, but there is a definite need for

8 Conference on Manpower for the Medical Laboratory, sponsored by the National Com-
mitee for Careers in Medical Technology and the National Center .for Chronic Disease
Control. College Park, Md., Oct. 11-13, 1967.

7Conference on Undergraduate Training in Microbiology, sponsored by the National
Registry of Microbiologists, Chicago. Ill.. Jlne 30-July 1, 1967.

S Third National Conference on Public Health Training sponsored by the U.S. Public
Health Service, Washington, D.C.. Aug. 16-18, 1067.

9 Conference on Training of Clinical Laboratory Scientists. convened by the National
Institute of General Medical Sciences, Durham, N.C., Dec. 13-15, 1967.

10 Kinney, T. D., and Melville, R. S. : The clinical laboratory scientist-the use and
organization of the clinical laboratory and the training of professional laboratory scientists
of the future. Lab Invest 20:382-404, April 1909.
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greater consultation and training, particularly for technicians working In the
smaller hospitals and clinics. Since Fecdral laboratories are exempt from legal
regulation, we must make certain that Public Health Service laboratories meet
the standards required of others.

Indirectly, through programs associated with Medicare, Medicaid, interstate
laboratory licensure, and services to States and municipalities, the Public
Health Service has the responsibility to assist in improving the performance of
laboratories at all levels throughout the country. The consultation and training
program of the laboratory division at NQDC is dedicated to assisting the State
public health laboratories to improve their diagnostic competeneies and to pro-
vide the States and others with guidance and help in the training of personnel in
laboratories at local levels.

Laboratory improvement, however, constitutes a tremendous undertaking re-
quiring the cooperative efforts of Federal, State, and municipal health depart-
ments, academic institutions, professional organizations, and industry. Concerted,
continuous programs are required to provide consultation, training, and other
assistance needed by the 12,000 to 14,000 clinical laboratories In this country.

With assurance of payment of laboratory bills through health programs, the
development of automated laboratory procedures, the establishment of mass
screening programs, and the growth of comprehensive health insurance plans,
the number o: laboratory tests in this country may increase from an estimated
1,300 million n.ow to more than 3 billion by 1975. Although our ultimate objec-
tive J:n laboratory improvement is to upgrade patient care and prevent needless
human suffering, a tremendous economic savings will result as laboratory analy-
ses become more and more accurate.

In summary, the clinical laboratories of this country have significant difficul-
ties. Fortunately, Federal and State agencies, professional associations, and
academic institutions are accepting the challenge of laboratory improvement and
have made commendable strides toward desirable goals.

We in the Public Health Service must be deeply involved in this challenge.
First, we need to make certain that our patients receive the highest quality of
laboratory service. Second, we need to assist and support constructive programs
of others that are directed toward bringing quality laboratory service to all seg-
ments of the population.

Mr. CONNELLY. Thank you.
The public's interest lies solely in the receipt of accurate laboratory

services. To this end we believe uniform standards controlling both
personnel and procedures are urgently required. Such standards, based
on a program of careful study and evaluation, could ultimately guaran-
tee the public reliable, low-cost laboratory service.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RosTErNKowsKx. Thank you, Mr. Connelly, for a very compre-

hensive statement.
Mr. CONNELLY. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKi. The Chair now recognizes Mrs. Bernice

Hemphill.
Mrs. Hemphill, if you would identify yourself for the record and

those accompanying you, we would be glad to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BERNICE M. HEMPHILL, TREASURER, AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS, AND CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
COMMITTEE ON CLEARINGHOUSE PROGRAM; AND DR. WILLIAM
G. BATTAILE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD
BANKS

SUMMARY

1. The motivation and recruitment of sufficient voluntary blood donors to keep
pace with the increasing demand for blood is the main problem facing blood
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banks today. In a nation of over 200 million people, with more than 100 million
individuals qualified to give blood, only 3% of the eligible population are blood
donors.

2. Recent studies indicate that blood from commercial sources Is 10 times more
likely to transmit hepatitis through blood transfusions than from blood obtained
from voluntary donors.

3. The IHepatitis Associated Antigen Test for the Identification of blood that
may be a carrier of serum hepatitis is estimated to lie only 20-30% effective.

4. The l)ibic expects blood to be available and safe when needed for transfu-
sion. To meet the increasing demand for quality blood, )anks must get more
voluntary donors. Blood is only available because of another Individual's will-
Ingness to give.

5. 'Phroughout the United States nonprofit blood banks offer to Individuals,
families and groul)s, blood assurance programs which will cover their blood and
b)lod 10(omlIoneat requirements for a period of a year or more through voluntary
blood nationso.

6. To nourish voluntary replacement of blood, most blood banks place a mone-
tary value on the blood itself-a blood rel)lacement or blood deposit fee. This fee
is kept relatively high, not to provide greater income for blood banks, but to pro-
vide a strong incentive to patients to seek blood donors. When blood replacements
are inade, or previously established credits are released in the patient's name, the
fee is refunded or credited to the l)atient's account.

7. It is imperative that positive efforts be made to encourage voluntary blood
donations in advance of need (predeposit and blood assurance programs), and
to retain the moral and financial obligation for patients to replace blood they
receive with blo(1, not dollars.

8. Blood banks cannot transfuse dollars. Monetary payment of the blood re-
placement fee by private health Insurance or the Government indirectly forces
blood 1bnks to turn to the use of paid donors or commercial blood sources In
many Conui1iifnitties.

9. Providing payment for blood and components under any proposed National
Health Insurance plan will result in the increased use of commercial blood and
the associated risk of increased hepatitis.

10. The AA1BB urges the Government's support In preserving the principle of
voluntary blood replacements, and strongly recommends that the payment for
blood itself (replacement fee) and for blood components not be Included in any
National Health Insurance legislation.

Mrs. T-Tpt 7rTmL. I am Bernice M. T-Temhill. managing director of
Irwin Memorial Blood Bank of the San Francisco Medical Society,
treasurer of the American Association of Blood Banks and chairman
of the np tional clearinghouse program.

Dr. William Battaile, president of the American Association of
Blood Banks is accompanying me and I would like Dr. Battaile to
introduce our presentation.

Mr. Ros'rENKOWSKT. You are recognized Dr. Battaile.
Dr. BATTATLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dr. William Battaile, a pathologist at Sibley Memorial Hos-

pital in Washington, D.C. I appear here today as president of the
American Association of Blood Banks. Accompanying me is Mrs.
Hemphill who has already introduced herself.

The American Association of Blood Banks is a nonprofit, medical
professional organization with a membership of over 5,000 including
hospital and community blood banks and transfusion servicesthrough-
out the. United States, as well as physicians and other individuals
closely allied to the field. It is the largest national organization devoted
exclusively to blood banking.

Organized in 1947, the AABB's officers, board of directors, and its
many committees, consist of members of the association who, like

70-174 0 - 72 - pt, 3 -- 15
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ourselves, voluntarily contribute their knowledge and time to the
iniprovement and advaineement of 1)1oodbalis and transfusion therapy
at local, regional, and national levels.

We are al)l)earing before you today )lot to testi fy for or against
National IIealth 1 nsuralice per se, but to give testimony in Ol)1)osition
to the 1)ayment for' blood itself or for blood .oiiil)onents as an illsurance
!)enefit, :and( to urge the (Government's si)l)ort in presering and
furthering the l)rincil)le of voluntary 1)1o (lonatio)ns andl rel)lace-
ments.

I shall !)e lhase(! to respond to aiy (luestiols v'onl my have relative
to the scielitific asl)ects of bloo(i banking. A1\ s. I leniphill will brief
this volilnittee ol t he overall 1)rol)lenl of blood il)anking ill the Ulnite(i
States. We greatly al)l)reciate the ol))ortuillity to l)resent the views of
the American Association of Blood Banks to the committee. We will
1)e gliad to answer any (llestiois or fllurnisil any a(lditi oal information
which will be liel)f1l to the ('onilittee in its delii)eratiolls.

MI\1r. IOSTEN I(WI. Ilave you con('lu(led your statement, sir?
I)r. BL'r,\nm1,:. Yes, thank you.
Mr. RoSTENOWSKI. A'. Betts?
Mr. Bl-'rTS. I might ask just one question for clarification. You say

that you are interested in preserving the principle of voluntary blood
donations.

I assume you don't want anything in the bill touching upon the
subject of blood banks, is that correct?

Dr. BAiAILE. Not from the standpoint of payment for blood itself.
The purpose of the presentation is to support the feeling that has
been expressed recently that payment for blood generates activities
that may harm the health of people in this country on the basis of
transfusional hepatitis.

It has been proven that the chances of contracting hepatitis fol-
lowing a transfusion from paid donors or commercial donors is ap-
proximately 10 to 12 times greater than transfusions of blood from
donors that are voluntary donors. So it is our purpose here to see if
we can't convey to you the thought thit actual payment for blood is
not in the best interests of the people of the United Staes.

Mr. Bi ,nrs. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENlowsic. This is consisent with your position on medi-

care as well, is it not?
Dr. BA'IAILE. Yes.
Mr. iROSTNIiNKOWSK. Thank you. Mrs. Hemphill?
Mrs. lh ,i mii,,. I would like to add that I have been working in

the blood bank field locally in San Francisco and nationally for more
than 20 years.

I personally believe that blood required for transfusion to patients
in the United States should come from voluntary donors. I know
also that to accomplish this goal more people will have to give blood.
It is within this realm that those of us working in blood banking.
Congress, and other Government agencies can be most supportive by
encouraging the American people to be voluntary donors.
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THE PROBLEM

Today the number one problem in the United States is the moti-
vation and recruitment of sufficient donors to keep pace with the de-
mand for blood. The activities and programs of the American Associ-
ation of Blood Banks and its members are directed toward accom-
plishing this goal.

More than 7 million units of blood are needed annually to meet the
Nation's blood needs. The use of blood in the United States is in-
creasing at the rate of 10 percent a year. In a Nation of over 200
million people with more than 100 million individuals qualified to
give blood, only 3 percent of the eligible population are blood donors.
It is obvious that not enough people are motivated to give blood.

USE OF COMMERCIAL BLOOD AND PAID DONORS

Within the last year, a great deal has been written about bad prac-
tices in blood banking, particularly with respect to commercial blood
banks and the inherent risks of using paid donors.

Recent studies,. s )r. Battaile mentioned, have indicated that it is
10 times more likely to transmit hepatitis through blood transfusions
provided by blood f roim commercial sources than from blood obtained
from voluntary donors. Commercial blood programs attract donors
from a population composed largely of people living on marginal in-
comes or less, and who generally live in crowded slum areas where ad-
diction to alcohol and drugs are common environmental problems.
Such individuals tre far more likely to become exposed to hepatitis
and to misrepresent their medical history to collect the payment of
$5, $10 or more for their blood, than a voluntary blood donor.

Although a test for hepatitis known as the hepatitis associated anti-
gen is now being used routinely in all blood banks, the sensitivity of
th1is test is estimated to be only 20 to 30 percent effective. This test
reduces the possibility of using Infected blood, but far from eliminates
the problems associated with the use of paid donors.

It is estimated that 15 to 20 percent of the blood used in the United
States is obtained from commercial sources; in some parts of the coun-
try, the percentage is as high as 50 percent. In Washington, D.C.,
there is a commercial blood bank which draws blood from paid donors
locally and ships it to Chicago and other places for use. The needs of
patients in Washington hospitals are provided by the Washington
Regional Red Cross Blood Center, and by hospital blood banks which
are affiliated with the nonprofit Metropolitan Washington blood bank
program.

The Chicago Tribune recently ran a series of articles focusing on
commercialism and other bad blood banking practices. We have
enclosed copies of these articles for your reading in our packets. Per-
haps you saw last Friday evening's NBC program, Chronolog, on
"The Business of Blood.' it did not differentiate between commercial-
ism in blood banking and the current on-going services of AABB
community and hospital blood banks which depend on voluntary blood
donors.
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We wish to emphasize that in America today there are very good
voluntary programs which must be preserved. C(hronolog did not
mention the scientific, technical and educational programs of the
American Association of Blood Banks. Tfhe AABB standards, which
its members and others follow, minimize the risks involved in the
transmission of diseasee and to avoid transfusion reactions.

Frankly, we wish Chronolog had emnplhasized as a public service, the
necessity for the American people, to give l)lood voluntarily to mini-
mize the health problemss (le)icted. We feel sincerely and we know
from experience, tlat commercializism in blood banking and the use
of paid donors can )e eliminated. More effort must, be expended on
public information and educational programs to depict to Americans
the need for them to give blood voluntarily and keep the Nation on a
voluntary system.

VOLUNTARY DONOR CONCEPT

The two principal organizations in the Tnited States which collect
blood from voluntary donors are the American Association of Blood
Banks with its more than 1,300 hospital and community blood bank
members, and the American National Red Cross, which, among. its
other activities, Ol)erates 59 regional blood centers. The two organiza-
tions each collect about half of the blood used in the Unifed States.

In addition, member banks of the AA13B are responsible for trans-
fusing more than 6 million units of blood annually to patients. The
AABB and ARC, together with the American Medical Association,
American Hospital Association, and others support the concepts of
voluntary blood donations.
We have also included in our packet a reprint on voluntarisn and a

brochure. We recommend that these publications be read by the com-
mittee. The Government itself has been a strong supporter of e-cour-
aging the voluntary donation of blood. This includes its action in
providing a blood deductible under medicare.

For the past 2 years, Congress has passed a joint resolution to have
the President proclaim January as "National Blood Donor Month."
"Giving Blood Saves Lives" was one of the last commemorative ap-
peals of the U.S. Post Office Department. Over 135 million of these
commemorative stamps were sold. Its purpose was to encourage more
generosity from the 100 million potential donors of blood.

In addition to these efforts Government can further support the
voluntary blood program by not paying for blood under national
health insurance. Blood is oily available because of one's willingness
to give it. It is iml)erative therefore that positive efforts be made to
encourage voluntary donations in advance of need and to retain the
moral and financial obligation for patients to replace the blood they
receive with blood, not dollars.

VOLUNTARY BLOOD REPLACEMENTS

To nourish the voluntary replacement of blood provided for trans-
fusion, most blood banks place a monetary value on the blood itself-
a blood replacement or blood deposit fee. This fee is kept relatively
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high, not to provide greater income to blood banks, but to provide a
strong incentive to patients to seek blood donors from their friends or
relatives or to give blood in advance of need. This fee is refunded or
credited to the patient's account when blood repiocements have been
made or previously established blood credits have been released in the
patient's name. A replacement fee is not, charged within the ARC
blood program; however, many individuals give to their local Red
Cross centers to rel)lace blood provided to friends and relatives be-
cause the transfusing hospital charges a blood replacement fee. Peo-
ple know that if they give blood they will not have to pay a replace-
ment fee.

This fee usually does not create a financial hardship for patients
since the majority have families or friends who are eligible to give
blood, or belong to a business, fraternal, or social group which main-
tain donor club accounts with various blood banks.

Also, through the mechanism of the AABB national clearinghouse
program, a voluntary system of inter-blood bank exchange of blood
and blood credits, and' the AABB's interorganizational agreement
with the American National Red Cross, replacement donations can be
recruited most anywhere in the United States and transferred to the
patient's account. Patients receiving blood can have it replaced
through the program in any other )art. of the United States. We have
included a reprint of the national clearinghouse program.

As a service, most blood banks also maintain an indigent blood ac-
count to take care of the replacement needs of true hardship cases in
which patients have no source of donors nor funds to pay the replace-
ment fee.

PAYMENT FOR BLOOD ITSELF

There are an increasing number of companies that provide private
health insurance plans which include payment for the blood itself in
addition to blood bank and hospital fees stemming from the cost of
processing and transfusing blood. The latter are legitimate cost ex-
penses which should be provided for by health insurance. Payment of
the blood replacement fee, however, defeats the very purpose for which
it was established. This means that instead of voluntary 1)1ood re-
placements, blood banks receive monetary payment, from insurance
companies. Blood banks cannot transfuse dollars. Such insurance
plans, therefore, indirectly force blood banks to turn to the use of paid
donors or commercial sources in order to maintain adequate blood
supplies to meet the needs of patients in many communities.

NATIONAL ITEALTII INSURANCE

A number of bills introduced on national health insurance provide
for the payment of blood or blood components. Other bills provide
for a limited deduction for whole blood and red blood cells.

As with private health plans that pay for the blood itself, such plans
will foster the buyingg and selling" of blood-and "dry up" the vol-
untary blood suply. Providinfr for the payment of blood and blood
components under national health insurance can only result in the
increased use of more commercial blood, bad practices, and the associ-
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ated increased hepatitis risk by eliminating the )atient's financial in-
tive to solicit blood donation reI)lacements from his friends and
relatives.

The association strongly recommnen(s, therefore, that the payment
of the blood rel)lacement fee, as it relates to whole blood alhid blood
components, not h e included in any national health insurance leaisla-
tion, in order that p tients receiving blood can be held responsible to
obtain voluntaix' donors to replace, the blood or colnponents they use.

If blood is paid for, the killericai l)eople have less mo ivation to
give bloo(l in adva iine of need or to give )lood altrtistically.

I concliuide vith t lie fact Ilhat a moral issue is also invo ve 1. Blood is
living hnuan tissue, and 1 oo(1 transfusions constituted the first suc-
cessfil transplants. As such, blood should not be bought and sold.
With each advnlvice ill t raiisplant surgery, it becomes more meaningful

1nd more ilecessarv for all of us to defend this principle. Tf this, s not
done, we may see price tags on hearts, kidneys, lungs, and other parts
of the huan )oly.

To meet the increasing demand for quality blood, the voluntary
donor concel)t for blood must, he I)reser ved. To do this, we need a con-
cerled nationwide effort of indiviluals and organizations involved in
blood banking, as well as the cool)eration of business industry, labor
unions, health professionals and the Government. It is with this goal
in mind that the AABB recently announced a massive public educa-
tion program to increase voluntary blood donations for the benefit of
blood banks throughout the nation. A copy of the AABB news release
on this proposal, dated October 28, 1971, is included in the packet.

We recognize the fact that it is not the role of the Congress to legis-
late morality. Conversely, the Government does not have the right to
impose on its citizens legislation that would erode the quality of medi-
cal care. The public expects blood to be available and safe when needed
for transfusions. Ienatitis is a serious illness any time a person con-
tracts it. But if a l)atient gets hepatitis from a transfusion of bad
blood, it can be fatal. If blood is to be safe, blood banks must have
more volunteer (honors and del)end less on paid donors.

All of us then have a personal commitment to a strong voluntary
blood program, for from birth to death we never know when one of us
may need a blood transfusion, be it for one unit or 50 or more units.
When we are in good health we should demonstratee our concern for
others by giving blood ourselves and by encouraging others to make
volunta:v blood donations.

Finally the American Association of Blood Banks believes and is
optimistic, that with more public education information and aware-
ness that those of us in blood banlng, together with government and
the public at large, can convince the people of the United States to
be voluntary blood donors.

We than you for this opportunity of presenting our position, and
in turn, we ask for your supl)port in" the elimination of any payment
for blood itself under national health insurance.

Thank you.
(The material referred to follows:)
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'Lifesaver' Is Potential Killer

Find Blood of Paid Donors
Polluted with Hepatitis
TsuivuNz Task Force reporters

spent weeks talking to medical ex-
perla and traveling In the Skid Row
subculture that supplies much of the
Chicago area's blood to get the story
behind the blood donor dilemma in
Chicago. This first report In a series
was prepared by Reporters William
Jones, Task Force director; Philip
Capuo; Pamela Zekman; and William
Carrie.

The blood of 26-year.old Robert Irby
is a potential killer, but that fact hasn't
stopped the unemployed truck driver
from selling the precious fluid a dozen
times in the last two years to earn
spending money.

Irby is considered a protesslonal do.
nor and under the rules of the blood.
peddling business, his career should
have ended July Z; 1970. On that date,
as Irby prepared to collect 'another $15
for a pint of his blood, technicians at the
Mount Sinai Hospital Blood Center dis-
covered hepatitis in his blood,

The discovery meant that Irby must
never again give blood because of the
grave danger of Infecting a recipient,
The presence of hepatitis-a debilitating
and sometimes fatal disease charao.
terized by yellow skin and extensive
liver damage-often tragically reverses
successful surgery after the patient re-
ceives a transfusion of the tainted blood.

Bad Blood Poisons Surgery
But Irby's blood donor career was not

over on that day, and what followed is
yet another example of what many med-
ical experts have warned about for
years: For every step forward that

medical science has taken on the op-
erating table, it all too often falters by
pumping poisoned blood back into the
patient.

One blood expert estimates that near-
ly one out of every four persons over
the age of 40 who contact hepatitis from
blood transfusions will die. And it is the
over-40 age group that receives 60 per
cent of all blood transfusions.

In Irby's case, his name was stricken
forever from the list of potential paid
donors at Mount Sinai. A brief form
letter was mailed to Irby suggesting that
he see his doctor, and that was the end
of It. Irby claims he didn't understand
why his blood was rejected, and the 26
other blood donor stations In Cook Coun-
ty were never notified.

Since he was never paid for that last
pint at Mount Sinai, Irby wasn't about
to do business there again even If the
center wanted his blood. Instead, he
went to the Michael Reese Hospital
Blood Center two months later, where
the only existing test for hepatitis [an
admittedly ineffective process that
weeds out only one of four potentially
infectious donors] failed to detect the
presence of the deadly virus In his
blood.

Reporters Follow His Trail
He sold a pint on Sept. 8, 1970, on

Nov. 23, 1970, and on Feb. 1, 1971. He
again sold blood on April 1.

Task Force reporters were able to
document what happened to some of
Irby's blood once It was sold and began
moving into the medical community.

Three of the four pints were used for
research, but a hospital official con-

ceded they could just as well have been
used in a transfusion following major
surgery. The fourth pint was routed to
another hospital, where officials are still
attempting to determine how it was used.

According to the American Medical
Association, the majority of the nation's
blood supply tomes from paid donors
like Irby-in Chicago they account for
as much as 60 per cent of the 210,00
pints drawn annually-ad the paid do-
nor is most likely to be an alcoholic or
drug addict who needs the money for
a bottle of cheap wine or a bag of
heroin.

Chicago's four commercial blood op-
erations cater to the blood peddler.
They set up their drawing stations in
neighborhoods like Uptown and West
Madison Street and candidly concede
that this is where most of their donors
live,

And, health experts say, the thou-
sands pf gallons drawn from their veins
each year are polluted with hepatitis
because most paid donors live in the
wretched conditions where the virus
thrives.

Live in Unsanitary Conditions
Dr. J. Garrott Allen, professor of sur-

gery at Stanford University' School of
Medicine and an authority on blood,
puts it this way:
"The paid donor is often a cloistered

resident of Skid Row, where he and his
colleagues are alleged to enjoy frequent-
ly the practice of the communal use of
unsterile needles and syringes for the
self-administration of drugs.... There
are also other unsanitary practices that
prevail among this kind of population
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which favor repeated exposures to In-
fectious hepatitis as well.... Still an-
other contributing factor is alcoholism,
which appears to make such individuals
more susceptible to an initial attack of
either infectious or serum hepatitis."

And all too frequently, little attention
is paid to the blood seller by those who
work in commercial blood shops. Taas
Force reporters posing as drifters dis-
covered they could give blood several
times a week if they were willing to
on the health risk. After selling a pint

at one commercial operation, for exam-
ple, a reporter was quickly accepted the
next day at another location, even the
the scab on his arm was still fresh from
the day before. Common medical prac-
tice is for donors to wait eight weeks
between donations.

Hepatitis Near Epidemic Stage
"Hepatitis is reaching epidemic pro.

portions in America," notes Dr. Bernard
F. Clowdus I, chief of gastroenterology
and liver disease at Mount Sinai Hos-
plial.

"The figures from blood bank testing
and from the Martin Luther King
Health Center Indicate that it is reach-
ing epidemic proportions in Chicago. It
is presently epidemic among people in
Lawndale and of the middle class drug
culture."

Clowdus underscored the problem by
disclosing that beginning Oct. 1, Mount
Sinai will reserve 21 beds for the ex-
clusive use of hepatitis victims.

Dr. Mitchell Spellberg, a gastroenter-
ologist at Michael Reese Hospital, con-
siders blood from paid donors so lethal
that in a recent operation he used blood
that didn't match that of the patient
rather than risk using blood that may
have come from a paid donor.

Doctors at Michael Reese now face an
added burden In getting blood for trans-
fusions because the facility has banned
the use of blood from paid donors.

Sees Less Risk in Mismatch
"I had to give the man blood that

didn't quite match. I just decided I had
to take the risk, and it just happened
to work out okay," Dr. Spellberg said.
"It is an added risk, but less of a
risk, in my mind, than using paid donor
blood, which we can't use at Reese any-
way."

Dr. Aaron Josephson, director of the
Michael Reese Blood Center, said the
ban on paid blood resulted from "over-
whelming evidence that the type of paid
donor we have in Chicago had a high
incidence of hepatitis."

Dr. Josephson and other authorities
in blood research note that the hepatitis
rate in paid donors is at least 10 times
higher than that in volunteers. Other
studies show that the ratio in Chicago
is I to 1.

And when paid donors like Robert
Irby and thousands of others like him
continue to sell their blood again and
again, the statistics can spiral to night-
mare proportions.

Howard Schmid, a 57-year-old La
Grange factory worker, underwent suc-
'cessful heart surgery in November and
was making plans to return to work
when the statistics caught up with him.

3 Months Later, Hepatitis
Mrs. Rosebud Schmid described her

husband's delicate operation as a "huge
success" and said her husband was
making plans in February to return to
work in June. Then, three months later
his release, Schmid'a eyes and akin he-
gan turning yellow, he felt weak, and
his temperature soared to 101 degrees,
Mrs. Schmld recalled.

Medical records show that Schmld re-
ceived 22 pints of blood costing $750
during surgery In Rush-Presbyterian-St.
Luke's Hospital.

Twelve of the pints came from the
Interstate Blood Bank, a Tennessee cor-
peratin which operates three donor sta-
tions in Chicago and sells blood to hospi-
tals.

Schmid was taken to Berwyn's Mac-
Neal Memorial Hospital, where he lan-
guished for two weeks before Mrs.
Schmld received a call.

"They said I'd better come down
there because Howard was dying," she
recalled. "He died the next day."

Schmid's death certificate lists serum
hepatitis as the cause of death, and
Mrs. Schmid has filed a $250,000 suit
against Rush-St. Luke's.

Didn't Know the Risk, She Says
"No one ever told us when he was

operated on that that was the risk he
was going to take. That's the part that
hurt us the most. If they had just told
us, maybe we could have done some-

thing," said Mrs. Schmid. "We could
have all.goiten together, and we could
have had good blood given to him."

Richard M. Titmuss, an International.
ly known authority on the relationship
between blood transfusion and hepatitis,
has described the blood recipient as a
little more than a guinea pig.

The ultimate tent of the quality of a
unit of blood is whether the recipient
contracts hepatitis, Titmuss said, noting
that the patient is "in effect the labora-
tory for testing the quality of blood."

"Blood, like milk, may be bought and
sold," Dr. Allen of Stanford points out.
"But unlike milk, not all sources of
blood are Grade A. The dairy industry
is better regulated and is subject to
quality control. Milk Is a product that
carries an implied warranty."

Alien claims that the least that should
be done at this point is to label paid
donor blood as "high risk" and other
volunteer blood as "low risk" in its re-
latonship to hepatitis.

lie points out that the laws of 25
states, Including Illinois, define blood as
a service, not a product, and therefore
blood is not subject to warranty. Many
hospitals and physicians favor such a
legislative definition because it protects
them from lawsuits if a patient con.
tracts hepatitis from blood transfusions.

Not'Enough Unpaid Volunteers
The obvious answer to the problem, of

course, Is to obtain all blood from volun-
teer sources. But under the current op-
erating policies of volunteer blood
drives, according to Dr. Richard Sasset-
ti, director of the Rush-Presbyterian-
St. Luke's Blood Bank, "the demand
would soon outstrip the supply, Right
now we're In a situation where If a
patient In need of transfusions lives
long enough to contract hepatitis, we
feel we've done him a favor."

Complicating the hepatitis problem is
a lack of reliable statistics, a situation
which frequently results from poor re-
porting of the disease. Last year, for
example, Chicago hospitals reported
only 758 cases of hepatitis to the Chica-
go Board of Health.

Edward King, assistant city health
commissioner, pointed out that his In-
vestigators then discovered an addition-
al 648 eases which had gone unreported.

Tomorrow. The men who sell thoe
blood.
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Meet the Men
Selling Blood
to Buy Wine

There Is a crisis In the quality of blood being used In
Chicago and the nation and THe TRIJNc Task Force spent
weeks investigating the problem. This second part in a series
deals with those who sell their blood and was prepared by
William Jones, Task Force director; and reporters Philip
Caputo. William Corrie and Pamela Zekman.

Philip D. Testard is a peddler and his product is his blood.
He makes his sales calls at any one of several Chicago com-

mercial blood banks and the $5 he receives in exchange for
each pint is enough t keep him in cheap wine for a week. When
times are hard, he drinks canned heat by cutting it with water
and soft drinks.

"i'm on the wine now and I'll be on the wine till I die,"
said the 41-year-old Testard, an unshaven, toothless ex-convict.

Testard lives in the city's sink-Skid Row. His home is the
street, and he sleeps on benches and in abandoned buildings.
His diet consists of food scraps filched from garbage. Mostly,
th,) he subsists on wine, going on drinking binges that last as
long as five days,

He is one of the thousands of derelicts, drug addicts and
alcoholics in Chicago who regularly peddle their blood for a few
dollars to spend on the binge or the next supply of drugs. Their
product carries no guarantee, no warning that it might be
poison, even tho it is 10 times more likely to be teeming with
potentially lethal hepatitis virus than the blood from a volun.
teer, an unpaid donor.

Cites Hepatitis Odds
Some day, blood from men like Testard may be In your

veins. It is being used right now and is causing medical night-
mares for surgeons and public health officials alike.

As much as 60 per cent of the 250,000 pints of blood needed
in Chicago every year Is drawn from the paid professional
donor. Hospital blood bank directors report that I out of every

STask Force Report
20 patients who receive this blood will contract hepatitis, but
only 1 out of every 200 recipients who are given volunteer
blood will be infected with the disease.

The possibility that their product might kill or debilitate
someone does not concern the blood peddlers. Most are so
desperate for money to support their habits that they endanger
their own health by selling blood-two, three and as many as
four times a month.

Some peddlers, like Testard, do not even know what hep-
atitis Is, altho they must profess they never had the disease
to be allowed to trade a pint for a few dollars. And the only
medical test ever devised to spot hepatitis in a potential donor
Is effective in only one out of four cases according to medicalexperts.

Blood ills Livelihood
"What Is hepatitis, anyway?" Testard asked a reporter as

he waited to donate at the Beverly Blood Center, 4420 N.
Broadway. He had Just been told to return later because the
center did not immediately need his blood type. The wait
relieved Testard because it would give him time to have a few
more drinks to compose himself before donating.

Testard said he was worried about being turned down
because a rejection would mean the loss of his only source of
income. He employs a number of tricks of the blood peddlers'
trade to avoid being turned away.

One of the rules of the blood buying business limits dona.
tions to once every two months. Nevertheless, Testard is able
to donate every two weeks-largely because there is virtually
no communication between the various blood centers and, hos-
pitais that draw blood.

"Sure I give blood every two weeks," Testard said. "It
takes five days to a week to get rid of that needle mark and
then I'm good for another blood bank."

Occasionally. Testard sells blood twice within two weeks
(Continued on page 2, col. 3]

(TRIBUNE Staff Photo: By Oslo cali)

Philip Testard... "I'm on the wine now
and III be on the wine till I die."
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The Skid Row Derelict: Chances
Are His Blood Just Might Kill You
at the same donor station, skirting the rule by using fatse
Identification, he said.

Testard said he maintains his strength fbru this gruelling
schedule by eating garbage.

"You heard of the National Tea, you beard of the A & P,
you heard of the Jewel?" Testard asked. "Well, that's how
I eat. They throw out-of-date food into the garbage cans In back
of the stores and I pick it up. It's tough, tougher than working,
but the food Isn't bad. I eat the pies and the cakes and the
cold cuts. The meat that needs to be cocked I sell to the pizza
joints up here [in Uptown] for a few bucks."

Recalls Payoffs
Such eating habits account for the most common hurdle

faced by Testard and most other professional donors, Their
diet causes them to suffer from a low blood iror level. To
qualify for a donation, the donor's iron count must be 41, but
many blood peddlers register counts as low as 35.

Testard also knows his commercial blood banks, Some
have tough rules 'while others will overlook a low Iron count,
especially If they are behind in their monthly quota. He claims
that some technicians will pass a donor with low iron in
exchange for a cut of his fee.

"There used to be a nurse over there at ta commercial
blood firm] who'd pass you if you gave her a buck," Teatard
said. "What you'd do is tall her that you needed the money
real bad and that you'd give her a buck for passing you. She'd
pass you and then you'd take your voucher and cash It at the
currency exchange. Then you'd go back to the blood bank and
drop te dollar in a wastebasket next to her desk."

When bribes fail, the donor simply barters his blood at a
station where the rules aren't strictly enforced.

Ray Armour has been a blood peddler for 30 of his 50
years and claims he Is frequently rejected for a low iron count.
Armour describes himself as a vagabond and drunk, On the
day he was interviewed, Armour had just been turned down at
the Chicago Blood Donor Center, 2320 N. Clark St., but was
not discouraged. He said he planned to make the rounds that
day and was certain he would find a station that would buy his
blood.

"Like Butcher Shops"
"Some of 'em are Mlke butcher shops," Armour said. "They

don't care, just as long #s you walk In breathing."
A mpanion of Armour, who Identified himself only as

John, said It is possible to sell blood twice in one day, simply
by offering your other arm fos the second sale. John has sold
blood so many times that sear tissue has formed on both arms.
Like Testard, Armour and John make their homes In flophouses
and under viaducts, using phony. addresses on their donor cards,

The practice of using false Identification and addresses
makes it virtually impossible to track down paid donors who
are hepatitis carriers.

Task Force reporters made this discovery when they at.
tempted to find 10 professional donors whose blood was found
to be infected with the disease. None were found and their
addresses turned out to be vacant lots, park benches, abandoned
buildings and warehouses.

Perhaps one or more of them was the peddler whose blood
Infected Richard S. with hepatitis. A hemophiliac, he asked
that his real name not be used because he feared he would
lose his job If his'employers knew of his condition.

To stay alive, a person sufferig from hemophilia often
'must take numerous tranduslons each month of blood products
Jrawn from the blood of several donors.

Risk Is Astronomical
Considering that the ordinary patient has an It to 1 chance

)f contracting hepatitis from a paid donor, the chances of the
disease's striking a hemophiliac are astronomical.

In October, 1970, it struck Richard S., who has to transfuse
blood products from seven different pints every three weeks.

"It was a real blow to me," he recalled. The doctor said It
might take me the rest of my life to recover. Hepatitis on top
of hemophilia was almost too much. Two chronic illneses-it
just didn't seem fair."

He has words for the Philip Teastards and Ray Armours and
the other blood peddlers whom he believes to be Impertling his
life for a bottle of wine.

"I'd think that people who sell blood should think about It
a little more and realize what might happen if they lie 'about
their condition, It doesn't seem at all fair. Why can't they take
someone else into consideration Instead of that lousy money? I'll
give them the money if they need it, but don't put my life on
the line for it."

Tomorrow: Inside the commercial blood boaks.
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Blood Banks:
Pay Stations of
Winos, Addicts

The young man was unshaven
and dirty, his breath reeked of
cheap liquor and there was a
needle mark on his left arm,

In the opinion of many
medical authorities and blood
experts, he was a classic ex-
ample of a walking health
hazard. Living from drink to
drink, he pays for his binges
by peddling his blood as often
as he can.

On the surface It appears to
be a harmless transaction. But
If his blood is crawling with
hepatitis-and there Is no sure
way of telling for certain-
another bottle of poison will be
on its way to a nospitai operat-
ing room where it may ruin or
destroy another life.

24 Day of Giving Blood
On this morning the scruffy

blood peddler is preparing to
do business in the Interstate
Blood Center, 2543 W. North
Av, Less than 24 hours earlier Totu I
he had sold a f int of blood at a has apes
North Side commercial blood Ing how
bank and under the rules of ity of
giving blood should have waited available
at least another eight weeks third PA

1

before selling another pint. ies the
He Is the kind of donor that banks a

is giving the nation's medical William
community nightmares. The director,
blood of these donors Is it Ip Cspu
times more likely to he infected and Will
with hepatitis, a disease that
attacks the liver, than the The tran
blood of the unpaid donor, was not u

SOIENTIPaIt 1LOOD SANK, INO.
,U, O. M,41 ON$ ,la, ,,5. 5 o o. Nt 1311555A0,...u e €#cMOA.o, t. NW

NO.

THIS IS NOT A CHECK NON NEGOTIABLE

P~ IM OO.I'AI I
FIVE MLAR SS,

REDEEM AT LOCATIONS STAMPED ON THE REVERSE SIDE

ITRIUNN SUN.9 Por

Voucher Issued to donors by Scientific Blood Bank, which can only
be redeemed at nearby liquor store.

'Rlnanw Task Force usual is that the donor was done, he sent me into the back
at weeks investlgat. Philip Caputo, a Task Force of the building, where a female
and why a bad qual. reporter, and his report of the technician tested my blood pres.
blood has become incident underscores the laxity sure, pulse, blood type, etc."

to the public. This in some of Chicago's commer. This exchange followed:
rt in a series exam. .dial blood banks: "Is that a needle mark?" the

commercial blood Stops Asking Questions employe asked.
prepared by "The technician took down "Yeah, I had a blood test

nd was prepre yesterday when I was looking
Jones, Task Force my phony name and address, for a Job," Caputo replied.
and Reporters Phil. then he started going down the

to, Pamela Zekman list of illnesses. After I had re- Cautions the Response
lam Currie. piled 'no' to the first half dozen "You know you're not sup-

diseases, he stopped asking posed to give blood more than
action at Interstate questions and just marked 'no' every eight weeks," she cau.
nusual. What was us- down the rest of the list. That toned, apparently suspicious of
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Blood Banks: Pay Stations on ,Skid Row
the response. "A lot of people "But I wouldn't accept any
try to do that." of them," he said. "I would re-

Caputo'protested that be had Ject everybody, with all their
not given blood recently, and drinking and wrecking them.
the employee then told him to selves with malnutrition."
lie down on a couch so the But even basib standards of
blood could be drawn. As they cleanines are sometimes laid
prepared to take the blood, he aside, according to the techni-
was forced to make an excuse can. He said he became aware
to leave in order to avoid giving of this one day when he accl-
blood twice In 48 hours. dentally dropped a needle on

A blood bank technician who the floor as he was attempting
worked closely with Task Force to correct its position In the

reporters said he learned on his arm of a paid donor.
first day at work how easily Takes Needle from Floor
some unqualified derelicts can As blood spurted from the
sell their blood. arm of the donor, his supervisor

picked the needle up and pre-Clientele of Winos, Addicts pared to reinsert it because the
The Scientific Blood Donor blood bag was only three-quar-

station Is located at 1573 W. tera full,
Ogden Av., and almost all of its "That's a dirty needle," the
clientele are the drifters, winoe technician said he warned the
and drug addicts who live in the supervisor. But he said the su-
flophouses along West Madison pervisor reinserted the needle.
Street. "What he should have done

"The very first day I worked was paid the donor and
there some guy came in whose scratched the blood sample
iron count tested at 38. MY since It wasn't a full pint," the
supervisor told me to write in technician said.
phony numbers. lie told me to Brig. Roland W. Quinn, offi-
go ahead and pass him and put cer in charge of the Salvation
down a41 [acceptable iron count Army's Harbor Light Center,
for donors] on the card," the 654 W. Madison St,, accused
technician recalled. commercia) blood banks of

He said be quickly learned "exploiting" men in search of
that falsifying records and pass- liquor.
Ing unfit donors was a regular Li to Get Money
practice at Scientific. He said ,
the practice extended from "The drive for the next drink
prospective blood sellers with is Just so great that they will
low Iron counts to those with lie to get the money," said
high blood pressure. Qulnn.

"One guy came in. Every. The Scientific Blood Bank
thing else was all right with makes it easy for donors to
him, but his blood pressure was spend their fee on alcohol. In-
196 over 152 (normal is 120 over stead of cash or a check,
801, but my supervisor passed donors are paid with a voucher
him," he said. that can be redeemed only at

The technician said he sus- a nearby liquor store. The
peeted that the pressures of liquor store requires them to
filling a daily quota forced em. make a purchase. And It the
ployes to ease up on screening donor makes a small purchase,
donors. he is charged a dime as a

voucher cashing fee.
Robert Gallagher, president

and owner of Scientific, ex-
plains the voucher system this
way:

"There Is a currency ex.
change three blocks away, but
some of these guys Ipamd
donors] would have a hard
time finding it."

Scientific is one of 11 com-
mercial blood drawing stations
in Chicago. Five are located in
Skid Row or low Income neigh-
borhoods, The 11 stations dom-
inate the blood market to Chi-
6ago, supplying the city with
60 per cent of its blood needs
every year.

ilve Network of Statioens
And two of the commercial

operations--Scientific and Inter-
state-have a network ot donor
stations in slum and Skid Row
neighborhoods in Washlqgton,
Cincinnatti, Detroit and Mil.
weukee, Blood from these cities
is frequently used in Chicago.

An officer of the Beverly
Blood Center, Inc., 9944 S. West-
ern Av., admitted that his com-
pany operates-a donor station
in Uptown because it puts them
closer to their customers.

"At present? there simply
aren't enough people volun-
teering blood, so you have to
pick an area where low income
people live," said Roger Sulli-
van, who manages Beverly's
four drawing stations. "They
use the money to buy a dress
or augment their salaries. We
hope it's not used to buy al-
cohol, but you can't control
that."

Dr. J. Garrt Allen, an ex.
pert in blood research and pro-
fessor of surgery at Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Cal.,
takes a different view of the
commercial donor. He contends
that the fees paid for blood

guarantee that more bad bi
will enter the medical co
unity.

"The pay scale generallyy
between $5 and $15 a pint]
Is all that is necessary to at-
tract addicts and Skid Row
people," said Allen. "It will
shot attract others."

The owners of some com.
mercial blood banks dtsputs
the statistics of people like
Dr. Allen.

Dr. Coye C. Mason, owner of
the Chicago Blood Donor Serv-
lee, 2050 N. Clark St., labeled
Allen's figures as "a lot of
hogwash."

"Anyone who lies down to
give his blood is a volunteer,"
said Dr. Mason. "We pay the
donor for the time he takes to
come and give his blood."

Result of Bad Blood
Richard Frame, a 08-year-

old civil engineer, doesn't care
who wins the verbal battle. He
received two units of blood
during neck surge In Wesley
Memorial Hopital in April,
1909, and four months later he
was back In the hospital with
hepatitis.

Prame said his doctor told
him the disease was a result
of bad blood received during
surgery. Frame has suffered
15 per cent permanent liver
damage,

Frames suing the hospital
for $100,000 and the hospital
in turn has sued Chicago Blood
Donor Service, alleging that it
was the source of the blood.

Frame describes his experi-
ence this way:

"It's agony. Wgony and a lot
of turmoil. It was like the
bottom had dropped out of
everything."

Tomorrow: W h at Cam Be
Doe?
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Volunteers Can End
Our Blood Dilemma

The TRIBivNE Task Force
spent weeks documenting the
problems of bad blood and
how It Is reaching hospital
operating rooms. This last
part in a series outlines some
of the suggested solutions to
the crisis and was prepared
by William Jones, Task Force
director, and Reporters Wil-
liam Currie, Philip Capnto
and Pamela Zekman.

It was to be a routine med-
ical operation, and Dr. Richard
Sassettl was determined to keep
the patient out of danger.

SasUtti is director of the
blood bank at Rush Presby-
terian St. Luke's Medical Cen-
ter Hospital, 1753 W. Congress
St. While he had nothing to do
with the surgery scheduled for
that morning, his decision could
mean life or death for the
patient.

Only hours before the opera-
tion was scheduled, Sassett
was confronted by an enraged
surgeon who wanted to get
started early and needed blood.
But Sassettl was reluctant be-
cause his volunteer donor blood
supply was low and an early
operation meant he would have
to rely on the blood from paid
donors.

Blood Is "ligh Risk"
Sassetti and his colleagues in

the hospital blood bank busi-
ness describe the blood from
paid donors as "high risk" and
for years they have been des-
perately trying to avoid using
it. All too often, they claim,
the paid donor is a wino or
drug addict whose way of life
means that his blood may well
be teeming with hepatitis virus,
a debilitating disease that at.

tacks the liver and can become
a killer in the operating room.

"Where's the blood," de.
mended the surgeon. "What's
the problem. Why can't you
find a donor?"

Sassettl responded to the
dilemma In the only way he
knew. First, he made the
rounds of the hospital searching
for suitable donors. When that
failed, he and an intern each
gave a pint, But they still
needed two more pints. Sassetti
still was reluctant to call a
commercial blood outlet and
run the risk of settling "high
risk" blood.

"How about you doctor?"
Sassetti finally said to the
surgeon. "You're carrying it in
your veins."

Surgeon Walks Away
Sassetti recalls that the sur-

geon reacted with a shocked
look, then turned on his heel
and walked away. Several
hours later Sassettl succeeded
in getting two more volunteer
pints, bu he points to the inci-
dent as a classic case of what
is happening more and more
as the medical community
shrinks from using the blood
of paid donors.

"I guess he (the surgeon]
didn't realize what kind of a
problem we've got," Sassetti
said. "Too many doctors think
that blood can be obtained as
easily as aspirin. They just
scribble out 'transfusion' on the
patient's card and think all you
have to do is go to the corner
drugstore and pick It off the
shelf."

But concern has been grow-
ing among physicians in the
last 18 months since the dis-

covery of the first test to de-
tect some heatitis tainted blood.
The test known as the Aus-
trallan Antigen Test, is effec-
tive in showing the virus in
only one out of four cases. It
can show positive in one test
and negative in the next when
the same person is being tested.

Tests Prove Danger
Many medical experts say

the test proves that there is a
very real danger from the
quality of blood being used in
transfusions. It is of such pro-
portions that some experts con-
sider it a matter of life and
death for one out of every four
patients over the age of 40 who
receive transfusions,

"As the hepatitisi situation
now stands it is reminiscent of
Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle,"
a book in which he exposed
the lack of sanitary conditions
in the meat Industry in 1906,"
said Dr. J. Garrott Allen, pro-
fessor of surgery at the Stan-
ford University School of Medi-
cine and an authority on blood.
"The question Is will the fed-
eral government act and when'
Or must this be action brought
about by a consumer revolt?"

Allen, Sassettl and a growing
number of others in the medical
community are convinced that
the only answer is a sweeping,
well organized volunteer blood
doonr program that would elim-
inate the use of paid donors.
Even some of the commercial
blood bank operators conced
etis Is the only solution and
q "kly point out that they could
play a part in the program.
Somebody has to draw the
blood, the ysay, and they are
set up to do the job.

Dr. J. Garrott Alla

Allen explains the problem
and a possible solution this way
In an unpublished paper entitled
"Hucksters in Blood":

"Most agree that we could
reduce our incidence of trans-
fusion hepatitis by nearly 90 per
cent i fwe used only a volunteer
system. This should eliminate
the use of prisoner, Skid Row
and addict populations as don-
ors, because money Is the
urgent need of thee speople for
more drugs, more alcohol and
sometimes food. It [the United
States] Is the only country in
the western hemisphere and in
Western Europe In which a na-
tional volunteer blood program
does not exist."

"It follows that, If 7 million
units of blood will meet the
nation's annual needs of our
population of 200 million, only
3.5 per cent of the people need
to contribute blood," Allen said.
"However, there are 65 million
people ineligible to d o n a t e
blood because they are either
too old or too young. Possibly
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Volunteers Can End Blood Dilemma
another 35 million, for major or
minor reasons, may not be
eligible. With these crude and
rather generous estimates, the
nation's needs could still be
met if 7 per cent of the eligible
POpulation contributed b I o o d
nually... If each of the 100

million eligible blood donors
contributed three units [pintl
of blood during his lifetime, the
problem would be solved."

In Chicdgo at this time, 60
per cent of the 250,000 pints of
blood used each year are
supplied by paid donors who
received from $5 to SIS a pint,
Michael Reese and Mt. Sinai
have acted In recent months to
cut off paid blood, however.
They believe they have reduced
the he pa t it i s risk to their
patients.

Dr. Richard Aster, executive
director of the M i w a u k e e
Blood Center, said Wisednain
embarked on a successful vo-
lunteer blood program several
years ago. lie attributes the
success to the use of a central-
ly located blood center with
satellite mobile units. This has
eliminated the competition for
blood among several agencies.
Public Relations Program
This means that only one

public relations program is
needed and it can be more ef-
fective, Aster said. A problem
faced by any donor recruiting
program, Is that blood spoils
alter 21 days, so all programs
must be constantly publicized
and cannot be successful with
only one or two well-publicized
campaigns a year. Aster said,

Several other large metropol.
itan areas, Including New York
City, have established similar

central donor services. New
York operates an entirely vol.
unteer program whieh supplies
30,000 pints of blood a year to
17 counties.

Dr. Morris Schaefer, assist-
ant commissioner of the city's
Public health Department char-
acterizes the center as "the
best system we have at the
present time, but it is not good
enough. We still have a large
demand for commercial blood
and it must be lessened."

Except for a 20-hospital com-
puter system set up at Michael
Reese Hospital with help from
the American Red Cress, there

'is no such central service in
Chicago.

Set Up Offices
Last month the Metropolitan

Chicago Blood Council organ.
sized a staff and set up offices
on Michigan Avenue to begin
a program to help meet the
need for volunteer blood,

According to Dan Hlelsdingen,
executive director of the coun-
cil, the council's objectives are
to assist In recruiting donors,
provide a computer inventory
of all available blood and vol.
unteer donors in the metropoli-
tan area, and to carry on a
public education program,

Experts In the blood field,
including the most severe crit-
les of paid donors, acknowledge
that an Immediate prohibition
of paid donors would eavee
most hospitals without blood.
But gradual change-over to all.
volunteer blood can be accomp-
lihed, they say, pointing to
successes in Individual bo-

pitaes and several large com-
munities. Even then, paid don-
ors may be used, if their blood
is used for research purposes,
not transfusions.

Meanwhile, Dr. Aaron Joseph-
son, director of the Michael
R e e s o Research Foundation
Blood Bank, said that a central
registry is needed In the Chi-
cago area to catalog tie names
of all donors who at c e time
tested positive for the ip. patitis
associated antigen, Jose ,hon
said that the Red Cross opr.
ates such a computerized refir-
ence n tonally which is avail-
abk. to any blood bank but is
rarely used in Chicago.

"Make City Responsible"
Robert Gallagher, president

of the Scientific Blood Ban!K,
1434 W, 79th St., suggested tKi
the state or the city be resp u
sible for registering and test.
tIg all donor applicants and
that they issue identification
cards certifying that they meet
all qualifications to sell their
blood.

In another development, an
attorney for Dr. Coye C. Mason,
president of Chicago Blood
Donor Service, Inc., 2050 N.
Clark St., a commercial blood
bank, objected to a reference
in yesterday's Task Force arti.
cle about paid blood donors
which described Mason as an
owner of the operation. The at-
torney said Mason was an
owner at one time, but the
blood bank has since become
a not-for-profit corporation and
is controlled by a beard of
directors.
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DEMAND
AND.
HUMANLIFE

WILL BLOOD BE AVAILABLE
WHEN YOU NEED IT?

The next person to need blood could be you!
You may use 20 pints. You may use two. Re-
gardless, your need is just as great.

If you believe that your immediate need
for blood is remote, Consider that each and
every day more than 13,000 units of blood
are transfused in the United States-nearly
6,000,000 units per year.

The demand for blood increases, yet it
is estimated that the annual blood require-
ments of the nation are provided by less
than 3% of the eligible donor population of
the United States -approximately 3,000,000
donors.

The nature of blood is such that it must
be transfused in its whole state within 21
days after being drawn, and the blood given
to a patient must be compatible with his
own blood group and type.

Unless more people become donors, the
supply will not keep pace with the growing
demand for blood. Someday your life may
depend on its availability.

To assure that blood will be there when
you need it, give blood now and encourage
others to become voluntary blood donors.

Artist Charles Lewis uses the symbol of a patient's out-
stretched arm seeking life-saving blood to depict the great
need throughout the United states for more voluntary
blood donors.
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BLOOD BANKS
A blood bank is a medical facility which
draws, processes, stores and distributes hu-
man whole blood and its derivatives. Some
blood banks also perform other services and
administer blood transfusions.

Hospital blood banks are self-operated and
function primarily to meet the blood needs
of their own patients. Many hospital banks
depend on other facilities to supplement
their blood supplies.

Community blood banks are usually lo-
cally organized and operated to serve the
blood needs of a majority or all hospitals in
a community.

Most hospital and community banks are
members of the Americran Association of
Blood Banks. These banks supply about half
of the blood used each year in the United
States. The other half comes from regional
blood centers of the American National Red
Cross. A very small percentage of blood is
supplied by commercial banks which are
privately owned. With the exception of the
latter, most blood bpnks are nonprofit and
depend primarily on voluntary blood donors.

Through a National Clearinghouse Pro-
gram of the American Association of Blood
Banks and a reciprocal agreement between
the AABB and the American National Red
Cross, banks can exchange supplies from
one area to another to balance blood sur-
pluses or shortages. The clearinghouse pro-
gram also enables a blood donor to replace
blood for a patient receiving a transfusion
in most any area of the country. For example,
you can donate a unit of blood in Hawaii for
someone undergoing surgery in New York
and have the credit transferred through the
program to the patient's account.

These facilities operate to protect you
against the unexpected. Support your local
bank by giving blood.

.,I L a 0

THE VOLUNTARY DONOR
You cannot put a price tag on the life of
someone you love. Money, the best medical
skills and all the newest, most spectacular
drugs often are not enough to save a life
without the gift of blood which can only
come from another human being.

Most banks obtain blood from persons
who give voluntarily to replace blood used
by a relative or friend, to establish protec-
tion against future blood needs for them-
selves and their families, or to fulfill a
community responsibility. Some banks also
obtain blood from paid donors. A few
banks sponsor plans which provide future
blood protection for an annual blood dona-
tion or cash premium. Cash payments, how-
ever, cannot assure a safe, adequate and
economical supply. Therefore, the volun-
tary blood donor is still considered the
backbone of blood banking today.

The following organizations know the
importance of voluntary donations and
urge healthy people to be blood donors:

American Association of Blood Banks
American Hospital Association
American Medical Association
American National Red Cross
Blue Cross Association
Health Insurance Council
National Association of Blue Shield Plans
Public Health Service, U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare.
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WHAT IS BLOOD AND
WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?

Blood can do wonderful things. It is com-
posed of trillions of tiny cells suspended
in a watery fluid called plasma. Red cells
carry oxygen from.the lungs to all parts
of the body. White cells fight off disease
and infection. Platelets help blood to clot
when bleeding occurs. The plasma also
contains proteins, required to control
bleeding, and other essential materials.

To fully meet the needs of physicians
and surgeons, blood of every group and
type must be available at all times. Donors
often respond when there is a special
need or emergency. But blood banks de-
pend much more on donors who are will-
ing to give to meet day-by-day blood
needs. Banks throughout the country must
rely on a constant stream of donors to
keep a "river of blood" flowing each day.

No substitute for blood has ever been
developed. The only source is still the hu-
man body. As long as blood cannot be
manufactured, blood banks must depend
upon people like you to assure an ade-
quate blood supply.

GIVING IS SAFE AND SIMPLE
Nature makes it easy to give blood. An
average person has about 10 to 12 pints
in his body. A normal donation is about
one pint. Medical authorities say that dd-
nating a unit of blood quickly stimulates
a healthy person's bone marrow and his
blood count is as normal after the dona-
tion as before.

Under medical supervision, the collec-
tion of blood is made by a medical tech-
nologist or a nurse. The procedure is
simple and safe. The entire process takes
less than an hour.

After you have given blood, you receive
a card which lists your blood group and
Rh type. This is important as the blood
of every human being is almost as dis-
tinctive as his fingerprint.

The giving of blood can be a satisfying
and rewarding experience for you.

This brochure Is made available
as a public service by the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
30 North Michigan Avenue
- Chicago, Illinois 60602

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 3 -- 16

................. I

DON'T WAIT-DONATE!
Although most people have blood to share,
many are not blood donors because they
have not experienced the need for blood or
they are apprehensive about the needle,
However, millions of individuals are living
today because of donors who have overcome
their fears and realize the importance of giv-
ing blood. Blood donors are special people.

The need for blood increases daily. The
balance between supply, demand and human
life depends on blood donors. Your physician,
hospital or local blood bank can give you
more information and answer any questions
about blood and blood donations.

Make a date with your local blood bank
now. Don't wait-donatel
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Dedication to Voluntarism
in Blood Banking
Bernice M. Hemphill

Mrs. Htemphill, Managing Director of Irwin Memnorial Blood Bank
of the San Francisco Medical Society, has given more than 20 years
of volunteer service to the American Association of Blood Batiks.
She is currently AABB Treasurer and Chairman, National
Clearinghouse Program

T he spirit of voluntarism is deeply rooted in Americantradition. During his visit to the United States in 1831,
Alexis deTocqueville, the French writer, was impressed by
a remarkable phenomenon - people in all walks of life
giving of their time, their talents and energies to further
causes they believed in. The spirit of individual
volunteering - or giving of oneself to help others - and
of collective, or group voluntary action for the common
good, has been a source of national strength throughout
our history. As we face the complexities of today's society,
the spirit of volunteering becomes more meaningful and
more needed than ever before.

A volunteer is defined as one who enters into any service
of his own free will without constraint or guarantee of
reward. In no other field does voluntarism play as
important a role as in blood banking. We depend on
community support, volunteer blood donors, monetary
contributions for research and volunteer services of public
spirited citizens and professionals who give time and skills
to advance our life-saving service.

A voluntary blood donation by one person for another is
an act of "caring and sharing" which has no parallel. There
is no substitute for the unique chemistry which comprises
the vital living human tissue -blood. The composition of
blood is the same for all peoples of the world, therefore,
all mankind is united by this common bond.

During the span of years I have been in blood banking
many millions of people have willingly given of themselves
to help others by making voluntary blood donations. These
are people from all walks of life... students, housewives,
laborers and skilled tradesmen, professionals... people of
all ethnic backgrounds and religions. people who are
willing to spend less than an hour of their time, as often as
every two months, to share the "gift of life." Through their

Presented at First Day of 'ssue Ceretnony for the commemorative
stamp honoring America's volunteer blood donors, New York,
New York, March II, 1971.

acts of giving blood, for patients close to them or for
strangers in need, in war and peacetime, volunteer blood
donors have demonstrated, in a very personal way, a love
of God, of family, of neighbor and of country.

In meeting the nation's growing need for adequate and
safe blood supplies, there is no single magic answer to
balancing supply and demand. We, in blood banking, have
the constant challenge of counteracting fear, apathy, myths
and misunderstanding about blood and blood donation.

We constantly endeavor to sponsor educational programs
to convince all segments of our society that it is easy and
safe for people in good health to be blood donors. We
make it convenient for people to give blood by extending
blood bank hours, and by sending mobile units to groups
of blood donors, We carry on aggressive efforts to impress
upon families and friends of patients that they have the
moral responsibility for replacing blood used with blood
itself either by making blood donations in the name of the
patient, or by encouraging donors to deposit blood in
advance of possible need.

Our member blood banks work unceasingly to conserve
available blood supplies. Through the National
Clearinghouse Program of the American Association of
Blood Banks, over 1,000,000 units of blood have been
borrowed and loaned between banks to provide blood of
the right types, in the right amounts at the right place and
time for those who need it. In addition, over 2,000,000
blood donor replacement credits have been exchanged,
saving patients millions of dollars in blood transfusion
fees.

Yet with all these measures, sonie commercialism does
exist, but in America it does not dominate the field.
Inasmuch as blood is living tissue, and blood transfusions
were the first human tissue transplants, blood should not
be paid for by cash or by insurance. If we allow such a
system to prevail, we will subsequently see a price tag
placed on hearts, kidneys and other human organs. The
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provision of blood is a service and it is important that this
principle be preserved through voluntary blood donations,
lest we see the human body "bartered and sold" to the
highest bidder.

Voluntary blood donations are important from an
economic aspect. Even with general inflation and rising
medical costs, blood bank services can be made available
to patients at lower cost if we recruit greater numbers of
volunteer donors. Money, which is now spent to buy blood
or to pay donors, should be channeled into research and
improved services to patients. The problems we face in
balancing "blood supply and demand" are many and
complex. Blood banks, the nation's "Guardians of Life" in
the words of the AABB motto, have the responsibility for
providing patients with safe blood. Blood donors, however,
hold the ultimate answer to the quality and quantity of our
nation's blood lifelines.

We are a nation of 200 million people. Over 100 million
persons are eligible to be blood donors. If the annual need
for blood in the United States is approximately 7 million
units, how can one assume it is not feasible to keep blood
banking in America on a voluntary basis! To meet the
increasing demand for blood, the volunteer donor concept
can and must be preserved. This will be achieved only if
we reach out further and convince more people to be
blood donors. To do this, we need a concerted nationwide

effort of individuals and organizations involved in blood
banking, as well as the cooperation of business, industry,
labor unions, health professionals and the government.
Above all, blood banks must have continual and emphatic
support from the communications media - television,
radio and the press, locally and nationally.

We welcome the handsome new blood donor stamp as a
timely messenger for our cause, and we hope that millions
will use it on their mail to help stamp out blood shortages
and assure safe blood for all who need it.

In my years as a "blood banker," I have never ceased to
be awed and inspired by the unselfish generosity and
fundamental goodness of those legions of Very Special
People who daily walk through our doors. Volunteer blood
donors are noble Americans and we need more of them.

All of us should have a personal commitment to a strong
voluntary blood program, for from birth to death we never
know when one of us may need a blood transfusion, be it
for one unit, for 100 units, or more. When we are in good
health we should demonstrate our concern for others by
giving blood and recruiting donors.

It is in this spirit of "giving and receiving" that I close
with one of my favorite passages from The Prophet:
"You give but little of yourself when you give of your
possessions; it is when you give of yourself that you truly
give."
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Reprinted from Medical Times
August 1970, Vol. 98, No. 8, Page 101

Eernice M. Hemphill

Managing Director of Irwin Memorial Blood
Bank of the San Francisco Medical Society

AAB National Clearinghouse
Blood Progiram

IN Montreal, Canada, a 41 year old
father of three with a super-rare blood type-
Group A Vel Negative--occurring in one per-
son in 90,000, was scheduled for vascular
surgery. following an accident. Not a single
compatible blood donor was found in Canada.

Through the Canadian Red Cross, the hos-
pital appealed for help from the American
Association of Blood Banks' Central File for
Rare Donors. This round-the-clock, no-fee
service, located in Chicago, includes the names
of some 4,500 persons with rare blood. Do-
nors with the Group A Vel Negative blood
needed by the patient were located in San
Mateo, Calif., Portland, Ore., Charlotte, N. C.,

The author conceived the original idea for a blood
bank clearinghouse for the exchange of blood
and donor replacement credits and coordinated
the first clearinghouse program, sponsored by the
California Blood Bank System in 1951. She has
served as chairman of the American Association
of Blood Banks National Committee on Clearing-
house since its inception and directs the program
on a volunteer basis.

and Casper, Wyo. Each donor gave a unit of
blood at a nearby blood bank, and the blood,
packed in refrigerated boxes, was flown to
Montreal, where it was instrumental in saving
the patient's life.

In Austin, Texas, a 26-year-old hemophiliac
(bleeder), now studying for his Doctorate in
Biochemistry at the University of Texas, has
used hundreds of units of plasma for transfu-
sion therapy during the past few years. To
offset the cost of these transfusions-repre-
senting thousands of dollars in replacement
fees for the blood used-the patient's father,
who lives in Washington, D. C., has obtained
blood donations from scores of co-workers in
the United States Weather Bureau. The blood
was donated in the Nation's Capital and the
credits transferred to the patient's medical ac-
count in Austin.

In San Francisco, a 35-year-old physician,
received two transplanted kidneys during 1969,
both of which were subsequently rejected by
his body. The patient, who received over 40
units of blood during the surgery, is currently

MEDICAL EDUCATION
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AABB National Clearinghouse Blood Program

dependent on a kidney machine while waiting
for his third transplant. He continues to receive
transfusions of packed red blood cells to fight
anemia. One of his colleagues, learning of his
plight, appealed to the local medical society,
and another physician wrote to the patient's
former classmates pointing out the need for
blood replacements. The response was spon-
taneous and blood donations made by physi-
cians throughout the country were credited to
the patient's account.

These three patients are among thousands
who have benefited from the exchange of
blood or blood replacement credits through
the American Association of Blood Banks'
National Clearinghouse Program . . . a service
which has been called "one of the Nation's
most valuable banking systems."

Day after day, this "nationwide pipeline"
helps communities to supply lifesaving blood
of the right types and in the right amounts to
patients needing transfusions.

The program makes it possible for a person
in one part of the country to donate blood for
another person receiving transfusions, regard-
less of residence. It enables a traveler, needing
blood almost anywhere in the United States to
draw on blood credits "banked at home in
advance of need" by himself or by associates
who share the benefits of an employees' or
fraternal blood donor club plan.

Most significantly, it permits blood banks
with surpluses to lend to those with shortages
as a means of preventing outdating of whole
blood, which has a refrigerator life of only 21
days.

To conserve blood supplies-a vital national
resource-it is the responsibility of blood
banks to "care and share" . . . to keep close
watch on each day's inventory of the various
blood groups and Rh types, to borrow blood
when needed through the clearinghouse, and

to lend blood when called upon to help other
blood banks in short supply.

Nearly 6,500,000 units of blood are trans-
fused in the United States each year and the
demand for blood is growing along with its
increasing use in surgery and therapy. In spite
of the soaring need, only three per cent of
those persons eligible to donate blood actually
do so. For these reasons, the original purposes
of the National Clearinghouse Program-to
encourage voluntary blood replacements, to
keep transfusion costs at a minimum, and to
utilize available blood supplies as effectively
as possible-are more meaningful than ever.

At present, more than 800 blood banks and
drawing centers share the benefits of reci-
procity under the National Clearinghouse Pro-
gram which serves more than 3,000 hospitals
and transfusion services. During 1969, more
than 700,000 blood and blood credit exchanges
were handled through the national program.

No formal system of reciprocity existed
among blood banks prior to 1951. However,
when shortages occurred in those days, blood
was often rushed refrigerated from one blood
bank to another-a complicated procedure
which required numerous phone calls and the
need for blood banks to maintain separate ac-
counts with one another.

The idea for solving this problem was based
on out monetary clearinghouse system. Since
it was possible for a person to write a check
on a bank in one area and withdraw the money
in another, Why couldn't "paper credits" repre-
senting units of blood be exchanged in the
same way? From this germ of an idea evolved
the clearinghouse system for blood banks,
which has been patterned from its inception on
the national fiscal clearinghouse system.

Originally, nine community blood banks
joined forces in 1951 to form the California
Blood Bank System, and set up a central book-
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keeping agency-the original clearinghouse of-
fice in San Francisco-through which all trans-
actions among the participating blood banks
were channeled.

Each participating blood bank had a single
account with the clearinghouse, rather than
maintaining many separate accounts with other
blood banks. The clearinghouse had no direct
responsibility for recruiting donors, procuring
or processing blood. It functioned primarily as
a "locator" of blood, and as a bookkeeping
agency for the blood banks.

A donor in one community wishing to give
blood for a patient in another would donate a
pint of blood at his local blood bank. A paper
credit (1. 0. U.) would then be transferred
through the clearinghouse to the blood bank
supplying blood for transfusion. The blood
bank, in turn, would credit the blood replace-
ment to the patient's account, thereby cancel-
ling the replacement fee which the blood bank
charges when donor replacement cannot be ob-
tained for blood used.

The clearinghouse maintained daily records
of each bank's exchanges, balanced the ac-
counts at the end of each month, and arranged
for any necessary shipment of blood to cancel
indebtedness between the blood banks.

These same procedures were adopted when
the American Association of Blood Banks, a
voluntary organization of community and hos-
pital blood banks, initiated the National Clear-
inghouse Program in 1953.

Five District Clearinghouse Offices were
established, each serving participating blood
banks in a designated area. (Illustration) Al-
though the original District Clearinghouses
were separately incorporated, the AABB took
over ownership of all five clearinghouses by
1961, and the National Clearinghouse Office
was established in San Francisco to coordinate
the overall program.

In 1961 also, the American Association of
Blood Banks and the American National Red
Cross, which between them supply more than
80 per cent of the blood used in the United
States entered into a nationwide agreement for
the exchange of blood credits between AABB
blood banks and the Red Cross's own network
of Regional Blood Centers.

The advantages of the National Clearing-
house Program in emergencies was dramatic-
ally illustrated during the Chicago blizzard of
1967 when the program was instrumental in
averting a serious local blood shortage.

On the morning of February 1, a record 23
inch snowfall halted transportation preventing
blood donors from reaching local blood banks.
When it was learned that another seven inches
of snow was due before evening, the director
of the University of Illinois Blood Bank ap-
pealed for assistance from the AABB District
Clearinghouse in Chicago.

The appeal was relayed by the Telex com-
munication system which links the clearing-
house offices across the United States.

Within minutes, four community blood
banks in California, 2,000 miles away had
agreed to provide most of the needed units.
The blood was flown from these communities
to Los Angeles International Airport and from
Los Angeles to Chicago, where all shipments
-181 units in all-arrived by 7 p. m. and
were rushed by the Chicago Police Department
to Michael Reese Hospital for distribution.

Another example of the effectiveness of the
clearinghouse was demonstrated also during
the New York transit strike in 1966. Coupled
with the added difficulties in making normal
blood collections was the depletion of the New
York Blood Center's blood inventory due to
the long New Year holiday. A call for assis-
tance was sent out, and through the efforts of
the district clearinghouses, 572 units of blood
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were shipped from 24 blood banks in all parts
of the country.

The significance of. the National Clearing-
house Program also has grown with the ad-
vancement of surgical techniques. For example,
in 1956, Irwin Memorial Blood Bank of the
San Francisco Medical Society, supplied the
blood needed for ten open heart operations
performed that year. Today, the blood bank
provides blood for approximately 16 open
heart surgery cases a week, or over 800 cases
a year, each operation requiring from six to 15
units of fresh blood.

Although the fresh, specially processed type-
specific blood needed to prime the heart-lung
machines and to provide post-operative trans-
fusions must be obtained locally, a large pro-
portion of the patients come to the San Fran-
cisco area for surgery from communities out-
side the areas served by the blood bank. Many
come from distant States.

To encourage blood replacement, a letter is
sent by the blood bank to the patient's next-
of-kin, informing him of the replacement re-
sponsibility and giving the name of the nearest
blood procurement facility. By availing them-
selves of the services of the Clearinghouse Pro-
gram, resourceful families can help to assure
that blood will be available for others needing
it, and they may save hundreds---even thou-
sands-of dollars in replacement fees which
would otherwise be charged to the patient. ,

One such instance involved the wife of a
former official of the California State Depart-
ment of Industrial Relations, who needed 58
units of blood to control bleeding after open
heart surgery.

Although the couple had lived in California
for many years, they had moved to Washing-
ton, D. C. The patient has returned, however,
for her third heart operation at the West
Coast's famed cardiac center, Presbyterian

Hospital of Pacific Medical Center in San
Francisco.

Without the blood supplied for her locally,
the patient could not have survived.

Her husband had numerous contacts with
statewide labor and employee and professional
organizations. To obtain replacements for the
blood received by his wife, he arranged to have
announcements published in the publications
of these organizations, appeals made at mem-
bership meetings, and by word of mouth. The
response was heartwarming. Blood donations
for the patient were made at seven widely
scattered California blood banks, and credits
"deposited in advance of need" were gener-
ously released by various organizations. As a
result, replacement credits were obtained
through the Clearinghouse Program for every
one of the 58 units of blood the patient had
used.

The spirit of "caring and sharing" which is
so necessary to the success of the National
Clearinghouse Program, was demonstrated re-
cently when eleven Florida blood banks joined
in a search for rare blood needed for vascular
surgery on a 47-year-old retired manufactu-
rer's representative, in Clearwater.

The search began when the hospital ordered
six units of blood from R. E. Hunter Memorial
Blood Bank in Clearwater, to be crossmatched
and available for the surgery, scheduled the
following day. The patient was found to have
Group 0, Rh negative blood, which occurs in
one person out of 15 and in addition, antibody
studies demonstrated that he had an Fyo
(Duffy) antibody, which further limited the
number of prospective donors who could be
recruited. (Approximately 35 per cent of those
individuals having 0 negative blood have the
Fyn antibody.)

Although the patient's blood was not so rare
as to warrant a search by the Rare Donor File
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in Chicago, it was sufficiently rare that no
units could be found locally.

The blood bank's laboratory supervisor,
Mrs. Alice B. Miller, phoned the AABB South-
east District Clearinghouse in Jacksonville,
which issued an immediate appeal for com-
patible blood in the Jacksonville area and
Orlando. Mease Hospital Blood Bank at Dun-
edin, near Clearwater, screened all available
Group 0, Rh negative units and found two
compatible ones, which were shipped that
morning to Clearwater. The Community Blood
Bank and St. Anthony's Hospital Blood Bank
in St. Petersburg found three units each of the
rare blood and these, too, were promptly
shipped. The response from more distant
Florida blood banks was equally successful.
Blood Banks in Miami, Orlando, Gainesville,
West Palm Beach and Tallahassee also shipped
units. In all, 19 units of the rare blood were
made available.

Commending the teamwork of the technol-
ogists in the various blood bank laboratories,
Mrs. Miller said, "They took time from their
busy routines to do the screening test for the
Fyn antibody, which required a minimum of
30 to 60 minutes per unit. Also the blood
banks cheerfully depleted their own supplies of
hard-to-obtain 0 negative blood to share the
rare blood units needed by the Clearwater
patient.

According to physicians, the successful sur-
gery could not have been performed without
available blood.

Two AABB-sponsored programs which are
helping to conserve local blood supplies are the
Maryland Blood Exchange and the New Jersey
Blood Exchange.

The Maryland Blood Exchange, established
in 1963 at the request of pathologists in the
Baltimore area, now includes 15 participating
hospitals. From a central office, a daily inven-

tory is taken by telephone of all available blood
in these hospitals and arrangements are made
to transfer blood among them when shortages
occur. All transactions are channeled through
the Northeast District Clearinghouse in New
York. This exchange service is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week, and since its
inception has been able to move more than 12,
300 units of blood fulfilling 80 per cent of all
requests received.

The New Jersey Blood Exchange, operating
in the same manner, was established in 1965
with seven participating Passaic County hos-
pitals, and is now being coordinated through
the North Jersey Community Blood Bank Pro-
gram in cooperation with the American Asso-
ciation of Blood Banks' Northeast District
Clearinghouse Office.

The AABB National Clearinghouse Pro-
gram has continued its sponsorship of these
programs which are demonstrating their value
by preventing units of blood from outdating by
rotating them, and by saving lives as they share
blood in emergencies.

Another special program, made possible by
the AABB National Clearinghouse system, is
the National Blood Reserve program estab-
lished in 1967 by the Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, Through this program, Shriners and
their families in all parts of the country my
donate blood for the Shrine Orthopedic Hos-
pitals and Burns Institutes. A master account
of all donations is maintained by the Associa-
tion's National Clearinghouse Office, and
credits or blood are transferred as needed to
help orthopedically handicapped or badly
burned children. Since the inception of this
program, more than 3,000 blood donations
have been made for this purpose.

Through the overall National Clearinghouse
Program more than 2,000,000 blood replace-
ment credits have been exchanged to date and
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close to 1,000,000 units of blood have been
shipped nationwide to alleviate shortages or in
settlement of clearinghouse indebtedness. The
program is guided by a volunteer committee of
professionals, is self-supporting, and operates
with the total paid staff of 12 full-time and
three part-time employees. .

In addition to the exchange of blood and
blood credits, other services in the public in-
terest are carried on through the blood bank
network established under the National Clear-
inghouse system. For instance, by requiring
that banks making blood shipments under the
clearinghouse system be inspected and ac-
credited by the AABB, the National Clearing-
house Program is helping to raise the standards
of blood banks and improve the quality of
blood transfusion. By promoting the voluntary
donor concept and minimizing the need for
blood banks to turn to commercial sources, it
is helping to assure a safer, more economical
blood supply.

The potential of the AABB National Clear-
inghouse network for expediting the distribu-
tion of blood for national defense or in a na-
tional emergency has been formally recognized
by the federal government.

A Defense Mobilization Order, adopted in

April, 1967, provides that "the blood collec-
tion activities of federal agencies shall be ad-
ministered so as to make maximum efficient
use of available sources while assuring mini-
mum impact on provision of normal blood
supplies for the civilian community."

The order was a prelude to the signing, in
October, 1968, of a standby agreement be-
tween the government and the AABB for the
procurement of blood in the event of a na-
tional emergency, or if a need should arise to
recruit civilian donors to provide supplemen-
tary blood supplies for Vietnam and other
overseas military needs, now the sole respon-
sibility of military donors. A similar agreement
was made between the government and the
American Red Cross, and a joint statement of
cooperation was issued by the AABB and the
Red Cross.

Future goals of the AABB National Com-
mittee on Clearinghouse Program include work-
ing toward greater standardization of replace-
ment fees and transfusion charges, and the
development of new methods of recruiting
voluntary blood donors so that the nation's
blood-lifeline, through the National Clearing-
house Program, may render even-greater life-
saving service.
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*AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
Central Office 9 Suite 1322 30 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60602 312- 782.1977

NEWS RELEASE:

October 18, 1971 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LAUNCH PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM TO RECRUIT VOLUNTARY

BLOOD DONORS, ELIMINATE HEPATITIS RISKS

The American Association of Blood Banks (AABB), the nation's largest
voluntary organization devoted exclusively to blood banking, is launching a
massive nationwide public education program to recruit more voluntary blood
donors. A major purpose of the effort is to eliminate the high risks of
hepatitis or other infections associated with the use of blood obtained
from paid donors.

The new program was announced by Dr. William G. Battaile, AABB
President, and Mrs. Bernice M. Hemphill, AABB Treasurer, and chairman of
its National Clearinghouse Program, which was established in 1951 as the first
cooperative system for the exchange of blood and blood donor replacement
credits between blood banks throughout the United States.

"So much has been written about the bad practices associated with
paying donors that the public has a distorted picture of blood banking in
the United States," said Dr. Battaile. "We must convince people that only
they can eradicate bad practices and paid donors through volunteering to
give blood. We want to eradicate the paid donor as quickly as possible.
Paying for blood not only increases the chance of transmitting hepatitis
through transfusions, but it also discourages voluntary donations." Dr.
Battaile stated that blood is living, human tissue, and blood transfusions
in that respect were the first human tissue transplants." "If we continue
to allow for the payment for blood," he said, "we will eventually have to
put price tags on hearts, kidneys, and lungs, and permit human bodies to be
bartered to the highest bidder."

The new public information program, recently approved by the AABB
Board of Directors at its annual meeting in Chicago, will utilize communications
media and public information tools on a national, state, and local basis to
increase voluntary blood donations for the benefit of all blood banks. Donors
will be urged to give to the nonprofit blood collection facility most convenient
to them; i.e., hospital, community blood bank, or Red Cross Center.

"Currently only about 3% of the 100 million medically fit adults in
the U.S. voluntarily give blood each year," Mrs. Hemphill stated. "The
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nation's blood needs have been rising about 12% a year, and blood banks
need 7 million pints this year. We believe that this vital health need
for our people can be met on an all-volunteer basis if we achieve proper
coordination, motivation, and communication with the public," she said,
"and the AABB plans to continue to lead the way."

The AABB has created a special monetary fund, raised from charitable
contributions and membership dues, to help pay for supplies and materials
for the public education program. "We are a nonprofit organization, and
our member banks can't pay the whole bill for the nationwide program that's
needed," Mrs. Hemphill stated. "But hopefully, large advertising agencies
will volunteer manpower and guidance to support the effort which is in
the public interest."

She noted the Federal government has been a strong supporter of
encouraging the voluntary donation of blood. For the past two years the
Congress has passed a Joint Resolution to have the President proclaim
January as "National Blood Donor Month." "Giving Blood Saves Lives" was
one of the last commemorative appeals of the old U.S. Post Office Depart-
ment. The purpose of last March's special postage stamp was to encourage
more generosity from the 100 million potential blood donors.

There are two major nonprofit blood banking organizations in the
United States--the AABB with its more than 1,500 hospital and community
blood bank members, and the American National Red Cross which, among its
other activities, operates 59 regional blood centers. The two organizations,
through their members and centers, each supply about half of the blood used
in the United States that isn't purchased from commercial blood banks. The
AABB has invited the American Red Cross to participate in the new public
education program as a joint effort of the AABB and the Red Cross. Both
groups have been working cooperatively since 1960 under an interorganizational
agreement for the exchange of blood and blood replacement credits between
AABB banks and ARC centers.

The AABB also will call on government and national organizations to
help implement an effective program of public education to arouse and recruit
volunteer blood donors on a nationwide basis. Among the groups and agencies
whose help is being sought are the National Advertising Council, the American
Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, the Blue Cross
Association, the National Association of Blue Shield Plans, and the Health
Insurance Council.

# # #
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Mr. ROSTFNKOWSKT. Thank you Dr. Battaile and Mrs. Hlemphill
for a very informative statement.

Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCITNEBErLT. I have no questions.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you.
Mrs. H kEMPTLY,. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Prof. Robert Mahoney, would you identify

yourself for the record and then proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. MAHONEY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
BIOLOGY, SKIDMORE COLLEGE, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y.

Professor MAHONEY. My name is Robert P. Mahoney, and I am an
associate professor of biology, at Skidmore College, in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. I appear here today as a concerned citizen and tax-
payer and I appreciate the opportunity to speak before you today on
H.R. 853, which proposes to allow blood donations to be considered
as charitable contributions deductible from gross income.

I am asking that the written statement that I have already supplied
you be entered into the record and also that the extemporaneous re-
marks which I am about to make be recorded as well.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSIu. Without objection, so ordered.
(The complete statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF I)R. ROBERT P. IIAILONEY, AsSOCTATL. PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY,
SKIDMORE COLLEGE, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y.

SUMMARY

I favor HR 853 which would allow "that blood donations shall be considered as
charitable contributions deductible from gross Income."

Volunteer giving of blood is currently classified as a "service donated" rather
than a gift of "property," and I believe this is wrong.

The IRS tax law is contradictory-If you sell blood to a commercial blood
bank, you must claim the proceeds as taxable Income, and yet, when you give
the blood to a non-profit organization, the blood has no deductible value.

A tax deduction for blood donations could serve as a meaningful donor moti-
vator to get many non-participating but potential donors to become regular
contributors.

Donor motivation studies appear to have questioned only those individuals
who are already participating-those who already have a commitment. It might
be helpful to have a psychological study (motivation study) on individuals who
have never volunteered to give blood.

The danger of hepatitis is much less from volunteer blood than from com-
mercial blood. ,I believe HR 853, if passed, would decrease our dependence on
commercial blood (Judas Medicine).

Historically, the Red Cross and the Treasury Department have been against
the idea of tax deductions for volunteer blood donations.

The proposed allowed deduction of $25 a pint, not to exceed $125 a year in
an individual is a modest sum and would not result in a substantial loss of
revenue.

HR 853 and increased volunteer blood donations would help relieve the suffer-
ing of hemophiliacs.

The late Representative John E. Fogarty of Rhode Island, who is well re-
membered for his Interest in medicine, introduced a similar bill In 1962.

UNREALISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF BLOOD DONATIONS

My interest in this issue dates back to December of 1968 when, in conjunction
with instituting volunteer blood drives on the Skidmore College campus, I
became aware of the position taken by the Internal Revenue Service as regards
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the classification of blood donations. The IRS does not allow deductions for
Volunteer giving of blood as they consider this a "service donated" rather than
a gift of "property." This position dates back to the 1939 Internal Revenue Code
and a 1920 Office Decision OD712, CB3, 188. Thus, blood donations have been
classified as non-deductible, along with a carpenter's time to construct a civil
defense observation post, and a radio station's providing free air time for reli-
gious and public affairs programs. Surely this is an unrealistic grouping of
markedly dissimilar items!

Too, the position long held by the IRS on bloodd donations and t.Ix deduction
is )latantly contradictory, for uniquely-

The IRS holds that if one sells blood, he or she must claim as taxable income
monies received from such sale, and yet, when one voluntarily gives the
blood to a non-profit organization, such as the Red Cross, the blood has no
deductible value!

(However, blood purchased from a private blood )ank and then donated is
allowed as a deductible contribution.)

The Koch bill, 1IIR 853, stands to correct this contradictory and unjust posi-
tion by amending the Internal Revenue Code "to provi(le that blood donations
shall be considered as charitable contributions (and thus) deductible from
gross income."

is "YOUR" BLOOD YOUR PROPERTY?

Surely the blood pulsing through our arteries and veins belongs to the body
(the individual) which produced this substance and serves as its living vessel!
This life-supporting fluid Is synthesized by the individual at his or her expense,
and yet when he or she chooses to contribute this tangible, physical property,
it becomes a "service donated." It does not seem unreasonable to me that we
question the sanctity of an Office Decision (01) 712) which was made more than
50 years ago!

Also, if Mr. Joe Thomas, a resident of the state of Michigan, who se.ls his
rare high concentrate anti-Lewis B blood for as much as $40,000 a year must,
by law, pay taxes on sale of his property, then those who willingly give their
blood to no-profit organizations should be allowed to legally consider their
donations "charitable contributions."

DONOR MOTIVATION

While HR 853 is laudible alone for what technical wrong it stands to correct,
I believe a far more important benefit to humanity is possible with the aid of
this bill. I believe that passage of this bill might serve as a new, meaningful
incentive to encourage more of the potential volunteer donor population to
become regular blood donors. Indeed: I am optimistic that the allowance of
a tax deduction will help to solve the prol)lem of chronic shortages of quality
transfusable human blood.

A study on "The Motivations of Blood Donors" by Perry London and Bernice
M. Hemphill (Transfusion 5:559-568, 1965), revealed that of the 5581 donors
sampled, 62 per cent were in the middle income range. This becomes more mean-
ingful when one considers the some 36 million Federal income tax return,; were
filed with itemized deductions in 1969! Regretfully, only three per cent of the
potential donor population now donates blood, and this means a great depend-
ence on questionable quality commercial blood.

To the best of my knowledge, no psychological study has ever been made where
non-donors were questioned as to why they have never donated blood or what
factors might cause them to l)ecome blood donors. All donor motivation studies
appear to have used as subjects those individuals who have given blood, and
these people already have some commitment (replacement, humanitarian, rela-
tive needs transfusion, etc.), so that past studies are of little value in predicting
the possible effectiveness of the tax deduction as a motivator.

COMMERCIAL BLOOD AND HEPATITIS

This tax deduction allowance has the added advantage of not appealing to
those seeking on-the-spot cash (winos, dope addicts), for the tax benefit would
not become available until income tax filing time in the year following that in
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which the blood was donated. Too, an increase in volunteer blood donations will
decrease society's dependence on commercial blood, where the incidence of
hepatitis is 10 times that of non-profit blood.

The importance of nonprofit blood in the scheme of general health care was
correctly stated in an editorial "The Judas Medicine" which appeared in the
New York Times on February 22, 1971. The Times stated that "the annual toll of
sickness and death from serum hepatitis in this country could be drastically
reduced if all blood transfusions were performed with volunteered blood." It is
estimated that at least 3000 patients die each year from hepatitis contracted by
transfusions of infected blood. An alteration of the Internal Revenue Code, such
as is suggested by H.R. 853, could conceivable stimulate greater awareness and
involvement by the public, with the resultant yield of more, quality volunteer
blood.

POSITION OF THE RED CROSS

While the American National Red Cross has been cool to the idea of a tax
deduction for volunteer blood donations, I find it hard to accept the logic behind
their thinking. Red Cross Vice-President Frederic S. Laise stated (1/31/69) the
fear that "Red Cross could be accused, for example, of discrimination by individ-
uals unable to meet (our) medical criteria, but desirous of earning tax exemp-
tion." That fear would appear to me to be largely unfounded, for as with any
charitable contribution, tm donor must have only the desire to be charitable, but
the means to do so, whether those means be money, skilled labor, executive abil-
ity, or any number of other possibilities. Since anybody who can pass standard
and universally respected standards for donors may contribute, there seems lit-
tle chance that anyone would rebard such health precautions as prejudicial.

POSITION OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

The position of the Treasury Department oil this issue has been that "on the
basis of general tax )rinciples, it would be difficult to justify the allowance of a
deduction for blood donations . . . (and) these concessions would bring about a
major shift in the distribution of tax burdens and would involve a substantial
loss of revenue.

It is frustrating to have the Internal Revenue Service stand in the way of this
blood and tax suggestion which is intended to benefit all people, and yet realize
that the IRS has been willing to be quite generous with public money to a priv-
ileged few. Thus, research and background reading revealed to me that the IRS
issue(] Revenue Ruling 64-224, oil August 17, 1964, which allowed deductions of
fines levied as treble damage payments for antitrust violations! I doubt very
much that a $25 tax deduction for a donation of a pint of blood would cause a
"major shift" in the distribution of tax burdens or a "substantial loss of
revenue."

HELP FOR HEMOPHILIAOS

It is evident that some new approach to donor motivation is required; the
needs of the future can scarcely be fulfilled by methods which have hitherto not
provided adequate supplies. Population pressures and medical advances indicate
a continuing, heavier demand for blood. Indeed, only this past year The National
Hemophilia Foundation announced that a prophylactic regimen of intravenous
injection of a lyophilized cryoprecipitate had become available for those who
could afford the $22,000 per year cost. Imagine, prophylactic treatment of hemo-
philia is a possibility if only enough volunteer blood could be obtained! Pres-
ently, it is estimated that 100 of the approximately 100,000 hemophiliacs in the
United States are receiving this treatment.

URGE PASSAGE OF H.R. 853

I urge the Committee to take affirmative action on H.R. 853, to correct the in-
justice of the present tax law, and to correct the situation whereby a mere tech-
nicality of classification (calling blood donations a "service" rather than of "gift
of property") is all that prevents this humanitarian proposal from aiding the
blood donation program.

Finally, while you consider this bill and the more complex National Health In-
surance Proposals, I urge you to recall the late Representative John E. Fogarty.
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of Rhode Island, who always championed the cause of medicine. Some time after
I had suggested the idea to Representative Koch, I became aware that Mr.
Fogarty had introduced a similar bill during the second Session of the 87th Con-
gress on August 15, 1962! Thus in addition to the reasons previously cited,
passage of this bill would be a fitting memorial to the late Representative
Fogarty.

Professor "IA~rONEY. Thank you.
,My involvement with this i)roblem dates back 3 years to the time

when I was trying to establish volunteer blood donation programs on
the Skidmore College campus and I became aware of the problem of
donor motivation. It wasn't difficult to motivate the students. They are
very idealistic and very readily motivated to help their fellow man, to
really show their love for their fellow man.

Then I became aware of the larger problem of donor motivation on a
national level. So I thought that, perhaps, a tax deduction incentive
would be a good motivator, really meaningful motivator. When I
went and studied the tax laws, I was amazed to find that one could
not deduct the value of a, pint of blood donated to a nonprofit organi-
zation as this blood was considered a "service donated" rather than a
gift of one's "property."

So I suggested to Representative Edward Koch of the 17th Con-
gressional District of New York that this would be a legislative matter
if one wanted to correct this. Thus to correct the situation one would
need legislation to say that from this day forward blood donations to
nonprofit organizations should be considered as charitable contribu-
tions and thus deductible from gross income.

In fact, the IRS on this is to me blatantly contradictory in that if
one sells blood, one must claim as taxable income moneys obtained
from the sale of one's blood and yet when one gives blood, the same
blood has no deductible value. How can this be two things at the same
time?

It is surely one's property which is pulsing through one's arteries
and veins. It is synthesized by the individual at his expense or her
expense. It certainly is his or her property. So that is why I asked
Representative Koch to introduce this bill. Too, I do think that this
would be a meaningful donor motivator. I am interested, however,
also in correcting what I think is this injustice of the Internal Reve-
nue Service law and so the bill is before the House Ways and Means
Committee now.

That the tax deduction allowance would be a meaningful motiva-
tor, I believe, is evident in the fact that according to one study, ap-
proximately 62 percent of nonprofit blood was donated by middle-
income individuals, and we realize there were 36 million Federal in-
come tax forms filed with itemized deductions in 1969. Thus, there is a
large pool of middle-income people whom we could draw upon for
these noprofit donations.

These are people who are concerned with having good health. They
are not the commercial donors who were alluded to in the previous
testimony (of Hemphill and Battaile), and we would agree that com-
mercial blood is very dangerous. The estimate given, of 10 to 12 times
the danger of contracting hepatitis from commercial blood, is con-
servative.
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It was stated in the New York Times yesterday, October 27, that 15
times is more nearly the correct figure.

I would also like to just recount to the committee a case where a
physician in New York. Dr. Howard Rusk. who formely wrote for
the Times, described in the December 21, 1969, issue of the Times, his
exp rience with a commercial blood donor.

He fell in step with a fellow, who was walking, T believe, along 14th
Street. The fellow told him he was on the way to sell blood "to get
money to buy a gallon of cheap wine." and Dr. Rush asked him, "How
often'do youi sell blood ?" And the fellow gave him a figure.

Dr. Rusk stated, "Don't they check up on your social security num-
ber?" and the fellow said, "Yes." And he pulled out nine social se-
curity cards.

Dr. Rusk said, "Don't you feel poorly from too frequent selling of
your blood ?" And the fellow said, "When he did he went to the hos-
pital and they gave him a blood transfusion."

Here is a guy who is, perhaps, a walking hepatitis bomb, who will
sell blood that may be passed on to a hospital. There is no chance to
check on where the blood came from. The fellow selling his blood,
laden with hepatitis, is getting good quality blood in return.

That is what we are up against right now, in reliance upon commer-
cial blood (probably free if he is indigent).

I think that a proper allowance-it is just correcting a technical
wrong, is not asking for any great kindness. Tf this wrong is corrected,
and blood donations are allowed as charitable contributions, we would
increase both the quantity and quality of the blood available to the
American public.

I would like to point out also a quote from something which Dr.
Garrett Allen of the Stanford University Medical School had to say.
He said: "That approximately 90 percent of all of the outbreaks of
hepatitis are from commercial blood." And he further pointed out that
this causes a hospitalization of the people who get the blood, of ap-
proximately 450,000 days. Now, that is 1,232 years, and it also is, at $50
a day, hospital day, just for the bed, $22.5 million.

So I agree with the previous witnesses on this, that we should not
pay for blood under national health insurance programs. I got the
analysis of the health insurance proposals introduced in the 92d Con-
gress only last Friday. and the only one that I was able to really find
this spelled out specifically on was H.R. 4960, the Fulton-Broyhill bill,
where 'it said that under catastrophic benefits, blood in excess of 3
pints would be paid for.

I think that what this would do, the effect would be anomalous in
that you are trying to solve one health problem and you are going to
create a much more serious health problem.

I would also state that the insurance coverage for blood gives the
public a false sense of security. They think that because there is this
insurance policy covering them, they are guaranteed blood. They are
not! The money may be there, but the good quality blood that is re-
quired to keep them alive certainly is not guaranteed to be there. And
this is certainly pointed out by the previous witnesses, as well.

Blood needs are increasing. There is increased surgery. The hemo-
philiacs are in desperate need of treatment. There is a new prophy-
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lactic regimen for hemophilia. It is a concentrated material which is
available, and the cost is $22,000 a year for the 100 out of approxi-
mately 100,000 hemophiliacs in the United States who can afford it.

Now, if there were enough voluntary blood given, perhaps more of
the hemophiliacs would be able to get onto this sort of treatment.

Blood is needed for cancer and leukemia patients, of that there is
no question.
Only in yesterday's Washington Evening Star (Oct. 27, 1971),

District Delegate Walter E. Fauntroy pointed out the sickle cell
crisis which is )ow perhaps coming to the forefront, that the blacks
have this problem, and it is a very painful, excruciating problem. One
of the new treatments for it in the, last couple of years has been partial
exchange transfusion, and the results have been a great lessening of
the pain (M. Kaplan, NE. J. of Medicine 28.4: 138-82, 1971).

Now, for those who say that this would serve as an incentive, and
they are against incentives, I say this is just giving to the individual
what is his or her due-that he or she is making this charitable con-
tribution and deserves to be allowed to take a tax deduction for it.

As regards incentives, I would point out that many incentives have
been given% and I will quote from the New York Times of October 30,1966, Dr. E. A. lreskin, then the president of the American Associa-

tion of Blood Banks. He states, in Los Angeles, at the time:
The shortage of blood in some parts of the country, particularly the East

Coast, was so acute that blood banks offered trading stamps and tickets to
movies or baseball ganies as inducements to give blood.

Weekend passes have )een offered to the military to e-courage them
to give blood. In my home community, the Saratoga Performing Arts
Center gives tickets to a, ballet once a year, to try to encourage people
to give blood.

I would like to make it clear that it is not the Red Cross which is
giving the incentive. It is whichever organization is sponsoring the
particular blood drive at the time.

And I would further like to quote from Dr. Dreskin in a July 18,
1969, letter to me. He said that the "proposal to promote blood dona-
tions by means of an income tax credit could be of great value in pro-
moting, blood donations."

I think that. if you have this kind of incentive for individuals, you
would get more quality blood, and there would be less dependence upon
commercial blood.

As a concluding statement, I would say that this bill deserves your
very serious consideration for the reasons I have cited, and also because
a bill similar to it was introduced in 1962 by the late great Repre-
sentative John Fogarty of Rhode Island. I didn't know that until I
did considerable research on this, and as you all know, I am sure, Mr.
Fogarty was a great friend of medicine and health.

Thank you, and I would be pleased to answer any questions you
might have.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. No questions.
Thank you.
Dr. August Groeschel? [No response.]
Bernard I. Diamond ?
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STATEMENT OF BERNARD I. DIAMOND, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMENT
AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS COUNCIL, AMERICAN ASSOCIA-
TION OF BIOANALYSTS; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD HOLZ-
WARTH, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

Mir. RosTE,lowsKI. Would you identify yourself?
Mr. )IAMoND. I am Bernaid I. Diamond, accompanied by Richard

Ifolzwarth, immediate past president of our organization.
We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on National

Health Insurance legislation.
I am a bioanalyst, director of Biomedical Laboratories, an inde-

pendent bioanalytical laboratory in King of Prussia, Pa. I am chair-
man of the committee on governmental and professional relations of
the American Association of Bioanalysts, which is affiliated with the
American Institute of Biological Sciences and the American Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science.

Mr. Richard Ilolzwarth, accompanying me, is immediate past presi-
dent of our organization and director, Eastern t-ills Laboratories,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

We appear before you at the request of and representing the follow-
ing organizations:

The American Association of Bioanalysts.
The Arizona Medical Laboratory Association.
The California Association of Bioanalysts.
The Connecticut Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Florida Association of Medical Laboratories.
The Illinois Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Maryland Association of Bioanalysts.
The Massachusets Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Michigan Association of Bioanalysts.
The New Jersey Association of Clinical Laboratory Directors.
The New York State Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The New York State Chapter, American Association of Bioanalysts.
The Ohio Association of Bioanalysts.
The Oklahoma Association of Bioanalysts.
The Oregon Association of Independent Laboratories.
The Pennsylvania Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The Rhode Island Association of Clinical Laboratories.
The membership of the American Association of Bioanalysts is

composed of individuals who have devoted their talents to the direc-
tion and application of the life sciences to clinical laboratory analyses,
those who teach such curricula, and those who hold similar commis-
sions in the armed services or governmental laboratories.

We were privileged to appear before Chairman Mills, in March
of 1967, during committee hearings on the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1967, related to the participation of the independent labora-
tory under medicare. Your committee at that time aided in the es-
tablishment of improved standards of laboratory performance fo'r the
citizens of this country. Bioanalysts are certain of your continuing
desire to provide quality laboratory services in the future. We offer
every assistance in implementing the best health services delivery
system available.
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In passing, we may also note our formal presentations on indepen-
dent laboratory matters in 1965 and 1967 before the Senate Committee
on Finance; in June 1967 before the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce; and in Se)tember 1967 before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public el fare.

PRESENT STATUS OF 11EALTI[ CARE

A review of many bills for national health insurance indicates that:
(a) The provision and delivery of quality health services is of criti-

cal importance, and of the highest national priority.
(b) Present programs do not provide for continuing, efficient, com-

priehensive, low-cost health services to all citizens.
(c) There is not adequate emphasis on preventive medicine. There

must be maintenance of good health, rather than the more expensive al-
ternative treatment of illness.

(d) The physician must retain the right to order tests he deems medi-
cally necessary. He and his patient must have, free choice of quali-
fied, available laboratory facilities.

(e) A way must be found to provide services outside the hospital,
where medically indicated, as a less expensive alternative to inhospital
care. While the delivery of high-quality laboratory services is not the
largest sector of health care cost, it is, in our opinion, a significant part
of the physician's armamentarium in diagnosing and treating his
patient.

FEDERAL AND STATE LEGISLATION

As recently as 1965, there were relatively few States with laboratory
licensing laws. At present, approximately 22 States have some form
of laboratory legislation. A recent summary available from the Center
for Disease Control indicates that approximately 100 bills have been
introduced in the various State legislatures for the purpose of estab-
lishing quality standards in personnel, facilities, and laboratory per-
formance. The Federal Government under the medicare law and the
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 has set very high
standards for clinical laboratory operations.

Bioanalysts in every State have made significant contributions in
raising the quality of laboratory services to the citizens of the United
States.

We recommond that representatives of the independent labora-
tories--both physicians and nonphysicians-be invited, at the outset,
and set after the fact, to participate in the deliberations of ad hoc and
advisory committees which will draw up the rules and regulations
which carry out congressional intent with respect to health security.
We welcome the opportunity to serve in this capacity with other
professionals and with consumer and community representatives.

THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT LABORATORY

Independent laboratories are fully integrated into the health serv-
ices system, and provide services to physicians, hospitals, nursing
homes, extended care facilities, Veterans' Administration facilities,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, the Armed Forces, private insur-
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ance companies, and innumeral)le health and welfare agencies. All of
these rely upon the testing and home visit services of independent
laboratories.

In many States, licensed, certified, or approved laboratories #re
classified ais community health facilities, and are undertaking public
health duties which have previously burdened State health laboratory
facilities. These involve broad ecologic relationships of the human and
his environment.

We recommend that there should be due consideration in any na-
tional health security program for the expanded role of the commun-
ity laboratory provider of health services in full participation with
thie State public health laboratories. With the State tax dollar already
overburdened, it is logical to expect the independent laboratory to
provide new services.

We recommend further that Congress implement the earned right
of the independent laboratory to continue to provide reimbursable
services under whatever new system the Congress develops.

EQUALITY OF APPLIED STANDARDS

As of this moment, only independent laboratories are subject to the
stringent Federal standard of medicare and the interstate laws in
terms of personnel qualifications, onsite inspections, compulsory pro-
ficiency testing, and adequacy of facilities.

The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council, in its first report
to Congress, made note of a "double standard" where hospital labo-
ratories and doctors' office laboratories are not under equal control.

We are pleased to report that HEW has developed medicare hospital
laboratory standards which will appear in the Federal Register some
time next, year.

The doctors' office laboratories continue to operate under no con-
straint of Federal or State control.

We recommend that under any new system of health services, the
same standards apply to all who perform laboratory tests and who are
reimbursed for such services by any governmental or private health
insurance program. Consistent with that recommendation, we rec-
ommend that the Congress consider the following amendatory
legislation:

Following the words, "No diagnostic tests performed in any labo-
ratory," after subparagraph (g) of section 1861 (s), of title XVIII,
Public Law 89-97, page 37, strike out the following: "which is inde-
pendent of a physician's office-".

CLARIFICATION OF TIlE TERM1 LABORATORY

Since the development of the conditions for participation for inde-
pendent laboratories under medicare, in 1965, the term "independent
laboratories not associated with hospitals or doctors' offices. In review-
ing current legislation, we note use of the terms, "diagnostic labora-
tory" services, "pathology laboratory" services, and occasionally,
"laboratory" services. Bioanalysts may construe some of these desig-
nations as restrictive and discriminatory.
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We recommend that in all legislative language, the term "labo:'a'ory
services" be routinely used to cover all qualified facilities and person-
nel in the respective laboratory disciplines.

DECREASE) COSTS OF INDEPENI)ENT LABORATORY SERVICES

Independent laboratories do not receive or request public funds and
grants for e(luipment and facilities. They are taxpaying organiza-
tions and therefore carry their fair share nf the burden of government.

In spite of the economic and competitive disadvantages imposed
upon a majority of our members, as compared to the hospital labora-
tory facilities which under medicare could purchase expensive equip-
ment and apportion the cost to medicare and other carriers, the
independent laboratory was able to lower prices in the marketplace.
Hospital laboratory fees, on the other hand, increased steadily with
the retention of a captive (patient) market.

Many independent laboratories have instituted advanced systems
for cost control, management, automated analysis, and electronic data
processing. Much more data is available to the doctor today for the
patient's test dollar than was available 10, or even 5, years ago.

We recommend that every effort should be expended by Congress
to insure fair competition in the marketplace. The independent labo-
ratory director is confident of his ability to provide quality service
at reasonable cost.

THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

The Social Security Amendments of 1971, and the numerous House
and Senate bills on health security, promote the development of health
maintenance organizations (HMO) as a less expensive alternative
to our present system.

We believe there is great potential in this approach. In developing
the HMO concept, attention should be directed to:

1. Providing comprehensive prevention of specific disease, the early
detection of persons at special health risk, the treatment of active dis-
orders, the maintenance of optimum status in long-term conditions,
and the rehabilitation of the disabled.

2. All the above fully accessible to all, when and where they re-
quire services.

3. The benefit package should include out-of-hospital testing, multi.
phasic screening procedures, together with physician-ordered labora-
tory studies.

4. Significant emphasis must be placed on outpatient care in nurs-
ing homes, rehabilitation centers, and extended' care facilities.

5. The HMO must be publicly accountable and should have on its
governing boards consumer and community representatives.

6. The HMO must be subject to ongoing quality control at all
levels: Services, costs, and management.

7. The HMO must utilize the full range of manpower available in
the community.

We recommend that Congress take note of the many presently ex-
isting laboratory facilities, so that HMO's will not needlessly expend
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taxpayers' funds in the planning and developing of new laboratory
facilities where qualified facilities already exist. We recommend fur-
ther that the 1MO decisionmaking bodies include representatives
of the independent laboratory.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The rapidly moving front of laboratory technology has doubled
the number of tests performed in the last 5 years. This number will
probably double again in less than 5 more years. New systems of
analysis, new tests, computerization of data, have created many new
problems for all levels of laboratory personnel.

It is essential that programs and grants in continuing education
be. developed, not only for those presently licensed in the fields, but
also for those supportive personnel whose number is legion, and with-
out whom the laboratory could not operate. There must be full explor-
ation of State and/or Federal licensing, means for vertical mobility
of degreed and nondegreed personnel, and development of equivalency
examinations at, all levels, to meet the demands of the next decade.

We recommend that Congress insure the continuing participation
of all interested groups in the important deliberations which have
already been initiated in the above area, a participation which the
bioanalyst has earned through his service in the laboratory field.

CONCLUSION

We join Chairman Mills, members of this committee, the Congress,
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in their efforts
to provide a comprehentve, low-cost, high-quality system of health
care to all citizens of this great country. We join all members of the
health team in our deep concern foi" the health and safety of the
public. Thank you.

Mr. ROSTE\NIowsI. Thank you, Mr. Diamond.
Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Mr. Diamond, welcome to this committee, I am

particularly interested in the specific recommendations that you make.
It is quite obvious that your group, your association, has much to offer
in this very broad analysis that we are trying to make.

Do you feel that these community health planning groups could be
effective in trying to avoid duplication between your services and the
hospital laboratories et cetera? It seems that you put quite a bit of
emphasis on this, and it seems to me that some group has to be
established to make this determination.

Mr. DIAMIOND. I certainly would agree with you, Mr. Schneebeli,
there is no question what the hospitals' contribution needs to be in
the program. As you probably know, there are many hospitals of 200
beds and under, that are presently discussing the possibility of outside
laboratory services providing the total service.

Yes; we feel that we have a right to sit in on these comprehensive
planning groups, and this is part of the thing we are asking Congress
to insure for us.
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Mr. SCIiNEEBELT. I agree with you. Thank you very much for your
splendid statement.

Mr. DIAMONX). Thank you very much.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Diamond.
Arthur Sherman ?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR SHERMAN, Ph. D., PRESIDENT, MEDICAL
DIAGNOSTIC CENTERS, NORRISTOWN, PA.

SUMMARY

Multiphasic Health Screening is a new approach to the delivery of health
services using automation and paramedical personnel. With proper organization
of the system a superior health examination can be carried out less expensively
and more conveniently. Many physicians view this new approach with con-
cern, but with exposure tend to find it acceptable.

One major application for this service is for Outpatient Diagnostic workups.
Substantial barriers exist limiting its use, but there should be lowered with
a new National Health Insurance program.

The second use for this service is in conjunction with the routine annual phy-
sical. Although this should be the cornerstone of a Preventive Medicine sys-
tem, to date this is happening to only a limited degree. Again, National Health
Insurance should encourage the routine physical examination to assess health
and prevent disease.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Dr. Sherman, would you identify yourself for
the record, please, and then proceed with your testimony.

Dr. SHERMAN. Dr. Arthur Sherman, president of the Medical Diag-
nostic Centers, in Norristown, Pa.

Sir, Iwould like to read the comments, if I may, and then add some
extemporaneous remarks.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. You may do so.
Dr. SHERMAN. Thank you.

MULTIPHASIC SCREENING-OUTPATIENT SERVICES USING PARAMEDICAL
PERSONNEL

For many years now, the medical service industry has operated as
a "cottage industry"; the physician has functioned as an individual
entrepreneur, and all aspects of the delivery of medical service has
revolved around this fact. I believe that this is a major reason why
systematic approaches to the delivery of medical services as well as
the extended use of paramedical personnel have been slow to be
developed.

Today this "cottage industry" system is faced with an inflationary
crisis, and will continue to be, until new approaches can be developed
and implemented. The danger is that new approaches can be de-
veloped, but if they are not implemented correctly they will amount
to no more than a repackaging of the existing cumbersome system.

Along with other organizations around the country, we have been
operating a multiphasic health screening center for some time now.
The original work in this area has been done by the Kaiser health
plan in California, and our operation is similar to theirs in principle.
An individual can contact us for an appointment, provided there is
a physician to whom the results of the examination may be sent. The
individual then arrives at our facility for an hour and a half visit.
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During this time, registered nurses and technicians obtain a medical
history and carry out tests on his eyes, hearing, lung capacity, heart,
chest (X-ray), and blood and urine.

Our experience has been that people find this to be quite pleasant
and convenient. After all data has been processed, a report is mailed
several days later to the individual's personal physician, and he is en-
couraged to make an appointment to complete the physical
examination.

PARAMEDICAL OPERATION

The key to carrying out a program such as ours is that there is no
need for a, physician to lay hands on the person being screened. At the
same time, the examination is of excellent medical quality. This seem-
ingly contradictory situation is achieved in the following way. First
of all, we have a medical advisory board which reviews our medical
protocol from time to time. Our present board is listed below, and I
would note that they are a distinguished and responsible group:

Thomas Clark, M.D., medical director, All Saints Hospital, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. ;

Robert Corley, M.D., specialist, internal medicine and cardiology,
Charlotte, N.C.;

Stanlev Gottlieb, M.D., medical director, General Electric Co., Mis-
sile and Space Center, Valley Forge, Pa.;

Johannes Ipsen, M.D., professor of epidemiology and medical sta-
tistics, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia,
Pa.;

Arthur D. Nelson, M.D. associate vice president, Temple University
Health Sciences Center, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Robert Ravdin, M.D., professor of surgical research, School of Med-
icine, University of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Frank Tometta, M.D., chief of anesthesiology, Montgomery Hospi-
tal, Norristown, Pa.;

Manrico Troncelliti, M.D., attending surgeon, Sacred Heart Hos-
I)ital, Norristown, Pa.

Second, we have a group of medical consultants that help us train
our paramedical personnel and are available for any problems that
arise in their own specialty. These men are all board certified in their
specialties.

"Finally, after a person has gone through the multiphasic process,
his electrocardiogram is read by a cardiologist, his chest X-ray is
read by a radiologist, and his blood and urine are analyzed in our own
laboratory, which has a pathologist as codirector.

When all of the data have been collected, they are computer-
processed and compared to normal-abnormal ranges obtained from a
number of sources. Any out-of-range values are noted. Then, when the
computer report has been prepared, our medical director, Salvatore C.
Carfagno, M.D., a board certified internist, reviews it and correlates
all aspects of the examination and includes his comments. Then the
entire report, is forwarded to the family doctor.

Again, no physician has seen this individual as part of our multi-
phasic screening examination. All of the work has been done by para-
medicals. Yet a very thorough examination has been achieved.
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IN'TERFACE WITH EXISTING MEI)ICAL PRACTICE

Most physicians in the I)elaware Valley operate in solo l)ractice, so
most of the people we see return to their private family doctor for the
completion of tle examination. In general, relatively few physicians
make direct referrals.

This is evidently caused by the conservative nature of this group, and
the caution with which they embrace new approaches. Also, anything
which is not plhysician-owned is viewed with suspicion. Of course, we
(to in general make their job much easier, but this fact has not as yet
overbalanced the object ions.

Of those physicians who see people that have chosen to go through
our system on their own initiative, many are quite negative at first.
Apparently, they object to any other organization seeing their
patient. Vith time, this response has moderated, and most physicians
that are familiar with our work are accepting it for what it is.

OUTPATIENT DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE

There are two ways to make use of the multiphasic service described
above. One has been published widely; that is, the annual routine
physical. The second is as an outpatient diagnostic service, and I would
like to say a few words about this.

Outpatient diagnostic services are traditionally available either in a
physician's office or in the outpatient department of a hospital. In
either case, the costs are high and the inconvenience is considerable.
Using the multiphasic approach with paramedicals, we find ourselves
able to provide the routine diagnostic services, that is, chest X-rays,
electrocardiograms, laboratory analysis, at much lower cost and with
far more convenience.

For example, a patient referred to us by a physician for a diagnostic
workup is put through the same complete multiphasic program de-
scribed earlier, at a cost of only $50. The visit is to one location only,
and takes an hour ad a half.

As well, many additional procedures are carried out beyond the
chest X-ray, the electrocardiogram, and the laboratory analysis. If
just these three were done in the traditional way, the coust would
exceed $50, and the inconvenience would be considerable.

The basic difficulty in providing this service as an outpatient diag-
nostic service is that we are neither a physician (where Blue Shield
might pay) or a hospital (where Blue Cross would pay). Therefore,
in most cases, the health insurance carrier will not reimburse us for
these services, apparently preferring that they continue to be pro-
vided by the present expensive, inefficient, and inconvenient system.

For example, medicare will not reimburse us for a diagnostic chest
X-ray although our equipment is modern, and our procedures are
controlled by a broad certified radiologist. I understand, however,
that if our X-ray facility were portable, such reimbursement would
be acceptable. This is just one example of the patchwork nature of
the present system. As far as Blue Cross is concerned in the Delaware
Valley, all approaches have failed and they will not reimburse us for
any of our services.
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It makes no sense to deny payment for such valid services, especially
when hospitalization for diagnostic workups can be avoided. I am
encouraged to see that many of the proposals for national health
insurance would include payment for such services.

PREVENTIVE MMDIOIN

Most decisions relative to multiphasic screening has considered its
ability to make the routine annual physical possible for large num-
bers of people. There simply would not be enough physicians avail-
able if we attempted to examine all adults annually. If one questions
the value of multi phasic screening on a routine basis, then we are
questioning, in reality, the value of routine physical examinations.
Clearly, if routine examinations are done, we will find much unde-
tected or a symptomatic disease. Many of these people, if left un-
attended, would end up in a hospital bed when the disease becomes
serious enough to be evident.

Therefore, money will be saved by reducing hospitalization costs
more than offsetting the cost of these examinations (preliminary sta-
tistical evidence of the reduction in hospitalization has been published
recently by Dr. Collen of Kaiser at the October 11, 1971, annual meet-
ing of the American Public Health Association).

I might interject that I have a copy of the paper, and I can leave
it for the committee files.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Without objection, so ordered.
Dr. SHERMAN. Since such a program of annual physicals will save

money if done in the way we suggest, I think any national health in-
surance program should allow reimbursement for such examinations.
In this way people would be encouraged to practice preventive medi-
cine and maintain good health.

Another program which is bein actively promoted by HEW are
health maintenance organizations. By their very name, and certainly
with the concept behind them, one would assume that all such organi-
zations would have a program of annual multiphasic examinations.
In my limited experience, such does not seem to be the case. Even
within Kaiser, not all facilities include multiphasic services. This sit-
uation appears to exist as a consequence of the attitude of the individ-
ual HMO medical group. As I noted earlier, physicians have generally
been cool to this type of service.

It would seem to me that any HMO being organized with Federal
funds should be required to establish an active preventive medicine
program and include multiphasic services as part of this program.

Thank you. I want to add just a brief comment. If we would truly
like to implement preventive medicine in this country and set up our
health care system on a long-range basis, what we really ought to be
doing is screening children.

We have begun a program of this on our own in Norristown, and
it is quite feasible to do a very careful, thorough examination on chil-
dren all the way down to the infant-on children from zero to 6.

This can be done efficiently, it can be done with paramedicals, and
in reality it ought to be compulsory. In this country, if we had such
a compulsory examination on these children, so many of the medical
problems we have today would not exist.
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Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you.
Mr. Betts will inquire.
Mr. BETTS. ,Just, one question, doctor.
Are the persons who perform the services in your groups-are the

services such that they have to be licensed by the State, or are licensed?
Dr. SHERMAN. No; the services they provide do not generally re-

quire licensure. We do, however, use registered nurses, and on occa-
sion, a trained technician for X-ray, for example, but by and large
they are registered nurses.

Mr. BET's. Are the paramedics ever retired service corpsmen?
Dr. SHERMAN. This would be an excellent source of paramedicals.

We have not pursued that at this time, but we have very much got it
in mind.

Mr. BETTS. I was wondering if some of the problems you- have in
connection with not being paid by the Government go to the fact that
many of the services aren't licensed services. Do you think that has
anything to do with it?

Dr. SHERMAN. No. For example, the difficulty with Blue Shield-
we do an electrocardiogram and it is done by a trained nurse, who is
trained by a cardiologist. The electrocardiogram is interpreted by a
cardiologist, and as such, Blue Shield would, on its present plan, reim-
burse the cardiologist, but not our company. There are all sorts of
difficulties such as this.

Mr. BETTS. You have answered my question.
Conversely, the licensing doesn't help you one bit. The nurses are

licensed, and yet-
Dr. SHmE MAw. That is right. We are, in fact, reimbursed by one non-

profit health insurance plan, which is the Inter-County Hospitaliza-
tion Plan in eastern Pennsylvania. They do reimburse us for our en-
tire range of services on an outpatient basis.

Mr. BETTS. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. Dr. Sherman, noting some of the men on your ad-

visory board, it is evident your center is highly qualified. But how do
you deal with a center that might spring up in the next county that is
not qualified? If you have no State licensing r evidence of your degree
of professionalism, how do you differentiate here? You could have a
lot of "shysters" set up; couldn't you

Dr. SHERMAN. Yes. We don't want any used car salesmen in this
business.

Mr. SCUNEEBELI. How do you operate?
Dr. SHERMAN. We operate the laboratory, which is licensed by the

State.
Mr. SCHNEEBELL I am not criticizing your operation, but I think

you recognize what I am driving at.
Dr. SHERMAN. We are concerned with the question. We would like

to see licensure or regulations. We feel we are doing it in a very good
way and it should be done this way.

By the way, I am not a physician, I am an engineer, and we have
a medical director who is my vice president and who has complete
control of anything we do in the screening center.
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Mr. SCIINEEBELT. I agree there should be farming out of a lot of
medical services now performed by the highly trained professional.
The previous witness was of the same idea.

In your instance here, I agree, you have a lot to contribute, but there
are limitations, without licensure.

Dr. SIIEfAN. Yes.
Mr. SCIHNEEBELI. I amn wondering what we do to overcome this, be-

cause there is a lot of benefit that can be derived from your type of
operation.

Dr. STERMAN. I think we can very readily develop the protocol.
Mr. SClINEEBELx. Does a State have to set up guidelines and approve

them before the Federal Government can come in for reimbursement?
Don't forget, we are spending taxpayers' money in reimbursement, and
we can't pay out the money to people who don't know what they are
doing in this rather sensitive field.

Dr. SHERMAN. In the laboratory area, we are licensed by the State,
and we are reimbursed by medicare.

Mr. SCRINEEBELI. But you go beyond that?
Dr. SHER-MAN. WVe go beyond that. Through medicare we are reim-

bursed for the electrocardiogram.
Mr. SCHNEEBEL. Are there many such diagnostic centers in the

State?
Dr. SHERNIAN. In the State of Pennsylvania there may be one or two

others. I have heard of one or two others-but as far as I know, we
are the only one.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Have you tried to get approval through State
licensing?

Dr. SHERMAN. We are accepted by the State health department. They
have no complaint as far as what we do.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. You have no official stamp?
Dr. SHERAAN. No. We have been to the county medical society. They

were concerned, but they have not opposed us.
Mr. SCHNEEBELL. Don't you think that gradually they are going to

recognize that people like'you can be of material assistance to them,
assuming a lot of detail from them?

Dr. SHERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SCJINEEBELI. How about hospitals that do this type of work?
Dr. SHERAMAN. We are an outpatient facility and we are not loved by

hospitals.
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. I would think they would have second thoughts,

because they derive a lot of their money from this same type of labora-
tory work.

Dr. SHERMAN. We do laboratory work for hospitals.
We maintain there is no point, really, for a hospital, an acute care

hospital, to be in this business. This is the kind of thing there is no need
for them to be in. We can do it so much more efficiently since we deal
with presumably well people, and they deal with sick people.

Mr. SCHINEEBERI. What work do you do beyond' the work that was
described by Mr. Diamond? What is the difference between your types
of work?

Dr. SHERMAN. The work that Mr. Diamond described related to
analyses of blood and urine. We go much beyond that to do an exami-
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nation, a screening examination, where we take a history, and we do
electrocardiograms, and other procedures.

Mr. SCFNEElE.LI. What we call a "physical exam," an annual
ph sical.

)r. Snii.,wr.\N. Yes; it is an annual physical when the physician
wraps it up.

Mr. ROSTEoN I0WSi. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. August Groeschel?

STATEMENT OF DR. AUGUST H. GROESCHEL, PRESIDENT, COM-
MUNITY BLOOD COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK; ACCOM-
PANIED BY HARRY WELKER, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Identify yourself for the record, Doctor, and
the gentleman who is accompanying you, and then proceed into your
testimoy.

Dr. GROESCHEL. I am Dr. August 1-. Groeschel, president of the
Community Blood Council of Greater New York, chairman of the
Committee on Blood of the Greater New York Hospital Association,
and vice president of the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Continue, Doctor.
Dr. GROEsciIEL. Mr. Chairman, the Community Blood Council of

Greater New York, which is the parent body of the Greater New York
blood program, Wishes to go on record-strongly--as supporting H.R.
853.

We support Congressman Koch's bill because it will work for the
direct benefit of the patients with blood needs not only in the New
York metropolitan area but all over the country.

You should understand. gentlemen, that only about 3 percent of the
U.S. population voluntarily donates its blood toward a reserve upon
which any one of us might have to call at some time.

That's not enough. But, if just 1 percent more of the population could
be induced to donate blood on a regular basis, hospital blood needs for
their patients could be met with volunteer blood.

Why volunteer blood? What is so special about volunteer blood?
Volunteer blood donors are not paid a penny. Their motivations are

healthy ones. They want to provide a health resource for their com-
munities. They want to insure blood coverage for their families in case
of medical emergencies. They want to donate blood to help a friend
who needs it.

Whatever their reasons, they are not doing it for personal gains.
They are good, concerned citizens. Ninety-nine percent of them are
healthy. They have no reason to falsify their medical histories-which
every licensed blood bank must record.

The Center for Disease Control of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare noted a sharp rise in the incidence of serum hepa-
titis last year. It is estimated that at least 150,000 persons will contract
the disease this year-the majority of them as a result of blood trans-
fusions.

This is a very serious disease. The mortality rate is 10 percent, and
much higher for persons over the age of 40.
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Medical authorities, both research and clinical, agree that there is a
12 times greater risk of contracting hepatitis from commercial or pur-
chased blood than there is from volunteer blood. Probably one of the
prime reasons is the source of donors to commercial blood banks.

Many of them, especially in densely populated areas, are drifters,
narcotics addicts, alcoholics, or other unfortunates who sell their blood
to get money. Some, using a variety of names, sell their blood as often
as once a week. Such people feel no obligation to be truthful about
their medical histories. And such blood, even if it is free of disease,
leaves a lot to be desired in its capacity to benefit ao sick person.

These are some of the reasons why we feel such a need for volun-
tary donated blood.

In times of emergency when there is an areawide blood shortage,
thousands of people who are not. regular donors will turn out to give
their blood, asking no reward. Here is that vital additional 1 percent
of the population that could be converted into regular donors. We
believe the government, indeed public, recognition, as provided for
in Congressman Koch's bill, could be just the incentive needed to get
that additional 1 percent.

After all, the Internal Revenue Code allows certain deductions for
charitable contributions in dollars. Who among us can construct an
equation between dollars and blood? I know I wouldn't even try.

Let us rather look upo) the deductions provided for in Congress-
man Koch's bill as our Government's way of recognizing good citizen-
ship and responsible community service to those who deserve it.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak to this committee. I shall
be happy to try to answer any questions if you have any.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you, Dr. Groeschel.
Mr. Schneebeli will inquire.
Mr. SCIINEEBEL. How do you transfer blood to a tax credit? Spe-

cifically, what do you do-give $25 a pint, or what?
Dr. GROESCHEL. $25 a unit.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. What if you get paid, you don't get any credit?
Dr. GROESCHEL. No, he wouldn't, because it would not be a volun-

teer donation.
Mr. SCHNEEBELT. Then some of these "gallon" people would get

pretty good deductions, wouldn't they? We have 10-gallon people at
home.

Dr. GROESCHEL. I will be very happy to set your broken leg, but I
can't give you the intricate details of matters relating to the Internal
Revenue Service and tax credits.

Mr. SCIJINEEBELI. I haven't seen any details of translating blood into
money.

Dr. GROEScHEL. I would like to make the point that the matter of tax
credit dollars is important. I know it is, and certainly it is of great
importance to this committee. But the matter of illness, and what is
on the other side, the offsetting factors in medical expense dollars is
also important-the number of people who get serum hepatitis largely
from commercial blood-they require health care, they require hos-
pital care. Many of them die. You have a lot of them who are disabled
for periods of weeks and months. The cost there is substantial.
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They are not producing income when they are sick. They generate
expenses when they are in hospitals, for care. For example, in the
New York Hospital at New York, a large medical center, approxi-
mately half of all the patients are being paid for out of Federal funds.

So there is an offset on the other side for those tax credit dollars.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. I think in addition to the dollar credit, there is

a recognition of a psychological credit-"My contribution is being
recognized in some form"-and I think the psychological recognition
might be as important as the dollars.

Dr. GROESCHEL. You hit it right an the head. We think it would give
the volunteer donor a feeling that his contribution is appreciated
like nothing else.

Mr. SCI-NEE1BELI. Thank you.
Mr.' ROSTENKowsKu. Thank you, Doctor.
This concludes the witnesses for today. The committee will stand

adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 2:12 p.m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Friday, October 29, 1971.)


